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ABSTRACT
The Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004 (Vic) was designed as a framework for
ecologically sustainable forest management (ESFM) of Victorian public forestry. It
includes the principles of ecologically sustainable development (ESD). These principles
are included in a range of natural resource management and conservation Acts around
Australia. A separate regulatory framework applied to private forest management is also
designed to support sustainable forest management.
This study examines both the public and private sector forestry management in Victoria
to appreciate the extent to which the existing framework for ESFM addresses the ESD
principles. A critical realist research paradigm is adopted via regulatory theory, using four
filtering mechanisms to assess the effectiveness of the current framework, including
measuring and monitoring, compliance, ESD balance and governance standards. The
thesis reports on two studies, that being public and private forestry. Within the two
Victorian studies, an organisational perspective is also provided by way of analysis of the
strategies and roles of VicForests (public) and Hancock Victorian Plantation Pty Ltd
(HVP - the largest private forestry entity in Victoria.)
Referring to regulatory theory and empirical evidence, an adapted regulatory mode using
a precautionary risk management structure is proposed. This approach required
application of sustainability criteria and indicators currently used to meet reporting
obligations. The adapted regulation that resulted uses trigger points for an adaptive
management response regulatory model. This model identifies the responsible parties for
determining sustainability objectives and applying principles of ecologically sustainable
development, data collection processes and review of data against criteria in order to
activate the trigger and the resultant adaptive response. The end result is to evaluate data
in order to determine when and how to activate a trigger for an adaptive response which is
proportionate to the level of risk. The adapted model emphasises accountability and
transparency, utilising bespoke sustainability criteria and indicators to inform each stage
of the regulatory process. This model demonstrates the importance of using criteria and
indicators in natural resource regulation, and that simply inserting sustainability
principles and objectives into regulation is not sufficient to achieve worthwhile
sustainability outcomes.
ii

This thesis concludes by evaluating this alternative model for implications to practice,
policy and future research and its potential use in other resource sectors. Implications are
drawn that this adapted framework could be a transferable template for other forestry
jurisdictions and (with modifications) other natural resource sectors.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview of research
The governance of natural resources is a key area of regulation requiring a balance
between economic development and ecological protection. The concept of balance
between these elements does not mean equal weighted measure. Instead, it is a dynamic
process, dependant on individual circumstances under review, resulting in outcomes that
may be referred to as ‘balanced’ without necessarily representing equal measure. This
balance, and associated requirements such as measuring progress in economic
development and ecological protection, is often missing from natural resource regulation
in Australia. The absence of balance requirements and measurement capability applies to
regulation that refers to ecologically sustainable development (ESD) and the related
ecologically sustainable forest management (ESFM). ESD is defined as ‘using,
conserving and enhancing the community’s resources so that ecological processes, on
which life depends, are maintained, and the total quality of life, now and into the future,
can be increased.’ 1 A definition of ESFM is;
…perpetuating ecosystem integrity while continuing to provide wood and non-wood values;
where ecosystem integrity means the maintenance of forest structure, species composition,
and the rate of ecological processes and functions within the bounds of normal disturbance
regimes. 2

This thesis is addressing the problem of whether ESFM is properly regulated in Victoria.
This assessment is designed to address the aforementioned balance and measurement
issues. The specific concern is ESFM in the context of Victorian forestry regulation
applying to both public and private sectors.
This chapter outlines the thesis content and structure and explains the process for
addressing the research questions. The research questions are as follows:

Australia’s National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development (1992) accessible at;
http://www.onlyoneplanet.com/Extract_NSESD_principles.htm
2
David B. Lindenmayer and Jerry F. Franklin, Conserving Forest Biodiversity: A Comprehensive
Multiscaled Approach (Island Press, 2nd ed, 2002)
1

1

1. Does the existing Victorian forestry regulatory model achieve ecologically
sustainable forest management (ESFM)?
2. Where the existing model is deficient, what adapted regulatory model would
deliver ESFM?
Question one focuses analysis on existing Victorian forestry regulations, and question two
examines a reformed model. Each question is concerned with how regulation deals with
the progression towards the ESFM objectives. Strengths and weaknesses are identified in
the existing regulations; this forms the basis of the regulatory structure in a reformed
model discussed in Chapter 7. An important element of both research questions is the
capacity of the regulations to incorporate principles of ESD with appropriate
methodologies.
ESD was developed due to growing concerns from the 1970s onwards regarding natural
resource depletion. 3 The first report emerging here was the World Conservation Strategy:
Living Resource Conservation for Sustainable Development. 4 A central theme of this
report was that legislation affecting the environment should address resource management
through the sustainable use of natural resources and associated support systems. This
report emphasised natural resource conservation and regulations, including planning for
land and water use and accounting for the direct and indirect effects of developments on
resources. Australia responded with the National Conservation Strategy: Living Resource
Conservation for Sustainable Development, 5 which included an aim to ensure the
sustainable use of ecosystems and plant and animal species.
In Our Common Future, the World Commission on Environment and Development
defined sustainable development as ‘development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.’ 6 The
See, e.g., the discussion emphasising a growing concern from the 1970s onwards in Margaret Robertson,
Sustainability Principles and Practice (Routledge, 1st ed, 2014).
4
International Union for Conservation of Nature, World Conservation Strategy: Living Resources
Conservation for Sustainable Development (IUCN, UNEP and WWF, 1980)
<https://portals.iucn.org/library/efiles/documents/wcs-004.pdf>. This report has been
supplemented and restated in a document called Caring for the Earth: A Strategy for Sustainable
Living (IUCN 1991)
5
Department of Home Affairs and Environment (Cth) and National Conservation Strategy Task Force,
National Conservation Strategy for Australia: Living Resource Conservation for Sustainable
Development: Proposed by a Conference Held in Canberra in June 1983 (Australia Government
Publishing Service, 1983).
6
World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future (Oxford University Press,
1987) 27.
3

2

implication here is uncoordinated economic growth potentially damages the environment
and causes problems for future generations seeking to meet their needs. If the needs of the
economy and environment are not fully reconcilable, there is an arguable regulatory
dilemma in respect to sustainable development. An attempt to reconcile these disparate
concepts was made during the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (the ‘Earth Summit’) in 1992.7 The conference report provided 27 guiding
principles for sustainable development, including a right to economic development,
subject to equitably meeting the environmental needs of present and future generations. 8
While this did not offer ways to resolve the apparently irreconcilable demands between
economic development and environmental integrity, the word ‘equitably’ in this principle
refers to the relationship between present and future generations and implies a balance
between economic development and environmental needs and limits. To address this, the
Earth Summit produced Agenda 21, containing a plan for implementing the Earth Summit
principles on sustainable development. 9
Even before the Earth Summit principles provided a basis to deal with unrestrained
economic growth, Australia had already adopted a policy response on sustainable
development. The Australian Government released a discussion paper on sustainable
development in June 1990. 10 This led to the National Strategy for Ecologically
Sustainable Development, which state and territory governments agreed would guide
future policy developments. 11 Specifically, ESD was to be embedded in natural resource,
environmental and conservation regulations. This was not properly implemented in the
Victorian forest sector. The inclusion of ESD principles into the Sustainable Forests
(Timber) Act 2004 (Vic) (SFA 2004), (analysed in this thesis) does not provide a

Report of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. 1) (3–
14 June 1992) <https://www.un.org/esa/dsd/agenda21/Agenda%2021.pdf >.
8
Ibid annex I, principle 3.
9
Ibid annex II.
10
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (Cth), Ecologically Sustainable Development: A
Commonwealth Discussion Paper June 1990 (Australian Government Publishing Service, 1990).
11
Ecologically Sustainable Development Committee, National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable
Development (December 1992) Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment (Cth)
<https://www.environment.gov.au/about-us/esd/publications/national-esd-strategy>. The definition
of ESD as applied in this strategy (and articulated on page 1) refers to ‘ecological processes’ rather
than environmental needs more broadly and signals that the health of ecosystems are pivotal to
present and future quality of life.
7
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framework for ESFM. The ESD principles appear in other natural resource and
conservation legislation at both state and federal levels. 12
The ESD principles involve integrating and balancing economic, environmental and
social elements to achieve the sustainable development of resources. 13 Without balance,
the equitable treatment of these elements may be lost, and sustainable development not
achieved. The use of these principles in regulations has not demonstrated a clear way to
achieve balance and equity on the ground (i.e., practical outcomes). For example, they
could mean that in any development measure, ecological factors must be considered as a
matter of course, alternately it could mean ecological and economic factors must be
somehow weighed up against each other, or economic development should be subject to
ecological limits. There is a gap in the knowledge about the way that regulations should
address these disparate elements to achieve balanced equitable outcomes. The thesis does
seek to address this gap specifically in relation to public and private forest regulation in
the Victorian jurisdiction.
The foregoing issues are apparent in Victorian public forestry regulations, which
incorporate ESD principles. The use of ESFM by definition incorporates ESD into forest
management. The ESFM definition referred to preserving ecosystem integrity whilst
continuing the supply of wood and non-wood values. 14
The ESFM definition is inherently complex because it encompasses several objectives not
necessarily aligned with each other. For example, perpetuating ecosystem integrity while
providing wood products from the forest has an inherent tension. There is also tension
between the elements for ecosystem integrity concerning the meaning of normal
disturbance regimes. Disturbance regimes and the range of possible meanings do not
automatically suggest normality. Arguably, these tensions require some form of
resolution in the regulation of forests, which should, at least in part, come from regulatory
control over what is ‘normal’ for ‘disturbance regimes’. If forest resources are extracted,
then maintaining the forest structure, species composition and ecological processes and
12
13

14

See e.g., natural resources at the state level under the Fisheries Act 1994 (Qld); environmental protection
at the Commonwealth level under the Environmental Protection and Conservation Act 1999 (Cth)
This recognises a fundamental theme of this thesis focusing on the economy and the environment, which
reflects the focus of Principle 3 from the Earth Summit. See, e.g., Eban S Goodstein and Stephen
Polasky, Economics and the Environment (Wiley, 7th ed, 2014).
David B. Lindenmayer and Jerry F. Franklin, Conserving Forest Biodiversity: A Comprehensive
Multiscaled Approach.

4

functions is required. The question becomes whether this ‘control’ is clearly articulated in
Victorian forestry regulations.
Measuring sustainable development in natural resource management is one aspect of
control referred to in the preceding paragraph. This has led to the Criteria and Indicators
for Sustainable Forest Management (the Criteria) to measure and record data on
sustainable forest management. 15 These Criteria cover the key areas of sustainable
governance, including the conservation of biological diversity, maintenance of the
productive capacity of forest ecosystems and ecosystem health and vitality. The minister
has an obligation to compile criteria for reporting on the sustainability of forestry
practices. 16 They are currently used to compile the five-yearly Victorian State of the
Forest Reports (SFRs), which draw on the previous five years of data concerning forest
management. 17 This thesis examines the use of the criteria in the reporting function and
for the operational management of forestry. It raises the dilemma that: If Criteria are used
for reporting sustainable natural resource management, then why not use them more
proactively in the operational aspects of natural resource management? This is the focus
of the research conducted in this study.
The fundamental concern is whether the existing Victorian regulatory model delivers
ESFM in both the public and private forestry sectors. This is important given questions
surrounding the sustainability of the Victorian forestry industry and whether the existing
regulatory model progresses the ESFM objectives. 18 This research examines whether the
existing forestry regulations in Victoria (1) integrate and balance the ecology and
economy of forest resources; 19 (2) measure and monitor the progress towards ESFM; (3)
enforce compliance with the ESFM requirements; and (4) have sufficient governance to
meet concerns (1) to (3).

See Department of Sustainability and Environment (Vic) (DSE), Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable
Forest Management in Victoria: Guidance Document
<https://www.forestsandreserves.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/30865/Vic_Indicators_for
_SFM_Guidance.pdf>. Statutory provisions for the report can be found in SFA 2004 (Vic) s 8.
16
See Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004 (SFA 2004) (Vic) s 6.
17
See Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability Victoria, State of the Forests 2018,
https://www.ces.vic.gov.au/reports/state-forests-2018.
18
David B. Lindenmayer, ‘Victorian Forestry is Definitely Not Ecologically Sustainable’, The
Conversation (online), 17 January 2013 <https://theconversation.com/victorian-forestry-isdefinitely-not-ecologically-sustainable-11392>.
19
While ESD contains the three elements of economy, society and ecology for practical purposes, this
thesis focuses on ecology and economy.
15

5

Section 1.2 offers a rationale and context for the study, and Section 1.3 explains the focus
of the research questions.

1.2 Reforming Victorian forestry regulation
Wood is an efficient building material that emits fewer greenhouse gas emissions during
its production and use than other materials such as steel, aluminium and concrete. Further,
wood, when used in construction, stores carbon. However, harvesting reduces carbon
storage by decreasing the ‘pool’ of available stores. These characteristics of wood
increase the need for regulation to ensure the efficient measurement and monitoring of
forest use to account for wood product demand against the need for carbon storage.
Further, improving the Victorian forestry regulations may address concerns that Victorian
forestry is not ecologically sustainable, especially in relation to the protection of
endangered species, forest harvesting rates, loss of old-growth forests and questionable
harvesting methods.
An overarching theme in the relevant literature is that economic systems are dependent on
ecological systems. 20 Further, as identified previously, ESD regulation is important in
providing a balance between ecological and economic elements while recognising the
primacy of ecological health. Similarly, in order to progress ESFM, Victorian forest
regulations must balance ecological protection and economic growth.
The state government has recognised that the Victorian forestry regulations may not have
achieved this balance. Following the failed prosecution of VicForests (which undertakes
commercial harvesting of Victorian public forests) by the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (Vic) (DELWP) for an alleged breach of the SFA 2004, the
Victorian Government commissioned an independent panel to review the timber
harvesting regulations in September 2018, with the final report published in late October
of the same year. 21 The prosecution failure was interpreted as indicating a wider issue
Sustainability economists Peter Victor and Herman Daly argued that economic systems are a subset of
the overarching ecological system, causing the society and economy to be subsumed within the
environment. See ‘Introduction’ in Herman E Daly (ed), Toward a Steady State Economy (W. H.
Freeman, 1973) 23; Peter A Victor, Managing Without Growth: Slower by Design, Not Disaster
(Advances in Ecological Economics) (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2008) 22.
21
The so-called ‘take me home’ prosecution related to alleged harvesting of rainforest areas contained in a
buffer zone, which is prohibited under the Code of Practice for Sustainable Timber Production 2014
(the Code) created by the Department of Environment and Primary Industries (Vic) (DEPI). The case was
struck out on the basis that the charge did not meet the requirements of the Criminal Proceedings Act
20

6

regarding the regulatory enforcement capabilities of the DELWP.

22

The panel’s terms of

reference for the review were: (1) the adequacy of the prosecution policies, procedures
and practices; (2) its current capacity to regulate timber harvesting on public land in
Victoria; and (3) whether regulatory reform was necessary to ensure best-practice
sustainable forest management in Victoria. In its report, the panel noted the complexity of
the regulations, leading to concerns regarding a conflict of interest between forestry
regulators affecting departmental decision-making, the enforcement and compliance
efficacy and how the regulations manage different levels of ecological risk. 23
The panel report referred to five poorly regulated forest environments in Victoria and to
the role of the DELWP. Five key regulatory failures were identified: (1) inconsistencies
between the processes used in prosecutions; (2) failures in how regulators deal with
regulatory aims and their implementation; (3) ‘labyrinthine’ public forest regulation
without application methodologies for key requirements; 25 (4) the lack of cooperative
arrangements between environmental non-government organisations (NGOs); and (5)
roles and operating models for regulators that do not align with community expectations
or are not ‘transparent, equitable, accountable and consistent.’ 26
The problems identified by the panel challenge the existing regulatory model’s capacity
to achieve ESFM in its application and enforcement and as a coherent regulatory
framework. It suggests reform is needed. This study is intended to address these issues in
detail and design and justify a reformed regulatory framework for public and private
forestry, supporting the ESFM objectives (see Section 1.3).

2009 (Vic). See Jane Brockington, Nial Finegan and Peter Rozen, Independent Review of Timber
Harvesting Regulation: Panel Report to the Secretary of the Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning, 24 October 2018 (Independent Review of Timber Harvesting Regulation, 2018)
<https://www.forestsandreserves.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/414165/Independent-Review-ofTimber-Harvesting-Regulation-Report.pdf>. Criminal Proceedings Act 2009 (Vic).
22
Ibid 23. DELWP had replaced the Department of Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI) by this
time.
23
Ibid 36-9.
25
The word ‘labyrinthine’ is referred to by the judge in Environment East Gippsland v VicForests [2010]
VSC 335 (the Brown Mountain Case) (see Chapter 4 of this thesis). The panel report refers to this case
and the use of the word ‘labyrinthine’ in Brockington, et al., Independent Review of
Timber Harvesting, 25.
26
Brockington, et al., Independent Review of Timber Harvesting, 19.
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1.3 The study
The findings of the panel report on the capacity of existing public forest regulation to
achieve ESFM provide a foundation for an analysis of the existing regulatory model
covering the public and private forestry sectors specified in the first research question.
Public forestry refers to native forestry on public land, which primarily focuses on state
forests in the context of timber harvesting and thinning, and attendant works such as
constructing access roads, burning and other associated activities. 27 Private forestry refers
to private native forest management and harvesting on private land, primarily for the
supply of wood resources to the timber industry. 28
This research covers the balance between the constituent elements of ESD, governance,
measurement and monitoring, and enforcement and compliance as encountered in both
sectors. Criteria are used in the evaluation of both sectors. The research aims to assess
what is working and what is not working regarding the sustainability measures for each
sector.
Assuming the first research question finds failures and gaps in the existing regulations,
the second research question focuses on what form of regulation will achieve ESFM. This
must implicitly address the balance between the elements of ecology and economy by
clearly articulating the authorities, roles, relationships, expectations and rules.
Implicit within both research questions is the importance of transparency and accounting
for community and industry expectations. The degree of precautionary and therefore
preventative, risk-based control is also important because precautionary measures to deal
with risk should be activated by regulation so as to forestall and hopefully prevent serious
ecological damage, whilst still providing for economic development. In addition, it is
important to clarify enforcement procedure in order to back up the precautionary riskbased control measures. This may involve an educative focus for less serious breaches,
and when prosecution is instigated for more serious breach. Differences in enforcement
procedure requires clarity when different enforcement practices are applied. This means
See for example the description of public forestry on the NSW EPA website at;
https://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/your-environment/native-forestry/about-public-nativeforestry#:~:text=Native%20forestry%20on%20public%20land,%2C%20grazing%2C%20and%20other%
20activities.
28
A useful discussion of private native forestry may be found on the Business Queensland website located
at: https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/farms-fishing-forestry/forests-wood/native-forests/private
27
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clarifying lines of authority, who is responsible for decision-making on enforcement
including when to implement prosecution. With the risk of a conflict of interest arising,
the regulations should be strong enough to identify when this conflict may occur and how
to deal with it. Other areas to evaluate include whether the regulations are overly reactive
to problem situations compared to their capacity to address regulatory intervention from
regulators before any problems arise.
Another issue is the definition, role, and capability of the regulator. This includes the
regulator’s independence in the decision-making process, the degree of transparency and
responsiveness it has to different problem scenarios and the regulatory ‘tools’ available to
the regulator to enforce the ESFM objectives. An overarching issue is how the regulator
is empowered to balance environmental protection and economic development. These
represent indicators of what could be relevant in a model designed to address ESFM.
Section 1.4 provides an outline of this thesis.

1.4 Thesis structure
Chapter 2 locates this study within the body of literature. It interrogates the literature on
regulation and natural resource governance including discussion of literature on the ‘new
environmental governance’ (which highlights developments in new governance models),
sustainability in broad conceptual terms, and the extent regulatory theory addresses
sustainability. The review then covers an examination of literature on ESD and
regulation, and ESFM, followed by a summary of the chapter contents. The focus on ESD
and regulation includes texts, journal articles and reports regarding ESD and its
conceptualisation in regulations, both in the Victorian context and with comparison to
other jurisdictions and natural resource sectors. The literature on ESFM includes
discussion of scientific aspects of sustainable forest management, and how regulations are
designed or intended to deliver ESFM.
Chapter 3 describes the research methodology or mode of inquiry. Critical realism is the
research paradigm. This enables assessment of the extent to which the current regulations
meet the ESFM objectives. The research design describes the overall strategy for
collecting, evaluating, and analysing the data reported and documented in Chapters 5
(public forestry) and 6 (private forestry). The selection of the two studies is explained and
9

justified. The limitations of this research method are discussed. Finally, the methodology
includes references to how the findings are reported and the research credibility
evaluated.
Chapter 4 includes a brief history and contextualisation of the regulation of public and
private Victorian forestry. These historical developments highlight the gradual inclusion
of sustainability into Victorian public forestry management. Chapter 4 also discusses the
current governance practices of key regulators. It concludes with an examination of
Environment East Gippsland v VicForests (the Brown Mountain Case) (see Section
1.2), 29 which has an important focus on the efficacy of public forestry regulations in
Victoria.
Chapter 5 analyses public forestry in Victoria (the first of the two case studies), critiquing
the current regulations through four evaluative standards, these being measurement and
monitoring, compliance and enforcement, balance between ecology and economy, and
governance. A second focus is on the structure and roles of the DELWP and VicForests
as key forestry regulators.
Chapter 6 adopts a similar approach to Chapter 5 in examining private forestry regulation.
The same evaluative standards are covered: measurement and monitoring, enforcement
and compliance, balance, and governance. Chapter 6 also analyses Victoria’s largest
private forestry company, Hancock Victorian Plantations Pty Ltd (HVP), which helps
expose the strengths and weaknesses in the current private forestry regulations for
achieving ESFM.
Chapter 7 analyses the key findings from Chapters 5 and 6. The strengths and failings of
the current regulations in each sector are identified, thereby providing a detailed
justification for a reformed regulatory structure. Chapter 7 adopts the evaluative
categories of balance, governance, measurement and monitoring and enforcement and
compliance to address and justify the construction of a reformed model.
Chapter 8 examines how the key sustainability provisions should appear in the regulations
to address the ESFM objectives. It also covers the benefits of this research to forestry and

29

Environment East Gippsland v VicForests [2010] VSC 416.
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other natural resource sectors. Chapter 8 concludes with a discussion regarding the
significance of the research findings and prospects for further research.
The next chapter begins the investigation with a theoretical context for this research and
the justification for its scope by documenting and analysing the relevant literature.
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2 Literature Review
This chapter aims to review the literature on sustainability and its integration into
regulation emphasising the ESD principles and their incorporation into ESFM. Section
2.1 reviews the literature on regulatory frameworks and how, from a structural
perspective, regulation affects natural resources management. Section 2.2 examines the
literature on sustainability as an inclusion in natural resource management regulation.
Section 2.3 focuses on the literature regarding ESD, emphasising how it has been
embedded into Australian natural resource and conservation regulation, including
Victorian public forestry. Section 2.4 contains a review of the literature on ESFM and
sustainable forest management. Section 2.5 summarises Sections 2.1 to 2.4 and describes
the identified gaps in the literature which assists in highlighting the original research
contribution of this thesis in Chapter 8.

2.1 Regulations and natural resource governance
Section 2.1 examines the literature on regulatory frameworks for natural resource
governance, with reference to regulatory theory and its capacity to address natural
resource governance. By way of historical context, the governance of natural resources
has undergone systemic changes since the 1970s. In that first decade, command-andcontrol approaches were adopted, involving government organisations empowered to
issue commands to organisations dealing with specific environmental issues. This
position has changed, although remains multifaceted with some older policy approaches,
such as command-and-control, with market based instruments and other arrangements
reflective of what is termed new environmental governance. 30 Cole and Grossman
consider command-and-control environmental regulation as neither inherently
economically inefficient nor necessarily less efficient than economic incentives. 31 They
argue that efficiency is affected by a variety of institutional and technological factors.

See generally Cameron Holley, ‘Environmental Regulation and Governance’ in Peter Drahos (ed),
Regulatory Theory: Foundations and Applications (ANU Press, 2017) 741.
31
Daniel H. Cole and Peter Z. Grossman, ‘When is Command-and-Control Efficient? Institutions,
Technology, and the Comparative Efficiency of Alternative Regulatory Regimes for
Environmental Protection’ (1999) Wisconsin Law Review 887 - 938.
30
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Further, Daintith arguing in a similar vein, focused on the issue of relative efficiency
between different options. 32
However, other authors have emphasised that judgments regarding the efficiency of
command-and-control mechanisms require an awareness of their context. For example,
Karkkainen argues that some command structures are inefficient and cannot adapt to local
circumstances. 33 The underlying cause of inefficiency may be that complex government
structures and departments may be ill-suited to deal with local and often complicated
environmental problems. Freeman and Farber advocate ‘modular’ regulation, which they
characterise as flexible coordination across government agencies and between public
agencies and private actors or a mixed governance model. 34 Such a model uses
contractual agreements with those impacted by regulation alongside traditional regulatory
commands. This provides some insights into the need to consider adaptive regulations
that are responsive to local and regional disparities. However, it does not provide
guidance about the form of regulation of natural resources other than by general
descriptive discussion on policy preference for regulatory inclusion.
During the 1980s, a variety of international agreements and treaty-based international
organisations influenced resource policy and, in turn, engendered several international
‘rules’ or policy positions on forestry. 35 As a result, mandatory and, in some cases,
non-mandatory ‘rules’ or guidelines on forest management emerged. An example of the
former is the Kyoto Protocol that requires the inventorying of GHG-related deforestation,
afforestation, and reforestation in developed countries that are signatory to the Protocol.
An example of the latter is the Montréal Process’s Working Group producing, Criteria
and Indicators for the Conservation and Sustainable Management of Temperate and
Boreal Forests, which emerged from the forest principles developed at the Earth

Terence Daintith, ‘The Techniques of Government’ in Jeffrey L Jowell and Dawn Oliver (eds), The
Changing Constitution (Clarendon Press, 3rd ed, 1994) Ch 8.
33
Bradley Karkkainen, ‘Information-Forcing Regulation and Environmental Governance’ in Grainne de
Burca and Joanna Scott (eds.), Law and New Governance in the EU and the US (Hart Publishing,
2006) 293–321; see also Richard S Stewart, ‘A New Generation of Environmental Regulation?’
(2001) 29 Capital University Law Review 21 - 182.
34
Jody Freeman and Daniel A. Farber, ‘Modular Environmental Regulation’ (2005)
54 Duke Law Journal 795 - 912.
35
See generally Constance L. McDermott, et al., International Forest Policy—The Instruments, Agreements
and Processes That Shape It (Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations Forum
on Forests Secretariat, 2007).
32
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Summit.36 Studies into the role of international organisations in sustainable forest
management have highlighted that indicators are an important part of forest management
- particularly in measurement, monitoring, compliance and enforcement - but have
generally not discussed the preferred methods of including such indicators in regulations
other than a general recognition of the need for their use. 37
As command-and-control mechanisms became less popular during the 1980s,
market-based instruments and partnerships with private actors were developed. The
literature has examined the problem of market failure where environmental resources are
either not valued at all or are undervalued, potentially resulting in environmental
catastrophes. For example, Cutting and Cahoon propose that the property rights of the
receptors of pollution should shape a regime intended to allocate environmental costs to
the generator of those costs and be internalised as production costs. 38 Other literature has
critiqued market-based schemes, including subsidies, pollution taxes and trading schemes
and the role of regulation, state intervention into markets and how this applies to
environmental protection and natural resource markets. 39 However, this literature has
generally not discussed the structure of the regulatory models based on these ideas,
instead focusing on the preferred policy position.
Literature from the 1990s addressed self-regulatory and co-regulatory arrangements,
where participation is voluntary. 40 However, voluntary participation poses a potential
conflict of interest between the private motivations of regulatees and the public interest in
environmental protection. 41 The precise form of regulation for addressing self-regulatory
The Montréal Process, Criteria and Indicators for the Conservation and Sustainable Management of
Temperate and Boreal Forests (5th ed, 2015)
<https://www.montrealprocess.org/documents/publications/techreports/MontrealProcess>.
37
Fred Gale and Timothy Cadman, ‘Whose Norms Prevail? Policy Networks, International Organizations
and “Sustainable Forest Management” ’ (2014) 27(2) Society and Natural Resources 170 - 184;
see also A. Chandran and J. L. Innes, ‘The State of the Forest: Reporting and Communicating the
State of Forests by Montréal Process Countries’ (2014) 16(1) International Forestry Review 103 111.
38
Robert H. Cutting and Lawrence B. Cahoon, ‘Thinking Outside the Box: Property Rights as a Key to
Environmental Protection’ (2005) 22(1) Pace Environmental Law Review 55 - 90.
39
Neil Gunningham and Cameron Holley, Bringing the ‘R’ Word Back: Regulation, Environment
Protection and NRM: Occasional Paper 3/2010 (The Academy of Social Science in Australia,
2010); Holley, Environmental Regulation and Governance. In respect to trading, see, e.g., Lee
Godden, ‘Property in Urban Water: Private Rights and Public Governance’ in Patrick Troy (ed.),
Troubled Waters: Confronting the Water Crisis in Australia’s Cities (ANU Press, 2008) 157.
40
Michael J. Lenox and Jennifer Nash, ‘Industry Self-Regulation and Adverse Selection: A Comparison
Across Four Trade Association Programs’ (2003) 12(6): Business Strategy and the Environment
343.
41
Report of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development.
36
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or co-regulatory arrangements or how regulators deal with voluntary participants has not
been addressed in the literature.
Political or economic considerations have often influenced the literature on natural
resource governance systems. 42 There is limited reference to governance capabilities for
sustainability measurements, although there is a greater focus on management efficacy,
but this does not extend to how it appears in regulation. 43 The literature discusses
polycentric systems for natural resource sectors, which recognises the institutional
linkages of authority, networks and markets. For example, Bixler discussed how
community-based forest management could enhance local benefits, including an
increased adaptive capacity to manage social and ecological challenges. While
acknowledging a need for further theoretical work, he concluded that the theory on
polycentricism has the potential for experimenting with new rules and integrating expert
and lay knowledge for managing natural resources with different actors at different
levels. 44 However, Bixler did not address the form regulation should take to enable this
approach, in particular how it could measure accountability and control over polycentric
systems, markets and multi-level actors.
Ayres and Braithwaite advanced the concept of tripartism as a mechanism for bridging
the private and public theories of regulation by incorporating private participants into the
public governance process. 45 They describe use of public interest groups (PIGs) as a
contestable third-party position participating in the regulatory process. They argue the
presence of a third party PIG allows for economic growth while minimising the risk of
corruption and regulatory capture by limiting cooperative arrangements. In PIG absence,
the process may devolve into corruption and regulatory capture. However, different forms
of accountability may still be needed when regulatory discretion is too wide even with the
presence of third-party PIGs. A contestable third-party position allows for greater contest
of ideas over accountability. Contestability arises when different PIGs compete for the
right to be the third party. To secure such contestability, information about regulatory
Cullen S Hendrix and Marcus Noland, Confronting the Curse: The Economics and Geopolitics of Natural
Resource Governance (Petersen Institute for International Economics, 2014).
43
See, e.g., R. Patrick Bixler, ‘From Community Forest Management to Polycentric Governance Assessing
Evidence from the Bottom Up’ (2013) 27(2) Society and Natural Resources 155.
44
Elinor Ostrom, Governing the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action (Cambridge
University Press, 1990).
45
Tripartism refers to tripartite contracts between business labour and the state. Ayers and Braithwaite
advanced tripartism to avoid regulatory capture. See Ian Ayres and John Braithwaite, Responsive
Regulation: Transcending the Deregulation Debate (Oxford University Press, 1992).
42
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‘deals’ must be available for all potentially eligible third-party participants. Determining
the eligibility of PIGs and the terms of contestability could be contained in a regulatory
framework, with rules for decision-making by all three of the entities in the tripartite
model. 46 This contribution to the literature provides insight into how a tripartite model
should work for natural resource governance and what safeguards should be implemented
through regulations to ensure its effectiveness. However, it does not specifically address
sustainable natural resource regulations under Australian conditions.
The literature does address natural resource or sustainability governance in a more
holistic conception. It is relevant to emphasise the distinction between natural resource
governance and sustainability governance because each have different priorities
according to the sector and relative importance given to ecological protection in the
conception of sustainability. Natural resource governance refers to the,
…norms, institutions and processes that determine how power and responsibilities over
natural resources are exercised, how decisions are taken, and how citizens – women, men,
indigenous peoples and local communities – participate in and benefit from the
management of natural resources. 47

This clearly focuses on measures that are multi-dimensional and sector based with many
components that must be managed and controlled. By contrast, sustainability governance
is not clearly defined in the literature, since it appears to have a diverse application based
on sector, location and emphasis. For example, the focus of some of this literature is
cross-sector collaboration in ecosystem management for sustainability governance. 48 This
highlights the importance of an adaptive and resilient social-ecological governance
approach to spatial and temporal matters. Other literature emphasises the different
categories of the association between sustainability and governance. 49 This includes the
governance of state-level sustainable development, governance of the sustainable use of
natural resources, sustainable governance of integration and autonomy in a globalised
world and sustainable corporate governance. However, those authors contributing to the
Ibid 54 – 101.
Natural Resource Governance Framework, Commission on Environmental, Economic and Social Policy,
version 1 – July 2019, accessible at; https://www.iucn.org/search/citing.
48
Mark Heuer, ‘Ecosystem Cross-Sector Collaboration: Conceptualizing an Adaptive Approach to
Sustainability Governance’ (2011) 20(4) Business Strategy and the Environment 211 - 212.
49
Marco Billi, et al., ‘Governing Sustainability or Sustainable Governance? Semantic Constellations on the
Sustainability-Governance Intersection in Academic Literature’ (2020) 279 Journal of Cleaner
Production 123523.
46
47
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literature have not articulated a precise regulatory form for the foregoing categories.
Further, it is unclear whether sustainability or governance drive the debate in terms of
sustainable governance systems.
Other literature on sustainability governance emphasises a multi-dimensional approach
that considers political processes, institutional structures and policy content. 50 This
holistic approach accounts for science in sustainable development, offering a conceptual
framework for different modes of governance. While this provides some structure
towards theoretical and empirical research on the governance of sustainable development,
it does not provide any direct support to the form of regulatory structures for
sustainability governance. Conversely, some literature has examined forest governance
from a nation-state perspective, studying a particular country’s unique features and
concluding that the governance model is not readily transferable. 51 It does have relevance
for distinguishing different governance pathways as models that variously emphasise the
preservation of indigenous biodiversity and economic development without adverse
environmental impacts and monitoring of environmental quality. This provides some
insight into conceptualising the broad parameters of governance without necessarily
guiding the form of regulatory frameworks.
The literature covering natural resource governance has provided greater insight into the
potential governance structures in regulatory frameworks. This includes literature that has
supported a subsidiary form that leads to greater administrative powers for local
decision-makers and agents. 52 Some studies have focused on accountability and
transparency developments in natural resource governance. 53 These have examined the
ways of understanding and measuring the impact of these developments, which, in part,
involves studying the causal links between governance and the nature of the
interventions. This requires clear guidelines on data collection, reporting and analysis for
decision-making, thereby providing some focus for regulatory frameworks. Further, the

Philippe Lange et al., ‘Governing Towards Sustainability—Conceptualizing Modes of Governance’
(2013) 15(3) Journal of Environmental Policy and Planning 403 - 425.
51
Michael Roche, ‘Forest Governance and Sustainability Pathways in the Absence of a Comprehensive
National Forest Policy—The Case of New Zealand’ (2017) 77 Forest Policy and Economics 33 43.
52
Irmely Mustalahti et al., ‘Responsibilization in Natural Resources Governance: A Romantic Doxa?’
(2020) 111 Forest Policy and Economics 102033.
53
Andres Mejía Acosta, ‘The Impact and Effectiveness of Accountability and Transparency Initiatives: The
Governance of Natural Resources’ (2013) 31(1) Development Policy Review s3 – s124.
50
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literature on conceptual frameworks for natural resource governance has discussed the
institutional changes that occur during collaborative development decision-making. 54
Other literature has provided guidance for analysing complex governance systems of
renewable natural resource sectors. 55 This has given some insights into the dimensions of
governance involving multiplicities of levels, actors and institutions and how they
intersect with governance principles. Therefore, it has offered guidance on the structures,
performance and outcomes of multi-level governance and has some relevance for the
regulatory responses to this issue.
In the context of natural resource governance, the literature has involved regional case
studies on incentives for collaborative arrangements over forest governance. 56 This is in
relation to degraded forest regions where collaborative incentive arrangements with locals
are considered a viable method for improving sustainable forest management programs.
The foregoing provides some foundation for what has been described as ‘new
environmental governance’ focusing on public–private collaborations with agreed goals. 57
An important emphasis in this body of literature are arrangements characterised as
participatory collaborations with adaptive flexibility. 58 A key to understanding the
relevance of these studies to any appropriate forestry model is determining the real and
potential administrative, managerial and mediating function required for this type of
governance. The literature has explored the difficulty of making judgments about
governance given the different certification standards, multi-level networks and effects of
the decisions by non-state actors. 59 At issue is whether these governance models, typified

Anke Fischer et al., ‘Sustainable Governance of Natural Resources and Institutional Change—An
Analytical Framework’ (2007) 27(2) Public Administration and Development 123 - 137.
55
Fiona Nunan, ‘Navigating Multi-Level Natural Resource Governance: An Analytical Guide’ (2018) 42
(3) Natural Resource Forum 159 - 171.
56
Mayowa Fasona et al., ‘Incentives for Collaborative Governance of Natural Resources: A Case Study of
Forest Management in Southwest Nigeria’ (2019) 30 Environmental Development 76 - 93.
57
Cameron Holley, et al., The New Environmental Governance, (Earthscan, 2012); Neil Gunningham, ‘The
New Collaborative Environmental Governance: The Localization of Regulation’ (2009) 36(1)
Journal of Law and Society 145 - 166.
58
‘Adaptive governance’ discussed in Brian Chaffin, et al., ‘A Decade of Adaptive Governance
Scholarship: Synthesis and Future Directions’ (2014) 19 (3) Ecology and Society <
http://dx.doi.org/10.5751/ES-06824-190356>; ‘collaborative governance’ discussed in Jody
Freeman, ‘Collaborative Governance in the Administrative State’ (1997) 45(1) UCLA Law Review
1 - 77.
59
See, e.g., M. Patrick Cottrell and David Trubek, ‘Law as Problem Solving: Standards, Networks,
Experimentation, and Deliberation in Global Space’ (2012) 21 Transnational Law and
Contemporary Problems 359 - 395.
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by flexible and collaborative arrangements between public and private players, have the
capacity to reach defined sustainability goals. Although some proponents argue that such
a model can adapt to changing circumstances on the ground, 60 others question its practical
application due to its complex structure. 61 Holley et al. identifies ways to address some of
these complexities, such as new ways to achieve collaboration, participation and
accountability. 62 This arguably raises issues about competing economic interests and
markets for different ecosystem services. 63 While this body of literature provides insights
into new forms of governance, it does not address regulatory frameworks and the form
they take. Additionally, the literature does not go into a substantive discussion on the
current or potential use of new environmental governance frameworks for sustainable
forest management specifically, or sustainability regulation more generally.
New environmental governance does provide some guidance on practical governance
issues; whilst regulatory theory deals with theoretical constructs of governance
mechanisms. For example, the public interest theory of regulation assumes that the best
possible allocation of scarce resources will maximise the public interest. Therefore,
regulation should address market inefficiencies that impede efficient allocations. At a
broader level, while the public interest theory of regulation is described as furthering the
protection and benefit of the public as a whole, similar to the rationale for welfare
economics of regulations, its existence as a driving force in shaping regulation is
questioned. 64 Ginosar argued for an approach that combines public and private interest
theories of regulation to clarify the motivations behind particular forms of regulation. 65 A
combination of these elements and the use of institutional tools allows the coordinating
regulator to serve public interests. This suggests a hybrid approach to the regulatory form
designed to deliver objectives that include (but are not necessarily limited to) public
Robert F. Durant, et al., (eds), Environmental Governance Reconsidered: Challenges, Choices and
Opportunities (MIT Press, 2004); Orly Lobel, ‘Setting the Agenda for New Governance Research’
(2004) 89 Minnesota Law Review 498 - 506.
61
Peter J. Driessen et al., ‘Towards a Conceptual Framework for the Study of Shifts in Modes of
Environmental Governance—Experiences from the Netherlands’ (2012) 22(3) Environmental
Policy and Governance 143 - 160.
62
Cameron Holley, et al., The New Environmental Governance.
63
Pushpam Kumar, Market for Ecosystem Services (International Institute for Sustainable Development,
2005); see also M Masiero et al., Valuing Forest Ecosystem Services: A Training Manual for
Planners and Project Developers (Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations,
2019).
64
Michael Hantke-Domas, ‘The Public Interest Theory of Regulation: Non-Existence or Misinterpretation?’
(2003) 15 European Journal of Law and Economics 165 - 194.
65
Avshalom Ginosar, ‘Public-Interest Institutionalism: A Positive Perspective on Regulation’ (2012) 46 (3)
Administration and Society 301 - 318.
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interest motivations. Thus, it gives theoretical support to hybrid regulatory models,
although without providing clear guidance on what regulatory form these models should
take.
Private interest theories of regulation tend to emphasise the private motivations of
regulatees in the market and assume that groups with similar or complementary interests
will cooperate to protect those interests. This highlights the risk of regulatory failure,
especially in the allocation of resources, which leads back to the economic motives for
the form of regulation. According to these theories, regulation aims to improve the
operating efficiency of regulated participants. Thus, some forms of regulation may benefit
special interests at the expense of collective welfare. An efficient regulatory model should
address the risk of sectional interests wielding disproportionate power. Hertzog provided
insights into what should be included in regulations where sectional interests may have
disproportionate power; but this author did not address what regulatory form this should
take. 66
Institutional theory examines regulation from an institutional perspective, focusing on
political and legal systems, agencies and corporations and their relationships. This
requires an examination of institutional dynamics and their influence on problems such as
the risk of regulatory capture by an entity that can unduly influence outcomes through its
decisions and the optimum level of inter-entity cooperation. 68 The relevant literature has
addressed the motivations and relationships of players under regulation. 69 While helpful
for understanding the dynamics of institutions and their interactions, the literature has not
offered specific insights into institutions that are relevant to the forestry sector or its
sustainable management. A better approach may be to structure regulations to ensure
independence in decision-making, perhaps by incorporating tripartism. 70
Systems theory considers how economic, political and ecological systems influence each
other. In this context, systems are usually closed, self-regulating spaces that perpetuate
their existence through connected actions. They have self-referential characteristics that
Johan den Hertzog, ‘Review of Economic Theories of Regulation’ (Discussion Paper Series No 10–18,
Tjalling C. Koopmans Research Institute, 2010).
68
Regulatory capture occurs when a regulatory agency, created to act for general public benefit, advances
either the commercial or political interests of groups that dominate an industry or sector.
69
See, e.g., Bronwen Morgan and Karen Yeung, An Introduction to Law and Regulation: Text and
Materials (Cambridge University Press, 2007).
70
Daly, Toward A Steady State Economy.
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help system participants develop and modify their actions based upon the information
generated within the system. How the law responds to self-referential systems becomes a
key focus for the responsive mechanisms in regulations. 71 Somehow, regulations must
help participants react and intervene with the self-referential dynamics of the regulated
system. If the regulatory interventions are incompatible with self-regulating actions, there
is a risk of regulatory failure. Therefore, the governance structure has a key role in
ensuring that self-referential characteristics are maintained while supporting the
interaction by participants between systems. This reinforces the self-reproductive
characteristics of the regulated environment and regulatory systems. 72
While the literature on systems addresses issues potentially managed by regulations, such
as how regulations get participants to respond to the self-referential organisation of the
system, it does not address the precise form this could take in natural resource
management. 73 Morgan and Yeung provided a useful comparative study of regulatory
theory, including its application to systems; however, they did not address its alignment
with environmental regulations and the form of regulatory frameworks. 74 While other
studies on regulatory theory have examined environmental regulations and justified
multifaceted environmental compliance management (including market-based systems
and hierarchical compliance systems), the study authors have not discussed the structure
of regulatory frameworks for natural resources. 75 The literature referring to polycentric
governance systems with different centres of decision-making has generally not discussed
how they are included in regulatory frameworks for natural resources management. 76

2.2 Sustainability
Defining sustainability is problematic since it is context based and generally emphasises
an ecological viewpoint. 77 One dominant model of sustainability is a tripartite Venn
diagram, interconnecting environment, economy and social equity which was endorsed by

Gunther Teubner (ed), Dilemmas of Law in the Welfare State (Walter de Gruyter, 1986).
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the 2005 UN World Summit. 78 Whilst this model has an area where all three Venn circles
interconnect, a more recent conception has placed social equity and economy entirely
within the environment represented by concentric rings. 79 This posits social equity and
economy entirely dependent on the environment. This cannot provide a clear definition of
sustainability on its own, since it does not explain what it is, nor the conditions required
for it to be achieved. Such conditions for sustainability include avoidance of increasing
rates of extraction, dumping, degradation with these factors undermining capacity of
people to meet their needs. 80 Other writers refer to ‘self-evident truths’ of sustainability
which speak of unsustainable population growth and rates of consumption, use of
renewable resources less than or not exceeding rates of natural replenishment, use of nonrenewable resources at a declining rate to avoid depletion risk, and rendering harmless
emissions into the biosphere. 81 Others speak of the risks caused by uncontrolled
population growth, economic growth and use of fossil fuels to humanity, which places
more focus on human activity than a focus on the environment. 82 A more recent
conception of sustainability considers sustainability as a pluralistic discourse that attempts
to eliminate the inherent conflict between economic growth and ecological integrity. 83
At their core, these definitions are reflective of the individual author’s subjective
emphasis, but all refer to overuse of resources in a way that cannot continue without
serious consequences for society and the viability of the economy. This has been referred
to as ‘global overshoot,’ which is defined as; ‘demanding more in a year through
consumption of energy and resources than nature can provide and polluting more than
nature can assimilate.’ 84 Implicit in this is the need to measure and monitor use of natural
resources in order to know when overshoot occurs.
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Since the 1990s, it has become apparent that we live in an age of global overshoot. 85
From this period, the social and environmental metrics that measure impact in different
ways have developed significantly although this has not been accompanied by a detailed
analysis of how measurement metric tools are included in regulation. 86 For example,
ecological footprint analysis assesses land appropriation, 87 and the Genuine Progress
Indicator is a replacement indicator for gross domestic product. 88 Some of these
measurement indicators assess sustainability by reference to diverse criteria, including
consumer choices, energy sources and progress towards a low carbon economy. 89 The
broader literature on criteria and indicators is diverse and has mostly a science-based
focus; however, it has generally not evaluated how they could be utilised in regulations
other than in a reporting and assessment context and not in operational harvesting. 90
The literature on sustainability in the legal context of ESD varies according to
jurisdiction. There is no literature on how ESD is characterised in legal terms for natural
resource management in Australia, although it is examined at length in relation to
European and American jurisdictions. 91 However, the American and European literature
generally focuses on management from a precautionary risk perspective with science
based inputs, but has limited guidance on construction of regulations which provide a
trigger for a precautionary risk-based adaptive response.
There are descriptive commentaries about how sustainability principles are incorporated
into Australian conservation and natural resource regulations using a ‘structural’
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perspective. 92 This refers to their inclusion into regulations in a descriptive context but
without a contextual analysis or assessment of its capacity to address sustainability goals.
However, this has not been accompanied by an analysis of the efficacy of their
application in the natural resources sector. While ecologists have begun to respond with
proposals for new forms of management to prioritise environmental stewardship, restore
natural capital and protect ecosystem services (some proposals characterised under the
heading of ‘resilience’), they have not generally discussed what the regulations should
look like or their wider purpose and long-term aims. 93 The primary focus has been
sustainability reporting, with little regarding the ‘front-end’ application of sustainability
measures during the operational stages. Therefore, there is a distinction between using
these indices in a reporting context and the actual measurement methodologies in
regulations. 94
The next section identifies literature examining the incorporation of ESD into regulation.
This highlights the way it is used in regulation and whether it addresses the form of
regulation itself.

2.3 ESD and regulation
Since the 1980s, sustainability has gained recognition as an objective of government
policy. The World Commission on Environment and Development advocated for
sustainable development, thereby establishing ESD as a policy aim. 95 The resulting
literature on ESD is substantial and includes government reports 96 and academic papers. 97
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However, only a small minority of these have examined embedding sustainability into
regulation. Studies on ESD regulations have often covered a specific case study or
industry sector or highlighted the role of regulations in promoting sustainable
development innovations. 98 In relation to the latter, Ashford and Hall emphasised that
multipurpose policy design through industrial design, environmental law and policy and
trade initiatives should be ‘opened up’ and integrated. 99 This means that sustainable
development requires regulations in the environment, health, safety and labour markets to
stimulate technology innovations and achieve integration. Other studies have taken a
narrower focus on a particular reform measure, such as taxation, as a means to advance a
sustainable development objective. 100 However, apart from providing some context for
new policy development and their general inclusion in sustainability regulation, the
literature has provided limited guidance on the appropriate regulatory frameworks for
sustainability.
Examinations of ESD in key academic texts on environmental law tend to take a
descriptive and, therefore, reactive position by reviewing case laws or assessing current
legislative frameworks. Bates addressed the administrative and judicial review of ESD in
legislation but offered no guidance on how regulations should address ESD objectives or
achieve a balance between its constituent elements. 101 Fisher addressed ESD from a
normative perspective, highlighting its potential as a balancing, fixed or goal-orientated
norm. He provides a detailed review of ESD in Australian legislation, including forestry
legislation, across different jurisdictions. This critical appraisal of the current
functionality of ESD in legislation included a review of the actual ESD-related clauses,
but it did not extend to regulatory models that can deliver sustainability goals most
efficiently. 102 However, the analysis of Victorian forestry legislation highlights that the
ESD principles have a limited effect in Victoria due to a failure to address ESD
applications at an operational level. Fisher addressed ESD in the current regulatory
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application but did not propose models to achieve specific sustainability objectives, such
as ESFM. 103
The ESD literature discussing international developments has often focused on analysing
the effect of international agreements on sustainability outcomes. For example, Boyle and
Freestone assessed the long-term sustainable use of resource sectors under international
agreements, but not how they may impact regulatory structures.

104

Their discussion of

various international agreements and the emergence of trends, such as the increased
emphasis on the precautionary principle, highlights the relative importance of
international forestry agreements in forest management and protection. 105 The
precautionary principle appeared formally first in Australia as a policy in the
Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment 1992, as;
Where there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific
certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental
degradation. In the application of the precautionary principle, public and private decisions should
be guided by; careful evaluation to avoid, wherever practicable, serious or irreversible damage to
the environment; and an assessment of the risk weighted consequences of various options.

106

The precautionary principle is critical to such agreements as the principle aims to avoid
deep regrets in terms of making decisions that destroy our lifeline ecosystem. 107 In that
context, including reference to the precautionary principle in international agreements, the
structure of sustainability regulation for forests should address the commitments made in
such agreements. This is relevant for at least two reasons, including enacting provisions
relating to mandatory international commitments and voluntary arrangements that help
them conform to these agreements. While some literature has examined how this is
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implemented in other jurisdictions, there is no literature on structuring Australian
regulation to meet this requirement.
Cross-sectoral studies of ESD regulations began emerging during the early- to mid-1990s,
emphasising a policy and planning focus. 108 This provided a broad analysis of
humankind’s relationship with nature and sustainable development strategies, such as
encouraging sustainable business practices. 109 These adopted a holistic approach to
development studies and were multifaceted in assessing technical, economic, social,
environmental, agricultural and educational contributions. This broad-based category has
gone further than simply focusing on the three constituent elements of ESD, although it
has not contributed directly to the understanding of ESD regulations, except in flagging
the importance of including ESD principles in regulations at a policy level. For example,
Endre argued that policymakers must address multifactorial elements beyond bioeconomics, which seeks to integrate economics and biology to explain economic events,
when drafting environmental regulations. 110 She promoted the idea that environmental
rights and underlying social value systems provide a coherent basis for sustainable
development. To achieve sustainable development, the writers in this field have
advocated for a fundamental shift from focusing on ideology and wealth-based drivers of
regulations to one based on social engineering at a broader level that accounts for the
social parameters. This literature is useful at a policy level but less useful when
constructing regulatory models for a defined resource sector.
The literature discusses sustainable development regulations for Victorian conditions,
such as that of Collia and March, who offered insights into urban planning regulations for
sustainable development. While Collia and March highlighted the limited focus of
environmental assessments on buildings at the development stage, it has potential
relevance regarding environmental and ESD assessments of native and plantation forestry
approvals. 111 Gurran et al. extended the idea of control mechanisms over green design in
their study of land-use plans. They documented the inconsistent adoption of sustainability
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and conservation provisions in land-use plans by local governments. The cause of this
inconsistency was multifaceted and included differing socio-economic compositions of
local communities. Gurran et al., however, did not address the diversity of approval
pathways using local councils in private forestry approvals or whether a more unified
forestry approval system is preferable for reaching consistency in the approval process. 112
The literature has aligned sustainable development regulations with economic analyses.
For example, Bleischwitz and Hennick assessed market-based measures for
environmental protection and the role regulations could have in its facilitation. 113 Bartle
and Vass examined the integration of economic, social and environmental policy
objectives by regulators as essential for sustainable development. They argued that a
trend towards regulatory policy ‘indivisibility’ and information asymmetry requires a
revised model whereby economic regulators adopt a more integrated governance system
that addresses social and environmental decision-making. 114 This is relevant for
constructing models of sustainability regulations that ensure independent regulators have
the discretion to include social and environmental factors in decision-making. These
studies provide guidance on the use of economic incentives in regulations, especially for
integrating the constituent elements of ESD. This policy guidance is useful for
constructing models of sustainability regulations that rely on more elements than
economic incentives to drive compliance. While these examples are not determinative of
regulatory models, they clarify the potential constituent elements.
The literature has focused primarily on the ecological management of forests, with
limited focus on the regulatory implications. A prominent forest ecologist and contributor
to the literature on Australian forest ecology and existing Victorian public forestry
practice is Professor David Lindenmayer from the Fenner School of Environment and
Society, located at the Australian National University. 115 Lindenmayer, along with coNicole Gurran, et al., ‘Sustainable Development Control? Zoning and Land Use Regulations for Urban
Form, Biodiversity Conservation and Green Design in Australia’ (2015) 58 (11) Journal of
Environmental Planning and Management 1877 - 1902.
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author Cunningham identified the over-commitment of natural resources and
undermining of the ability to replenish ecosystems as the main issues that threaten
sustainable forest management in Australia. 116 What they identified is a linear regulatory
model and suggest instead the need for a risk-based circular regulatory model with risk
alerts and a ‘sustainability point’ triggering a specific response. The adoption of such a
‘tipping point’ as part of regulatory mechanisms has a theoretical basis. 117 However,
Lindenmayer generally provides in his work an ecological, not regulatory, assessment and
therefore uses scientific insights not directly assisting with the construction of a
regulatory model. Lindenmayer’s description and advocacy for applying basic ratios, such
as the rate of harvesting compared to the rate of replenishment, provides a starting point
for regulators to consider when formulating regulations. Another example with a potential
regulatory application is the discussion of an ‘ecological margin’ accounting for
unpredictable losses caused by events, such as bushfires, when determining and
reviewing sustained yield rates. An ecological margin between the actual level of
resource use and the level at which it undermines the delivery of ecosystem and landscape
services or causes significant biodiversity loss could be included in regulatory risk
controls. 118 Lindenmayer and Laurance also identified the need for better ecological
accounting to address the problematic task of accounting for the full effect of logging on
forest biodiversity. 119 This approach emphasises the critical importance of the
precautionary principle in cases of scientific uncertainty. Therefore, Lindenmayer’s work
presents opportunities for a ‘canary in the coal mine’ approach to forest management,
although he did not provide a precise blueprint for how this could be reflected in
regulations. This body of ecologically-based literature highlights the potential importance
of ecological indicators and prescriptive applications of precautionary protective
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measures in a risk-based regulatory model addressing characteristics of a feedback closed
loop ecosystem, which Lindenmayer et. al. support. 120

2.4 ESFM
Early assessments of forest regulations noted the limitations inherent in the non-binding
forest principles agreed upon at the Earth Summit. The global objectives of these
principles included ESFM, improved forest-related legislation and strengthening forest
law enforcement and good governance.

121

However, the principles are silent on what

form a national policy should take to achieve these objectives, or what methodology
should be used for assessing the local regulation of forests. 122 The literature has focused
on the impediments to an adequate local protective regime for forests of member states,
such as the lack of finance and defective processes or institutions. 123
Critical analyses of forest regulations have addressed compliance and enforcement
regimes with limited reference to sustainability indicators or the form of regulations
suitable for ESFM. For example, Wilkinson et al., in assessing Tasmanian forest
practices, highlighted the co-regulatory model in Tasmania, the importance of
independent monitoring and enforcement procedures by the Forest Practices Authority
and the importance of transparency to aid compliance efficacy. 124 This study provided
some guidance on prescriptive forest management practices and the importance of having
independent monitoring authorities to ensure the compliance of regulatees with
environmental protection measures. It did not address sustainability regulations directly
regarding their form or practical application. Instead, it emphasised a holistic assessment
of regulatory regimes.
Comparative studies have provided greater insights into the regulation of forest use for
sustainability. For example, McGinley and Cubbage examined government policies on
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sustainable forest management in Central America. They focused less on regulatory form
and more on management techniques, including strategies to alter the behaviour of forest
owners and enhance sustainable forest management. They identified the importance of
government commitment to sustainable forest management, the efficacy of mixed
regulatory models, incentive-enhanced sustainable forest management and forest
certification schemes in furthering sustainability. 125 This focus on policy-level issues is
typical of the ESFM literature. For example, McGinley et al. offered a comparative
analysis of various jurisdictions in the Americas, emphasising forest rules and the success
or failure of their respective enforcement practices. 126 Of note is the functional disparity
between the written law and its implementation, attributed to the competing land uses,
tenure security, limited institutional capacity for effective implementation and
enforcement of legal frameworks on forest management and use. McGinley et al. also
drew a comparison between the different models of sustainability-related practices, such
as forest inventory records, forest management plans (FMPs), harvest calculations
(including sustainability-related thresholds), sustainable logging practices (including
robust regeneration requirements). They examined the relative efficacy of prescriptive,
process and performance-based regulations. By drawing on this intensive analysis,
McGinley et al. concluded that process-based policies promoted more proactive holistic
approaches than prescriptive-based policies, although a mix of policy types is likely to
produce better forest management practices than a single approach. 127
The foregoing comparative assessment of available literature on ESFM can be compared
with literature from New Zealand on ESFM research. This includes sustainable forest
management of indigenous forest on private land in New Zealand, and emergent policy
development. 128 The analysis of Hawes and Memon highlights policy development in
New Zealand up to the late 20th Century, including discussion of key elements of forest
policy and the Forest Amendment Act 1993 (NZ) (FAA). The discussion on the FAA is
helpful in terms of an assessment of key inclusions in the Act for sustainable management
prescriptions, it does address regulatory modelling in a wider context for optimal ESFM.
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While this insight is useful at a policy level, it provides limited directions for constructing
a regulatory model for ESFM, other than emphasising the importance of adaptive
management practices within a mixed policy model.
The literature contains analyses of the different approaches to enforcement and
compliance within forest management regimes, ranging from punitive sanctions to nonpunitive measures, such as communication with or education of regulatees. 129 However,
this was generally not specific to forestry and was usually focused on one location. 130
Where an objectivist approach was adopted, the literature tended to explain why
compliance does or does not occur. 131 Conversely, interpretivist theories explain
compliance in its labyrinthine complexity, whereby regulations change as they are
interpreted, implemented and negotiated by the regulators and those regulated. 132
Therefore, compliance is multifaceted, with implementation affected by the variety and
complexity of its components. Its complexity involves different, disparate elements,
ranging from behavioural science issues to the intricacies of rule construction. The
empirical literature on compliance by sectors has added to the complexity because they
reflect different responses to these factors. 133 Therefore, Parker and Nielsen’s ‘holistic
compliance model’ attempts to address this empirical complexity through a structural
design mix of motivation, organisational structure and characteristics of an individual and
a firm and provide some rigour to the process by developing a purposive framework. 134
For example, Parker and Nielsen use 14 compliance questions is to provide guidance for
relevant organisations developing regulatory strategies—education, monitoring or
enforcement—for the implementation, design and efficacy of regulations. Some authors
have focused on the socio-economic elements used in conjunction with Parker and
Nielsen’s 14 questions, thereby avoiding a narrow legalism that may not address reasons
for non-compliance adequately. 135 Incorporating moral obligations, recognising the
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perceived legitimacy of the regulatory authority and the effect of socialisation on
behaviour contribute to a broader focus of compliance theory. 136
The literature has focused on the importance of science measures in structuring
regulations, particularly when addressing criteria and indicators for measuring forest
sustainability. Lindenmayer and Laurance argued that continuous reference to such
criteria and indicators is important due to the difficulty of detecting risks in the short-term
and urged caution when reliance is placed on pro-logging industry projections. 137
Lindenmayer and others in the field offer discussions about sustainability indicators that
are relevant to regulatory models because they are important measures of the success or
failure of ESFM regulatory regimes when assessing forest diversity and making
judgments about operational management. 138 Lindenmayer and Cunningham also
provided important research into identifying and justifying core management principles
for ESFM. These include parameters to prevent overcommitting natural resources and
account for landscape variations in maintaining ecological integrity. Lindenmayer and
Cunningham give guidance on the categories of indicators and how they reflect the
relationship between the three constituent elements of ESD. 139 Most important here are
how they are incorporated and used and where they may be inserted (in substantive
legislation, delegated legislation or operational guidelines). 140
The literature does provide a strong case for use of criteria and indicators in regulation,
especially in addressing risk detection and operational management decision-making.
However, the literature has generally not discussed the prescriptive use of criteria and
indicators in terms of how it is included into regulation to address key areas of forest
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management such as measuring progress towards an identified sustainability goal,
gauging sustainability performance or determining where harvesting takes place within a
wider regulatory framework. What emerges from this literature is that while criteria and
indicators are an important tool for sustainable forest management, specific prescriptions
are lacking. This supports an argument for more precise implementation of criteria and
indicators in sustainable forest regulation.
The literature offers a range of regulatory models in a broader context, but these have
limited direct relevance to ESFM. Risk-based regulations are emphasised when
addressing sustainability in the context of resource extraction, but this does not focus on
forestry. 141 The literature on forestry in British Columbia and risk management use of
indicators in regulations did not provide guidance on how they weighted the various risk
categories. Hoberg and Malkinson concluded that more active risk management was
required to meet regulatory goals; however, they offered no guidance about the structure
of risk management regulation. 142 These articles highlighted the practical
management-orientated assessment of risks in forest management without offering
guidance on the content or approach of regulation. Risk is relevant to dealing with ESD
principles, especially the precautionary principle, which refers directly to risks. In this
way the literature has focused on the inclusion of adaptive measures for decision-making
trigger points to minimise risk and apply the precautionary principle. 143
The use of certification schemes to measure forestry practices against sustainability
criteria has been established in the literature, 144 particularly relating to their relevance to
ESFM and whether to incorporate references to such schemes in regulations. Further, the
efficacy of certification standards has been examined in light of the diversity between
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different certification schemes and the quality of certification audits. 145 Given this
certification diversity, commentators in this field have highlighted the importance of
independent audits as a tool for improved forest management, while noting that
certification has been successful at raising awareness and disseminating knowledge on
holistic ESFM strategies that embrace economic, environmental and social issues. 146
Whether certification schemes and independent auditing can be part of a more adaptive
regulatory model for ESFM is not addressed in the literature.
Some of the literature in this area has emphasised that sustainable forest management is
subject to different translations based on social-economic and ecological contexts. Faggin
et al. concluded that sustainable forest management for the Caatinga region in Brazil
applies a techno-bureaucratic approach rather than a socially embedded approach that
considers local factors. 147 Bottazzi et al. referred to sustainable forest management in
conjunction with international schemes, such as the scheme for reducing emissions from
deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+). The same article discussed how the
REDD+ scheme could incentivise labour input into sustainable forest management and
trade-offs between local livelihoods and carbon emission reduction. They concluded that
direct payments could be cost-effective for encouraging sustainable forest management.
148

Rahmawati examined an ecosystem restoration concession policy for sustainable

forest management in Indonesia from an economic perspective. 149 Gregus emphasised the
importance of cyclic long-term planning, which includes applying the principles of
‘ecologisation’, a term that refers to forestry practices in collaboration with nature’s
innate auto-regulation processes in ecosystems. 150 The foregoing ideas provide some
input at the policy level capable of placement in regulations, such as economic
compensation to support sustainable forest management, alignment with international
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agreements, the importance of regional criteria and indicators of sustainability and the
importance of long-term planning for sustainable forest management. However, they did
not provide guidance on the structure of regulations to reflect these factors.
The literature on sustainable forest management has taken a broader conceptual
perspective on examining how regulations can promote sustainability. Blazey argued that
sustainable forest management must proceed from the bottom up at the state level,
accounting for the specific local conditions, and be aligned with international forest
agreements covering sustainable forestry. 151 Macdicken et al. adopted a global forest
management perspective for discussing the need to monitor the progress of sustainable
forest management practices but did not comment on the characteristics, role or effect of
regulatory models to achieve this goal. 152 Maguire explored a range of factors that shape
and determine the effect of international and national forestry regulations. She concluded
that international forest policy and sustainable forest management has significant
structural flaws that, in turn, affect national regulations and policies. One flaw is a failure
to address environmental justice that, at an international level, includes huge differences
in the available resources that can be devoted to managing forests. This includes how
property and tenure rights are defined, managed, recognised and protected. 153 Johansson
and Keskitalo focused on the multiplicity and complexity of environmental considerations
for forest governance and the effect on sustainability-focused regulation and stressed the
importance of close interactions between state regulators and independent certifiers of
forest management. 154 In all such contexts above, the importance of monitoring and
reporting, adequate planning, reliable inventories, inspection and compliance are all
critical to achieving sustainable forest management. Clark and Kozar also stressed the
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importance of transparency, cooperation and comparison when evaluating independent
certification programs. 155
Apart from the work of Lindenmayer, there is limited literature about Victorian forestry
practices from the perspective of ESFM. There are government audit reports evaluating
forest audits and the management of forests. 156 Reports commissioned by stakeholders are
often for particular purposes, such as by conservation entities to support a case for
transitioning from public to private forestry, a report on behalf of VicForests or a report
by PricewaterhouseCoopers critically analysing the economic viability of Victorian
public forestry. 157 These reports focused on the economic viability of state forestry and
conservation benefits of transitioning out of state public forestry. As such, they help in the
assessment of the economic sustainability of public forestry and, arguably, support a
unified regulatory framework for public and private forestry. However, they are less
relevant in identifying options for regulatory controls to deliver ESFM. Consequently,
they can be useful for assessing the merits of arguments for systemic change that, in turn,
can influence the shape and focus of regulatory models at a policy level.
ESFM literature has often addressed the management of forests and logging practices
from a science-based perspective rather than the economic or regulatory aspects. 158 This
potentially helps identify what aspects of silvicultural science or harvesting controls
should be incorporated into regulations, but not what a regulatory model should look
Michael Rawson Clark and J. Sarah Kozar, ‘Comparing Sustainable Forest Management Certifications
Standards: A Meta-Analysis’ (2011) 16 (1) Ecology and Society
<http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol16/iss1/art3/>.
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examining Victorian forestry practices from a purely economic perspective see
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like. 159 Lindenmayer and Sato's work is important for identifying silvicultural practices
and forest harvesting rates in Victoria that may have serious, long-term environmental
consequences. This work focused on the environmental risks of logging mountain ash
forests in the Melbourne catchment areas and concluded that these forest regions are in a
state of ‘hidden collapse’ and that the current logging rates of mountain ash are
unsustainable and that these forests are showing signs that they cannot rebound, which
may jeopardise the security of Melbourne’s water supply. 160 What is potentially
significant in Lindenmayer and Sato’s work is the focus on precautionary risk
management in Victorian public forests, although they addressed this from an ecological
and not regulatory perspective. While other forest ecologists have commented on this
scenario, there has not been any peer reviewed publications to contest this scenario. 161
However, in the context of this study, it is not necessary to determine the correctness of
either position, since precautionary risk management for ESFM does not necessarily
require this.
While there is limited literature on Victorian sustainable forest management from a
practical management perspective, an exception is the commentary by Hickey and
Citreon. They focused on management and not ecological science or how this science is
incorporated into legislation, therefore providing limited insight into the form of
regulations. 162 The literature on the efficacy of Victoria’s forest policies and regulations
during the early-2000s is limited. The Australian Forest Products Association highlighted
the gaps in current regulatory arrangements for private forestry and the lack of
encouragement for private investments into new plantations. 163 There was also a
submission made by the Australian Forest Growers (AFG) regarding the regulatory
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impediments to private forestry. 164 Further, Walker 165 evaluated Victorian forestry
controls and proposals relating to the government’s Our Forests, Our Future policy. 166
Walker commented on ESD principles in government policies and legislation
generally, 167 noting their absence from Victorian legislation, particularly the Forests Act
1958 (Vic). He also emphasised a lack of commensurate compliance obligations for these
principles, either under any of the relevant acts or in the Code of Practice for Sustainable
Timber Production (the Code), 168 which provides the basic guide for regulation in
Victoria. Walker called for the simplification and consolidation of the ‘disparate forest
management acts’. He also called for the specification of the management framework in
regulations rather than ‘ambiguous administrative guidelines.’ 169 Walker’s comments
represent a practical overview of the new legal regime on its inception, with limited input
on the preferred form of regulations. There has also been an assessment of the Code’s
efficacy regarding plantations which noted the problems within the current council
governance model of private forestry, including the level of resourcing of audits for Code
compliance. 170 More generally, there have been discussions about equitable regulations
for private forests from a USA perspective recommending the promotion of consistent
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cross-boundary outcomes and better protection of large-scale ecological private
forestry. 171
When considering ESFM in Victoria it necessary to examine various regulatory
instruments currently being used in Victorian forest management. A key component is the
Criteria, 172 which consists of seven categories of criteria and indicators for assessing
forest management taken from the Montréal Process categorisation. 173 The Criteria are
used as benchmarks for compilating the five-yearly SFRs, 174 which are the main tool for
retrospectively mapping progress towards the objectives of the Sustainability Charter for
Victoria’s State forests (the Sustainability Charter). 175 There are no specifications in the
literature commenting on the use of the Criteria in operational decision-making or how
they are used to support sustainable forest management. There is also no discussion
regarding their use as a regulatory inclusion generally, other than the five-yearly SFRs.
This represents a gap in the literature that provides a scope for research into the more
proactive use of the Criteria in regulations.
During 2018, the Victorian Government commissioned the Independent Review of Timber
Harvesting Regulation (referred to in Chapter 1 as background for context for the
research questions). This examined the efficacy of the current regulation of Victorian
timber harvesting and found considerable regulatory failures and gaps. The review was
particularly critical of the governance role of the DELWP and their lack of departmental
oversight over VicForests that, in their view, allows VicForests to self-regulate. 176 This
review made recommendations that are relevant to this study both in terms of a critique of
the current forestry regulatory model and as a contextual reference in a reformed model
(see Chapters 5 and 7 respectively).
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2.5 Summary
Relevant literature has focused on sustainability as an objective of government policies.
This focus has extended to ESD, which is embraced as a policy aim and as an inclusion in
(and an objective of) regulatory models. 177 In Australia, ESD principles are referenced in
a plethora of legislation covering such disparate areas as resource extraction, conservation
and ecological protection. However, as identified in the relevant literature, their inclusion
is often couched in discretionary terms and may not be supported by methodologies for
applying the principles or for monitoring progress through their application towards a
sustainability objective.
Further, as far as regulation and ESD are concerned, most publications about ESD have
taken a conservation and forest management perspective, with only limited references to
application methodology for ESD in a regulatory model. However, there are some
exceptions, with critical analyses of regulations that have addressed compliance and
enforcement regimes (although these have not addressed the use of sustainability
indicators in regulatory models). Instead, there has been a focus on prescriptive forest
management practices and the importance of independent monitoring by applying criteria
and indicators of sustainability. 178
While some sources have provided guidance on the importance of responsive and
adaptive regulations, there is a lack of clarity regarding natural resource management
adaptive regulatory models that can guide the construction of enforcement and
compliance regulations relevant to the forestry sector. Regulatory theory provides some
guidance for the potential construction of polycentric governance models to measure and
monitor progress towards the ESFM objectives and enforce sustainability standards
within that progression. However, there is little in the literature to aid decisions on
appropriate regulatory structures and processes for achieving ESFM, including, most
importantly, in this case, Victorian forestry. 179
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The ESFM literature has frequently been based on location-specific factors that account
for economic, social and ecological matters that are not universally applicable. 180
Lindenmayer’s work, along with a number of colleagues, provides an Australian focus to
ESFM. However, the scope tends to be limited to silvicultural science factors and does
not offer legal or regulatory commentary. The work of Lindenmayer and other experts is
of particular importance for sustainable forest management and the Victorian situation,
especially with their advocacy of the criteria and indicators of forest sustainability.
However, again, there is little within this body of literature that offers strategies or
solutions to the vexing issue of their incorporation or operationalisation through
regulation. The small volume of literature that refers to ESFM regulation offers
generalised commentary at a policy level but lacks broader insights into the shape or
characteristics of a regulatory model. Currently, guidance must be sought from the key
texts that offer generic insights into enforcement and compliance strategies and
governance. These gaps in the literature offer justification and support for the research
questions being explored in this thesis.
Chapter 3 describes and justifies the approach, methodology, and method used to conduct
this study to answer the two research questions.
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3 Research Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter explains the methodology applied to answering the two research questions.
The questions cover Victorian forestry regulation and its capacity to achieve ESFM and,
where this is deficient, offer options for the most appropriate regulatory structure. This
thesis explores how to incorporate sustainability-related criteria into regulation and
develop a regulatory model that can be used by other resource management sectors.
Section 3.2 discusses the critical realist research paradigm adopted in this thesis by
explaining the worldview and relevant assumptions underpinning the analysis of law,
regulation and sustainability. This paradigm enables the identification of the causal
mechanisms that facilitate or constrain ESFM. Thus, this section further explains and
justifies the approach to the research questions with critical realism as the foundation of
the methodology, and a predominantly inductive reasoning method. The ontology
underpinning this study is based on social and ecological elements and their relation to
the law.
Section 3.3 outlines the conceptual framework of the research, including the distinctions
and organisation of ideas at a conceptual level. This framework enables the organisation
of ideas and clear exposition of the theoretical assumptions required to address the
research questions.
Section 3.4 explains the research design, describing the overall strategy for integrating
each component of the study coherently and logically. A qualitative method is adopted to
assess the strength of change mechanisms in regulations aimed at ensuring sustainable
forest management. Two Victorian studies—public (see Chapter 5) and private (see
Chapter 6) forestry—underpin the qualitative analysis, with some quantitative data used
in support of the analysis.
An explanation of the research and analytical method is provided in Section 3.5. A critical
realism approach is concerned with causation, agency and structure that aligns with the
qualitative causal mechanisms of the study approach described in Section 3.4. The study
is concerned with how the existing regulatory model (in this model this revolves around
regulatory structures in forest management) and how agencies conduct decision-making
43

processes (in this study on decisions made by authorities in forestry). The study examines
how change takes place through causation between regulatory structures and agencies.
Section 3.6 examines the specifics of the qualitative research method in terms of data
sources, collection and coding, while Section 3.7 documents the limitations of the
research method. Section 3.8 discusses how the data was analysed and evaluated to
ensure the credibility of the research design and integrity of the research findings. Finally,
Section 3.9 summarises the essential points from this chapter and introduces Chapter 4.

3.2 Research paradigm
The research examines the worldview or philosophical underpinnings and assumptions
for understanding and addressing the research questions. Critical realism provides a
means to bridge law with social reality. 181 Regulation is a mechanism for changing
human behaviour, and its effect has a ‘real’ outcome, either positive or negative.
This thesis examines social reality by analysing the regulatory structures that cause events
on the ground, specifically the achievement (or not) of the objectives of ESFM. 182
Incorporating sustainability into regulation to achieve a defined sustainability-related
objective (i.e., ESFM) demonstrates the acceptance of sustainability as a policy aim with
practical application. 183 Thus, the thesis involves critically examining the existing
regulatory model and, where deficient, designing a regulatory model capable of
addressing these deficiencies. This approach uses thinking that is based on agency
relationships to determine the required causative change. Understanding the alignment
between structures and agencies will help improve the likelihood of implementing the
changes required to address the ESFM objectives.
A research focus on sustainability and its intersection with the law is relatively new,
partly because of limited research on regulatory structures addressing specific
sustainability outcomes. Achieving ESFM requires a regulatory framework adapted to the
unique characteristics of the sustainability objectives within it. This research aims to
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identify the causal mechanisms and how they operate within regulation. In this context,
this thesis uses a critical realism methodology with a predominantly qualitative focus
using causal language to describe the real world. The idea that regulation can give effect
to ESFM assumes that it has a causative effect on reaching ESFM objectives observable
from the direct alignment of structures with agency dynamics. Operational activity in
forestry involves causal mechanisms that, arguably, exist because of the nature of the
activities they govern. 184 It is Bashkar’s contention that human derived sciences can be
the same as natural sciences, although different in their practical outcomes. In this way
laws are grounded on natural mechanisms which enables postulating a model as a
generative mechanism causing change to material things. This view highlights causal
mechanisms as socially derived and examinable through the lens of critical realism.
The goal of critical realism in this thesis is to explain ESFM with reference to reality,
particularly the causal mechanisms and their effects. Ultimately, the research uses data to
explain the causal mechanisms through an iterative process. Identifying causal change
mechanisms and their outputs provides information relevant to identifying new regulatory
frameworks. This information aligns people and systems with the law, enabling
conclusions about what achieves ESFM objectives. This process includes examining
countervailing causal mechanisms that may impede or prevent outcomes. By examining
how causal mechanisms work, it is possible to identify how they inform the law and drive
the construction of a regulatory framework capable of achieving ESFM objectives. 185
This research is based on assumptions about qualitative design. The primary assumption
is that inductive reasoning is preferable as the primary reasoning method, although
abductive reasoning may be applied where appropriate. Inferences may be drawn from
these reasoning methods, and this allows for input into creating new regulation. For
inductive reasoning, the research reflects on the objectives of ESFM. These definitions of
ESFM and its constituent elements help identify inputs into the preferred regulatory
model. Observing the constituent elements of ESFM, and the objectives associated with
them allows for inductively finding the most likely explanation to meet them. Inductive
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reasoning can help describe these inputs and the preferred regulatory form for achieving
ESFM. 186
This research assumes the primary importance of identifying the causal links that use
measurement, monitoring and incentives to advance ESFM objectives. This implicitly
assumes that reaching the goals of ESFM entails the use of regulation in controlling
operational elements. 187 The critical realist view has been linked to sustainability where
structure and agency are crucial elements in addressing sustainability objectives. That
appropriate structure and agency impacting forestry management can be regulated. The
research identifies and explains the regulatory structure that aligns the regulatory
mechanisms with operational effects. Regulation that involves the use of the Criteria as
tools for setting standards and determining performance should also contain the means for
measuring and monitoring those standards. This creates a credible input into regulation to
validate the identified causal links and the operational effect of such a process. Thus, the
causal link uncovered by this critical realist approach will enable the identification and
structuring of the process-driven regulatory effects.

3.3 Conceptual framework
A conceptual framework addresses ‘the way ideas are organised to achieve a research
project’s success and purpose’. 188 It defines the parameters in the nature of the research
undertaken, thereby mapping a means of addressing the research questions. In this study
the framework aims to describe the existing regulatory practices and a new regulatory
model at a conceptual level and defines the key terms and fundamental issues of the
research problem. 189
The research problem involves identifying the regulatory failures and gaps in existing
forestry regulations in Victoria and postulating an improved regulatory model to deliver
ESFM. During this investigation it is relevant to consider the role of regulatory theory,
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particularly for addressing economic, social and ecological motivations for different
forms of regulations.
The key elements include sustainability-related concepts incorporated into current
regulation, these concepts including sustainable yield, the Criteria and the application of
science, including silvicultural practices. 190 Each input is relevant in assessing the current
regulations. For example, the Criteria identify the factors to measure and monitor and the
matters relevant to the form and content of regulation. The type of ‘optimal’ alignment of
these inputs with regulations is the challenge raised by the research questions.
Specifically, this is the challenge for Victorian harvesting practices include clear-felling,
that has been described as less sustainable than other alternative more sustainable
harvesting methods. 191 The forestry regulations that fail to address sustainable logging
practices based on forest types and regions provide an obvious gap in meeting the ESFM
objectives. The constituent elements, such as sustainability factors, become relevant to
constructing causal mechanisms to address this gap within a regulatory model. The aim is
to determine the strongest causal links with the greatest capacity to address ESFM. This
assumes that the best way to do this is to ensure that these key factors are addressed in
regulation and not left to discretionary decision-making.
The foregoing highlights the data categories relevant to addressing the research questions,
including:
•

the current regulatory model containing the forestry legislation and associated
regulations

•

the causal mechanisms within the current model

•

the sustainability-related variables that are measurable under the relevant Criteria

•

regulatory theory and its application to governance mechanisms

•

the science of forestry, including elements drawn from physical, biological, social,
political and managerial sciences. 192
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Each category contains data potentially relevant to regulations addressing ESFM. The key
evaluative areas for these data categories are measuring and monitoring, enforcement and
compliance, the balance between ecology, society and economy implicit within ESD
principles, and governance standards. 193 These evaluative categories act as ‘filtering’
mechanisms when assessing delivery of EFSM under the current regulatory model and, as
such, form the conceptual framework (see Figure 3.1). The categorised data helps to
understand, with the aid of regulatory theory, what enables progress towards the ESFM
objectives and what may impede it. The framework represented by Figure 3.1 will assist
with addressing both research questions.

Regulatory theory
Measurement and
monitoring
standards

Current
regulation

Enforcement and
compliance
standards

Balance standards

Failures, gaps
and strengths
toward a better
ESFM model

Governance
standards

Figure 3.1. Conceptual Framework of Filtering Mechanisms Encompassed by
Regulatory Theory
The first filter is the standards relevant to measuring and monitoring progress towards the
ESFM objectives, including concepts such as sustainable yield and rates of regeneration.
The second filter includes assessment of the compliance standards incorporating
compliance mechanisms of sustainable practices at an operational level. This filter
193
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addresses the inherent differences between the aspirational objectives of ESFM and the
practical issue of achieving compliance. The third filter, the balance standard relating to
how the three constituent elements in ESD (ecology, society and economy) can be
balanced in regulation. The concept of balance is a dynamic process in positioning ESD’s
constituent elements in different circumstances. Thus, it cannot equate to balance in terms
of equal parts, but rather balance that properly takes account of individual circumstances
to produce a sustainable outcome or progress toward a sustainable goal. For example, the
presence of endangered species in a forest location, requires a response that properly
takes account of potential extinction against economic or social factors. Thus, the balance
factor adjusts in context of the other elements of ESD in a particular situation. In the
absence of the presence of endangered species this balance factor can be appropriately
altered to affect a new ‘balance’ outcome. The fourth filter is governance standards. It
refers to the governance structures of, and programs that are carried out by, forestry
regulators. These evaluative categories represent the key areas assessed for current and
proposed regulatory models. The use of these filters in this way enables the identification
of failures, gaps and strengths, as referred to in Figure 3.1, required of a more efficient
ESFM regulatory model.
The research involves an assessment of the current forestry regulation and its
sustainability performance against each of the four evaluative categories (see Figure 3.1).
This evaluation considers both the negative and positive aspects of current forestry
regulation. The Criteria currently used for reporting Victorian forestry performance are
extremely relevant to this evaluation. The measuring and monitoring, compliance and
balance and governance standards that are analysed against these criteria provide a tool
for assessing the performance of existing and proposed regulatory structures. Each of the
criteria has a sustainability focus or some relevance to ESFM, and they are used to
evaluate current regulations and as a building mechanism for the proposed regulatory
model. While it is important, using them purely to meet the reporting context under
current regulation, rather than extending their application to operational decision-making,
fails to accord them their full regulatory potential.
Figure 3.2 takes the standards in Figure 3.1 and aligns them with the criteria and
indicators of sustainability as a means to address progress toward ESFM objectives.
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Figure 3.2 summarises the framework that guides the construction of a revised ESFM
regulatory framework, thereby addressing the second research question.
Measurement
and monitoring
standards
Compliance
standards

Balance
standards

Capacity of regulations to
use criteria and
indicators of forest
sustainability

New regulations

Governance
standards

Figure 3.2. Use of Evaluative Criteria and Indicators of Sustainability
A key research aim is to uncover the causal links connected to the governance framework
in regulation. In this context, regulation has at least two potential change mechanisms:
their form that activates change and the governance framework itself geared toward the
overarching sustainability objectives of ESFM. This does not uncover a ‘truth’ or ‘final’
position on what is right. Instead, through inductive reasoning, the objective is to
understand how complex processes work through causal mechanisms relevant to ESFM.

3.4 Research design
A research design addresses the overall strategy of collecting, measuring and analysing
the data that reveals and validates the answers to research questions. This design structure
uses regulatory theory and the Criteria to help identify and, where necessary, construct
suitable causal change mechanisms to both the existing and reformed regulatory model.
Figure 3.3 shows the first stage of the research emphasises the identification and
evaluation of the causal change mechanisms within existing regulation.
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Examine
existing law

Identify
regulatory
failures, gaps
and strengths

Develop causal
change
mechanisms

Create new
regulatory
model

Figure 3.3. Sequential Order of the Research Design
Evaluating the structure of current regulations is achieved through two Victorian studies,
covering public and private forestry. The research considers the causal links between the
regulations and sustainability objectives of ESFM. The Victorian studies identify whether
causality relies on identifying an empirical association between the Criteria and the
means to measure or comply with the objectives associated or relevant to them. For
example, one of the criteria concerns the conservation of biological diversity and includes
indicators. 194 These Criteria enable the classification of data used for identifying the
existing causal linkages or where causal linkages should be. This strengthens the internal
structural validity and strength of the research because it makes a systematic assessment
of how regulation addresses the key Criteria and indicators relevant to ESFM.
Identifying causal links helps with the development of experimental design in
constructing new forms of regulation. 195 This recognises that causal linkages may vary in
their capacity to effect change in operational forestry. A linkage can exist that does not
guarantee a change or requires further development in experimental design. For example,
there is a possible link between recognising the sustainable yield of a type of tree and the
productive capacity rate of a forest (including its regenerative capacity) but that does not,
of itself, change anything. There is still a need to address the mechanism that adapts
sustainable yield to the species of tree and their productive, including regenerative,
capacity. Therefore, this research examines the causality of structure and agency in
regulation and their capacity to impact operational forestry.
The research design includes a method for assessing the risks of invalid inferences or
non-preferred outcomes. 196 The risk is that the evaluated causality does not produce the
outcome sought for the ESFM objectives. The risk is assessed through the structure of the
DSE, Criteria and Indicators. See Criterion 1.
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regulation, particularly focusing on how the ‘agency’ relationship between the regulator
and the regulatee is managed.. For example, regulations that do not cover the governance
responsibilities of any relevant government department allow for a possible wide exercise
of discretion, which might be viewed as a ‘weak’ agency arrangement because of the lack
of a principal. This discretion could be exercised in a positive or negative way relevant to
the ESFM objectives. Therefore, it is essential to understand how structures and agencies
address the risks of positive or negative outcomes. In the foregoing example, the
regulation could address who has the compliance responsibility and when it should be
exercised. Arguably, such prescription, would strengthen the agency arrangement. A
possible invalid inference in this case might be that a broadly expressed departmental
discretion can adequately meet the compliance responsibilities over operational forestry
and lessen the risk of non-activation of the compliance obligations by the relevant
department nominally meant to be in control.
It is necessary to acknowledge that no single mechanism, but multiple mechanisms
produce changes. 197 For example, changes to governance arrangements in polycentric
networks could affect changes that are independent of the regulatory structures.
Organisations and people may choose to ignore, violate or misinterpret the regulations
and internal rules of an organisation. Thus, the research should address what may be
termed ‘agency risk’, which is the degree to which such non-preferred decisions or
actions could occur. The research design must consider other factors influencing change
besides structure and the agency risk inherent in organisations and people. 198 This
analysis acknowledges the reality that outcomes cannot be guaranteed, and, inevitably,
diverse factors will affect regulatory outcomes.
The research design represented by Figure 3.4 identifies the sequences arising from
identifying a low likelihood of a causal link producing changes, or a high likelihood of a
causal link producing changes. The relevant data sources are examined to determine the
strengths of the linkage and the likely effects of the change. Where there is no strong
cause and effect mechanism, an alternative explanation is sought for the linkages and
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their prospective change effects. With no strong cause and effect, it is necessary to find
alternative ways to produce the required change mechanisms in regulations. Whether a
high or low likelihood to produce changes is identified, they both require clarity on the
form of the change mechanisms in regulations.
Collect data and identify link

Low likelihood
of a direct
causal link
producing
changes

High likelihood of
a direct causal link
producing changes

Can it be linked with criteria and
maintain causal change efficacy

Find alternative for change mechanism
aligned with causal mechanism

NO

Find alternative
explanation for how
criteria may be used

YES
Affirm use of
criteria to reach
sustainability
objectives

Figure 3.4. Research Design for Assessing the Strength of Change Mechanisms in
Regulations
If using the Criteria does not support or align with the causal links and change
mechanisms, there is an opportunity to adapt the Criteria with regulation to address new
alignments suitable for the causal pathways or change mechanisms.

3.5 Research and analytical method
This Section 3.5 explains why the critical realist approach with inductive reasoning is
applied. Critical realism operates as a methodological framework for research addressing
social reality. This recognises that some things cannot necessarily be reduced to a
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scientific experiment. 199 Within this paradigm is the need for theoretical perspectives that
can align with inductive reasoning. This does not promote theory as being determinative
of the outcomes as is the case with the positivist research approach. Instead, the critical
realist approach enables theory to be indicative of the possible outcomes. Thus, theory
helps with understanding reality, particularly whether causal mechanisms do generate
preferred outcomes in operational activity. This requires assessing events which are
inherently empirical, while also acknowledging the possibility that empirical observation
is not always possible. What is or is not reducible to empirical observation is problematic
and may not be readily apparent. For example, a particular outcome in a forestry context
may be driven by natural or ecological events that cannot be empirically observed. Within
these limitations, it is necessary to identify the causal linkages that are empirically
observed and use inductive reasoning to address preferred outcomes that may not be
empirically observed. Critical realism using inductive reasoning enables this ‘dual’
analysis to consider an empirical analysis of operational events and inductive explanation
of other operational forestry matters.
Progress towards sustainability objectives is not easily reducible to empirical validation.
The use of inductive reasoning, with the possibility of abductive inferences where
relevant, helps address this research problem. Abductive inference assists because it seeks
the simplest and most likely conclusion from any set of observations. In this way
inductive reasoning enables causation and change mechanisms in regulations to be
aligned with the operational activity relevant to sustainability objectives. The critical
realist approach involves a rational judgment about the likely effect of regulations on this
action by using inductive reasoning. It recognises that some things cannot be readily
assessed, such as value-driven standards associated with sustainability (e.g.,
intergenerational equity). Thus, it becomes necessary to adopt a cautious normative
approach using an inductive analytical method to explore the relationship between
regulatory structures, human agencies and projected outcomes.
A critical realist structure and agency perspective is used to support the use of inductive
reasoning. 200 This is a logical process relying on multiple premises to obtain a clear,
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albeit still general, conclusion. Inductive reasoning is appropriate because sustainability is
a concept that is difficult to define with precision. Thus, inductive reasoning may be used
to address the likely outcomes that embrace the inherent difficulty of definitional
precision. The data shape the premises upon which the inductive reasoning is based. It is
not possible to adopt a premise on conjecture or information outside the ambit of the
research. The verifiable strength of the observations surrounding the premises used in an
inductive argument becomes important for demonstrating the credibility of the
conclusions. Thus, it is important to ensure that the premises are valid or highly likely to
be valid. An example of inductive reasoning in the context of forest sustainability can be
found in relation to logging practices. One harvesting method is clear-felling, a logging
practice used in Victoria that removes all merchantable stems in a 15- to 40-hectare area,
eliminating large old trees and reducing the presence of many plant species. This process
has been identified as environmentally damaging because of the changes it causes to the
structure of the forest, although this is subject to site specific conditions and other effects
of the wood production process. An alternative to clear-felling is variable retention
harvesting, which retains the forest’s structural elements for at least one harvest rotation
to preserve the environmental values associated with structurally complex forests. 201
Inductive reasoning could be applied to this scenario as it is in the following hypothetical
example demonstrating a comparative evaluation of a harvesting method using structure
and agency:
•

Using science suggests that clear-felling reduces the presence of many plant
species and does not retain forest values as effectively as variable retention
harvesting.

•

The structure of regulations based on science suggests that variable retention
harvesting retains some forest structural elements and preserves some
environmental values associated with structurally complex forests.

•

The agency enacts through action, structure and regulations, thus providing a way
to influence and control human behaviour.

If ESFM is considered a process whereby a forest’s productive capacity is maintained
alongside the efficient retention of its values, then it is possible to construct an inductive
201
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argument. For example, regulation that provides for alternative methods of logging for
different forest types enables a greater likelihood of a more sustainable outcome. More
specifically, where regulation provides a mechanism to adapt harvesting methods to
different forest landscapes, a potentially more sustainable outcome is more likely even
where a regulatory system leaves logging decision to departmental discretion.
The SFA 2004 introduced ESD principles as guides, but not as mandatory requirements,
for decision-making in public forestry. There has been no evaluation of the causal
linkages and change mechanisms under the SFA 2004. In addition, there has been no
assessment of ESD principles contained within the Act or assessment of sustainabilityrelated criteria and their capacity to advance ESFM. This needs to be addressed to ensure
that ESD principles have an effect on forestry operations. Sustainability regulation is an
emerging legal development characterised by the inclusion of ESD principles and other
sustainability-related criteria in regulation. Current regulation is often characterised by
vague, generalised sustainability goals and lack any change mechanisms or clarity of
methods for reaching these goals.
A general concept of ESFM has a degree of ambiguity when used in regulations.
Ambiguity also characterises the inclusion of ESD principles and causal connections
aligned with ESFM objectives in current regulation, and thus provides an opportunity for
inductive reasoning to help clarify these connections. 202 For example, one of these
principles relates to economics and policy. The principle refers to ‘cost-effective and
flexible policy instruments such as improved valuation, pricing, and incentive
mechanisms.’ 203 The challenge is how to apply valuation pricing and incentive
mechanisms that increase the likelihood of reaching a defined sustainability goal.
Inductive reasoning may aid understanding of how valuation pricing and incentive
mechanisms may be used to find the true value of the ecosystem services of forests. This,
in turn enables wood product values to be ranked against other ecosystem values from
forests and potentially leading to enhanced sustainable use. Therefore, regulation should
have an application methodology for this principle to provide for a more sustainable
outcome.

The principles are in the SFA 2004 (Vic) s 5, which explains that decision-makers must ‘have regard’ for
these principles.
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Inductive reasoning in the context of law and regulations allows for a process of
discovering new connections and linkages relevant to sustainability outcomes. Showing
that something is plausibly achievable helps build a substantive body of regulation on
sustainability. 204 However, there must be means of judging plausibility. This research
seeks to generate principles from inductive thinking that explain or clarify a link between
the use of ESD principles and sustainability concepts and goals. In this context, induction
involves contextualising the known phenomena within a regulatory framework. Further,
by establishing the ‘best’ or most adequate explanation for a desired outcome, this
research aims to explain if current regulations are achieving ESFM and why a reformed
model is more likely to better achieve ESFM by giving the ‘best’ or most adequate
explanation for a desired outcome. The problem is defining ‘best’ or when to use
inductive or abductive. 205 Inductive reasoning provides generalised principles from
specific phenomena. Abductive reasoning provides the best explanation for a desired
outcome. Arguably, these generalised principles create the broad parameters for what is
‘best’. This ensures that, where the primary inductive method may not be adequate, an
alternative abductive method may be interposed to address any deficiencies of
explanatory reasoning under the inductive method.

3.6 Victorian studies – Public and private forestry
The critical realist approach links existing theoretical ontologies using structure and
agency with use of the appropriate research methodology. This investigation applies a
primarily qualitative research but includes some quantitative data. Two studies on
Victorian forestry are presented: the first on public forestry, and the second, private.
It is important to distinguish between a case study and the two broad Victorian based
studies conducted in this research that incorporate some, but not all, of the case study
method. The case study approach has been defined as a research strategy focusing on
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understanding the dynamics present within single settings. 206 Yin defines case study
method as an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth
and within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and
context are not clearly evident. 207 Similar to a case study, the two Victorian forestry
studies have the advantage of investigating complex operational forestry that contains
operational variables that are mostly observable. However, the Victorian studies in public
and private forestry are not a complete comprehensive empirical enquiry, and it is clear
that the use of the evaluative standards discussed in this chapter do not necessarily
represent a comprehensive review of all ‘complex operational forestry.’ The applied field
of operational forestry is controlled by regulation that covers the processes and programs
of activities, and the evaluative categories are attempting to address specific key areas of
operational activities relevant to ESD. The research therefore is using some elements of
case study method to address new propositions about how sustainability should be
managed in the natural resource regulation of forestry. This is suitable for the key
categories of inquiry regarding measurement and monitoring, compliance, balance, and
governance factors evaluated within a defined, ‘bounded’ unit of analysis that addresses
spatial and temporal elements without it being a case study in the full sense intended by
Yin. 208 The relevant elements of case study method used in this context enables an
exploration of how existing natural resource management regulation is influential for
Victorian public and private forestry, with the prospect of new insights into how
sustainability-related criteria can be used in regulations. It also supports the qualitative
inductive approach for examining this phenomenon and building theories around
sustainability regulations. This involves a process of tracing that has the advantage of a
methodologically rigorous analysis of evidence of processes, sequences and conjunctures
of events within a study, for the purposes of developing postulates about causal
mechanisms. 209 This is relevant for this type of study, which is not as open to objective
measures or ‘tests’. The aim of the method applied in this study is to build propositions
into sustainability criteria for the regulation of ESFM. This requires systematic data
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collection for the research questions within a defined jurisdiction. 210 Victorian public and
private forestry regulations have defined boundaries. This allows some control over the
social, economic, and ecological variation within the sectors under review. Further, it
potentially reduces any extraneous variation and helps clarify the nature of the findings.
Comparing studies for other natural resource sectors is difficult when adopting the
method described above. However, consistent incorporation of ESD principles in natural
resource regulation within Australian state and federal jurisdictions provides some
opportunities for comparing the conclusions from this study in other resource-based
sectors. The use of existing criteria and indicators of forest sustainability provides a
means to apply an objectively observable data standard or category of data regarding
sustainability-related elements. This reduces the risk of researcher subjectivity, thus
allowing for comparison (with suitable adaptation) in similar ecological regulatory
settings.
The sources of data collection for the public forestry study are based on the use of
primary sources of regulation (including legislation and subordinate legislation), forest
audits undertaken on behalf of VicForests, judicial decisions and examples of
discretionary decision-making by regulators arising under or outside the regulations.
Secondary sources are used where no primary sources are available, or where they
provide credible and authoritative information that contribute to the key research
questions. They include government inquiries, commentaries, legal digests, books and
treatises sourced from legal databases. Ethics approval was approved by the university for
such interviews (see p. iv for Statement of Ethics Approval). Further, interviews
conducted with senior officials are used to provide supporting evidence or clarity.
Quantitative evidence may be relevant, for example, in relation to the efficacy of existing
public forestry compliance measures for the Code. The amount of data is large; therefore,
the focus is predominantly qualitative data with some quantitative data support for chosen
areas highlighting the core aspects of sustainability performance in operational forestry.
This requires the researcher to engage in an iterative process involving the comparison of
existing regulatory theories with data, which may result in a more effective regulatory
model addressing ESFM.
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The sources of data for the private forestry study also involve primary sources of law;
with particular emphasis on small producers and also the largest private forestry operator
(HVP). These sources include some quantitative data; regulators (primarily local
councils); interviews with key personnel from the private forestry operator; and
government reports and public reviews of private forestry operations. The analysis is
similar to that of public forestry in that it addresses the same four key categories of
enquiry, applies the same iterative process to existing regulation and determines a more
effective regulatory model that would apply to all public forestry.
The Victorian public and private forestry studies require data handling in a documented
and systematic fashion. Therefore, there are two key categorisations relating to the data
types. The first covers the seven categories of criteria for sustainability discussed in
Section 2.4. The second is the four filtering mechanisms (see Section 3.3). The criteria
and indicators of sustainability that are listed within the seven categories are applied
against the four filtering mechanisms. The former are analytical tools for assessing the
sustainability capacity of regulations. This is applied to both the public and private sector
forestry. This systematically analyses the relationship between the research questions and
the evidence obtained. The use of these criteria enhances the possibility of causal
relationships determined through inductive reasoning.

3.7 Limitations of the research method
Critical realism using inductive reasoning addresses some, but not all, of the inherent
limitations of qualitative research. For example, in the absence of quantitative data for
many of the criteria, it provides a means to assess real-world scenarios. The research does
not use macroeconomic data on Victorian forestry, except for context where it is relevant
for examining the balance between the economy, ecology and society and the transition
from public to private forestry. The reliance of the critical realist approach on inductive
reasoning supports generalised conclusions about causal links and change mechanisms.
The reliance on probabilistic findings is disputable; however, a strong analytical approach
to the causal linkages and change mechanisms analysis lessens the margin of error.
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It is possible to miss other change influences when focusing on causal linkages and
change mechanisms. 211 This limitation is addressed in the Victorian public and private
forestry studies and discussed in Chapter 8. The inductive process must rely on premises
that are supported by verifiable data, which increases the importance of the criteria and
indicators of sustainability as a single standard for assessing both sectors. While the seven
categories of criteria are comprehensive for forest sustainability and provide intellectual
rigour to the research, they do not guarantee that all sustainability-related issues are
covered. Therefore, the findings may not be comprehensive, and further investigation by
collecting wide-ranging statistical data could reinforce or raise issues relating to the
validity of the ESFM regulatory model outcomes generated in this study. As an
exploratory study, valuable model constructs and policy insights are derived in this thesis
about how sustainability objectives can be realised in regulations. From the limitations set
out above, further studies can add depth to the answers provided here.
The Victorian public and private forestry studies have some limitations (see Section 3.6)
relating to the risk of absolving the researcher from methodological rigour. 212 This is a
valid limitation because there is an absence of defined methodological guidelines relating
to the inclusion of sustainability criteria in natural resource regulations. While there is
some basis from which these findings could be replicated to other natural resource
sectors, it is accepted that they may not be automatically replicable in all sectors.
Arguably, this is the most important potential limitation relating to external validation.
This is met, in part, by understanding that the findings relating to a natural resource
regulated by the consistent adoption of ESD principles may have greater generalisability.
The criteria of forest sustainability add methodological rigour that may be transferable as
a comparison with existing regulatory models in other natural resource-based sectors.
However, some criteria will not be relevant for other natural resource sectors and thus
application would require adaptation.
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3.8 Data synthesis: Reporting and evaluating research
Chapter 5 and 6 report the findings in a logical, sequential pattern. The studies in public
and private forestry in Victoria evaluate the current regulatory model against the filtering
mechanisms (evaluative categories) and use of Criteria. The findings report the extent
that existing regulations address the Criteria and evaluative categories. For example,
Criterion 1 deals with conservation of biological diversity and implicitly how it is
affected by forest harvesting. The requirement of Action Statements through ss19 & 20 of
the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (Vic), which contains provisions designed to
protect threatened species, has some relevance to this criterion. However, the SFA 2004
has no direct reference to this criterion. It does reference protecting biological diversity
and maintaining essential ecological processes and life-support systems. 213 In the context
of the example criteria, this suggests, or at least is open to interpretation, that regulations
should identify risk factors, triggers for action and clearly identified lines of authority
backed up by a suitable compliance mechanism that address this criterion. To reject this
view means a preference for discretionary decision-making that may not fully address this
criterion. This affects progress towards the ESFM objectives because a component of its
definition is to protect species composition while maintaining ecological integrity.
The credibility of any proposed reformed model emerging from this study relies on the
strength of the identified causal change mechanisms and how well they can be verified
through a comparative qualitative evaluation. Evaluating the strength of the causal links
within the existing and new regulatory models and capacity to achieve satisfactory
performance standards against criteria and indicators of sustainability is a critical element
for addressing the two research questions. This will need to be demonstrated in order for
the approach set out in this study can be transferable to other resource sectors.

3.9 Summary
Regulation may influence human behaviour, but the challenge is to precisely map a
change in behaviour or guarantee a particular outcome from regulation. That is why a
structure and agency approach adopted in this thesis is used to address the causal links
between structure, agency and change, as opposed to a deterministic approach. This
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critical realist approach assesses the causal links between regulations and the ESFM
objective, with the key change mechanisms identified. Forestry, with all of its operational
activities, arguably implies a presumption that regulation can impact change on the
ground and is assessable through inductive reasoning based on verifiable premises.
Conceptually, this research examines regulatory failures and gaps in existing regulation
through the prism of regulatory theory, criteria of sustainability and Victorian studies to
construct a new regulatory model. Regulatory theory and criteria of sustainability
represent evaluative tools that can be used directly for building a new regulatory model
based on the conceptual framework set out in Section 3.3.
Two Victorian studies covering public and private forestry contextualise the use of
improved causal change mechanisms which highlight and reveal the existing problems.
Where there is a lack of effective change mechanisms, there is an opportunity to
hypothesise about the type of mechanisms that can achieve operative outcomes associated
with a particular criterion of sustainability, each combining to further the overall ESFM
objectives.
The critical realist approach used in this thesis aims to bridge (or connect) law with social
reality and embraces a philosophical evaluation of causation in regulation. This leads to
an assessment of the social impacts of the law. In doing this, this study acknowledges the
possibility of multiple causes affecting the links between law and ESFM. Evaluating all
relevant inputs into the existing causal change mechanisms involves data collection to
explain the nature of sustainability in Victorian forests. The explanation of these
connections is an iterative process that may facilitate the development of a new effective
regulatory model.
Chapter 4 provides a background from the history of Victorian forestry to the modern era
and the advent of the SFA 2004. The emphasis is on current regulations and the role of
authorities, particularly VicForests (the public forest wood producer) and government
departments (responsible for the regulations). The chapter also reviews a significant legal
case that demonstrates regulatory failures and gaps within public forestry. It provides a
context and understanding of the operation of public and private forestry regulations in
Victoria for the detailed studies presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
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4 Victorian Forestry Regulation—History and Context
4.1 Introduction
This chapter examines Victorian forestry regulations from inception to the advent of the
regulations covering sustainable forest management under the SFA 2004 and the leading
case of the Brown Mountain Case. 214 Understanding the history of forest regulation in
Victoria provides context to the Victorian studies which follow in Chapter 5 on public
forestry, and Chapter 6 on private forestry regulation. Appreciating the gradual
transformation of regulation and including the advent of a sustainable forest management
regulatory framework provides further context on identifying regulatory gaps and failure
in Chapters 5 and 6. The history of forestry in Victoria has predominantly concerned the
public sector, with the development of private forestry being more recent. 215 The
emphasis is on the emerging nature of forest management regulation in Victoria.

4.2 Victorian forest regulation – a gradual transformation
In the 1830s, 83 per cent of Victoria’s 22.7 million hectares consisted of native forests
and scrublands. During the 1850s gold rush and its aftermath, timbered land was cleared
for farming and wood for constructing mines, resulting in lower levels of timber coverage
by the 1860s. 216 Ferdinand von Mueller, a Victorian Government botanist (appointed in
1853) and director of the Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne from 1857 to 1873, noted the
unbounded timber resources of the colony; and was optimistic about their productive
capacity, despite indicating concern about over-consumption. 217 He later suggested that
local forest boards should conduct forest administration and that 25 per cent of Victoria
remain forested. Further, he advocated pine plantations and the long-term development of
forest industries for self-sufficiency in timber products. Von Mueller believed in forest
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management for long-term viability and could be viewed as an early proponent of ESD as
we now know it. 218
During the 1860s, the Victorian colonial government introduced an annual licencing
scheme whereby licensees could take timber on payment of a small fee but with no
restriction on species size or quantity. 219 An application had to be ‘supported by the
recommendation of at least two respectable persons’. 220 The Commissioner for Crown
Lands (Vic) had full discretion over licences and issued them on a case-by-case basis. 221
Under the Lands Act 1860 (Vic), the government could set aside, temporarily or
permanently, reserves of timber for sawing or splitting purposes, and reserves for the
preservation and growth of timber. The development of forest reserves occurred under
Lands Act 1862 (Vic) with the Board of Land and Works empowered to issue licences for
cutting timber on reserves. 222 The 1869 Land Act allowed for reservation of land
specifically for timber production. 223
By the 1890s, government reports were scathing of forest management practices. For
example, in 1896, an inspector of state forests reported that state forest conservancy and
management are in an extraordinarily backward state. 224 The report noted that forest laws
were inadequate, and that waste was rampant. It called for permanent state forests with
systematic forest management. 225 In 1897, the Victorian Government commissioned an
investigation (The Royal Commission on State Forests and Timber Reserves) into areas
suitable for permanent reservations for ‘forest purposes’; the resulting report
recommended approximately 1.6 million hectares of new state forest. 226 It also noted
waste from an ‘area’ licence system and recommended tighter controls from a piece or
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volume charge based on the quantity removed. Finally, it emphasised the importance of
forest reserves to ensure supply.
The Forests Act 1907 (Vic) created the State Forests Department. 227 The declaration of
permanent forests was now permissible on the joint recommendations of Ministers for
lands, forests and mines. The Forests Act 1907 (Vic) allowed leasing by the State Forests
Department of any reserved forest regions for cattle grazing. Lessees could not cut,
destroy, injure or remove a tree unless authorised. The Act included provisions for forest
care, protection and management. However, there was no methodology for determining
future forest reserves other than recognising the need to preserve more forests and
manage them better. There was also no mechanism for improving forest productivity
assessments or determining bespoke silvicultural methods for each forest type.
The Forests Act 1918 (Vic) created the Forest Commission, described as a new ‘overseer’
of forest management with three commissioners administering the Act and managing the
State Forests Department. 228 The Act gave the Forest Commission authority to introduce
protective measures and more systematic forest management practices, including
directing the State Forests Department to increase public softwood plantations and
expanding forest reserves to meet projected demands for forest products. The Forest
Commission aimed for a sustained annual yield of timber products to meet demands
while maintaining supplies. It also responded to an increased demand for native
hardwoods by opening additional mature age forests. 229 By the mid- to late-1930s,
demand for native hardwood timbers, particularly Mountain Ash, had increased
rapidly. 230 There was also a more defined plantation program, with extensive planting of
pine species in state forest reserves. The Wood Pulp Agreement Act 1936 (Vic) sanctioned
using waste from state forests for wood pulp, an agreement that arguably represents an
early example of improved sustainability practices. 231
By 1944, the Forest Commission recommended opening more forest regions, including
high-quality alpine ash forests, to meet the demands generated by the government’s
Forest Act 1907 (Vic).
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229
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housing program. The sawmilling industry was encouraged to expand into the mountain
regions of north-east and northern Victoria and East Gippsland. 232 Consequently, the
production of hardwood sawlogs from state forests increased markedly, with a peak of
1.3 million cubic metres per annum by the mid-1950s. 233 By 1961, both Australian and
Victorian Governments agreed to expand softwood planting, reduce the importation of
softwoods and remove pressure on hardwood resources. 234 A state government inquiry
supported the Forestry Commission’s proposal to extend the plantations and improve the
silvicultural methods to enhance the productivity of native forests. 235 In response, the
Forest Commission planned an additional 80,000 hectares of plantations, starting from
1962. By 1965, the total area of softwood plantations in Victoria was 27,000 hectares,
with 80 per cent pine. 236
The creation of the Australian Forestry Council in 1964 brought together state and federal
ministers and enabled a more coordinated Australia-wide forestry management policy.
One policy announcement was a projected softwood estate across Australia of
1,200,000 hectares by the year 2000 with Victoria required to increase its annual planting
rate to 2,400 hectares per annum from 1971 to 2000. 237 Also during the 1960s, the
Victorian Government began encouraging privately-owned plantations. The Farm
Forestry Program, starting in 1966, encouraged private plantations on farmland, a policy
that saw an additional 8,200 hectares of forests between 1966 to 1969. 238 This brought the
total softwood plantation in Victoria to 40,000 hectares. By the early 1970s,
plantation-grown softwood log production had trebled compared to 1957, and the
plantation extension program continued, with a further 20,000 hectares planted between
1971 to 1976. 239
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The Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands was established in 1983, combining
the previous Departments of State Forests and Crown Lands and Survey, and the Ministry
of Conservation. 240 In confirming a desire to manage natural resources better, the new
government established a government inquiry into the timber industry, which
subsequently recommended harvesting on a regional sustainable yield basis. 241 The new
department announced a policy of ‘sustainable yields’ of hardwoods from native forests
and increasing the output of softwoods from plantations. It also sought to balance
environmental values, the social and economic needs of the community and the capacity
of forests to provide for sustainable levels of all forest values, timber and non-timber.
This aimed for a sustainable timber industry that embraced ‘all forest values’, with
policies directed at a wider use of forest ecosystem values. This strategy committed the
government to ‘multiple-use management’ of forests, including providing for
environmental uses, 15-year licenses for harvesting (compared to the three-year licenses
previously allowed) and timber allocations focused on the long-term economic viability
of the industry.

242

The first iteration of the Code of Forest Practices for Timber Production was ratified by
the Victorian Parliament in 1989, setting out operational standards for timber production
in state forests. 243 It was revised in 1996 to account for new research and field experience
from the previous seven years and extended to cover private land from late 1993. The
2014 Code has mandatory application under the SFA 2004. 244 The Code is designed to
address practical operational activities and covers state forests, private native forests, and
plantations. Each forestry category has requirements covering management planning,
environmental values (including biodiversity protection), operational planning,
management and record-keeping, roads and access to harvest sites, timber harvesting and
regeneration. 245 It sets minimum standards rather than best practices and is not
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prescriptive. This means that it does not set out procedural steps to meet particular
standards and does not define when a breach of any mandatory standard has occurred. It
is not clear who is responsible for ensuring compliance and appears primarily dependent
on how the DELWP enforces Code provisions. 246 The effectiveness of the mandatory
application of the Code was questioned in the Brown Mountain Case when VicForests
failed to apply the precautionary principle after a trigger for application occurred (see
Section 4.5) and highlighted the extent of uncertainty over who, VicForests or the
DELWP, was responsible for ensuring the application of this principle. 247
Some regulations and inter-governmental Regional Forest Agreements between Federal
and State governments provide logging with some exemption from regulatory oversight .
For example, Victoria is subject to five Regional Forest Agreements with the Federal
government. 248 These agreements give logging operations limited exemption from
national environmental protection laws. 249. Another example is the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988 (Vic) which aims to protect a specified 700 endangered plant and
animal species in a list of threatened flora and fauna. 250 This Act establishes a procedure
for identifying endangered species and formulating Action Statements, which sets
conservation strategies for each species. The listing process and Action Statement
requirements have the potential to affect forestry operations where endangered species are
present. 251 However, the impact of the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (Vic) is
potentially reduced if the Government exercises discretion by order of the Governor in
Council, to exempt specified timber harvesting operations from the provisions of the
Act. 252
Application of the Act depends on the DELWP enforcing biodiversity protections under
the Act and Code. The Action Statement does not appear to have a legal status under the
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legislation. Therefore, there seems to be no avenue for a third party to enforce
compliance. The status of the Action Statement could be described as a document
detailing policy implementation or some other categorisation. In 2017, this expectation
came into focus when the Greater Glider (Petauroides Volans) was listed for protection
under the Act, with an Action Statement prepared. The efficacy of the protection process
via the Action Statement was hampered by a lack of agreement across government
departments on relevant timber prescriptions for protecting the glider. The result was that
since the Greater Glider was listed as a threatened species in June 2017, further protection
of the species had not occurred by late 2018. 253 The Greater Glider example highlights
questions about the application of the Code and the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988
(Vic) for ensuring conservation in forest regions and, as a result, the capacity of Victorian
forestry regulations to properly address ESFM.

4.3 Sustainable forest management regulation
In the Our Forests, Our Future, the Victorian Government announced a new ESFM
policy in 2002. 254 The three objectives of the new policy were stated as follows: (1) to
ensure Victoria’s forests are managed in an ecologically sustainable manner; (2) to ensure
Victorian forestry controls operate in an open, accountable and transparent manner; and
(3) to undertake structural reforms in management of commercial state forestry. Further,
the policy involved creating 15 forest management areas (FMAs), each with a FMP
(Forest Management Plan) compliant with the Code. The FMPs cover areas of state
forests called special protection zones (SPZs) (which are completely protected from
timber harvesting), partially restricted regions called special management zones (SMZs)
and general management zones available for unrestricted logging. Wood Utilisation Plans
(WUPs) prepared by the Department of Sustainability and Environment (Vic) (DSE) 255
regulate the actual cutting activity, while forest coupe plans (FCPs) cover operational
activities undertaken before the commencement of logging. In 2004, VicForests was
formed as the responsible body for forestry in state forests.
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As a consequence of this new policy, the Forests Act 1958 (Vic) was amended to specify
sustainable yield rates and the hardwood sawlog supplies for each FMA. 256 Because this
rate does not cover other resources taken from forests, such as woodchips, its
comprehensiveness as a yield indictor is reduced. The DSE was charged with the
responsibility for monitoring the volume of hardwood logs authorised for harvesting
within an FMA to ensure the total timber harvested, pursuant to forest produce
licenses, 257 did not exceed the sustainable yield rate. Consequently, the calculation of
those rates became a key issue in regulatory control over forest management. For
example, local bodies within some FMAs pointed out what they considered were
unrealistically high yield expectations. 258
Aligned with the Our Forests, Our Future policy, the government promulgated the SFA
2004 to provide a sustainable forest management framework (see Figure 4.1 for each
Act’s relevance to public forestry). 259 It included ESD principles as factors to ‘have
regard’ to in decision-making. 260 Therefore, their application was discretionary only.
These principles are not referred to in other forestry legislation, except the application of
the precautionary principle, which is mandatory under the Code. 261 The new regulatory
structure is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

SFA 2004
authorised
allocation orders for
harvesting in
selected regions

Conservation,
Forests and Lands
Act 1987 (Vic)
authorised the Code

Forests Act 1958
(Vic)
authorised FMPs

Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988
(Vic)
authorised Action
Statements to
protect species, thus
potentially
impacting forestry

Figure 4.1. Public Forest Legislation Regulation and Controls
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Public forestry management and control comes from the Acts detailed in Figure 4.1.
However, they do not define, either collectively or individually, who is responsible for the
enforcement of provisions, including those of the Code. Similarly, the potential
exemption for forestry from the provisions relating to protected flora and fauna by order
of the Governor in Council and from environmental protection laws under Regional
Forest Agreements, decreases the compliance efficacy of Action Statements across
departments. The lack of any regulated process for gauging the impact of logging on
threatened species and ecological systems subject to these exemptions, exacerbates the
problem. Determining the penalty for breaches of the Code is difficult and uncertain
because breaches are not specified and compliance auditing is not regular. 262 Further,
punitive action is rarely undertaken, even for identified breaches. 263 Many provisions
relating to sustainability have no enforcement procedures or are ambiguous. 264 The Code
relies on ‘goals’ and some mandatory obligations without defined penalties if breached or
when goals are not met. 265
Community involvement in decision-making is also limited under this model. The SFA
2004 only refers to ‘having regard to’ community participation as part of the ESD
principles.

266

VicForests invites community input to key regulatory documents, such as

allocation orders and timber utilisation plans and policies, such as the High Conservation
Values Management System, 267 but responds at its discretion, with no methodology in
handling community input. For example, the Code and FMPs do not have a procedure for
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community input in either the application or amendments. Similarly, there is no procedure
for community input to determine sustainable yield rates.

4.4 Organisational control over public forestry
VicForests and the DELWP, in conjunction with the Department of Economic
Development and Agriculture (Vic) (DEDA), are jointly responsible, under ministerial
direction, for implementing ESFM policies. Under the SFA 2004, the relevant minister
appears to have discretion to develop where the Act refers to how they ‘may develop’ a
Sustainability Charter setting guidelines for sustainable forest management. 268 The
Charter should explain the objectives consistent with the National Strategy for
Ecologically Sustainable Development. 269 The sustainability objectives of the Charter
should reflect the Montréal Process objectives. 270 Arguably, the Charter can operate as a
regulatory instrument because VicForests objectives must be consistent with the Charter.
However, in practical terms, it is more an altruistic statement of objectives imposing no
mandatory obligations. The Charter does not clarify who has responsibility for
sustainability objectives, when it is breached or the consequences of breaches. 271
Progress towards ESFM is monitored through the Criteria, 272 which are reported in the
five-yearly State of the Forest Reports. 273 Although the Criteria are meant to provide a
framework for state forest monitoring and reporting obligations undertaken by the
DELWP, they are only applied retrospectively to measure progress over the preceding
five years. 274
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4.4.1 The power and role of government departments
The DELWP has responsibility for 3.14 million hectares of Victorian state forests, with
overall responsibility for the sustainable management of state forests, including the
conservation of flora and fauna, water catchments and the provision of timber and other
forest products. 275 Inter alia, it is responsible for monitoring VicForests compliance with
the Code and implementing national and international agreements and conventions
covering forest sustainability and management. It is also responsible for monitoring
timber harvesting, preparing the SFRs and FMPs, managing Regional Forest Agreements,
monitoring environmental regulation of timber harvesting, forest sustainability and
managing the Victorian Forest Monitoring Program (VFMP) and forest audits.
On the other hand, DEDA is responsible for allocation orders setting out where harvesting
is permitted. This demarcation between the DELWP and DEDA has some ambiguities.
For example, some provisions of the SFA 2004 and the Conservation, Forests and Lands
Act 1987 (Vic) are designated as the responsibility of one or both departments and their
respective ministers. 276 This has led to confusion about which department is empowered
to enforce compliance under the existing regulatory framework.
4.4.2 VicForests
VicForests is a state-owned business responsible for the commercial harvesting of
Victorian state forests. VicForests was established as a state business corporation on the
18th October 2003, pursuant to s14 of the State Owned Enterprises Act 1992 (Vic).The
corporation must undertake timber harvesting within the ESFM framework established
under the SFA 2004. Measuring the success of VicForests’ sustainable forest management
strategy requires data collected on the ground. In 2010, the Victorian Government
established the VFMP to assess and monitor the extent, state and sustainable development
of Victorian forests in a timely and accurate manner. 277 The information gathered under
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the VFMP is used in the SFRs. 278 What is not clear is the extent to which this data is used
by VicForests in operational decision-making.
The SFA 2004 requires VicForests to comply with the terms of allocation orders that
specify the timber resources available for harvesting. 279 Once allocated, the property in
the timber is vested in VicForests. It then has sole authority to prepare a timber release
plan (TRP) (where actual harvesting takes place), that must comply with the Code and the
terms of the relevant allocation order. 280 In undertaking harvesting, VicForests must have
regard to the ESD principles contained in the SFA 2004. 281 This includes how TRPs are
prepared and subsequent forest harvesting activities.
VicForests has formulated an Ecologically Sustainable Forest Management Policy 282 that
involves maintaining systems that are compatible with the Australian Forestry Standard
(AS 4708) and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Principles and Criteria. 283 The business
declared a commitment to implementing the FSC’s principles and criteria, compliance
with state and federal legislation and policies, setting verifiable sustainability objectives,
conducting operations in an environmentally responsible manner, regrowing harvested
areas and active engagement with stakeholders on forest management planning and
operations. 284
The Ecologically Sustainable Forest Management Policy does not prescribe how
VicForests meets the sustainability objectives, which are covered in the associated
guidelines referred to as the Operating Procedures. 285 The Operating Procedures provide
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guidance to operational staff in meeting their regulatory obligations. The procedures are
described as being a definitive interpretation of all regulatory requirements to be applied
to VicForests planning and operations but at the same time as having no regulatory
status. However, the requirements are collated from regulatory instruments such as the
SFA 2004. 286 Clause 1.5(c) of the Operating Procedures states that, where there is a
conflict between the procedures and any other document, the procedures must be applied.
Clause 1.6 allows for a variation or temporary exemption from compliance with the
Operating Procedures if approved by the Manager of Forest Policy and Compliance (an
executive within VicForests). On this construction, the Operating Procedures appear to
take precedence over other regulations and may be subject to internal variations or
temporary exemptions by internal discretion of VicForests.
VicForests must comply with the terms of any allocation order, TRP and Code
requirements, including management operations for threatened species at harvest sites
under an Action Statement. 287Additionally, VicForests prepares FCPs (before
commencing harvesting) that specify the obligations of contractors involved in the
harvest process. Further, VicForests must comply with Utilisation Procedures detailing
the environmental and operational extraction processes used in conjunction with FCPs. 288
This structure highlights that regulatory control is primarily via the allocation orders and
the Operating Procedures or Utilisation Procedures. The FCPs and Utilisation
Procedures are mechanisms used by VicForests to prescribe the compliance
responsibilities of any subcontractors. 289
While all the foregoing regulatory instruments and operational procedures suggest a high
level of control over forestry operations, there remains a lack of clarity about the
application and enforcement procedures of their various requirements. Section 4.5
documents and analyses a key case that reveals much about the efficacy of current
regulations for delivering the sustainable management of Victorian forests.
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4.5 The Brown Mountain Case
The Brown Mountain Case involved proceedings instituted in the Victorian Supreme
Court by Environment East Gippsland to restrain logging at Brown Mountain. In the
course of the judgement, the judge examined the compliance efficacy of state forest
harvesting regulations. 290 The legal judgment details regulatory complexities and
examples of failures. In particular, it details a failure to apply the precautionary principle
which is mandated under the Code. 291 By way of explanation, where there is clear
evidence of endangered species present on harvest sites, the judgement requires
application of the precautionary principle, which could possibly mean a temporary
cessation of harvesting to enable appropriate remedial action to either change the harvest
site or ensure the endangered species are appropriately protected.
When granting an injunction to cease harvesting in the affected areas, the Supreme Court
of Victoria acknowledged significant regulatory gaps in understanding who is responsible
for applying the precautionary principle, how/when the principle is applied and a lack of
clarity in the enforcement process in case of a breach. In short, the case established a
significant precedent regarding the efficacy of the existing ESFM policy established
under the SFA 2004.
The key issues in this case were the efficacy of the laws protecting flora and fauna and
how VicForests addressed these provisions. The plaintiff (Environment East Gippsland
(EEG)) sought to restrain logging in four coupes of old-growth forest located near Brown
Mountain Creek in East Gippsland. The plaintiff alleged that the coupes were significant,
both ecologically and as a timber resource. Specifically, they claimed that the proposed
logging was in breach of the obligation to provide habitat reserves for endangered
species. Further, it claimed that VicForests had failed to apply the precautionary principle
in not ensuring habitat preservation for endangered species detected in the coupes. 292
VicForests challenged the plaintiff’s locus standi (right to sue) and its assertion about the
presence of endangered species located within the four coupes. 293 It argued that the
logging would take place within a proper framework of management controls that
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balanced conservation with timber production and that it was up to the DSE, not
VicForests, to stipulate the SPZ under the relevant allocation order for any species.
Further, in the absence of the department imposing a SPZ, VicForests was entitled to
undertake logging in accordance with the allocation order. 294
4.5.1 The statutory framework
The Supreme Court described the legislative and regulatory framework as ‘labyrinthine’,
complex and unclear, with a range of statutory provisions arising at different times,
applying different principles and for different reasons. 295 Various examples were cited by
the Court to justify this description. FMPs are mandatory under the Forests Act 1958
(Vic), while sustainable forest management provisions are included in the SFA 2004.
However, there is limited alignment between their respective provisions. The various
regulatory instruments (such as allocation orders, TRPs and Action Statements) represent
a separate but related set of obligations; however, they provide little guidance regarding
who is responsible, how breaches are identified or how requirements are enforced. It is
necessary to review how the Court interpreted each Act impacting Victorian public
forestry to understand this aspect of the judgment and its implications for the regulatory
framework.
4.5.1.1 The Forests Act 1958 (Vic)

As part of the total area designated as state forest, the Brown Mountain coupes are
reserved forests within the meaning of the Forests Act 1958 (Vic). 297 The Act provides
for the preparation of FMPs, 298 defined as detailed schemes for the control and regulation
of the working of the forest, or any part thereof, to ensure the maintenance of a sustained
yield of forest values. 299 The FMP for Gippsland (FMPG) provides a management
framework for state forests in that region. It specifies the minimum levels of protection
for natural values in state forests and provides guidelines for protecting threatened species
and a network of linear reserves to maintain the populations of endangered fauna. It
includes goals regarding timber production and attempts to balance conservation with the
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extraction of forest resources. The FMPG, as it relates to the conservation of endangered
species, incorporates by reference other regulatory instruments, such as the Code, which
make conservation guidelines mandatory. 300 The FMPG specifically address the
integration of wood production with other purposes (including conservation) across the
area identified in the plan and the designation of particular areas as different zones. This
zoning in the FMPG comprised a general management zone (where sustainable timber
production was identified as a major use), SMZ (where uses alongside timber production
were permitted) and SPZs (where harvesting is excluded). Conservation measures relating
to the FMPG included strategies for conserving rare and threatened species. 301
4.5.1.2 The Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 (Vic) and SFA Act 2004 (Vic)

The Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 (Vic) authorises the Minister to be an
‘effective conserver’ of Victoria’s lands, water, flora and fauna and to make provisions
for their productive, educational and recreational use. 302 It makes provisions for codes of
practice that specify standards and procedures for carrying out legal obligations required
by the relevant laws and regulations under this or other legislation listed in Schedules 1
and 1A. Compliance with the current Code is mandatory, which arises under relevant
provisions of this Act and the SFA 2004. 303 Thus, the Conservation, Forests and Lands
Act 1987 (Vic) authorises compliance with codes, provided they are incorporated under a
‘relevant law’; the relevant law in this case being the SFA 2004.
The SFA 2004 provides a framework for sustainable forest management in state forests,
with the ESD principles incorporated in Part 2. 304 These principles involve goals that are
not easily reconciled with each other, and the regulatory requirement to have regard to
these principles is not mandatory. 305 The Act requires the Minister to determine the
Criteria. 306 Further, the minister has the discretion to create a Sustainability Charter,
which is merely aspirational. 307 Because a Charter serves as a set of principles that
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balance the sustainability of forests overall with sustainable timber harvesting, VicForests
must develop initiatives that respond to and support the objectives of such a Charter. 308
Therefore, VicForests’s operations in the Brown Mountain coupes must operate within
the spirit and letter of the Charter. However, the consequences of non-compliance with
the Charter are not specified under the Act.
Part 3 of the Act provides for the making of allocation orders, which designate regions
where harvesting may take place, and TRPs, which designate where actual harvesting is
conducted. 309 The former allows VicForests to access, harvest and sell timber resources in
regions covered under the orders, subject to conditions that may include performance
measures and standards, limitations or other matters the minister may prescribe. 310 The
TRPs cover the areas designated for actual harvesting and must comply with the terms of
the allocation order. During periods relevant to the Brown Mountain Case, TRPs were
prepared by the DSE. 311 It was then possible for DSE to include conditions giving effect
to the ESD principles. 312 On 5 June 2009, DSE issued the TRP for the Brown Mountain
coupes.
4.5.1.3 The Code of Practice for Sustainable Timber Production 2014 (Vic)

The Code mandates the application of the precautionary principle at all stages of
operational activities, including harvesting. 313 According to the glossary in the Code, this
requires:
…contemplating decisions that will affect the environment, careful evaluation of management
options … to wherever practical avoid serious or irreversible damage to the environment, and
to properly assess the risk-weighted consequences of various options. 314

This has several practical consequences for decision-making, including evaluating
options, a process that implies assessing various ways of carrying out operational
activities, modifying the size of the coupe and not undertaking any work at all. Making
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310
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such decisions implies that VicForests must consider the advice of experts in
conservation, biology and flora and fauna management to assess the risks of each option
operating properly. The practical implication is that VicForests is required, under the
Code, to consider what is necessary to avoid serious environmental damage. 315
The Court defined the principle as a statement of common sense applied by
decision-makers to prevent serious or irreversible harm to the environment in situations of
scientific uncertainty. In light of this, it noted that it was not possible to postulate a
generalised failure by VicForests to give effect to the precautionary principle when the
decision was made to log at Brown Mountain. 316 However, it was possible to identify
specific instances where the principle had not been applied. VicForests conceded that it
would be unlawful not to comply with the mandatory requirements in the Code but did
not concede that it had breached any requirements relating to the application of the
precautionary principle. The Court decided that the principle applied in two scenarios: (a)
where there was a probability of a significant threat to endangered species from the
proposed logging at Brown Mountain, and further survey investigations might have
assisted an evaluation of the risk; or (b) where a review of current forest management
arrangements for the protection of endangered species established the presence of
endangered species or a need for further surveys. 317
In each of these cases, the Court emphasised that the precautionary principle does not
necessarily mean the permanent prohibition of logging at Brown Mountain, but that such
operations may require the implementation of adaptive management procedures in
accordance with a proportionate risk-weighted need. The focus was the precautionary
action proportionate to the anticipated level of harm. The plaintiff contended that a failure
by VicForests to conduct pre-logging surveys in old-growth forest breached the
precautionary principle. The Court found that the evidence supported the conclusion that
effective pre-logging surveys for endangered species in the affected regions were highly
desirable. Pre-logging surveys were critical to determining the presence of endangered
species and underpinned the reason for the interlocutory injunctions against
VicForests. 318
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More generally, the Court ruled that to obtain injunctive relief, the EEG had to
demonstrate a failure by the decision-maker (VicForests) to apply the precautionary
principle in a specific way. Two conditions had to be satisfied to achieve this threshold.
First, there must have been a threat of serious or irreversible environmental damage.
Secondly, there must have been a demonstrable level of scientific uncertainty about
potential environmental damage. Once these conditions were satisfied, the onus shifted to
Vicforests to demonstrate that the threat did not exist or was negligible. If that burden was
not discharged, the Court could assume there was serious or irreversible environmental
damage. At that point, precautionary measures may be taken by the responsible party
(VicForests) to design and implement measures for averting the threat proportionately by
adaptive management processes. 319
The plaintiff’s scientific evidence of serious and irreversible environmental damage to
endangered species satisfied the first condition. Regarding the second condition, the
Court analysed the evidence by reference to a standard of ‘substantial uncertainty’ (which
suggested a level lower than a high degree of uncertainty). The relevant uncertainty
related to which threatened species were present at the Brown Mountain coupes, and the
optimal management areas within the affected areas for preserving these species. 320
In terms of the response to the threat, the precautionary principle requires the taking of
preventative measures without waiting until the reality of the threat has been realised
which, as was argued by EEG in this instance, meant measures to prevent the destruction
of habitat critical for endangered species. 321 The degree of precaution depends on the
combination of the seriousness of the threat and degree of scientific uncertainty. In the
Court’s view, the level of uncertainty regarding a particular action should be controlled
by an adaptive management approach, including survey requirements and management
zone reviews. 322 Further, the Court considered that the principle requires a proportionate
response that does not go beyond what is appropriate to reach the desired objectives. This
requires assessing the risk-weighted consequences for the optional courses of action and
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that a balance should be struck between the cost-burden of the measures and the benefit
derived from them. 323
4.5.1.4 The Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (Vic)

The Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (Vic) stipulates the processes used to conserve
flora and fauna and manage potentially threatening processes. 324 The objectives of the Act
include ensuring that all flora and fauna can survive, flourish and retain their potential for
evolutionary development in the wild, and conserving communities of flora and fauna. 325
Part 3 provides for the listing of species that are threatened and potentially threatening
processes. ‘Threatening processes’ 326 could be listed if, in the absence of appropriate
management, they pose or have the potential to pose a significant threat to the survival or
evolutionary development of a species. 327 Further, the Act provides for the preparation of
Action Statements for listed species and identifying critical habitats. 328
The Court noted that the relevant Action Statements referred to the loss of hollow-bearing
trees as a listed threatening process affecting the species that the plaintiff maintained were
present in the Brown Mountain coupes. 329 These species required retained habitat trees,
such as old-growth trees with a range of hollow nesting sites. The Court noted that staff
from the DSE with appropriate expertise in biodiversity management should guide the
identification of hollow bearing trees. This process should be conducted in consultation
with VicForests and the harvesting contractor. The combined effect of these procedures
aimed to specify a 100-metre buffer strip on either side of Brown Mountain Creek, with
the stipulated preservation of hollow-bearing habitat trees.
4.5.1.5 Does the statutory framework work?

The Court construed the legislative framework as providing for a balance between
competing interests but made no ruling regarding how successful it was in achieving this
balance. The critical difference between the parties was how this balance was struck and
managed, given the fact that the statutory framework did not provide clarity about how
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this could occur. VicForests argued that the legislative framework struck a balance
between conservation and timber harvesting. Conversely, the plaintiff submitted that the
legislative framework specified that operations required adjustment on a site-specific
basis and were triggered by the detection of threatened species, even after the planning
processes had been completed.
The Court preferred the plaintiff’s view that balance implies that harvesting is subject to
various competing considerations, including conservation matters. These obligations arise
principally through specific provisions of the legislative framework relating to
endangered species and the application of the precautionary principle. While the
allocation orders and TRPs vest rights in the timber to VicForests, this right is subject to
ongoing compliance with a series of conditions specified in the FMP and Action
Statements. The argument that the approval of the TRPs absolved VicForests of the
compliance requirements that may arise through changed circumstances, was rejected.
Approval of the TRP does not prevent intervening circumstances from altering harvesting
arrangements. 330
The Court noted that VicForests accepted the Action Statements as binding but rejected
VicForests submission that neither the FMP nor the precautionary principle created
actionable rights for any third party. The Court noted the Code was mandated under the
FMPG, which it described as a fundamental working plan for the sustainable management
of environmental, social, cultural and economic values and as imposing mandatory
requirements. Therefore, the Court rejected the argument that the provisions of the FMPG
contained standards relating to the conservation of threatened species imposing only
‘imperfect’ and unenforceable obligations not capable of giving rise to actionable
obligations. It added that the conservation guidelines adopted by the Allocation Order and
TRP were conditions that had to be followed in the course of operations. Similarly, the
precautionary principle gave rise to an enforceable obligation and had to be considered at
all stages of operational decision-making. 331
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4.5.2 Environment East Gippsland’s arguments
The plaintiff asserted that the terms of the SFA 2004 required VicForests to comply with
the Code, FMPG, particularly when specifying the minimum levels of protection for the
forestry values, the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (Vic) and Action Statement
obligations for each threatened species. To give effect to these requirements, VicForests
argued it had acted on advice from relevant experts. Because forests are community
property managed for the common good, the right to extract resources pursuant to the
TRP was conditional on protecting endangered wildlife. However, EEG contended that
VicForests had failed to comply with their protection obligations and that it was an ‘agent
of harm’ about to begin clear-felling in breach of the regulations, particularly those
regarding the threatened species identified in the four coupes. The plaintiff further
claimed that VicForests had not applied the precautionary principle, despite the Code
mandating its application in situations such as these. 332
The plaintiff provided evidence from its own surveys that endangered species were
present in the coupes. Despite this, VicForests did not consult its in-house biologists, who
may have advised precautionary measures or established protective reserves required by
the regulations. EEG alleged that the 100-metre buffer provided by VicForests as a
protection measure for endangered species was inadequate. This raised several issues
about the regulatory effect and how VicForests responded to mandatory requirements.
EEG argued that the presence of endangered species was a triggering event for the
application of the precautionary principle by VicForests. The plaintiff’s allegations also
raised questions about a conflict of interest between commercial harvesting operations
(with their attendant costs and planning requirements) and the mandatory obligations
under the regulatory framework.
4.5.3 VicForests’s arguments
VicForests argued that the plaintiff did not have standing to initiate proceedings because
it had no ‘special interest’ in Brown Mountain and only an emotional or intellectual
interest in its preservation. It argued that responsibility for threatened species was with
the DSE and that it was not in breach of its obligations to threatened species. Further,
VicForests submitted that the plaintiff’s claims about the endangered species in the four
332
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coupes were inaccurate and there was no need to undertake protection measures. For
those species present, existing protections were adequate. More generally, any
requirements relating to the endangered species, including the precautionary principle, did
not give rise to an enforceable obligation. In any event, it had observed the principle, even
if the degree of precautionary behaviour might be questioned. Further, it argued that the
principle required caution, not total infallibility, and that the 100-metre buffer created
along Brown Mountain Creek was precautionary enough to constitute its application. 333
4.5.4 Judgment
The plaintiff was granted interlocutory injunctions against VicForests to halt logging in
the Brown Mountain coupes. 334 The Code required VicForests to apply the precautionary
principle when conducting harvesting operations. The Court ruled that the precautionary
principle required further surveys undertaken within the Brown Mountain coupes, and a
review of management area reserves created under the East Gippsland FMP in respect of
the Powerful Owl (Ninox Strenua) and the Sooty Owl (Tyto tenebricosa). Further surveys
were required for presence of Spotted Tail Quoll (Dasyurus maculatus) and the
completion of a reserve of 100 hectares consequent on the detection of exceptional levels
of Greater Glider (Petauroides Volans) and Yellow-Bellied Glider (Petauras
australis). 335

4.6 Summary – regulatory history
The focus and tenor of early forestry regulation echoed the domination of the sector by
the state, with the treatment of extensive forests as a fully exploitable resource and a lack
of consideration for sustainability concepts. By the early 1980s, government policies
recognised multiple forest values and the need to balance sustainable production with
ecological protection. This was reflected in the creation of a Code in 1989, which
included provisions for the protection of biological diversity. The Code was a
considerable advance from a regulatory perspective because it sought to place controls on
operational forestry. However, it was lacking in several areas. The launching of the Our
Forests, Our Future policy in 2002 heralded the recognition of sustainable forest
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management regulation. This resulted in the introduction of sustainable yield as a
generalised requirement of regulation, although it did not clarify its calculation in
changing forest circumstances. It further provided for the introduction of management
zones for forest regions, with such zones ranging from those designated for commercial
forestry to those where limited or no harvesting could occur. The objective of the SFA
2004 was the creation of a sustainable forest management framework. 336
The Code and SFA 2004 represent a considerable advance in sustainability regulation;
however, the framework has problems. The SFA incorporates the ESD principles without
making their application mandatory. 337 What became apparent was a lack of regulatory
recognition for how progress towards sustainability objectives is measured, which
regulator is responsible for their measurement and enforcement and the consequences for
breaches (which did not specify when breach occurs). The problem is exacerbated by the
division of state government oversight for Victorian forestry due to the relevant
provisions being included in multiple legislative documents. This division resulted in two
government departments with responsibility for different parts of the sustainable forest
management regime. Therefore, this legislation left too much to departmental discretion
and did not establish clarity regarding who was responsible for tracking the progress
towards ESFM or acting on a breach of its provisions. Despite it being updated several
times, the Code is deficient in several areas, such as in failing to provide triggers for
application, a prescriptive application methodology and protective provisions, particularly
the precautionary principle. Further, there is a lack of clarity about who is responsible for
enforcing a breach; this being exacerbated by the absence of any prescribed penalty. 338
Protection of endangered species in forestry regions is an integral part of ESFM.
However, as revealed in the Brown Mountain Case, this regulatory regime is deficient in
key aspects, particularly those relating to the treatment and protection of endangered
species. The FMPG specifically referred to the creation of conservation guidelines for
threatened species incorporated into the relevant allocation orders and TRP, which
required the conservation of habitat in SPZs. VicForests accepted that it must comply
with the measures specified in Action Statements, thereby implicitly acknowledging they
were a condition of harvesting and that logging in breach of those would be unlawful. On
See in particular section 4.3 of this chapter.
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the evidence, it was held that endangered species were present in subject areas. The
question was whether this should require a SPZ and the form and structure of that zone.
The Court ruled that VicForests should be restrained from logging the Brown Mountain
coupes until it complied with the requirements of relevant Action Statements and the
conditions stated in the allocation order and TRPs by creating a SPZ. 339
VicForests denied responsibility for monitoring the presence of endangered species once
an allocation order and TRP were approved. This could be interpreted as either an
abrogation of authority or confusion about who was responsible for protecting species. Its
failure to apply the precautionary principle and to comply with the Action Statements
were in breach of the Code, demonstrating an arguable weakness in the application
methodology for these requirements or possibly doubts about their precise legal status. It
raised important questions regarding the responsibility for applying the principle when its
application is triggered and the nature and extent of the response. VicForests’ submission
that the precautionary principle did not give rise to an enforceable obligation raised
questions about how VicForests interpreted the Code and the effect of this interpretation.
As a secondary argument, VicForests stated that it had applied the precautionary principle
by creating a 100-metre buffer zone along Brown Mountain Creek. This argument was
made without reference to any application methodology or recognition of a proportionate
risk-weighted response to the extent of the threat. This highlighted confusion about what
response was sufficient. 340
The Brown Mountain Case highlighted the regulatory gaps in control over VicForests
activities. It also has wider implications for the exercise of departmental discretion and
the way authority is allocated between different government departments. The
interlocutory injunctions granted by the Court against continued logging in these coupes
were judicial recognition of a failure by VicForests to provide sufficient protections for
endangered species on this occasion. This demonstrated a failure of the regulations to
provide an adaptive response to the circumstances that arise during operations. The
regulatory conundrum for forestry in Victoria is that multiple regulators operating under
several Acts, each with different objectives, causes conflicts of interest and confusion
about who is responsible for what, particularly when enforcing breaches and applying
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penalties. VicForests, while subject to many regulatory instruments, operates under
limited regulatory oversight, with the DELWP given significant discretion about when
and how it punishes breaches of FMPs, the Code, Action Statements and a range of
policies that have no methodology for their application or enforcement. 341
Chapter 5 is the first of two Victorian studies on public forestry. It considers matters
raised in Chapter 4.
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5 Victorian Study 1—Public Forestry Regulation
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes and analyses the study of Victorian public forestry, particularly in
terms of the relevant regulation’s capacity to achieve ESFM. It identifies the strengths
and weakness of regulations at meeting the ESFM objectives. The Brown Mountain Case
identified regulatory failures (see Section 4.5) that provides insights on how existing
public forestry regulations impact forestry. The analysis involves identifying the presence
or absence of causal links and any associated change mechanisms as viewed through the
Criteria. 342 The use of the Criteria provides a means to address key sustainability factors
for assessing forestry. The analysis covers how well the regulation contributes to
ecosystem integrity (see Chapter 1) while providing wood and non-wood values from the
forest within the bounds of ‘normal disturbance regimes.’ Some attention must be given
to how well the regulation address non-wood values; so where regulation fails to address
non-wood values, a gap is identified. Addressing this gap provides another level of
complexity in a reformed regulatory model. However different forest ecosystem values
must be addressed in a model that properly accounts for ESFM.
The Criteria represent an authoritative reference point for the key areas relevant to
sustainability when undertaking forestry. They comprehensively address the forest life
cycle, harvesting operations and ecosystem values and have the potential for use in
monitoring and reporting progress towards the objectives set out in the Sustainability
Charter. 343 However, the Criteria are currently only used to meet the reporting obligation
when assessing sustainability performance. 344 They address: (1) the conservation of
biological diversity; (2) the maintenance of the productive capacity of forest ecosystems;
(3) the maintenance of ecosystem health and vitality; (4) the conservation of soil and
water resources; (5) the maintenance of forest contributions to global carbon cycles; (6)
the maintenance and enhancement of long-term multiple socio-economic benefits to meet
the needs of societies; and (7) the legal, institutional and economic framework for forest
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conservation and sustainable management. These Criteria are for a post-harvesting
reporting instead of the practical use when planning and undertaking operational forestry.
The four evaluative standards cover all stages of operational harvesting in public forestry
and provide a focus for a particular stage of operations to determine whether the Criteria
are applied to meet a particular sustainability objective relevant to ESFM. This primarily
relies on assessing the strengths of the causal linkages and associated change mechanisms
present in the regulation of public forestry by reference to the Criteria. Where regulation
does not adequately address Criteria, an inference may be that departmental discretionary
decision-making could address this gap, or that it risks not meeting a particular
sustainability objective. Where the regulations refer to specific directions and thus not
leave anything to discretionary decision-making, it is possible to assess how they relate to
the Criteria and capacity to progress the ESFM objectives. In both situations, it is
possible to identify the strengths or absence of the linkage and allows observations about
its likely change effect. This helps to identify regulatory strengths, failures, and gaps in
the current regulations.

5.2 Measurement and monitoring standards
Measurement and monitoring address the regulation’s effectiveness in furthering progress
towards sustainability objectives (see Section 3.3). A measurement and monitoring
capability requires a systematic process for capturing practical information relating to
public forestry in Victoria over time enabling time comparisons. For example, comparing
the sustainable yield data from 2010 to 2015 will enable monitoring of the changes over
time and progression towards a particular objective. This enables an adaptive regulatory
response should the data indicate the need. 345 It is necessary to measure and monitor
misallocation or overexploitation of forest resources. With public forestry, this includes
justifying the extent and methods of forest harvesting, productivity and regenerative
capacity. Ideally, regulation should align comprehensive systems of measurement and
monitoring with performance and compliance measures.
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5.2.1 Measurement and monitoring criteria
Criteria 1 to 5 and their respective indicators deal with forest data that may be subject to
measurements and monitoring through regulation. Each criterion has relevance for
sustainability measurements and monitoring for ESFM. The VFMP provides for a statewide public forest monitoring system that accounts for the extent of sustainable
development of Victorian forests. 346 This monitoring program is described as enabling the
development of management options in a timely manner. 347 It supplies data for the SFR
report, that is compiled every five years, 348 and is intended to improve evidence-based
decision-making and policy development and meet the statutory reporting obligation. 349
The discussion in this section is designed to assess the extent the data is used outside of
the reporting function. It is focused on how regulations manage this data in ESFM-related
decision-making for public forests. The extent of the lack of alignment between the
management of harvested regions and critiques of public forestry sustainability (e.g.,
Lindenmayer) raises questions about how this data is used outside of the reporting
function. 350 Therefore, the analysis focuses collection of data with criteria relevant to the
ESFM objective and how well this is currently addressed in regulation. Thus, the focus is
on the criteria relevant to maintaining ecological integrity while providing wood and nonwood values and accounting for forest structures, species composition and ecological
processes being maintained within normal disturbance regimes under public forestry.
Each criterion contains indicators that relate to the subject of the criterion. Criterion 1
deals with the conservation of biological diversity; this is broken down into three
indicators. Indicator 1.1 covers ecosystem diversity (based on the area of forest type and
tenure by the growth stage and extent of the fragmentation of native forest cover).
Indicator 1.2 covers species diversity (including forest-dependent species at risk and the
area of habitat available for forest dependent species). Indicator 1.3 addresses genetic
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diversity (including forest dependent species at risk from isolation leading to loss of
genetic variation).
Current regulation does not expressly require those involved in decision-making to
address these indicators before harvesting is undertaken in state forests. The SFA 2004
makes no reference to a monitoring or application role for these indicators in decisionmaking. For example, the indicators are relevant in assessing regions suitable for
harvesting and account for factors relevant to content of an allocation order. 351 However,
the reference to allocation orders in the SFA 2004 is a description of what areas are to be
harvested, permitted activities in such areas and what conditions or limitations may
apply. 352 Under VicForests FMP, it must provide an annual report and spatial layer to the
DEDJTR by 30 September each year, describing the harvesting activity. 353 The FMP
states that, under section 15(3) of the SFA 2004, VicForests must not exceed the five-year
area harvest limit. This section provides that an allocation order may contain a ‘condition,
limitation, matter or specification’ affecting the area to be harvested over the period
specified in the order, with no mention of the five-year area harvest limit. 354 This focuses
on how well VicForests complies with the FMP and how well discretionary control from
DEDJTR or DELWP enforces compliance.
There is nothing under the Act or VicForests FMP that requires ecosystems, species, or
genetic diversity to be considered when creating the allocation order. While FMPs have
specific inclusions for biodiversity protection, they are structured as management
guidelines. Although this is specific to harvesting areas, FMPs are not expressly aligned
to the content of the allocation order. Further, while biodiversity protection measures are
stipulated in FMPs, the absence of any penalty for not compliance, and the general nature
of the directions under these plans, suggests FMPs can at best be described as a form of
‘soft’ regulation
Criterion 2 addresses the maintenance of the productive capacity of forest ecosystems.
Indicator 2.1 includes the area and percentage of forest and net area of forest available
and suitable for production. Indicator 2.2 covers the volume of wood by forest type in
The contents of an allocation order are covered in the SFA 2004 (Vic) s 15.
SFA Act s15.
353
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354
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state forests available and suitable for timber production. Indicator 2.3 refers to the annual
production of wood products from state forests compared to sustainable harvest levels.
Indicator 2.4 addresses the annual production of non-wood forest products. Indicator 2.5
covers the proportion of timber harvest areas successfully regenerated by forest type.
Potentially, these indicators provide a means of comparing the volumes harvested over
time, information critical to furthering ESFM objectives. However, this is not currently
the case. They are not addressed at all in such key regulatory instruments as allocation
orders; a lack that represents an impediment to reaching the ESFM objectives. Instead,
the only reference to this set of indicators is in the SFRs and even there, the application is
limited. For example, the SFR 2018, rating status for all indicators under DSE Criteria
was based on a four-point scale of: (1) ‘not applicable’ (it was not possible to provide a
status, there was insufficient data or it was otherwise not relevant); (2) ‘unknown’ (the
data was insufficient to make an assessment); (3) ‘poor’ (the environmental conditions
were under stress due to inadequate protection); (4) ‘fair’ (the environmental conditions
were neither positive nor negative and likely to have a limited impact); and (5) ‘good’
(the environmental condition was healthy). 355 Indicator 2.1 by SFR 2018 was assessed as
‘poor’ status, 356 Indicators 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5 were described as ‘fair’ 357 and Indicator 2.4
had a status of ‘unknown.’ 358 Indicator 2.3 measures the actual harvest meeting demand
against the sustainable level of production. The reporting on Indicator 2.3 in the SFR
2018 does not refer to the sustainable harvest levels compared to annual production
levels. The information given in the SFR 2018 does not allow for this comparison and has
no classification of forest types or the sustainable levels of production for each type. Nor
does it provide for any longitudinal comparisons year on year. Therefore, the SFR 2018
does not assess if wood production is sustainable either for individual species or globally,
either for one period or over time. 359
The foregoing raises questions about the use of information obtained under the VFMP.
The program aims to provide baseline data for long-term trend detection and prediction of
the type and severity of future changes. It also aims to inform management decisionmaking to address sustainability-related issues, including habitat protection, forest
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productivity, health and biodiversity. While the program is designed to detect changes in
forest structure and composition, this level of detail is not replicated in the SFR 2018.
There is a gap between the details purported to be covered by the VFMP and what is
contained in the report. These gaps are: (1) the sustainability of the wood resources
against actual harvest levels classified by the forest type; (2) the transparency and
presence of comparative data over time; and (3) how the data is used in the preparation of
allocation orders and TRPs.
5.2.2 Evaluation of measurement and monitoring standards
The primary focus of the current regulatory framework for public forestry in Victoria is
measurement and monitoring primarily for reporting obligations. There is no express
alignment of collected data with the preparation of key regulatory instruments, including
FMPs, allocation orders and TRPs. The VFMP has improved the detail and extent of data
relevant to forest health, it is currently unclear how this data is interpreted and used at a

departmental level to prepare these instruments. The SFA 2004 or subordinate forestry
regulations fail to address the key indicators of Criterion 2 (including Indicator 2.1,
covering the area and percentage of forest and net area of forest available for timber
production) and include no triggers for adaptive management responses to the data when
the identified thresholds are reached. In some instances, even the reporting does not meet
the details specified in the Criteria. These regulatory gaps have the potential to lead to
unsustainable harvesting.
The SFA 2004 only require the minister responsible for public forestry to develop criteria
and engage in reporting against those criteria in global terms. 360 In effect, the
measurements and monitoring and the resulting SFRs and audit reports sit alone and are
not aligned with any performance or compliance requirements in the Act or subordinate
forestry regulations. The information that is gathered is only used as a discretionary
option for decision-making and policymaking at the departmental level. The absence of
any mandated requirements for measuring sustainable yields of any particular forest type
is a significant omission for assessing progress towards the ESFM objectives. What is
reported in the SFRs is expressed generally but lacks detail. The absence of clarity about
how data is used in pre-harvest assessments prevent a potential trigger for precautionary

360
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decision-making when determining allocation orders. Until there is a mandated trigger for
applying the precautionary principle, current legislation and subordinate regulation are
consequentially deficient in respect to measurements and monitoring.

5.3 Compliance standards
Regulatory compliance means that organisational measures should be taken to enable
regulatees to be aware of and take steps to comply with relevant laws, policies and
regulations, and that enforcement actions are taken where there is non-compliance. 361
Therefore, organisational compliance measures are assessed broadly in this section to
encompass all aspects of the compliance definition.
5.3.1 Compliance investigation from SFRs and forest audits
The compliance investigation process may be initiated by either DELWP, or VicForests
for alleged breaches of the Code or SFA 2004. Third parties may report a potential
compliance breach which could initiate the investigation process. 362 Understanding the
investigation process from a compliance perspective helps provide a context for forest
audits (see Section 5.3.2) and SFR reporting (see Section 5.3.3). A forest audit may
warrant an investigation for breaches of the Code or public forestry legislation.
After an initial report to DELWP of an alleged breach of the regulations, a statement is
passed to their Forest Report Assessment Panel. It assesses the priority and complexity of
the matter and allocates it to a case officer. The case officer’s investigation may comprise
a field and desk assessment, review of the relevant documentation, interviews with
witnesses and liaison with other groups within the DELWP (including legal groups) and
the preparation of relevant reports and case documents. As part of the case management
process, referral to the legal department may result in a warning letter to VicForests. This
is likely for less serious matters and where other enforcement options are deemed
inappropriate. The matter may warrant stronger action but not prosecution; so, an
enforceable undertaking may be required in matters such as improved compliance with
regulation. Finally, in serious matters, prosecutors may consider initiating a prosecution.
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This is managed by the legal department, with the support of the case officer. It is
important to note that the Timber Harvesting Compliance Unit (THCU) which is within
DELWP has input into this process. In particular, it can (in conjunction with the case
officer) issue infringement notices or, where no serious offence has been committed, issue
a letter that includes recommendations for improvement. The efficacy of this process
depends on the level of communication between the units at different stages of the
enforcement process.
5.3.2 Forest Audit Program results
Audits were assessed from the 2006 harvesting year up to and including the 2017/2018
harvesting year. Audits assess compliance with the Code, Management Standards and
Procedures for Timber Harvesting Operations in Victoria’s State Forests 2014 (the
Management Standards and Procedures) and SFA 2004. However, the scope of the audits
means that they are restricted to specific areas, such as WUPs and TRPs, thereby
excluding the strategic planning and development phase of allocation orders. 363
Compliance efficacy review includes interviews with VicForests staff using an audit
workbook containing questions relevant to audited regulatory instruments such as TRPs
and WUPs. The audits include questions about whether these instruments were consistent
with the Code and relevant FMP, and any actions taken to minimise the effects on
biodiversity and maintenance of a range of forest age classes and structures. For example,
the auditor noted instances where the relevant harvesting plan complied with the
objectives of minimising the effects of harvesting on the water quality and quantity over
time. Thus, the level of overall compliance considers the degree of such compliance with
selected plans and coupes, and according to the audit requirements relevant to the Code,
Management Standards and Procedures and SFA 2004. Therefore, the degree of
compliance referred to in Table 5.1 relates compliance to the audit measures in each
stipulated year.
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Table 5.1. Audit Results for Harvesting and Coupe Completion Operations in
Victoria, 2007 to 2016–2017
Audit
report year

2007

2011

2013

2014

2015–2016

2016–2017

Harvesting
year

2006–2007

2008–2009

2013–2014

2014–2015

2015–2016

No. of
coupes
assessed

43

27

2010–2011
&
2011–2012
40

24

83

30

Compliant
elements (%)
*Severe

94

95

96

90

86

91

0

0

0

0

0

0

Major

16

2

16

6

25

37

Moderate

30

31

21

14

53

35

Minor

43

28

51

70

100

14

Negligible

55

49

34

23

106

9

No impact

25

40

36

19

3

0

Area with
less than
90%
compliance

Rainforest
boundary
tracks,
camp
maintenance
areas,
log landings
and dumps

Major
rainforest,
moderate
waterways,
filters

Major
roading—
coupe
planning

Water and
soils,
roading

Source: Forest Audits DELWP website at
management/forest-audits

Planning for
Soils,
crossings,
water,
design and
roading
construction
design,
of crossings, roading
removal and
construction,
rehabilitation roading
of crossings, maintenance
water
enclosure
quality, river
health and
soil
protection,
planning and
design of incoupe roads,
construction
of in-coupe
roads
https://www.forestsandreserves.vic.gov.au/forest-

The classification in Table 5.1 of Severe, Major, Moderate, Minor, Negligible are based
on the Forest Audit Program EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) tool risk rating
system detailing harvesting impact. The audit uses an EIA tool rating system prescribed
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in the FAP Module 2 Audit Process. 364 It is described in the 2012 audit report, for
example, as an ‘objective’ assessment but one that does not provide an absolute measure
of environmental impact, such as parts per million sedimentation concentration impact on
water quality. Factors considered include extent of impact or disturbance, duration of
impact, and environmental asset value. In cases of non-compliance in coupe and
exclusion area planning a simplified classification was used in accordance with FAP
Module 2 Audit Process as follows;
• Severe - poses a severe threat to human life, or irreversible or extensive impact to the
environment;
• Major - poses a potential threat to human life, or significant impact to the environment;
• Moderate - poses a moderate impact to the environment;
• Minor - poses a minor impact to the environment, however further risk reduction
opportunities exist;
• Negligible - poses no impact to the environment and/or provides for continuous
improvement; and
• No impact – during the audit, a new EIA category of ‘No impact’ was added to the
EIA tool for those issues where it was assessed that there is no actual environmental
impact as a result of a non-compliance, to distinguish them from non-compliances that
result in a negligible actual or potential environmental impact.
The results detailed in Table 5.1 indicate an average of 92 per cent compliance with
timber harvesting and coupe closure requirements in allocation orders FCP from 2007 to
2017, but also an upward trajectory of major and moderate non-compliance events. More
particularly, the summary reveals an increase in major non-compliance events from 201416; the other categories (negligible-moderate) decreased. It also reveals several
biodiversity-related factors in some areas, with less than 90 per cent compliance,
including water, soil, and river health. Given the number of major non-compliances
impacting biodiversity, there is an identified problem in river and soil protection.
Audits rely on instructions from the DELWP for establishing audit measures. For
example, the 2016-2017 audit was conducted by an independent auditor who was
instructed by the DELWP as to the number of coupes audited and the relevant audit
measures. While the auditor is independent, the role of the DELWP in determining the
parameters and scope of the audit gives it some control. The auditor-client relationship
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This document is part of the Department of Sustainability and Environment, Forest Audit Program on
page 71 located at;
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involves interactions between the parties throughout the audit process, but the auditor did
confirm their independence in determining what went into the final audit report. 365 Thus,
control by the DELWP does not extend to the content of the audit report itself.
The Report on the 2017–18 Forest Audit Program addressed mandatory compliance
elements with the Code and Management Standards and Procedures. 366 These measures
were selected by the DELWP and were limited to: (1) the protection of soil, water and
biodiversity values from the effects of harvesting; and (2) the design, construction,
maintenance, and closure of in-coupe roads. Both measures were applied against 30
selected coupes. VicForests personnel were in attendance with the audit team. 367 The
selection of the coupes was based on those with higher risk factors, such as waterway
crossings. The audit considered up to 105 criteria across the identified themes after
accounting for the operational harvesting requirements contained in each FCP prepared
by VicForests. On average, the audited coupes complied with 91 per cent of the
applicable audit criteria. The average level of compliance varied across the audit themes.
The category contains an average and a compliance range (in brackets) for the
environmental compliance themes listed below:
•

The protection of forest soils averaged 87 per cent (44 to 100 per cent compliance
range).

•

The protection of water flows, water quality and river health were an average
90 per cent (55 to 100 per cent compliance range).

•

The protection of biodiversity values was an average 92 per cent (71 to
100 per cent compliance range).

•

The road design was an average 81 per cent (25 to 100 per cent compliance
range).

•

The road construction was an average 92 per cent (53 to 100 per cent compliance
range).

Department of Environment Land Water and Planning, Report on the 2016 – 17 Forest Audit Program
(11th April 2018), accessible at;
https://www.forestsandreserves.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/330098/is206000_fap201617_audit-report-revD-11042018.pdf.
366
Department of Environment, Land Water and Planning, Report on the 2017-18 Forest Audit Program
(17th July 2019), accessible at:
https://www.forestsandreserves.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/443800/Report-on-the2017-18-Forest-Audit-Program.pdf.
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•

The road maintenance and closure were an average 71 per cent (0 to 100 per cent
compliance range).

The findings led to a series of recommendations to VicForests and the DELWP. There
was one high-priority recommendation relating to the design construction and
rehabilitation of a waterway crossing. Three moderate-priority recommendations related
to culvert outlets complying with regulations and opportunities to reduce the effects of
regeneration burns and the drainage of in-coupe roads.
The results of the Report on the 2017–18 Forest Audit Program do not indicate systemic
compliance problems, although examples of non-compliance with audit measures warrant
some comment. 368 How these non-compliance issues are dealt with by the DELWP are
critical when gauging the level of compliance. Where non-compliance is identified in the
audit, VicForests is required to respond. For example, the 2016 to 2017 audit contained
VicForests’ responses to the audit findings from the previous year regarding noncompliance. These required VicForests establish measures to ensure that rainforest
identification checks were happening, and the results stored in the FCP for ease of access.
VicForests’ response was that it would review the form of the coupe folder contents and
provide clarity to staff regarding where rainforest identification forms were stored.
For the Report on the 2016-17 Forest Audit Program, the auditor noted that the
recommendations from the previous year’s audit did not appear to have been
addressed. 369 Out of the 35 responses to DELWP compliance requirements reported in the
2016 to 2017 audit (based on the 2015 to 2016 audit recommendations), VicForests had
either not yet met the requirement, not satisfactorily met it or had room to improve in 17
instances. This represents an approximate 50 per cent non-compliance or partial
compliance with the requirements from the previous year. In its response, the DELWP
advised that it had streamlined its protocols for dealing with VicForests’s responses to
audit requirements to provide a stricter reporting framework with improved response
times. 370 In terms of punitive action, the DELWP noted that all decisions following acts
of non-compliance were published in the audit reports.

Ibid, 19 – 28.
Department of Environment, Land Water and Planning, Report on the 2017-18 Forest Audit Program
(17th July 2019), p 36 - 44.
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Current enforcement processes involve a dialogue between the DELWP and VicForests,
which requires the latter to respond to the compliance issues raised in the audit report.
The process demonstrates some slow response rates, with outcomes ranging from
complete non-compliance to full compliance. The auditors noted that many
recommendations were referred back to the DELWP; this was described as part of its
‘routine practices’ or ‘internal audit process review.’ 371 This process suggests a pattern of
deferring accountability by both DELWP and VicForests.
5.3.3 Evaluation of compliance standards
The complexity of the current Victorian public forestry regulation affects VicForests’s
compliance responses. The DELWP and two compliance units (the THCU and Forest
Regulation Unit) must ensure that VicForests’s harvesting activity is compliant with
forestry regulations. While the DELWP is responsible for VicForests’s compliance with
the Code and the SFA 2004, it also has a co-regulatory relationship with VicForests (e.g.,
firefighting) and a contractual service relationship (e.g., roading and related areas). This
creates the risk of an actual and perceived conflict of interest between both regulators.
Additionally, the DEDA, in conjunction with the Department of Treasury and Finance,
has oversight of VicForests’s corporate obligations, governance and performance. The
Minister for Agriculture is responsible for VicForests and the allocation orders, although
this function is carried out on behalf of the Minister by DEDA. This structure means that
multiple regulators have input into VicForests’s regulatory compliance performance. The
problem is visually evident in Figure 5.1
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DELWP

1. Timber Harvesting
Compliance Unit
2. Forest Regulation
Unit
3. Prosecutions Unit
4. Environment
Compliance Unit
5. Tasking and Coord.
Committee

Compliance oversight:

DEDA

Compliance oversight:

1. forest industry policy
2. timber allocations

Department of
Treasury and Finance

Compliance oversight:
1. share value
2. governance

1. management of state
forests
2. forest/diversity
monitoring
3. forests harvesting,
including audit

Figure 5.1. Compliance Oversight of VicForests
The THCU oversees harvesting activities, including coupe set-up and operational
harvesting. The THCU is within the Forest, Fire and Regions Group, Infrastructure and
Resources Division in the Environmental Compliance Branch of DELWP. Its role is to
ensure that environmental compliance supports the sustainable use of timber resources.
The Forest Regulation Unit sits within the Forests, Fire and Regions Group, Policy and
Planning Division, Policy Branch and has the responsibility for developing the regulatory
framework for timber harvesting, including suggested amendments to the Code. The
Prosecutions Unit is located within the Corporate Services Group, Legal and Governance
Division, Legal Branch. 372 Authorised officers with compliance responsibilities sit within
the Environmental Compliance Unit in the Regional Directorate and Forest and Fire
Operations Divisions. 373 The Tasking and Coordination Committee (within the DELWP)
allocates resources for priority investigations into environmental compliance.
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possible enforcement actions. Compliance efficacy relies on the clarity of the precise role,
clear divisions of responsibility and effective communication between these units.
The foregoing highlights the division of authority for forest planning, environmental
compliance, prosecutions and regulatory functions, each of which fall under the control of
separate units within the DELWP. This is compounded by the division between timber
harvesting controls under SFA 2004 and the sustainable forest management policy and
planning function that is meant to be applied simultaneously. The DELWP management
function under the aforementioned constituent units is effectively divided according to
four harvesting functions:
1. The sustainable forest management policy and planning function develops policies
and strategic planning (including timber, biodiversity and carbon).
2. The forest regulatory policy and planning function establishes rules and standards,
applies the Forest Management Zoning Scheme and provides guidance for the
DELWP officers.
3. The Compliance Unit receives community intelligence, prevents ecological harm,
conducts investigations and ensures enforcement.
4. The Prosecutions Unit assists with the enforcement process. 375
The division of authority within the DELWP creates an arguable risk of communication
failure, such as between the Legal Governance Division (within which the prosecution
process is based) and the THCU which then affects enforcement decisions. Further, the
DELWP has many responsibilities not related to sustainable forest management.
Therefore, it must allocate resources according to its internally determined priorities. This
potentially invites trade-offs between competing values, with no express policy about
how to balance competing interests given the level of resourcing. For example, the THCU
consists of approximately ten authorised officers who communicate and interrelate with
VicForests, which has the potential to risk regulatory capture. Given this level of
resourcing, there is also a risk that there are not enough personnel to inspect VicForests’s
operational activity in each coupe. This is compounded by the lack of express compliance
and enforcement policies within the DELWP to inform the work of the THCU. Therefore,
decisions about when to enforce compliance (including prosecution) have no defined
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process, with lack of clarity as to who has authority to authorise enforcement actions or
initiate prosecutions. 376 While this might seem to rest with the Prosecutions Unit, there
have been occasions when prosecution decisions have been left to the Secretary to the
Department. 377
The DELWP has been criticised for being overly reactive rather than being concerned
with prevention. 378 Additionally, the SFA 2004 and the Code do not allow a proportionate
and graduated response to non-compliance. This is illustrated by the reference in the Code
to the precautionary principle. 379 Despite it being couched in mandatory terms, the
application process is manifestly ambiguous. This degree of ambiguity may create a
disincentive to apply it at all, a situation demonstrated in the Brown Mountain Case (see
Section 4.5). This uncertainty extends to confusion about who should apply the
precautionary principle (as illustrated by VicForests denying its responsibility to apply it
in the Brown Mountain Case once an allocation order allowed harvesting activity in
selected coupes). The non-application of the principle in the Brown Mountain Case did
not cause a regulatory response, and it was left to an environmental NGO (EEG) to
enforce compliance through Court action. This is likely to lead to a confrontational
relationship between VicForests and the NGOs when, in fact, it may be more beneficial to
enlist their cooperation to ensure regulatory compliance. 380
The investigation and compliance tools in legislation are limited and, arguably,
underutilised. The SFA 2004 provides limited powers for authorised officers to conduct
enforcement. 381 Under section 70, an authorised officer can give direction, requiring
compliance; however, the Act does not specify the extent or nature of this compliance
power. For example, authorised officers lack the power to obtain information and
documents. Under section 84, an authorised officer has power to require that a person
state their name and address provided that they believe, on reasonable ground, that the
person has committed an offence. However, section 84 cannot be used to obtain the
contact details of a potential witness, which decreases the ambit of the investigation.
There are also limited protections for authorised officers. Section 86 creates a summary
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offence of hindering or obstructing an authorised officer, and 87 a summary offence of
threatening or abusing the same. In both cases, a maximum penalty of 60 penalty units
applies, which is not onerous compared to the equivalent provisions in the Occupational
Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic). 382 Therefore, the current penalties under the SFA 2004
are not aligned with the equivalent penalties under other statutes.
Non-compliance with a direction under section 70 of the SFA 2004 triggers a power to
suspend operational harvesting under section 71. However, section 70 refers to noncompliance with directions given over conduct of timber harvesting operations.
Therefore, an authorised officer must assess whether the activity falls within the
definition of a timber harvesting operation (as defined in section 3). Section 3 refers to the
‘primary purpose’, including the sale, or processing and sale involving; (1) felling or
cutting trees; (2) taking or removing timber; (3) delivering timber to a buyer; or (4) any
works ancillary to points (1) to (3). This creates unnecessary complexities for the
authorised officer to assess the ‘primary purpose’ and any activity ‘ancillary’ to a primary
purpose. This complexity is exacerbated by the Code, which has its own definition of
timber harvesting operations, containing a broader definition of ancillary operations. 383
Consequentially, there is a risk that these sections of the SFA 2004 are underutilised and
potentially inoperable during the planning phase prior to actual timber harvesting
operations.
Section 46 of the SFA 2004 specifies that VicForests must comply with the Code;
however, it prescribes no penalty for non-compliance. Crucially, section 44 specifies that
VicForests must carry out its functions in accordance with any TRP but specifies no
penalty for non-compliance. 384 However, section 96 does create a power for the Governor
in Council to make regulations prescribing penalties not exceeding 20 penalty units. 385
Existing forestry regulations do not prescribe penalties associated with harvesting by

Under the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic), s 153, it is an indictable offence to knowingly
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VicForests. 386 Instead, potentially serious environmental damage arising from breaches of
TRPs or biodiversity protection provisions under the Code, must lead to prosecution by
the DELWP before any penalty is imposed.
Arguably, there is a ‘soft’ regulatory approach to compliance with the Code. This is
highlighted by the lack of prosecutions from the 2016 to 2017 audit and how breaches or
non-compliances were dealt with (referrals for internal review and awaiting responses
from VicForests on their non-compliance from the previous year). This is particularly
concerning because some of the non-compliances had potential or actual major
environmental effects. 387 Thus, there is a relatively low risk that a breach will result in a
punitive sanction, creating a risk that VicForests may assess the risk as low.
Because VicForests has control over the TRP, and given the low rate of the penalties, this
risks a decreased motivation for compliance with the Code and other forestry regulation.
This position is potentially reinforced by regular communication and negotiation between
VicForests and DELWP about compliance (evidenced in the responses to breaches
detected in the 2016 to 2017 audit). Arguably, the most damning data from the 2016 to
2017 audit was the 50 per cent non-compliance or partial compliance arising from the
audit requirements from the previous year. This, in conjunction with the lack of
prosecutions for that period and a high level of referrals back to the DELWP for ‘internal
review’, suggests a weak enforcement culture for compliance in current state forest
harvesting.

5.4 Balance standards
Sustainable forest management involves balancing economic and ecological elements in a
dynamic context. Inherently, there is a tension between these elements that creates a need
for a trade-off and, ideally, a compromise where a trade-off may be difficult. An adaptive
response is required when these elements are out of balance to address long-term
sustainability of the sector. This section examines how existing regulations address this
balance.
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387
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5.4.1 Balance within existing regulation
When ecologists predicted ‘hidden collapse’ in Victorian forests, the question of balance
in the regulations was highlighted. 388 The purpose of the SFA 2004 is to ‘provide a
framework for sustainable forest management and sustainable timber harvesting in state
forests’. 389 The ESD principles are included as guidelines to have regard to. However,
they are not mandatory for decision-making. 390 There are no regulatory guidelines for
their application, and, therefore, the question of balance is left to discretionary decisionmaking, a deficiency highlighted regarding allocation orders. 391 A review of allocation
orders is possible when ‘significant variation’ occurs, either from fire, disease or other
natural causes. 392 When reviewing an allocation order, the Minister must have regard to
the ESD principles and the structure and condition of the forest and its impact on the
availability of future timber resources. 393 A general requirement to have regard to these
elements at the review stage is broad and provides no guidelines for exercising
discretion. 394 The absence of guidance about exercising discretion and the requirement to
have regard to the ESD principles only when reviewing the order, and not when the order
is first made, means that the consideration of balance is substantially discretionary. Thus,
existing regulations with the dual purpose of ecological protection and sustainable
harvesting leave the balance undefined and, therefore, unregulated. 395
An example of the unregulated nature of balance in the current regulation of public
forestry is the FMP. These plans are authorised under the Forests Act 1958 (Vic), and
they set out zoning in harvest regions. 396 Such plans may stipulate SPZs (which are
managed for conservation values where harvesting is not permitted), SMZs (which are
managed to conserve specific features allowing timber harvesting operations under
certain conditions) and general management zones (covering a range of uses, including
Lindenmayer and Sato, Hidden Collapses Driven by Fire and Logging.
SFA 2004 (Vic) s 1.
390
SFA 2004 (Vic) s 5(4).
391
SFA 2004 (Vic), s 13, gives the minister power to make allocation orders.
392
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394
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395
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timber harvesting). Zoning is determined by the DELWP, while allocation orders, setting
out where harvesting can occur, are made by the DEDA. DEDA relies on the
classifications of zoning made by the DELWP to determine the allocation orders.
When an allocation order is published in the Victorian Government Gazette, ownership of
the timber resource is vested in VicForests. Subject to compliance with the order and the
Code, VicForests has complete authority when preparing a TRP to determine where
harvesting occurs. Therefore, a statutory corporation with responsibilities for commercial
decisions in public forestry also has the sole discretion to decide where harvesting occurs.
Consequently, zoning decisions under these conditions undermine achievement of
balance. Allocation orders are based on forest zoning, and TRPs can only be made within
areas allocated for harvesting under these orders.
Section 22 of the Forests Act 1958 (Vic) stipulates that the Secretary of the Department
(DELWP) must prepare the working plans for state forests (the FMPs). This section does
not stipulate any requirements relating to ecological and economic balance. The WUPs
are prepared pursuant to section 22, which lists planned harvesting and regeneration
activities conducted under a licence (western Victoria) or allocation orders (eastern
Victoria).

397

The Minister for Agriculture has powers to issue licenses for harvesting

forest produce pursuant to section 52 of the Forests Act 1958 (Vic) and this power is
effectively delegated to the DELWP. None of the foregoing requirements stipulate a
balance between ecological and economic development.
The Code sets out the goals and mandatory actions for harvesting operations. Each
category (such as biodiversity protection) contains operational goals, objectives and some
prescriptive mandatory actions. However, it also does not stipulate any balance
requirements. For example, clause 2.2.2 states that the precautionary principle must be
applied to the conservation of biodiversity values. 398 The application of this principle
requires precautionary action to reduce or eliminate the threat of serious environmental
damage. 399 Implicit is the concept of the proportionality of risk and the cost and viability
of a proposed course of action to respond to that risk. Case law has recognised that a
The operation of allocations orders in Eastern Victoria are detailed on the following departmental site;
https://djpr.vic.gov.au/forestry/allocation.
398
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proportionate precautionary measure should be taken to avert the anticipated threat of
environmental damage.

400

This arguably necessitates a balance requirement in the

proportionate precautionary response to ecological risk. Despite requiring a complex
balance response, application under the Code is defined only by being ‘consistent with
relevant monitoring and research that has improved the understanding of the effects of
forest management on forest ecology and conservation values’. 401 In short, there is no
methodological prescription for the application of the precautionary principle and,
therefore, no guidance about the required proportionate balance response.
5.4.2 Criteria and balance
An examination of the Criteria indicates the absence of balance requirements in existing
regulation. 402 Criterion 1 covers the conservation of biological diversity consisting of
ecosystem, species and genetic diversity. Criterion 2 covers maintaining the productive
capacity of forest ecosystems. Understanding the amount of forest area by type and tenure
available for production is a fundamental sustainability indicator in public forestry. This
category of criteria requires some inherent mechanism to address balance because it is
dealing with genetic diversity and production. For example, Indicator 1.2 (species
diversity) examines the status of forest-dependent species at risk of not maintaining viable
breeding populations. This indicator is fundamental to ESFM because the presence of
endangered species is a direct trigger for restricting or preventing logging (pursuant to the
application of the precautionary principle). However, it is important to consider how the
SFA 2004 responds to these indicators. Currently, the Criteria are applied at the reporting
stage, but they warrant some form of regulatory presence at the planning stage. While
ecological diversity is addressed in the FMP, the Management Standards and Procedures
and the Code, the difficulty is that the prescriptions in each are generalised or are unclear
regarding the application procedure and therefore provide limited guidance on balance.
5.4.3 Evaluation of balance standards
The Criteria are currently used for reporting only and not for planning and operational
decision-making. A more prescriptive use of the indicators as decision-making risk
Telstra Corporation Ltd v Hornsby Shire Council [2006] NSWLEC 133.
DEPI, the Code, cl 2.2.2.2.
402
DSE, Criteria. An examination of criteria relevant to economic development therein highlights that no
balance requirement is added at any stage between ecological and economic elements.
400
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management tools may help determine how a balance between the economic and
ecological elements can be achieved. The current reporting process does not require a
holistic net status assessment for any particular region regarding biodiversity protection
or the availability of productive forests. For example, it does not include any assessment
of the total forest to productive forest ratio. This makes it hard to understand the relative
importance of each indicator in reporting. The failure to use the Criteria in the SFA 2004
means that decision-making may fail to consider key sustainability data. This is illustrated
by the SFR 2018 (addressing Criterion 1) and Indicators 1.1(a) and 1.1(b) (addressing the
mountain ash forest). The indicators require an assessment of the global figures for forest
availability covering the growth by forest types. However, Indicators 1.1(a) to 1.1(d) are
discussed in one grouping, with no reference to the forest type. 403 There is also no crossreferencing to Criterion 2 (the productive capacity of forest ecosystems); therefore, the
Criterion 1 indicators are reported in isolation. Thus, the balance requirements between
production and ecological protection are not adequately assessed in the regulations by
cross-referencing both criteria. The failure to address this data is evidence of two
regulatory gaps: (1) no prescriptions in the regulations addressing the extent of the forest
type against sustainable production levels; and (2) a failure to achieve point (1) leads to a
failure to report on the status of the relevant species adequately.
The Brown Mountain Case highlights the absence of appropriate triggers for applying key
protective provisions, such as the precautionary principle. This is underlined by the
operational decision-making regarding the regeneration of harvested stands, which is
integral to ESFM because the regeneration of harvested stands is essential to a sustainable
forest management system. Regeneration involves replanting with seeds local to the area;
however, this may not happen where such areas are converted too intensively with singleaged, single-species tree crops. Several environmental groups have directly challenged
the extent and quality of the regenerative process. Problems with the rate and quality of
regeneration are highlighted in a recent example involving a regenerated coupe in the
Cottonwood Range. 404 A logged site in this region had not been properly regenerated 11
years after it was harvested. This was compounded by proposals to undertake further
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Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability Victoria, SFR 2018, 48.
Environment East Gippsland, Cottonwood Range—Showcase of Cataclysmic Clearing (8 November
2015) Environment East Gippsland Inc. <http://www.eastgippsland.net.au/news/cottonwoodrange-showcase-of-cataclysmic-clearing>.
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logging within 2 kilometres of the failed regeneration site. 405 The 2016 - 17 independent
audit commissioned by VicForests referenced the quality and extent of the regeneration
process in four coupes whose regeneration status was of concern to the DELWP. 406 Only
two of the regenerated coupes were found to be adequately stocked. VicForests aimed to
regenerate 95 per cent of the harvested areas, which had not occurred in two of the four
coupes. 407 An adaptive response at an operational level allowing adjustments when
regeneration levels fail to meet sustainable standards would improve current regenerative
efficiency rates. The absence of such an adaptive regulatory response in such a context
fails to address balance and, consequently, affects the extent to which overall ESFM
objectives may be realised.

5.5 Governance standards
Governance standards refers to the process and quality of decision-making within systems
and management structures within defined sectors, and the effects of regulation on the
decision-making process. Regulation is addressed here as part of the governance process
and the quality of regulation is taken as having input in the decision-making process. The
key issue here is to examine how regulation helps align decision-making with efficient
processes and input of substantive sustainability related content relevant to ESFM in the
decision-making process. Governance standards therefore represent how well regulation
inputs into the decision-making process with ESFM. This section examines the
institutions and agencies that make decisions within the public forestry sector. Section
5.5.1 begins with an examination of how decisions address the Criteria relevant to ESFM,
and what it implies about the standard of governance in public forestry.

5.5.1 Criteria and governance standards
Governance is covered under DSE Criterion 7, which addresses the legal, institutional and
economic framework for forest conservation and sustainable management. 408 Reporting
governance is problematic because it requires subjective judgment about the effectiveness
Goongerah Environment Centre, Cottonwood Range Forest Failing to Regenerate, More Logging
Planned (11 November 2015)
<http://www.geco.org.au/cottonwood_range_forest_at_risk_of_failing_to_regenerate>.
406
Department of Environment Land Water and Planning, Report on the 2016 – 17 Forest Audit Program
(11th April 2018).
407
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408
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of the regulation under which the governance is carried out. Governance should in part
relate to the effectiveness of the regulations impacting decision-making. For example, 7.1
assesses how the legal framework supports the conservation and sustainable management
of forests. Under Indicator 7.1 the extent to which the legal framework supports the
conservation and sustainable management of forests was assessed by SFR 2018 as fair. 409
This indicator does not provide support for why this is assessed at that level and further
does not clarify its meaning. While the objective of the indicator is important from a
governance perspective, the way it is reported is ambiguous in terms of how the legal
framework operates from a governance perspective. It should be noted that other Criteria
in addition to criteria 7 are discussed in terms of how they input into the decision-making
process relevant to overall governance standards. In other words, how regulation deals or
does not deal with decision-making on other Criteria that impact overall governance
quality.
In the SFR 2018, the table of relevant legislation contains a brief statement about the
purpose of each legislation and regulations and whether it applies to public, private or
both sectors. This table is primarily illustrative of the range of legislation that applies to
forestry management and control in Victoria. The allocation of ‘values’ or applicable
best-practice categorisations of relevant legislation in respect to forest management
practices in the 2013 SFR, is not listed in the SFR 2018. Arguably, this table as it is set
out in the SFR 2018, does not represent a meaningful assessment of the degree to which
regulation supports the conservation and sustainable management of forests. Instead, it
represents a list of legislations and their purpose, and the general extent of application to
the forestry sector. Accordingly, it cannot represent a true reflection of how regulation
furthers ESFM.
Indicator 7.2 in the SFR 2018 was used to assess the extent to which the institutional
framework supports the conservation and sustainable management of forests. The
rationale is that institutional support for regional assessment and planning and policy
reviews requires appropriate levels of human resources, an efficient compliance regime,
and periodic planning, assessment, and policy reviews. The institutional framework
includes mechanisms for public participation and appropriate infrastructure for regulatory
activities, including enforcement and ensuring compliance. The Forest Audit Program
409
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(assessing the compliance and environmental impact of forest harvesting from a sample
of coupes for compliance with the Code) is the main assessment tool. The compliance
audits discussed in Section 5.3 highlight that the THCU and authorised officers have
limited coercive power to obtain information and documents and do not do spot checks.
The ‘other’ compliance-based elements of institutional support are primarily relegated to
a table in the SFR 2018, indicating a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for the institutional and management
activity conducive to sustainable forest management. 410 For example, under the element
of ‘public participation’ in public forests, there is a ‘yes,’ meaning public participation is
permitted by DELWP for public forestry but this is ambiguous as to its nature and extent.
It is difficult to know what this ‘yes’ means in practical terms, especially regarding how
regulators respond to public inputs. The report does not address the quality of inputs into
sustainable forest management, relying more on prescriptive box-ticking about whether
institutional support frameworks exist. The SFR 2018 rating for Indicator 7.2 was fair,
with no indication regarding how this was derived. 411
Indicator 7.3 in the SFR 2018 is used to assess the extent to which the economic
framework supported the conservation and sustainable management of forests. The
rationale is that government investment and taxation policies affect sustainable forest
management and maintaining and developing forest capital. 412 The SFR 2018 noted that
‘information to evaluate this indicator is scant’. 413 It did note that a regional set of
environmental and economic accounts for the Central Highlands had been developed to
assess ecosystem assets and their benefits for human well-being, including a framework
to measure conservation and sustainable forest management. 414
The SFR 2018 noted that except for 2008-9, 2011-12, and 2006-7, VicForests had made a
net profit since its inception in 2004. 415 However, VicForests had a loan facility of $26.8
million in 2013 from the Victorian Treasury to cover cash flow problems resulting from
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the effects of bushfires and some delays in payments from mills. 416 Differing opinions
relating to the economic sustainability and profitability of native forest harvesting in
Victoria were cited. Those arguing that it is unprofitable quoted such statistics as a
decline in the total employment in the forest industry of 28.4 per cent between 2006 and
2016. 417 Others referred to the period of unprofitable trading by VicForests and the need
for subsidised state government loans as evidence of underlying unprofitability. 418
Overall, the rating for Indicator 7.3 by SFR 2018 was fair; 419 however, this assessment is
problematic. The preponderance of data, limited as it is, suggests that the economic
performance of native forestry is poor relative to plantation forestry. Given these
circumstances, the rating of ‘fair’ is ambiguous if the indicator is purely assessing
economic sustainability.
Indicator 7.4 in the SFR 2018 assesses the capacity of regulators to measure and monitor
changes in the conservation and sustainable management of forests. 420 The rationale is
that sustainable forest management depends on the measurement capacity of changes to
social, economic, and environmental conditions. The assessment in the report addressed
the status, trend, and data quality. This was assessed as fair, with approximately 50 per
cent of the indicators having sufficient data coverage to assess trend and status, with
approximately one quarter having partial datasets to assess trend or status only and one
fifth of indicators had poor data quality with no data to make an assessment. This meant
that nearly half had inadequate data to allow for trend assessment relating to sustainability
objectives.
Overall assessment by the SFR 2018 based on DSE Criteria and all the indicators within
it can now be summarised. Approximately 33 per cent of the indicators had status
assessments that indicated significant stress or pressure. This could mean either a
significant impact on environmental conditions or insufficient data to assess the status and
trends. Two indicators had a poor status and deteriorating trend based on good data
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quality. 421 Trend assessments were not possible for approximately 33 per cent of the
indicators due to a lack of time-series data. This was mainly because of methodological
changes in data collection and interpretation. The report noted the following main
knowledge gaps: (1) Indicator 1.1(c) regarding information about the effect of an increase
in the International Union for Conservation of Nature’s protected areas; (2) Indicator
1.2(a) regarding a formally agreed list of forest-dependent species; (3) Indicator 1.3(a)
regarding state-scale information on the number of forest-dependent species at risk of
isolation leading to a loss of genetic variation; (4) Indicator 2.4 regarding the time-series
trend information about the annual production of non-wood forest products; (5) Indicator
6.1(b) regarding the value and yield of non-wood forest products; and (f) Indicator 6.3(b)
regarding the area and quality of forests actively utilised for recreation and tourism in
state forests. Indicator 6.5(e) could not be assessed because of insufficient data. 422 The
report acknowledged a lack of cost effective and suitable monitoring programs for some
of the indicators, including the socio-economic indicators. Overall, these assessments
indicate significant gaps in monitoring and measuring capacity; some gaps were based on
a lack of trend data over time, and others were caused by a lack of data generally.
Criterion 1 contained 12 indicators with three ‘unknown’, one ‘poor’, seven ‘fair’ and one
‘good’ status. 423 Indicator 1.1(a) was of particular concern, which covered the area of
forest by type and tenure in respect to the forest canopy cover, with an unknown status,
unclear trend and poor data quality. The report acknowledged that the forest cover maps
were based on satellite data that had not been available long enough to demonstrate
trends. Indicator 1.1(d), which concerned the fragmentation of native forest cover, had a
poor status, unclear trend and fair data quality. The report also acknowledged that vital
data was insufficient to demonstrate trends, and evidence existed that several threatened
species were at risk due to forest fragmentation. Indicator 1.2(a), covering the status of
forest-dependent species at risk of not maintaining viable breeding populations, had a fair
status, deteriorating trend and good data quality. Indicator 1.2(b), covering the area of
habitat available for forest-dependent indicator species, had a fair status, unclear trend
and poor data quality. Indicator 1.2(d), covering the degree of disturbance to native forest
Ibid, 221 and 223. These comprised Indicators 2.1 (area and percentage of forest and net area of a forest
available and suitable for wood production) and 6.5(d) (Resilience of forest appended indigenous
communities to changing social and economic conditions).
422
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species caused by invasive species, had a fair status, deteriorating trend and good data
quality. The report noted that some of the invasive species had expanded their distribution
and impact. Indicator 1.3(a), covering the number of forest-dependent species at risk of
isolation that may lead to a loss of genetic variation, had an unknown status, unclear trend
and poor data quality. The report noted that there was no comprehensive information
about the number of forest-dependent species at risk from isolation at the state-scale that
was sufficient to evaluate the indicator. Indicator 1.3(b) examined the number of in-situ
and ex-situ conservation efforts for forest-dependent species, with an unknown status,
unclear trend and poor data quality. The foregoing information on the status, trend and
data quality for Criterion 1 demonstrates a predominantly unknown or fair status,
predominantly unclear or deteriorating trend and widely variable data quality. This
indicates that Criterion 1 showed generally poor or fair monitoring of the conservation of
biological diversity.
In the SFR 2018, Criterion 2 had one ‘unknown’, one ‘poor’ and three ‘fair’ status
indicators. 424 Indicator 2.1 was concerning, which covered the area and percentage of
forests available and suitable for production purposes. This had a poor status,
deteriorating trend and good data quality. The report noted that the resource outlook from
VicForests had reduced the available timber production area in state forests. The trends
indicated that less timber production in state forests would occur in the future if there is a
greater emphasis on other forest values. Indicator 2.3, covering the annual production of
wood products from state forests compared to sustainable harvest levels, had a fair status,
deteriorating trend and good data quality. The report noted that the total annual
production of timber from state forests had been gradually decreasing, with a
deterioration in the age–class distribution of mountain ash forests listed as ‘highly
imbalanced’. Indicator 2.4, covering the annual production of non-wood forest products,
had an unknown status, unclear trend and poor data quality. The report noted that the nonwood forest products data status as inconsistent. Indicator 2.5, covering the proportion of
timber harvest areas successfully regenerated by forest type, had a fair status and stable
trend. For this indicator, it is concerning that there was an inability to clearly state
whether the areas harvested had been fully or partially regenerated, with a fair status
indicating a neutral position without explaining why. Overall, the reporting about
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Criterion 2 indicates an unsustainable position, which is primarily based on the indicator
ratings with a poor status.
In the SFR 2018, Criterion 3 (covering the maintenance of ecosystem health and vitality)
consisted of two indicators. 425 Indicator 3.1 covered the scale and effects of agents and
processes for forest health and vitality, and Indicator 3.2 assessed the area type of
human-induced disturbances. Indicator 3.1 produced unclear results, with an unclear or
deteriorating trend. Further, Indicator 3.2 reported an unclear trend, despite good quality
data. The lack of trend data was primarily because of a weak ‘robustness’ of the previous
datasets. The report for this criterion indicates a generally poor level of monitoring for
ecosystem health and vitality.
Of the remaining criteria, the most concerning report is the unknown status for Indicator
6.1(b), covering the value and yield of non-wood forest products, which indicates that the
data was insufficient to assess the status and trends. 426 The SFR 2018 indicated that
approximately 50 per cent of the indicators had enough data coverage to assist the trend
and status analysis. The status assessments for approximately 33 per cent of the indicators
showed significant pressure due to either significant impacts on environmental conditions
or insufficient data to assess the status or trend. Extensive gaps in knowledge were
identified, preventing trend assessments from previous SFRs. The foregoing indicates
that, for the criteria relevant to sustainability, there are substantial gaps in the monitoring
capability that have led to insufficient data. Based on the current information, it is not
possible to define a global trend for sustainable forest management. At least two
conclusions can be drawn from this: (1) there is a need for greater resourcing of the
monitoring and measurement of data over time; and (2) there is a need to incorporate the
monitoring and measurement requirements into the regulations to aid data collection for
those indicators with an unknown or poor status in the report.
5.5.2 Evaluation of existing governance performance
This section critiques the governance and decision-making of the regulators and their
effect at an operational level. This covers the core decision-making that impacts ESFM,
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emphasising decisions relating to harvest areas and the limits of each entity’s regulatory
authority.
5.5.2.1 Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

The DELWP is responsible for ensuring that timber harvesting and associated operational
activities are planned and conducted in accordance with the Code and Management
Standards and Procedures. It is also responsible for preparing FMPs, which contain the
zoning categories for forests. The DELWP also assesses the compliance response of
VicForests, including responding to minor breaches with requirements for education and
training, warning letters, voluntary undertakings, prosecution and enforceable
undertakings (see Section 5.3).
A key issue arising is how protections based on the zoning in FMPs are handled,
including the consequences of non-compliance by VicForests. For example,
environmental groups identified protected species in areas planned for logging in three
coupes in the Kuark Forest, which is part of the East Gippsland FMP. 427 One coupe had
not been surveyed, despite the likely presence of threatened species, while another
contained a substantial area of rainforest with major disturbances from transport tracks
across half the area of that coupe. 428 Despite clear guidelines in the FMPG relating to
protecting the relevant species and rainforests under the Code, logging continued in these
coupes. This was in breach of the requirement to create a 250-metre management zone
restricting logging around the identified species. This example raises issues about the
practical effect of FMP zoning and its influence over other regulatory instruments. The
zoning in FMPs arguably creates no regulatory obligations backed by penalties. Instead,
they could be construed as a ‘direction’ that informs the allocation orders created by the
DEDA. Zoning is determined by the DELWP, with allocation orders determined by the
DEDA, representing a potential risk of conflict of interest and regulatory failure. The
DELWP’s determination of zones is not transparent because there is no public input to
this departmental discretionary activity.
The allocation orders determined by the DEDA must reflect restrictions in the zoning.
The DEDA does not verify the correctness of the zoning completed by the DELWP. If
Environment East Gippsland, KUARK – Protecting a forest ark, 22nd September 2016, Environment East
Gippsland Inc. accessible, https://eastgippsland.net.au/news/kuark-protecting-a-forest-ark/.
428
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there are breaches of the boundaries, including from inaccurate zoning, then allocation
orders are potentially not adequately enforced by default. As a result, there are three
potential risks from operational harvesting: (1) inaccurate original zoning by the DELWP;
(2) allocation orders that do not reflect zoning or that rely on incorrectly determined
zones; and (3) non-enforcement or lenient enforcement of breaches of the Code and the
integrity of borders in zones and allocation orders that, in turn, suggests potential
regulatory capture and/or corruption. 429 Therefore, the determination of harvest areas and
regulatory enforcement is completed by regulators with a division of authority, which
creates problems of independence and objectivity and increases the risk of mistakes
regarding the boundaries.
A potential risk arises where the regulator preparing the instruments used for harvesting
decisions on boundaries (i.e., FMPs) are also responsible for enforcing compliance with
these boundaries when they are compromised. In other words, errors in boundaries are not
independently enforced, placing the enforcement of the ESFM objectives into question.
The DELWP has several roles, including land management and service provision. Section
5.3 discussed the regulator-to-regulator relationship between DELWP, including the
THCU, and VicForests. Section 5.3 noted that, in many instances, each regulator acted as
though they were partners in a contractual service provision relationship. 430 Such a
position requires careful demarcation to avoid an actual or perceived conflict of interest in
DELWP’s role as an environmental regulator of VicForests’sactivities. The (arguably)
convoluted structures within DELWP highlight several shortcomings from a governance
perspective. As an institution, there is no clear governance statement about how DELWP
is required to manage competing values and how it calls upon available resources. 431 The
multiple responsibilities of DELWP arguably create too many conflicts to resolve
satisfactorily.
5.5.2.2 VicForests

VicForests’s governance role includes preparing the TRPs, harvesting and regeneration
operations. The TRPs are five-year rolling plans identifying areas for harvesting coupes,
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coupe boundaries and types of forest and harvesting methods. They are reviewed and
amended annually unless exceptional circumstances require an earlier review. TRPs are
prepared using a checklist process, which involves an initial desk audit using existing data
for identifying forest suitability with identified risk categories, including biodiversity risk,
historical overlays and Aboriginal sites, which may require management before and
during operational activities. After the desk audit, a field assessment verifies the data. The
public can view the initial plans and provide comments about the timing of the
harvesting, use of haulage routes, proximity of harvest areas to private property or public
use areas and protection of forest values. 432
The extent of harvesting has been criticised by conservation bodies. 433 The criticism
centres on how the claimed low percentage of logged forests is allegedly a
misrepresentation. Victoria has 7.8 million hectares of native forest. Approximately
5,500 hectares are logged annually (less than 0.07 per cent of the total forest estate,
including unproductive forests). Approximately 40 per cent or 3.2 million hectares of that
7.8 million hectares are state forests, of which VicForests claim only 740,000 hectares
can be logged. Conservation bodies argue that much of the forest on these
740,000 hectares has been clear-felled and converted to pulp over the past 50 years.
Therefore, the 5,500 hectares that are clear-felled annually is a very large percentage of
the area of high-quality forests that remain unlogged.
Given its responsibility for the commercial harvesting of state forests, empowering
VicForests to determine the area to log within TRPs represents a potential conflict of
interest. The foregoing supports the argument that VicForests, in a practical sense selfregulates, despite not being a regulator but a producing authority. The capacity to selfregulate is demonstrated by the extent of their ability to implement sustainability
management at an operational level.
The Code and Management Standards and Procedures are mandatory guidelines for the
operational staff involved in state forest harvesting. The goal of these instruments is for
harvesting in a manner appropriate to the site while managing the impacts on the soil,
water and other values, including biodiversity. Mandatory actions include compliance
Discussion of VicForests preparation of Timber Release Plans can be found here;
https://www.vicforests.com.au/planning-1/timber-release-plan-1/timber-release-plan-process.
433
See Environment East Gippsland, MythBusters: Myth on Tiny Area Logged (2 December 2014)
<http://www.eastgippsland.net.au/myth-busters>.
432
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with the standards and SMZs. The location of coupe boundaries, SPZs, buffers and
exclusion areas must be easily distinguishable in the field. Harvesting excluded from
SPZs or other exclusion areas must be identified in the coupe plan. Disturbance to
vegetated strips of land adjacent to waterways (filter strips) by harvesting must be
minimised. Coupe infrastructure must be rehabilitated on the completion of harvesting
operations. Rehabilitation techniques generally should ensure that suitable soil conditions
are provided for the regeneration and growth of the vegetation existing on the site prior to
harvesting and coupe infrastructure must be assessed within three years of initial
treatment, and, where inadequate, remedial action must be undertaken. There is limited
prescription regarding the coupe rehabilitation process in the Management Standards and
Procedures, that are silent on meeting the Code requirements relating to suitable soil
conditions for the regeneration and growth of vegetation that existed on the site prior to
harvesting. They are also silent about how the precautionary principle should be applied.
The Management Standards and Procedures do provide for their application for
protecting identified, at-risk species of flora or fauna before the commencement of
harvesting; however, this is not the same as a procedure for applying the precautionary
principle.
The lack of prescriptive measures relevant to sustainable forest management may be
pertinent to several questionable operational decisions in the past that reflect VicForests
governance standards, including: (1) VicForests agreed to stop logging in a high-habitat
value stand of forests northeast of Orbost, Victoria, where illegal logging was detected; 434
and (2) VicForests agreed to halt logging and survey for rare wildlife and plants in an
East Gippsland forest containing threatened species. 435 Arguably, the most serious
operational failure is not identifying rainforests that have a blanket prohibition against
harvesting. 436
These examples indicate a regulatory failure where mandatory requirements of the Code
have been ignored. This problem is exacerbated by a failure of the operational staff to
Environment East Gippsland, VicForests Stops Logging 24 Hours After EEG Legal Action! (15
December 2015), https://www.eastgippsland.net.au/news/vicforests-stops-logging-24-hours-aftereeg-legal-action%21.
435
Environment East Gippsland, Legal Action Forces VicForests to Survey (4 February 2016)
<https://www.eastgippsland.net.au/news/legal-action-forces-vicforests-to-survey>.
436
Environment East Gippsland, Logging Inside Site of National Significance for Rainforest (4 March
2013) <http://www.eastgippsland.net.au/news/logging-inside-site-of-national-significance-forrainforest>. Harvesting in rainforests is prohibited: DEPI, the Code, cl 2.2.2.7.
434
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apply precautionary measures, which is likely related to the lack of prescriptive
requirements in regulation. VicForests is responsible for sustainable harvesting, which
involves harvesting sustainable yields of forest products in accordance with the Forest
Management Zoning Scheme and allocation orders. The current lack of prescription in the
regulations influences the ultimate governance performance of VicForests when
formulating TRPs.

5.6 Summary
This study examined the Victorian state forestry regulation in the categories of
measurement and monitoring, compliance, balance and governance. The study used the
seven Criteria to assess the regulatory efficacy of each category. The current regulations
do not refer to the Criteria at pre-reporting stages and, therefore, are not regulated as an
aid in decision-making for sustainable forest management. The absence of Criteria in
regulations creates a risk that the key performance and sustainability-related data is not
used in decision-making at an operational level. The failure of the regulations to address
the key sustainability indicators, such as forest type, against sustainable production levels,
and the subsequent inadequacies in reporting this and other indicators represents a serious
regulatory gap. This highlights a lack of adaptive regulatory mechanisms in the review of
zoning, control of regions defined by allocation orders and effective monitoring of
VicForests’s operations. The lack of clear regulatory oversight of these controls was
demonstrated in the Brown Mountain Case, where VicForests failed to apply the
precautionary principle, despite it being mandatory under the Code, and a level of
confusion about the authority for applying the precautionary principle between the
DELWP and VicForests. These regulatory ambiguities highlight a limited regulatory
control over the balance between ecological protection and wood production and
confusion about who is responsible for precautionary measures and their application.
They also demonstrate a failure to establish performance standards within regulation and
the absence of an adaptive management response when the standards have not been met.
The measurement and monitoring standard examined in Section 5.2 demonstrated an
absence of measurement requirements in the regulations. For example, there are no
measurement and monitoring requirements for preparing key regulatory instruments such
as FMPs, allocation orders and TRPs. There is no regulatory requirement to measure the
key ratios, such as areas of forest available for harvesting against total forest cover and
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areas available for harvesting against sustainable production levels. This means existing
regulations may not properly address key risk controls or identify triggering events for
responsive management action, which in turn potentially creates a risk of unsustainable
production levels because there is no adequate measurement requirement. Crucially, the
current regulations do not mandate any assessment measures for sustainable yields based
on the volume of wood by forest type. While there is a requirement to report this measure
in the SFRs, the reporting is ambiguous and does not specify the sustainable yield based
on forest types. This is a major regulatory gap, particularly relating to threatened species
such as mountain ash. The absence of this type of measure as a trigger for precautionary
decision-making highlights the inadequacy of the current measurement requirements in
the regulations.
The compliance standard assessment in Section 5.3 highlighted an absence of prescribed
penalties for specific breaches under the Code and SFA 2004. The general penalty
provision in the SFA 2004 has a different application from specific penalties for breaches
relevant to ESFM. This emphasises the discretionary authority regarding penalties, which
are not uniformly applied. For example, breaches of the Code affecting operational
harvesting having the potential for major environmental damage are subject to
discretionary penalties determined by the DELWP. The absence of a prescribed penalty
for breaches of the Code may affect the motivation to adhere to the Code and other
regulatory obligations strictly.
The governance standards discussed in Section 5.5 highlight that the two regulators,
DELWP and DEDA, along with wood producer VicForests are part of a complex
governance regime with each holding certain authority. DELWP has responsibility for
FMPs and zoning. While zoning within FMPs includes specific conservation measures for
endangered species, this is not always observed by VicForests. This raises issues about
the regulatory effect of FMPs and related conservation measures in the Code. Both
instruments have no penalties for breaches, and their effect is limited by the relatively
weak enforcement measures of the DELWP against VicForests. This highlights the
complex division of authority between these entities, which has further potential to
weaken enforcement actions. For example, DEDA prepares allocation orders based on the
zoning determined by DEDA, whilst VicForests prepares TRPs based on those allocation
orders. This division of authority creates the potential for confusion about regulatory
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responsibilities, increasing the risk of a conflict of interest arising between the exercise of
regulatory authority by one regulator and enforcement of compliance requirements by
another regulator. This conflict arises in the context of regulators potentially entering into
cooperative arrangements that lessen compliance and enforcement rigor. It could also
have the effect of allowing unsustainable harvesting practices, ultimately effecting the
overarching sustainable production levels.
Overall, there are no regulatory mechanisms that control how each of the three
governance entities enforces sustainability standards, particularly sustainable yield and
harvesting. There are also no prescriptive application mechanisms for the key
conservation measures, such as the precautionary principle. These examples of regulatory
gaps may have been instrumental in several identified operational failures that affected
sustainable forest management. The documented failures also highlight an absence of
regulatory triggers for governance entities to apply adaptive management responses.
The same four evaluative categories (measurement and monitoring, compliance, balance,
and governance) are employed in the analysis of Victorian private forestry in the
following chapter.
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6 Victorian Study 2—Private Forestry Regulation
6.1 Introduction
This chapter details a specific study on private forestry and the regulatory framework
within which it operates. As applied in the study of public forestry (Chapter 5) the
analysis addresses the evaluative categories of measurement and monitoring (Section
6.4), compliance (Section 6.5), balance (Section 6.6), and governance (Section 6.7). In
Section 6.8 regulation is also evaluated for its capacity to treat landowners equitably and
grow the private forestry sector.
Section 6.9 focuses on the large private forestry company HVP and how it has addressed
sustainable forest management and gauges the effect of regulation on HVP’s sustainable
forest management. The specific elements examined include HVP’s compliance with the
Code, regulatory guidelines, planning schemes and local government administration of
permits and authorisations. Interviews were conducted on 18th November 2018 and 12th
February 2019 via Skype with HVP’s Company Secretary (Mr Warwick Williams), who
is responsible for monitoring regulatory compliance. 437 The HVP study also includes an
examination of the sustainability data in their FMP, its voluntary forest certification
documentation and the production and sustainability information, including sustainable
yields. By reference to this data, and by reference to the same Criteria and evaluative
standards used in Chapter 5, a critical assessment is made of the overall capacity for
private forestry regulation overall address ESFM.

6.2 Structure of the study
The four categories for evaluating the existing regulations, in conjunction with the
Criteria, are used to assess the capacity of private forestry regulations to achieve ESFM.
This must account for the potentially unequal distribution of regulatory effects between
large and small private forest owners. Given the wide disparity between the size and
productive output of small private native forestry and large industrial plantations, such as
those owned and operated by HVP, it is necessary to consider whether the impact of
regulation may vary depending on the size of the operator. Ideally, regulation should
437

Warwick Williams was the company secretary of Hancock Victorian Plantations Pty Ltd (HVP) during
the period of this research.
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account for the size disparity, landscape variability and differences in the motivation of
individual landowners. 438 In support of this view, Australian Forest Growers, a national
industry body representing the interests of private forestry owners, submitted to the
Victorian Treasury Department in August 2007, a list of recommendations for
amendments to the Code. A key recommendation was exempting small private forestry
operations of forty hectares or less, from Code compliance. The argument from this
leading industry body is that Code compliance for a small holding represents an
unreasonable regulatory burden in terms of transaction costs to meet compliance
obligations.
If inequality of outcomes for landowners is found to be part of the current regulatory
landscape, this may affect sustainability performance and ESFM. For example, if there is
a disproportionate regulatory burden on small landowners, this may be a disincentive to
small native forest owners to engage in sustainability practices, thereby potentially
affecting the sustainability performance of the sector. The question of whether regulation
treats landowners equitably is also relevant to the growth of the sector. Equitable
treatment may reduce barriers to entry and increase the number of participants, but
whether such treatment enhances or deteriorates ESFM is open for analysis.
The primary regulatory sources referred to in this study include the Victorian planning
provisions (VPPs) relevant to forestry, the individual planning schemes of a region, the
Code, data on local council governance of private forestry, and government policies.
Secondary sources include journal articles about the effects of private forestry on
productivity, sustainability and the balance between economy and ecology and the state
and national SFRs. Other secondary sources include studies on the socio-economic
performance of Victorian private forestry, including those comparing its performance
with that of public forestry. Submissions from Australian Forest Growers (AFG), who
operate in conjunction with the Institute of Foresters of Australia (IFA) and are a national
association representing and promoting private forestry, farm forestry and commercial
tree growing, are examined for their views on current private forestry regulations.

438

Australian Forest Growers (AFG), Impediments to Private Forestry Development Relating to Legislative
Burdens: Australian Forest Growers Position (AFG, 2007).
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6.3 Private forestry regulation in Victoria
There is no single piece of legislation covering sustainable forest management of private
forestry in Victoria. It is necessary to examine multiple regulatory instruments to address
whether regulation meets ESFM objectives. Therefore, this section provides an analysis
of the two main instruments that constitute a regulatory framework specifically for private
forestry. Further, some ancillary sets of rules and guidelines are discussed due to their
relevance to the overall regulation of the sector or part thereof.
6.3.1 Regulatory framework
The Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic) allocates planning authority to local
councils. 439 VPPs establish the guidelines for policies and controls, setting out the broad
parameters for actions on land-use. Importantly, these planning provisions stipulate the
mandatory application of the Code. 440 Local councils are responsible for applying the
planning provisions for private timber production and ensuring compliance with the Code
regarding operational activities of harvesting and regeneration. 441 While compliance with
the Code is mandatory, neither it, nor the VPPs and relevant planning schemes for
different regions provide a prescriptive methodology to aid compliance.
Plantations are generally allowed ‘as-of-right’ in rural areas across Victoria on cleared
land provided that the total plantation area is not within 20 metres of a power line or
100 metres of: (1) a dwelling in separate ownership; (2) land zoned for residential,
business or industrial use; or (3) any land permitted for dwelling constructions. Before
establishing a new timber plantation where a planning permit is not required, a plantation
development notice (PDN) must be submitted to the local council no less than 28 days
prior to the commencement of site preparation. 442 A timber harvesting plan (THP)
explaining where and how much harvesting is proposed must be submitted to the local
council before harvesting. 443 A THP remains current for 24 months following lodgement

439
440

Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic) s 8A.
See Victoria State Government Planning, Victoria Planning Provisions Planning Scheme (Victoria State
Government Planning, 2020) <https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-

amendments/browse-planning-scheme/planningscheme?f.Scheme%7CplanningSchemeName=VPPS>.

Ibid, cl 14.01–3S.
DEPI, the Code, cl 4.1.1.2.
443
For plantations and native forestry, see DEPI, the Code, cls 4.5.1 and 3.4.1.1, respectively.
441
442
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with the local council and can apply to single or multiple coupes or an entire
plantation. 444
The Code prescribes the content of the THPs prepared by forest owners for both
plantations and native forestry, stipulating operational conditions and compliance
requirements for each private forestry (plantation and native) harvest site. Specifically,
THPs must address: (1) the methods to minimise the impacts on water quality and river
health from timber harvesting; (2) the estimated timber volumes to be harvested; (3) the
methods to minimise the impacts on biodiversity, water quality and river health; (4) the
methods for minimising the impacts on significant visual landscape values; (5) the
impacts on cultural heritage values; (6) the harvesting methods; and (7) the regeneration
programs. 445 Harvesting for private native forestry must be within designated coupes and
not in buffer zones. 446 Plantations do not have a similar stipulation, although harvesting
must be in strict accordance with the THP, which must clearly define the boundaries. 447
The Code recognises that operations may affect environmental values and stipulates the
requirements that must be met; however, the applicants must identify how those issues are
to be addressed. 448 The Code prohibits private native forestry harvesting in rain forests, 449
and for private forestry, it requires silvicultural systems suitable for the ecological
requirements of the forest type 450 and the protection of water quality by establishing
buffers or filter strips. 451 Plantation forestry must adhere to mandatory requirements for
environmental protection addressing waterways, steep slopes and biodiversity
conservation. 452 For private native forestry and plantations, the focus is on best-practice
standards in forestry operations. Some councils provide guidelines for the application of
the Code requirements. 453 Because this is not standard, the presence of voluntary
guidelines highlights a need for consistent guidance on the application of the Code,
especially for small native forestry operations. The Code does not set out application

For plantations, see DEPI, the Code, cl 4.5.1.5.
This covers plantations (DEPI, the Code, cl 4.5.1). For private forestry, less prescriptive requirements
apply, but see DEPI, the Code, cl 3.1.1.
446
DEPI, the Code, cls 3.4.1.3, 3.4.1.5 for private forestry.
447
DEPI, the Code, cl 4.5.2.
448
For native forestry and plantations, DEPI, the Code, cls 3.2.2 and 4.2, respectively.
449
DEPI, the Code, cl 3.2.2.1.
450
DEPI, the Code, cl 3.2.2.3.
451
DEPI, the Code, cl 3.2.1.
452
DEPI, the Code, cl 4.2.
453
See, e.g., Colac Otway Shire has guidelines for the application of the Code for private forestry.
444
445
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methodologies, placing in question consistent application of its provisions by private
forest owners and how efficiently councils enforce its provisions.
6.3.2 Planning permits for removing native vegetation
The removal of native vegetation to allow for timber harvesting requires a permit from
the local council. 454 A permit application is assessed in accordance with guidelines in the
planning scheme, which are administered by the relevant council. If a permit is granted to
remove native vegetation for timber harvesting, then a native vegetation offset is
mandatory. 455 The assessment process is provided in Parts 6 to 9 of the Guidelines for the
Removal, Destruction or Lopping of Native Vegetation (Guidelines), which are
incorporated by reference into all Victorian planning schemes. 456 The Guidelines require
site-based decision-making about granting permits to remove native vegetation based on
the biodiversity impacts. The fundamental requirement is that any clearance should result
in no net loss and, further, it should not involve removal where the vegetation
significantly contributes to biodiversity. The Guidelines are designed to manage risks
associated with an application to remove native vegetation. The extent of risk is
determined by the amount of vegetation proposed for removal, area of any remnant
patches of native vegetation and number of any scattered trees. Locational risks refer to
the degree of vegetation removal impacting threatened species. Both the extent of risks
and locational risks are assessed as either low, moderate or high. The combined risk
assessment determines the conditions on any permit issued for vegetation removal. 457
The Guidelines clarify the timing and minimum requirements for a vegetation offset,
including the requirements for ensuring permanent gains in the offset, which may require
management commitments, and the obligations under the legislation, such as meeting any
existing agreements or contracts affecting the land. Offsets must result in no net loss of
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, Guidelines for the removal, destruction or
lopping of native vegetation, December 2017,
https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/91146/Guidelines-for-theremoval,-destruction-or-lopping-of-native-vegetation,-2017.pdf.
455
Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation, part 5, accessible at;
https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/91146/Guidelines-for-theremoval,-destruction-or-lopping-of-native-vegetation,-2017.pdf See, e.g., permit requirements in
DELWP, East Gippsland Planning Scheme, cl 52.16–4
<http://planning-schemes.delwp.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/463945/EastGippsland_PS
_Ordinance.pdf>.
456
Department of Environment Land Water and Planning, Guidelines for the removal destruction or
lopping of native vegetation.
457
Ibid, 13.
454
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the contribution made by the native vegetation to biodiversity. 458 In determining what is
required, biodiversity equivalence scores are utilised, involving combining site-based
and landscape-scale information to obtain an overall measure of the contribution to
biodiversity lost by removing the vegetation or gained by securing and managing an
offset. 459 There are three steps in the offset requirement: (1) the type of offset that must be
secured (specific to the area or in general); (2) the amount of gain that must be achieved
and measured by the biodiversity equivalence score; and (3) other attributes that the offset
must achieve. 460 This requires considering whether the native vegetation being removed
is habitat for rare or threatened species and then determining the relevant biodiversity
equivalence score. Once completed, it is necessary to determine the type of offset
required, which is either a species or a general offset. 461 Where a general offset is
required, it can be delivered through the regeneration of native vegetation in the same
location as where the vegetation was removed. 462 A species offset must be applied where
vegetation removal has a significant impact on a rare or threatened species. The offset
must compensate for the removal of that species’ habitat. While detailed for calculating
the offset requirements, the Guidelines do not address consequences for any breach. 463 As
Guidelines, not addressing these offsets does not incur a penalty, thus this can be
considered regulatory failure.
6.3.3 Forest carbon rights and ownership of trees
The development of secondary markets in wood products requires a clear distinction
between the ownership of trees and the land upon which trees grow. This separation of
ownership is recognised in the Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic), which establishes forest
Ibid.
Ibid. Biodiversity equivalent scores are divided into two categories: (1) The general biodiversity
equivalent scores are obtained by multiplying the site habitat hectares by the strategic biodiversity score;
and (2) The specific biodiversity equivalent score is obtained by multiplying the site’s habitat hectares
by the habitat important to the habitat of a particular species.
460
Ibid, 20–21.
461
Ibid, 15. This requires a species general offset test. Where a site is a habitat for a particular, real
threatened species, the test measures the proportion of a species habitat that will be lost if the removal of
native vegetation is permitted. This test is undertaken for each relevant species.
462
Ibid. General offset requirements for regeneration must meet the following requirements: (1) For clearfell harvesting, native vegetation regenerated on the site must be able to achieve a condition score of at
least 50 per cent of its condition score immediately before it was harvested within 10 years of
harvesting; (2) For selective harvesting of native vegetation, the reduction in the conditions of the site
must not be greater than 50 per cent of the condition before the harvest; and (3) The regenerated area
must be protected by a recognised agreement with the relevant government agency or authority,
supported by legislation, for the 10 year period following the harvesting.
463
Ibid, 13-17 set out prescriptive requirements but no reference to penalty.
458
459
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carbon rights. 464 A forest carbon right is created by executing an instrument of transfer of
the right by the registered proprietor of the land to which the right applies. 465 It represents
a forestry right and an interest in land, 466 which can be registered on the title. 467 A right of
registration extends to a Forestry and Carbon Management Agreement between the
registered proprietor of land and the owner of a forest carbon right. 468 While the Act
focuses on carbon sequestration rights, the definition of forest carbon rights includes a
forestry right, which is arguably broad enough to encompass rights pertaining to forestry
generally, although this is not clarified in the legislation. 469 This view is reinforced by the
purpose of the forestry and carbon management agreement, that being to extend the
coverage to management of vegetation. 470 This separates the forestry right from the title
of the registered land proprietor, enabling it to be sold separately from the land. Thus, the
Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic) is relevant to private commercial forestry regarding
carbon sequestration and the development of a forest carbon right.
The foregoing developments are not necessarily enough to enable the creation of
secondary markets in wood products from private forestry. Costs associated with private
forestry have been assessed as higher per hectare of forest for small operations than larger
industrial plantations, 471 which may act as a barrier to entry. 472 For example, the
Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2007 (Vic) make no distinction between plantation
forestry and logging in native forests. 473 While some exemptions are provided for smaller
operators in the Code, the current basis for exemption (5 hectares or less), 474 is not
considered large enough to allow such smaller private forestry operations to be
commercially viable. Instead, the Australian Forest Growers (AFG) advocates small-scale
operations being exempt from a range of compliance measures more suited to large-scale
operations. 475

Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic) Part 7.
Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic) s 57. These provisions were previously contained in the Forestry Rights
Act 1996 (Vic) (repealed).
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See definition of a forest carbon right in the Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic) s 4.
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Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic) s 57(6).
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Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic) s 58.
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Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic) s 3.
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Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic) s 59(1)(c).
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Smethurst, Assessment of Code of Practice.
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Interview with Warwick Williams, Skype interview (2 November 2018).
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Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2018 (Vic).
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DEPI, the Code, 23, cl 1.2.5.
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Section 6.4 examines the relevant regulation by reference to the Criteria. It is important
to distinguish between an Act, the VPPs and the Code. Each has some regulatory impact
on private forestry, despite the VPPs and the Code operating as guidelines for
best-practice rather than regulations in a definitional sense.

6.4 Measurement and monitoring standards
This section uses the same criteria that were applied in Chapter 5. While some criteria
may not have the same degree of relevance for private forestry as they do for public, they
are used to evaluate the efficacy of sustainability related measures in private forestry
regulations generally. The Criteria address the sustainability indices or categories,
enabling some comparisons with the public sector. However, the primary focus is on the
existing regulation and on its capacity to address the Criteria. In many instances, private
forestry regulation does not address the relevant criteria and, to that extent, may represent
a regulatory gap. For example, the regulations may not address a particular sustainability
criterion, and therefore, it is not possible to use this in the overall assessment of the
regulations’ capacity to address ESFM in the private sector. In other words, there is no
direct measure of sustainability performance, and therefore, consideration must be given
to some other evaluative mechanism.
The VPPs are general guidelines designed to form an overarching standard to monitor
compliance by local councils. The VPPs recognise biodiversity protection and the effect
on land-use considering the cumulative impacts and fragmentation of habitat and spread
of pests into ecosystems. 476 More generally, the VPPs aim to ensure that agricultural and
productive rural land-use activities are managed to maintain the long-term sustainable use
and management of existing natural resources. 477 This means identifying areas suitable
for plantation timber production, predominantly on cleared land, while ensuring the
protection of the water quality and soil. The VPPs require that forestry is conducted
sustainably and in compliance with the Code. 478 When deciding an application for use or
development of land for timber production, councils must consider the role of native
forests and plantations in protecting water quality, conserving flora and fauna, preventing
See; Victoria State Government Planning, Victoria Planning Provisions, cl 12.01–1S.
Victoria Planning Provisions, Sustainable Agricultural Land Use, cl 14.01–2S
<http://planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/14_01-2S.pdf>.
478
Victoria Planning Provisions, Forestry and Timber Production (Victoria State Government Planning,
2018) cl 14.01–3S <http://planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/14_01-3S.pdf>.
476
477
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land degradation (including soil erosion) and preventing adverse effects on the recharging
of groundwater. 479 However, the foregoing provisions have no application methodologies,
which may lessen their capacity to address the ESFM objectives.
The Code is more detailed than the VPPs and planning schemes in terms of addressing the
conservation of biodiversity. For plantations, it requires the ‘consideration’ of
environmental values, including carbon sequestration, biodiversity and solidity control for
water quality at all stages (from planning through to harvesting and re-establishment). 480
The adverse effects of plantations on environmental values must be minimised by
appropriate planning and management. 481 Specific mandatory actions for environmental
values in plantations include: (1) retained native vegetation must be protected from
damage caused by timber production; 482 (2) burning must be planned and managed to
minimise damage to retained native vegetation; 483 and (3) steps must be taken to avoid
soil and other pollutants being released into waterways. 484 While it is clear in defining
what must be done, these mandatory actions contain no methodologies for measuring or
monitoring these and other environmental impacts.
The focus of section 6.2 was the necessity of a biodiversity offset where native vegetation
is cleared. The landowner may enter into section 69 agreement under the Conservation,
Forests and Lands Act 1987 (Vic) with DELWP (registerable on the title) to give effect to
the objects or purposes of a relevant law impacting that land. 485 This appears to be open
to any type of issue potentially affecting the land, including conservation with offset
measures, and by implication, sustainability related measures. DELWP may conduct
annual audits regarding vegetation clearance. Further, the local council may conduct an
audit after the expiry of the initial planning permit to check for permit and Code
compliance. For plantations, councils may engage private contractors to audit selected
coupes quarterly for Code compliance. These audits divide the audit responsibility
between the DELWP (offset auditing), and local councils (Code and planning scheme
Victoria Planning Provisions, Timber Production (Victoria State Government Planning, 2018) cl 53.11–
4 <http://planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/53_11.pdf>.
480
DEPI, the Code, cl 4.2.
481
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Ibid, cl 4.2.1.7.
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Ibid, cl 4.2.2.2.
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Ibid, cl 4.3.2.1.
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Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 (Vic) s 69; agreement relates to the management, use,
development and preservation of conservation of land in the possession of the landowner to give effect
to a relevant law in relation to that land.
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compliance). Thus, the extent to which measurement and monitoring processes for
checking compliance with the Code and vegetation clearance guidelines depends on the
quality of the audit processes.
While the audit process should account for clearance of vegetation that retains significant
biodiversity, the regulations do not require the measurement of ecosystem, species or
genetic diversity that are specified under DSE Criterion 1. The criterion includes
assessing forest types and tenures and the area of forest types by their stage of growth.
While this criterion has the most relevance to public native forests, it is also relevant to
plantation and private native forestry, especially where there are connected reserves or
forest-dependent species. The absence of specific measurement and monitoring
requirements in the regulations relating to Criterion 1 is also reflected in the instances of
Criterion 2 (maintaining the productive capacity of forest ecosystems), Criterion 3
(maintaining the forest ecosystem health and vitality), Criterion 4 (maintaining the soil
and water resources), Criterion 5 (maintaining the forest’s contribution to global carbon
cycles) and Criterion 6 (maintaining and enhancing the long-term socio-economic
benefits to meet the needs of societies). Therefore, there are no global trend data capable
of supporting sustainability measures for plantations or private native forests, thereby
preventing trend assessments over time.

6.5 Compliance standards
Private forestry requires compliance with planning schemes, the Code and the Guidelines.
However, compliance efficacy may be at issue because these instruments have been
described as complex, lengthy, costly and applied inconsistently across local government
jurisdictions. 486 The Code includes no method of application, making compliance
dependent on two aspects: (1) the level of awareness of the regulators regarding what
should be enforced and how; and (2) the awareness of the regulatees of their compliance
obligations. 487 This absence of application methodologies risks confusion concerning
when the Code is breached and the level of enforcement when such a breach is identified.
These factors also risk inconsistent levels of enforcement in such matters as biodiversity
Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission, A Sustainable Future for Victoria: Getting
Environmental Regulation Right (March 2009)
<https://www.dtf.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2018-02/environmental-regulation-in-victoriainquiry.pdf>.
487
Some councils provide guidance for applying the Code, but this is not consistent across all councils.
486
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impacts, controls over silvicultural practices and regeneration. For example, the Code
stipulates those silvicultural systems must be aligned with the ecological requirements of
the forest type, which presumes a consistent interpretation by councils of the ecological
requirements of those types. The lack of a centralised system of data collection prevents
direct evidence of any inconsistencies in interpretation of these compliance standards.
Therefore, specific applications of compliance standards will be provided in Section 6.9
in respect to HVP, Victoria’s largest private wood producer.
The CSIRO-based Smethurst assessment of the Code and its application to plantations
found that it does not achieve consistent compliance coverage and lacks a method for
capturing and summarising learnings from application of the Code. 488 This assessment
recommended strengthening the skill set of local government staff for consistent
compliance auditing, especially given the limited consistent guidelines across councils to
support the application of the Code in complex areas, such as soil and water protection.
While this assessment found good compliance levels by Victorian private plantations, it
noted that small agroforestry activities are under-skilled and under-resourced to deal
properly with the Code’s requirements. The Smethurst report found that some councils
failed to check biodiversity overlays and other regulatory requirements due to a lack of
expertise and resources. 489 It recommended cross-referencing the Code’s implementation
requirements with more prescriptive management guidance. Further, it noted the
challenge of ensuring Code compliance given the division of audit responsibility between
the DELWP and councils. 490 This affects the compliance results, especially where there is
‘little systematic checking of water quality compliance or outcomes’. 491 For protecting
water quality, the assessment found the need for prescriptions were necessary to align
with the degree of risk involved. In relation to soil protection, the Smethurst assessment
found that Code compliance was not consistently assessed, leading to the risk of
undetected soil damage. 492 This assessment emphasised a need for training in applying
the Code requirements for private forestry, especially in soil and water protection. There
was also identification of a risk that smaller native forestry operations may have
compliance issues associated with contractors not meeting the Code standards. However,
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some private forestry producers who have gone to the expense of gaining a planning
permit are motivated to meet the vegetation clearing and Code requirements to justify
their investment in the industry. 493
The compliance and enforcement regimes are mainly addressed through DSE Criterion
7.1 (the extent to which the legal framework supports conservation and the sustainable
management of forests) and Criterion 7.2 (the extent to which the institutional framework
supports the conservation and sustainable management of forests). Criterion 7.1 has
several indicators that imply the need for periodic planning assessment and policy
reviews and the encouragement of best-practice codes and forest management systems. 494
Given that the compliance and enforcement model is predominantly non-punitive and
reliant on audits through the DELWP and councils, the enforcement regime is relatively
‘soft’ and does not allow a transparent review of the decisions made by departments or
local councils. This indicates an absence of a defined enforcement and compliance regime
identified under one regulator, and consequently, both criteria are not adequately
addressed from a compliance and enforcement perspective.

6.6 Balance standards
How the regulations balance the requirements of ecology and economy in private forestry
is the focus of this section. Critically this needs examination of whether there is an
adaptive mechanism if one of these elements are out of balance. This discussion examines
this balance primarily in the context of the criteria relating to economic development,
including how regulation enables increased output from private forestry should public
forestry be phased out.
6.6.1 Criterion 6: Maintenance and enhancement of long-term, multiple
socio-economic benefits to society
Criterion 6 concerns the socio-economic benefits of the value and volume of wood and
non-wood forest production and ecosystem services. Of the indicators attached to this
criterion, the one relevant to this section include 6.1(a), covering the value and relative
contribution of wood and wood products, 495 and 6.1(b), that measures the value and yield
Interview with Chris Featherstone (Institute of Foresters) conducted over the phone on 20th May 2019.
DSE, Criteria. Indicators 1.1a on area of forest by type and tenure.
495
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of non-wood forest products. 496 This second indicator enables the socio-economic
benefits to be monitored by looking at trends in the values and yields of non-timber forest
products. Victoria’s SFR 2018 contains no data on the contribution from plantations and
private native forests of non-wood products, making it necessary to look elsewhere. One
such non-wood value lies in the capacity under the law to separate carbon sequestration
rights from the land title (as discussed previously). Apart from that, there is no express
recognition of any other forest ecosystem value that can be separated from title. Thus, this
indicator cannot be accurately assessed under the existing regulatory regime for private
forestry.
Indicator 6.1(c) assesses forest-derived ecosystem services, including environmental
processes that enhance the quality of life, such as the maintenance of water and soil
quality and mitigation of greenhouse emissions. 497 The lack of systematic reporting of
markets for ecosystem services in Victoria limits the accuracy in how ecosystem services
are valued. A range of ecosystem services occur on Victorian plantations, including
livestock grazing, beekeeping, recreational activities (such as walking and camping),
hunting, mushrooming, and filming for TV productions. However, the economic value of
these activities is currently not systematically recorded. The SFR 2018 acknowledged no
state-scale approach to measure the dollar-value of forest-derived ecosystem services in
Victoria. Thus, there is currently an absence of information regarding private forests for
Indicator 6.1(c).
Indicator 6.5 assesses direct and indirect employment from the forest sector. 498
Employment represents the total number of people employed directly in forestry or
indirectly in other industries. There is no systematic recording of these figures for private
forestry in Victoria at present. The absence of centralised data management of
employment data and changes in the sector affect employment levels is indicative of less
focus on this sector. Accordingly, this indicator is not properly accounted for in private
forestry given the lack of coordination of this data in a centralised format to drive policy
development and expand the sector.
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6.6.2 Criterion 2: Maintenance of the productive capacity of forest
ecosystems
Indicator 2.1 refers to the area and percentage of forest available and suitable for timber
production. 499 The factors impacting the productive capacity of forests include changes to
silvicultural methods, suggesting that land area is not the sole factor of assessing
productive capacities. From 2015 to 2017, the total commercial plantation area decreased
in Victoria by 0.3 per cent (or 1,300 hectares). However, 2006-7 saw an overall increase
in plantation area from 411,900 hectares to 421,700 hectares. 500
Recent policy announcements have highlighted incentives for plantation development in
Victoria. 501 Calls for expressions of interest to expand the plantation estate in Victoria
include reference to the Gippsland Plantations Incentive Program. 502 This is designed to
ease the transition away from public forestry by a 2030 deadline set up by the Victorian
government, 503 and is designed to operate in conjunction with a farm forestry initiative
led by VicForests to encourage smaller-scale plantation developments. Despite these
improvements, there is no regulatory framework for an investment model for new
plantations or small private forestry, nor any methodology to equalise the different
production costs between private and public forestry. Consequently, Criterion 2 can be
reported on generally in terms of global figures, but not regarding the systemic changes
required to expand the overall private forestry estate in Victoria.

6.7 Governance standards
The governance of private forestry focuses on how regulatory institutions and regulation
affect sustainable forest management. Criterion 7 covers the key areas of governance
Ibid, 21.
Rhys Downham and Mijo Gavran, Australian Plantation Statistics 2018 Update (Australian Bureau of
Agricultural and Resource Economics, 2018)
<http://data.daff.gov.au/data/warehouse/aplnsd9ablf002/aplnsd9ablf201805/AustPlantationStats_2
018_v.1.0.0.pdf>.
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capability, including the role of legal and economic structures. The following analysis
interrogates key regulatory instruments for their impact on governance. Some attention is
also given to the role of councils and how they apply the key regulatory provisions.
6.7.1 Criterion 7: How legal structures support sustainable forest
management
Indicator 7.1 examines the extent to which the legal, institutional and economic
framework supports the conservation and sustainable management of forests. Of
particular importance is how well regulation deals with: (1) land ownership and
management; and (2) periodic planning, assessment and policy reviews recognising
multiple forest values. This places some priority on prescriptive regulation as a
governance mechanism. Regulation is the source of authority at the heart of governance
through institutions applying them and monitoring the compliance and enforcement of
sustainable forest management. There are no existing regulations providing for periodic
forest-related planning, assessment and process of policy reviews that recognise multiple
forest values for private forestry. It is primarily left to the state-based wood industry
associations to fill the data gap and provide policy input to governments, which occurs
through wood industry association annual reports or special policy pronouncements such
as on plantation expansion. 504
Private forestry and plantations are covered separately in the Code. 505 Each section of the
Code contains general commands without a methodology for applying the commands. For
example, the Code includes a clause covering forest regeneration and management. 506
This includes general provisions requiring silvicultural methods for regeneration that suit
the ecological requirements of the forest type and local conditions. While their objects
may be clear, they are generally unclear about how they should be applied. The overall
lack of application methodologies in the Code itself does not compare well with other
jurisdictions that have greater levels of guidance regarding application. 507 For example,
the clause dealing with environmental values in plantations lacks an application
methodology., merely stating that ‘The entry of soil and other pollutants into waterways
See for example the Victorian Forest Products Association, see; https://vfpa.com.au/.
Private forestry and plantations are covered in DEPI, the Code, pts 3 and 4, respectively.
506
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printing_10591_KB.PDF.
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must be avoided as far as is practicable’. 508Another clause states that timber production
‘… must be planned and conducted in such a manner as to not compromise soil stability
or lead to mass movement or sedimentation of waterways.’ 509 While the intent of these
clauses is clear, the use of ‘as far as is practicable’ suggests a non-mandatory application.
The lack of application methodologies in the Code increases the risk of breaches through
non-application and that any resultant non-compliance will go undetected. This view was
supported by the Smethurst report CSIRO which concluded that ‘[t]he current code may
be deficient in guiding some growers on how to achieve the desired environmental
outcomes’ 510 This assessment of the Code recommended guidelines that aligned with the
Code requirements to help the application process. As a governance instrument, the Code
is important, but this is dependent on the degree of compliance awareness of the
regulatees and their capacity to implement these requirements. The usual enforcement
process relies on a cooperative response from the regulatees, who may only be motivated
to comply as part of independent certification standards or because it is part of their
business model.
The responsibility of local councils under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic)
is of more immediate and broader relevance. 511 Governance under the council model is
problematic in the manner and degree of oversight and rights and protections of
landowners. While the provisions in the 1987 Act allow timber production on private
land, they do not provide any enhanced rights or protections for planting, harvesting and
regeneration or as-of-right status for private native forestry. Estimates suggest that there
are around 350,000 hectares of private native forest in Victoria, with only a limited
proportion available for production, which indicates the gap between the potential and
actual size of the sector. 512 While small plantation holdings of less than five hectares are
exempt from Code compliance, this is regarded as a low threshold. AFG supports the
introduction of a low-impact private native forestry exemption from Code compliance,
irrespective of the scale of an operation. The current regulation discriminates against
small-scale holdings by imposing higher regulatory costs than larger holdings relative to
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their earning capacity and profit return. This is primarily demonstrated by only exempting
Code compliance for private native forests of merely five hectares or less. 513 This
highlights a governance challenge to ensuring a fairer and simpler governance model for
small-scale holdings. The foregoing suggests that the failure to provide equitably for
smaller-scale private forestry arrangements means that current legal structures perform
poorly against Indicator 7.1. 514
Indicator 7.2 assesses the extent that institutional arrangements support the conservation
and sustainable management of forests. This includes: (1) the level of public involvement
in institutional decision-making; (2) institutional planning processes; (3) institutional
resourcing; and (4) the rate of enforcement of laws, regulations, and guidelines. The
Victorian Government has indicated a desire to improve the extent and quality of public
input into government decision-making, including strengthening the ability of local
governments to engage with their communities. 515 It is not possible to gain data on the
extent of resourcing in the planning processes for private forestry or the enforcement of
Code requirements. A review of local government processes reported several local
government representatives saying they were underprepared for dealing with notices and
permits. 516 The review suggested that the responses received from local government
probably reflect the lack of clarity some local government officers have on forestry
planning. 517 Overall, it is difficult to comment on Criterion 7, given that there are variable
local council governance arrangements and no central repository of information regarding
how councils conduct planning, establishment and monitoring of private forestry.
6.7.2 Evaluation of current governance arrangements
Current governance through local councils means there is no centralised structure
overseeing the control of each council over private forestry operations. This form of
governance has at least two limitations, including an increased risk of cross-council
governance disparities and an increased risk of inconsistent enforcement (especially in the
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absence of a specific sanction). While detailed in the offset arrangements for native
vegetation clearing, current land clearing guidelines do not use a strict command-andcontrol approach. Similarly, the planning schemes administered by councils do not use
command language or include sanctions. They do not refer to ESFM and have no
command requirements relating to sustainability objectives. This creates a risk that the
best-practice silvicultural methods and biodiversity conservation measures are not fully
enforced, especially where landowners do not understand their compliance
responsibilities and councils have a limited understanding of when their enforcement
obligations should apply.
The absence of a central authority for forest-related planning, assessment and policy
reviews places undue reliance on the wood industry associations to fill the gap. Similarly,
the absence of an as-of-right legal status for small, native private forestry operators limits
the prospects for expanding the sector. Without a long-term investment model for small,
private native forestry associated with legal protection for secondary markets in wood and
non-wood products from private forestry, the sector will likely remain limited in its
growth potential.

6.8 Current regulation for private forestry—A review
The absence of clear commands backed by penalties in both the planning schemes and the
Code has the potential to reduce compliance efficacy. The separation of a forest carbon
right from land titles under the Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic) does not go far enough in
recognising a range of forest rights. The Code and forest regulations, including the
Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2018 (Vic), do not distinguish between plantation and
private native forestry. Allowing for this distinction has the potential to lower transaction
costs for small-scale native forestry because it can help define exemption categories. The
AFG, which is a representative national body supporting private forestry, support the
exemption of small-scale operations from some compliance requirements under the Code
and related regulations. The current exemption of five hectares or less is considered too
low for a commercially viable crop. The AFG supports low-impact private native forestry
in freehold native forests being entirely exempt from Code compliance.
The AFG argue that local councils are poorly equipped to monitor regulatory compliance.
Council resources are stretched when monitoring the harvest process and have a limited
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capacity to address the use of private forests for marketing other wood and non-wood
products. There is also a risk of inconsistent approaches to compliance between councils,
and only some councils have guidance notes for the application of Code requirements.
Further, there is a gap in the lack of centralised processes that capture data from audits,
which can improve the Code’s construction and its application to compliance and
enforcement. 518
The planning schemes and Code lack prescriptions regarding how they are applied. 519
While the Code does incorporate application methodologies in vegetation clearing
guidelines and environmental offsets, it is only applicable to timber production with no
applicability to the conservation of biodiversity for other forest uses. Further, because of
the absence of centralised measurement and control for the quality of audits conducted by
councils, there is a lack of policy developments to improve this standard. This creates two
compliance problems in that: (1) councils are not given centralised directions about what
should be enforced and how; and (2) forest growers lack an awareness of the compliance
priorities for sustainability-related objectives.
In terms of governance, the available evidence demonstrates deficiencies of the Code for
guiding growers to improve environmental outcomes. 520 Further, as far as the institutional
framework is concerned, there is a lack of overarching management and compliance
reviews. The absence of a centralised institutional structure lessens the possibility of
coordinated arrangements between a controlling authority and forest landowners. This is
compounded by the lack of command backed by sanction arrangements to address
sustainability objectives.
The AFG has criticised the implementation of planning schemes and application of the
Code by councils for its lack of compliance efficacy and negative economic impact. Their
submission to the review of the Code in 2007 referred to local government as not suitable
for monitoring compliance with the Code and recommended replacement with
compliance audits by state departments. 521 The private forestry policy of the AFG
advocates for increased state government support to expand the sector and cites the
Australian Forest Growers, Impediments to Private Forestry Development relating to legislative
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inequitable impacts of environmental regulations as a disincentive, especially where the
landowner is restricted in the use of their land. 522 The AFG is critical of councils having
inconsistent regulations for forest management and harvesting, for example, for levying
local government rates differently between timber in forestry operations and agricultural
crops. The AFG has called for private native forestry as a permitted as-of-right use for all
planning schemes in the same context as plantations with as-of-right status in the
appropriate land-use zones.
A review of the Code’s effectiveness, particularly relating to plantations identified a lack
of guidance for achieving the Code objectives. 523 Some local councils have Code
application guidelines, but this is not consistently the case across the state or for a range
of complex areas, such as the protection of soil or water values. Additionally, there is no
consistent coverage of compliance auditing across the state or methodology for capturing
data from the application of the Code.
The Australian Government policy in Plantations for Australia: The 2020 Vision, which
seeks to expand the plantation sector in Australia highlights the lack of alignment
between Federal and Victorian plantation policy. 524 The current regulatory framework
does not promote a right to plant, harvest and trade plantation products. Planning schemes
do not align planning controls and land rating systems to support commercial tree
growing in the same way as agricultural production. The regulatory framework does not
provide for regional development committees to act as coordinating facilitators between
growers and markets. Further, the regulation does not treat plantations as long-rotational
agricultural crops in the current planning approvals process. This requires recognising the
legal status of plantation owners and their products as separate from land titles which
would incentivise private forestry secondary markets in wood products. The Code does
not acknowledge this status or recognise the security of rights to plant and harvest
plantations. The Code also does not contain guidelines regarding sustainable plantation
management that are consistent with the Australian Forestry Standard.
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The absence of a central coordinating regulator inhibits the collection of relevant
information that could be distributed between councils and grower organisations to assist
with planning developments for the sector. Local councils do not currently incorporate
timber production in municipal strategic development plans. A centralised coordinator
could work with local councils linking industry and governments to support infrastructure
investments for the plantation sector. The current regulations do not encourage the
development of tree grower cooperatives that could increase the small growers’ market
strength and leverage their resources.
To provide insight into how private forest regulation has an operational impact,
particularly in respect of sustainability, section 6.9 explores the example of HVP. The
efficacy of the existing regulatory model is evaluated by its impact on this large private
forestry operator. This is relevant to determining how the regulations address sustainable
forest management and their capacity to grow the sector.

6.9 Hancock Victorian Plantations Pty Ltd
Commercial plantations exist on both Crown and freehold land.

525

An examination of

HVP in this context is relevant because: (1) it is the largest private plantation company in
Victoria; (2) it has implemented a sustainable forest management program; and (3) and
how its operates its business is a test of the efficacy of Victorian private forestry
regulations 526 The primary focus of this section is how regulation impacts HVP’s
economic and ecological sustainability performance. Further, HVP provides a context for
the contribution that private forests have for ecological purposes and commercial timber
production and allows a comparative assessment with VicForests in terms of how each
body has responded to regulatory interventions.
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6.9.1 Introduction
HVP is Victoria’s largest private timber plantation company, managing approximately
240,000 hectares, including 170,100 hectares of plantation pine and eucalypt. 527 Annual
production is approximately three million tonnes of softwood (pine) and 300,000 tonnes
of hardwood (eucalypt). 528 Sustainable forest management is one of HVP’s objectives,
which are provided in its FMP for 2017 to 2018. 529 HVP must comply with the Code but
also voluntarily addresses sustainability compliance through third-party accreditation.
Sustainable forest management is the foundation of its responsible forest stewardship
policy, which comprises 10 aims predicated around sustainable, productive efficiency. 530
The company’s overarching corporate objective is to manage the plantation estate in a
safe and sustainable way that is ‘economically viable, socially acceptable and
environmentally responsible’. 531 The stewardship policy extends to all forest values, and
HVP commits to balancing economic, social and environmental factors. The policy
provides that no native forests will be harvested or converted into plantations, that
threatened species and ecological communities are protected, and areas of high
conservation value have been placed in reserves and protected from harvesting. 532
Harvesting and other commercial activities are conducted in accordance with HVP’s
Policies, Procedures and Operating Standards contained within the Company Best
Management Practices, that cover forest health, site preparation, planting, timber
harvesting and biodiversity. 533 Annual harvest rates are calculated for each supply region
to meet long-term supply commitments. The resource planning system aims to predict
future volumes by planning the forest stands that should be harvested first to meet
demand. A yield table predicts the future volumes by log products at different ages,
volumes harvested and volumes remaining after thinning. The accuracies of the yield
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tables are analysed yearly to reconcile the volume predictions against actual harvest
volumes. 534
HVP maps the area of the plantation estate that is compliant with the objectives of the
Paris Agreement. 535 This carbon monitoring is based on anticipating commercial
opportunities for trading carbon credits in the future. Multiple uses for forest ecosystem
services are considered as part of its sustainable FMP. For example, the FMP provides
methods for reducing greenhouse gas emissions to be compliant with the carbon clause of
the forest stewardship policy, including alternative uses for harvested biomass and
residues. HVP participates in industry projects to enhance opportunities for creating and
selling carbon offsets. 536
This company was the first plantation company in Australia to be third-party certified
under the FSC’s certification process, 537 and is also certified under the Responsible Wood
Standard. 538 Certification means that HVP has met internationally recognised standards
for sustainable forest management. Certification of these standards requires regular
auditing of its performance to ensure compliance. 539 HVP’s latest available annual audit
for certification under the FSC’s forest management standards and policies was finalised
in January 2019. 540 The audit confirmed ongoing accreditation according to the FSC
standards.
The company considers that the benefits of certification include sending a signal to
consumers about the company’s social licence to operate and gaining new markets in
sustainably sourced wood. 541 The 2019 FSC accreditation audit report noted that various
sustainability performance requirements were met and that non-conformances had either
been rectified or were in the process of being rectified. 542 This included the planning and
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management of forest operations and management of custodial lands for conservation
purposes. The certification audit verified HVP’s progress towards sustainability
objectives through an assessment of several operational sites and activities, including
ground-based clear-felling, internal audits of forest operations and chain of responsibility
procedures. The audit identified some strengths of the HVP forest management system,
including: (1) effective processes for planning and conducting forest operations; (2)
effective processes for managing social and environmental impacts; (3) a robust
framework for identifying and protecting biodiversity values; and (4) efficient
management review processes with engagement, participation and linkages between
management reviews and the delivery of corporate objectives. 543
6.9.2 Impact of regulation on Hancock Victorian Plantations Pty Ltd
The regulatory interface with HVP is assessed in this section under the following
categories: (1) whether the regulation aids the expansion of the HVP forest estate in
Victoria; (2) the regulatory capacity to increase sustainable productive efficiency; (3) the
regulatory capacity to address consistency of the cross-boundary outcomes; and (4) the
regulatory capacity to address different silvicultural methods and forest types. These four
categories are chosen because they assess eco-efficiency in sustainable forest
management of private forestry in accordance with the proposed evaluative standards in
Figure 3.1.
HVP Company Secretary, Mr Warwick Williams, provided an overview of how HVP
addresses sustainable forest management objectives and the relative effects of regulation
on these objectives. 544 HVP’s sustainable forest management objectives as part of its
social licence to operate recognises that wood certified as sustainably sourced potentially
has greater marketability because sustainability acts as a defence against market harm.
Sustainable forest management was cited by Mr Williams as aligned with improved
economic performance because sustainable practices improve profitability. This was,
according to Mr Williams, primarily based on market demand for sustainably sourced
wood. HVP’s sustainability focus is reinforced by its accreditation with such voluntary
forest accreditation schemes as FSC and Responsible Wood. Therefore, HVP’s voluntary
certification is incorporated into its business model to improve economic performance.
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Through such certification, Mt Williams also believed that increased compliance with
Code requirements was also likely, although he emphasised the economic factors as the
primary motivator.
Despite not setting a specific sustainability standard, regulation does incorporate two
sustainability-related principles: (1) general planning provision in the VPP requires
planning schemes to implement ESD principles (which were established by international
and national agreements for protecting biodiversity and ensuring agricultural land is
managed sustainably); 545 and (2) mandatory application of the Code. According to
Williams, HVP has no problems in meeting planning scheme requirements. However, he
noted that local councils are generally ‘not strong’ on monitoring and enforcing Code
compliance. He further noted a general lack of uniformity in how councils monitor and
enforce the provisions of the Code. 546
Other areas of concern noted by Mr Williams were regulatory controls by the Australian
Government Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) and the Aboriginal heritage
legislation. 547 The ‘prescriptive’ requirements for obtaining FIRB approvals for smallscale land transfers that did not involve new foreign new investment, but still required
FIRB approval, was identified by Mr Williams as an unnecessary regulatory cost. In
terms of the Aboriginal heritage site legislation, 548 Mr Williams noted that despite the
limited risk factors regarding Aboriginal heritage sites within HVP controlled plantations,
significant regulatory burdens were still imposed under this legislation. The common
problem arising out of both these regulatory instruments is a process that does not adjust
to the scale or degree of risk involved, which, whilst not enough to pose a disincentive to
engage in private forestry for HVP may be a disincentive for smaller operations.
Conversely, Mr Williams expressed less concern about the prescriptive requirements of
the Code. HVP’s sustainability performance, especially in voluntary certification, made it
easier to meet Code requirements, despite variable monitoring and enforcement of Code
performance by some councils. However, the fact that HVP operates in 25 local council
See, for example, East Gippsland Planning Scheme, cls 12, 14, 21.
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areas means that it encounters wide variation in the extent and degree of oversight, with
councils ‘unhelpful’ and ‘openly’ opposed to the expansion of HVP’s plantation estate. 549
This partly accounted for the different outcomes HVP experienced when applying for
permits for timber production. Further, this lack of cross-boundary consistency is a factor
in the company supporting a centralised governance framework that removes regulatory
control from local councils. 550
The absence of regulatory incentives to expand small-scale private forestry does not
directly affect HVP’s operations, but the different application of regulation across council
boundaries affects HVP’s compliance cost with the Code because they must account for
different council compliance obligations in their management system. Inconsistent crossboundary outcomes were considered an impediment to HVP’s operational efficiency.
HVP’s overall productive efficiency, compliance performance and approach to its
sustainability objectives appear driven primarily by internal factors relating to economic
performance and their social licence to operate. The regulation, particularly the Code,
remain a factor in sustainability performance. However, this is dependent on enforcement
efficacy, which varies across council areas. 551
6.9.3 Plantations and the environment—A different view
The examination of the sustainability performance of HVP and the effect of regulation on
sustainable forest management requires an objective perspective be taken to augment the
views stated by HVP representatives and their public documents. Plantations have an
environmental impact and, by definition, will alter natural systems where they are
present. 552 They rely on herbicides and pesticides and have potentially negative effects on
soil nutrition, salinity, groundwater streams and estuaries. Plantations have been
described as an interim solution to forest destruction as they reflect a human-centred
monopoly of land-use. 553 While environmentalists may criticise the benefits of
plantations, a main focus is the need for stringent management systems to minimise their
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harmful effects. 554 For example, a more sustainably based management system could
emphasise mixed indigenous species in plantations instead of a reliance on monoculture.
The broad Evans study examining the sustainability of plantations has highlighted some
ecological problems with plantations, but on balance, the evidence is in their favour. 555
Plantation forestry operations do lead to nutrient export, thereby threatening
sustainability. Despite this, they are generally considered sustainable under conditions of
good silvicultural practice, provided no wasteful and damaging practices are permitted.
They do present risks from damaging pests and other diseases, which may be containable
with vigilance in sustainable forest management systems. The Evans study was cautiously
optimistic about the future of plantations, although this is predicated on developments in
silvicultural practices to aid productivity and best practice sustainable forest management
to maintain standards and minimise ecological impacts. 556
Some of the risk factors and provisos identified in the foregoing paragraph are reflected in
arguments raised by the activist group known as Hancock Watch. 557 The allegations made
by this group against HVP fall into the following categories: destructive logging practices
in some locations; 558 negative impacts on freshwater environments, including increased
nutrients entering waterways; inadequate or no buffer zones for rivers and streams in
some locations; logging of buffer zones and filter strips and the clearing of old remnant
regrowth in some locations. A specific allegation involved timber from the Strzelecki
Ranges that was sent to the Planthard mill in Morwell. 559 HVP had a licence to cut
100,000 cubic metres each year, which was an amount described as ‘unsustainable’. 560
This raises credible questions about sustainable yields and the need to monitor them
within the plantation sector. The issues extend beyond sustainable yield to include erosion
from harvesting (especially on steep slopes), sediment build-up from large-scale
harvesting and water yields.
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The impact of plantations on water yields has been described as more significant than that
of public forestry in native forests for two reasons: (1) logging rotations of 15 and 40
years in plantations require more silviculture; and (2) there is an emphasis on pines in
plantations. This is described as having a larger impact on water yields than regenerating
eucalypts.

561

There are also allegations about the efficacy and integrity of the FSC

certification 562 and that HVP would have to improve performance significantly to retain
this certification. 563 Another issue is that certification by the FSC does not necessarily
cover all aspects of ESFM.

6.10 Conclusion
The current regulation of private forestry in Victoria lacks a centralised basis for policy
reviews, measurements and monitoring and offers no methodology for coordinating
regulatory requirements for the purpose of achieving ESFM objectives. The current
governance model involving local councils hinders the development of a centralised
repository of information that could aid consistent cross-boundary applications of the
Code and compliance monitoring. Such a repository would also enable, through the
increase of publicly available information, the strengthening of secondary markets in
private forestry wood and non-wood products. These deficiencies potentially impact
policy development to streamline the planning approval process. The absence of
streamlined planning approvals process and no recognition of a right to plant or
developed market infrastructure to trade in plantations and plantation products, expansion
will be limited. This is compounded by an uneven playing field at the planning level
between private forestry and other agricultural sectors. There is also no equality of the
regulatory burdens and economic costs of production affecting private and public
forestry. The regulatory framework for private forestry is not aligned with Australian
Government programs to expand the sector and offers no incentives for overcoming the
burden of transaction and compliance costs. This failure to create a viable investment
model, especially for small-scale farm forestry and agroforestry operations, limits growth
in the sector and represent an impediment to expanding the sector. 564
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The HVP analysis identified that internal factors rather than regulation primarily drive the
sustainability practices of HVP. Sustainability performance is problematic given the
absence of centralised data based on Criteria. More prescriptive regulation, especially for
centralised data management relating to sustainability measurements and monitoring,
used to advance sustainable forest management and Code enforcement across the sector,
will enhance its growth. 565
This chapter reviewed the current regulations against the Criteria in a similar way to that
applied to public forestry in Chapter 5. The gaps in the regulations revealed by findings in
both chapters can be the basis for a reformed regulatory model. The next chapter
addresses the two research questions, and in this way ascertain how best to build a
reformed model of forestry regulations.
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7 Discussion and Implications for Reform
7.1 Introduction
This chapter takes findings from Chapters 5 and 6 and discusses their implications for
both current and future regulation of public and private forestry in Victoria. Section 7.2
addresses the first research question, and Section 7.3 the second research question.
Section 7.4 uses a critical realism paradigm as the perspective from which to appreciate
the causal links between regulations and ecological sustainability, such that a coherent,
unified public and private forest management system can deliver sustainability to the
forests of Victoria and, potentially, more generally outside Victoria. Finally, Section 7.5
provides a summary.
A deconstruction of existing public and private forestry regulation assists in addressing
the research questions and the ESFM objectives by identifying positive aspects, flaws,
and gaps. This takes the research paradigm discussed in Chapter 3 and enables the
identification of causal mechanisms that facilitate or constrain ESFM for both sectors. For
example, the precautionary risk management deficiencies in Victorian public forestry
regulation (see Chapters 4 and 5) help identify the causal problems and what may be
missing. For this examination, it is necessary to consider whether there is a causative
failure arising from the regulation itself, or a lack of will from the regulators to use
existing tools to address the identified risks, or both. The conceptual framework
developed in Chapter 3 identified the evaluative categories used to assess the regulations
and how the Criteria are applied to highlight gaps, causal dysfunction, and other
regulatory failures. A critical realist method emphasises the real-world links between
regulations and operational changes in forestry practices. This enables a review of the
existing regulations and assists in building a reformed regulatory model addressing the
progress towards the ESFM objectives. How well the regulations address the ESFM
objectives and respond to serious ecological risks is key to addressing the research
questions. The Brown Mountain Case identified an absence of effective precautionary
measures in existing Victorian public forestry regulation. 566 Therefore, an assessment of
the existing regulatory frameworks broadly must address how well the precautionary
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measures are embraced; failure to do this effectively would hamper reaching the ESFM
objectives.
This study emphasises the causative effect of regulation and its connection to the ESFM
objectives. Any identified regulatory failures may have a causative effect that impedes
progress towards these objectives. Further, a regulatory gap may create a void filled by
discretionary decision-making, which may lead to various causative problems. If not one
of these options, it is important to consider what else is restricting progress towards
ESFM or limiting precautionary risk management. Achieving ESFM, requires checking
the basis for any failures in precautionary risk management in the presence of serious
ecological threats. For example, clauses in the Code that refer to the fact that the
precautionary principle ‘must’ be applied are, arguably, diminished without regulations
that address when and how they are applied. 567 The mandatory ‘must’ may have limited
causative effects by itself, but is arguably empowered in a causative sense when the
‘when’ and ‘how’ are included in regulation.
The research paradigm links specific forestry regulations to social reality, not as an
academic abstract, to evaluate these regulations from the ESFM objectives. Therefore, the
structure and form of the regulations become agents of change addressing sustainability
outcomes. The research examines causal mechanisms through an iterative process,
primarily using inductive reasoning to describe inputs and factors that build the preferred
form of regulations for ESFM. It assumes the importance of links addressing the
measurement and monitoring of factors progressing sustainability outcomes on the
ground, in terms of impacts before, during and after harvesting. This is aligned with the
DSE Criteria that are currently used for reporting sustainable forest management
performance in Victorian public forestry. 568 The Criteria are relevant to sustainable forest
management generally and provide a point of reference for what is measured, monitored,
enforced, and managed. Hence, the use here is based on a basic assumption that if the
Criteria are worth reporting against, they are also relevant to operational decisionmaking.
The conceptual framework uses various data sources in addition to the Criteria, including
sustainability measures and silvicultural science, to address four evaluative categories:
567
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measuring and monitoring, enforcement and compliance, and balance between ecology
and economy and governance. When combined, the categories address the forest
life-cycle in regulations from a harvesting perspective. These categories form the core
evaluative mechanism through the prism of a critical realist paradigm to build a new
regulatory model. By assessing the existing regulations through these evaluative
categories, the relative position of positive and negative features in the regulations
become clearer. This identifies where the Criteria may be used in the regulations relevant
to the ESFM objectives and other changes that progress the ESFM objectives. The
Criteria applied in this way build a causal link to the ESFM objectives. For example,
Criterion 2 (maintenance of the productive capacity of forest ecosystems) links the area of
forest available and suitable for timber production with the measurement and monitoring
requirements in the regulations. Identifying this as a sustainability measure in the
regulations is, arguably, more likely to meet the ESFM objectives than leaving it to
discretionary decision-making.
The research design recognises that a causal link should be associated with a change
mechanism. The distinction may appear subtle because it may be assumed that a causal
link represents a change mechanism. However, it is important to establish whether the
causal link engenders enough change or if something more is required. Causal links may
vary in their capacity to address changes relevant to ESFM. For example, the existing
regulations state that the precautionary principle ‘must’ be applied to forest biodiversity
conservation. 569 This creates a causal link between threats to forest biodiversity and the
application of this principle. However, this does not guarantee application even when an
ecological threat is apparent to harvesters. 570 Thus, where a causal link is not strong
enough to engender change, it may need further support in the form of an application
methodology. Therefore, the structure of the regulations becomes important in this
context. While this might simply be an exercise in statutory drafting, it is far more
complex because, in the forestry context it blends silvicultural science, regulatory theory,
the Criteria and structuring of the evaluative categories into regulation. This research
emphasises a normative approach towards the new regulatory structures using a critical
realist method, silvicultural science, and epistemic relativism. This is applied in
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conjunction with the Criteria currently used to meet the reporting obligations for public
forestry. 571

7.2 Existing regulatory model and ecologically sustainable forest
management
This section explores the first research question regarding whether the existing Victorian
forestry regulations achieve ESFM. The specific characteristics, strengths, and
weaknesses of the regulatory system applicable to public and private forestry (see
Chapters 5 and 6) are examined in Sections 7.2.1 (public) and 7.2.4 (private). The
regulatory elements worth retaining are discussed and justified in Sections 7.2.2 (public)
and 7.2.5 (private), and the regulatory failures and gaps mapped and analysed in Sections
7.2.3 (public) and 7.2.6 (private) for respective sectors.
7.2.1 Patterns in public forestry
The findings from the public sector study in Chapter 5 are examined in this section.
There is a pattern, in the absence of regulations mandating the measurement of progress
towards sustainability objectives, of no alignment with triggers requiring an adaptive
management response. There are limited response mechanisms in the public forestry
regulations connected to the area, volume, biomass and forest productivity or
regeneration rates, and, consequently, they fail to address Criteria 1.1 to 1.3 (areas of
forest cover, species and genetic diversity). 572 The SFA 2004 and associated regulations
do not specify measurement or monitoring requirements relevant to these Criteria before
harvesting decisions are made. Similarly, Criteria 2.1 to 2.5 require data that impliedly
measures sustainable harvesting rates; 573 however, there are no measurement or
monitoring requirements in the SFA 2004. Thus, a failure to align data with an adaptive
management response is a common pattern and one that limits reaching ESFM objectives.
Data collected under the VFMP has no prescriptions in the regulations about how it is
used, placing undue emphasis on departmental discretionary decision-making. The SFA
2004 and associated regulations do not clarify the use of VFMP data between the roles of
the DELWP, DEDA and VicForests in forestry. Whilst the VFMP inventories of forest
The reporting obligation refers to mandatory reporting against criteria to compile the five-yearly SFRs
arising under the SFA 2004 (Vic) s 8.
572
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573
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571
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resources are set up in a systematic way, there are potential operational limitations. For
example, the regulations do not specify whether collected data should be used in
measuring sustainability performance, such as sustainable yield estimates, or when
creating allocation orders or TRPs.
Another pattern relating to enforcement and compliance is the lack of clarity about who is
responsible for enforcing sustainability measures. Chapter 5 noted that the existing
regulations have low compliance efficacy because there is no clearly defined enforcement
regime with allocated responsibilities or defined penalties for failing to apply a
sustainability measure, such as the precautionary principle, and related Code breaches.
For example, VicForests’s failure to apply the precautionary principle in the Brown
Mountain Case resulted in no penalty or adaptive management directive. 574 Clause
2.2.2.2 of the Code requires the application of the precautionary principle; however, there
are no identifiable triggers for this application, with ambiguities about who should
implement it and a lack of any enforcement mechanisms or sanctions for failure to apply
it.
The analysis in Chapter 5 further revealed that the compliance investigation process is
partly dependent on how effectively different units within the DELWP liaise with each
other. Because multiple units have input into the investigation and enforcement process,
there is a need to streamline this process to avoid the risk of duplication or confusion
about enforcement activities. A related point is how non-compliances are addressed in
audits, which currently could be described as lenient because the relationship between
VicForests and the DELWP appears to allow a delayed or ambiguous response from the
former. The referrals back to DELWP by VicForests reveal a pattern of deferring
accountability. The current regulator–regulatee relationship creates a potential conflict of
interest given DELWP has a compliance enforcement role over VicForests. This type of
potential conflict of interest is exacerbated by a difficulty in determining when a breach
occurs, and the lack of alignment between a breach and a penalty. There is also ambiguity
regarding what triggers prosecution for serious breaches as opposed to those less serious.
Prosecution units within the DELWP do not have a clearly defined prosecutions policy.
Some of the literature highlights the importance of independent monitoring and
enforcement procedures to ensure compliance with environmental protection measures
574
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(see Section 2.4). 575 The independent monitoring requirement is missing in the current
regulations, which creates a risk of environmental threats not being treated seriously
enough.
A further pattern is the failure to regulate inputs into sustainability provisions that affect
the balance between economic development and ecological protection. Balance in this
context is arguably difficult to regulate; however, this could be managed using
balance-related criteria. The precautionary principle and how it responds to the risk of
serious environmental damage illustrates these issues. The principle requires some
response to forestall or prevent ecological damage proportionate to the extent of the risk.
This emphasises understanding silvicultural science to address the ecological threat and
balance between the development giving rise to the threat and whether it can proceed in
its current form. The existing regulations require mandatory application of the principle,
without clarifying when and how it should be applied, including elements relating to
balance. This increases the likelihood that it may not be applied or that, in its application,
balance is ignored in the proportionate response to the extent of the risk. Both SFA 2004,
s5 and clause 2.2.2.2 (the Code) are silent on balance, with the latter stating that the
principle must be applied, but without any reference to when, how or what is required in
the proportionate response.
Chapter 5 highlighted the non-application of the Criteria or their equivalents in respect to
balance in either the planning or operational harvesting stages. This is exacerbated by the
absence of triggers for adaptive regulatory responses when imbalance arises. Such
imbalances cannot be rectified unless regulation requires the collection of relevant
data. 576 While the literature on balance as a discrete concept in sustainability regulations
is limited, there is a reference to using sustainability criteria for measuring forest
sustainability (see Section 2.4). 577 The incorporation of criteria into regulation to address
the balance between ecological protection and economic development is arguably vital
because of the difficulty of detecting risks in the short-term and the importance of not
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overcommitting forest resources. Fundamentally, the Criteria can be used to align
balance to the core elements of ESD, aiding the progress of the ESFM objectives.
Another identified pattern is the confusion regarding who is responsible for implementing
sustainability-related measures. This confusion is caused by the division of statutory
authority between the DELWP, DEDA and VicForests and how that authority should be
exercised between the regulators. One example of where this arises is over the
responsibility for enforcing sustainability-related provisions in the Code, such as the
precautionary principle. There is a need to clearly assign responsibility for evaluating the
sustainability performance of operational harvesting.
In this context, VicForests has sole authority for determining TRPs, which must be in
accordance with the conditions provided in the allocation orders that DEDA determines.
Because VicForests is subject to the Sustainability Charter objectives and compliance
with the Code, TRPs must address the sustainability criteria. Regulation does not
currently clarify who is responsible for compliance enforcement once a TRP is gazetted.
For example, VicForests (as the harvester) may become aware of endangered species
before and during the harvest. This would suggest an obligation to conduct a forest survey
at critical times either prior to or during a harvest. However, it is unclear who is
responsible for instituting and undertaking a survey. In the Brown Mountain Case,
VicForests stated that once an allocation order was issued, it has no responsibility for
conducting surveys of areas authorised for harvesting. Such a response allows the
regulatory effect of allocation orders and TRPs to overrule responsibilities under the
precautionary principle and Sustainability Charter. Current regulation does not clarify the
responsibilities of VicForests and DELWP for implementing the precautionary principle
or preliminary forest surveys. They also fail to clarify the legal status and effect of
regulatory instruments, such as allocation orders and TRPs, relative to the responsibility
for applying sustainability-related obligations, including the precautionary principle. 578
The existing status of public forestry regulation in Victoria supports the finding in the
literature (see Section 2.1) that political or economic considerations influence these
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governance systems. 579 The literature highlights the limited guidance on governing the
measuring and monitoring capability, which is apparent in existing regulation.
Another pattern is the lack of alignment between sustainable forest management
guidelines and operational decision-making. For example, the zoning in FMPs contain
general guidelines on sustainability that demonstrate no alignment with enforceable
sanctions or requirements for adaptive responses. Whilst this may not be their general
intent, it is difficult to envisage a forest management plan without addressing sustainable
forest management more proactively. Allocation orders, determined by the DEDA, are
based on FMP zoning. However, monitoring compliance with allocation order
prescriptions is the responsibility of DELWP. DEDA does not verify the integrity of
forest zoning determined by DELWP. This division of authority between the departments
creates a risk that inaccurate zoning and zone boundary breaches by VicForests may go
undetected. 580 The Independent Review of Timber Harvesting regulations (see Chapter 5)
found that DELWP’s level of control over VicForests meant that the latter could selfregulate in some areas of operational activity. This is an extraordinary happening given
that VicForests is not a regulator but more of a producing authority with some regulatory
control. Further, DELWP was described as having no clear compliance and enforcement
policy and is ‘unclear’ about its role as a regulator over VicForests. Further, the THCU
within DELWP, does not have the express authority to achieve its objectives (see Chapter
5). While this primarily refers to compliance efficacy and resourcing, it indicates a lack of
clearly defined responsibilities in DELWP regarding enforcement policies for sustainable
forest management guidelines and objectives. 581
Overall, this research of the governance of public forestry regulation (see Chapter 5)
demonstrated a high degree of ambiguity regarding who is responsible for sustainability
performance. For example, the SFR 2018 (assessing governance capability under
Criterion 7) highlighted several sub-categories within this criterion with low ratings on
governance efficacy, including significant gaps in the sustainability data that could
support decision-making. The SFR 2018 noted a lack of cost-effective and suitable
monitoring programs for some of the criteria, particularly criterion 1 (biodiversity), which
Lindenmayer and Franklin, Conserving Forest Biodiversity; DSE, Criteria; SFA 2004 (Vic) ss 6, 8;
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had generally ‘poor’ or ‘fair’ ratings for monitoring the conservation of biological
diversity. This suggests that the regulators have failed to establish proper datasets for
criteria that are relevant to sustainability, making it difficult to define trends over time.
Governance currently fails to address the key data relevant to sustainability, thereby
impeding the reporting obligations. It follows that if regulators cannot adequately report
the key indicators, then it is likely that this information deficit is apparent in decisions
around and during harvesting. 582
7.2.2 Positive aspects of public forestry regulations
The existing regulatory structure is built on government policies aimed at establishing
ESFM. The policies embedded in Our Forests, Our Future 583 are based on reducing
timber harvesting volumes in state forests and providing the framework for sustainable
forest management. 584 The policies and their regulatory responses involve the use of
sustainability Criteria for reporting the measurements of sustainable forest
management. 585 Sustainability criteria reporting for public forestry is a significant
improvement from previous legislative regimes, which did not recognise sustainability as
an objective. Reporting post-event does provide a precedent for wider use in operational
forestry. The policies recognise the interaction between economic and ecological
elements of sustainable forest management and have an economic focus of fair economic
return from timber harvesting after factoring in market prices for timber.
The adoption of a market-based system for timber supply can be adapted to apply to all
forest ecosystem services. The association between markets for ecosystem services was
identified in Section 2.1 as a factor associated with the concept of new environmental
governance systems addressing public–private collaborations on agreed sustainability
goals. 586 The existing market-based system for timber supply is a foundation for
recognising a market-based system for the full economic value of multiple forest
ecosystem services. The key is recognising the existence of multiple forest ecosystem
services, which depend on a state-scale system of valuation associated with secondary
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markets for these services. The current system recognises a market-based system that can
be usefully adapted in a reformed model.
7.2.3 Regulatory failures and gaps in public forestry
The existing public forestry regulations fail to provide a trigger for applying the
precautionary principle or a methodology for its application. This failure is replicated
with the other principles of ESD contained in SFA 2004. The precautionary principle has
key elements that are effectively ignored in existing regulations, such as what amounts to
threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, and what amounts to scientific
uncertainty. Addressing scientific uncertainty in regulation may not be entirely
practicable, but the current use of the precautionary principle fails to provide any
guidance for either component. 587 By not referring to how ecological threats and scientific
uncertainty are addressed in the regulations, the risk that science is not used as part of
regulatory decision-making is increased. Similarly, by not referring to science in the
regulations, especially in sustainability-related provisions such as the precautionary
principle, there is an increased risk that decision-making does not align potential
ecological threats with available science. This issue is highlighted in Section 2.4,
especially relating to using the criteria for measuring forest sustainability. 588 The
literature identifies the importance of such criteria for long-term decision-making,
measuring progress towards sustainability goals, managing operational forestry and
parameters to prevent overcommitting natural resources. In the context of decisionmaking, the absence of criteria to assist decision-making about the precautionary
principle represents a serious omission because there is no basis for assessing when and
how it is applied, and no associated mechanism to assess ecological threats or the level of
scientific certainty associated with a threat. 589
The nature and extent of existing regulations needs to consider the precautionary response
in the presence of ecological threats since it is an important element of assessing adaptive
management capability. Case law has established that the precautionary response should
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be proportionate to the level of environmental risk. 590 The idea of a proportionate
response to the level of risk is appropriate in variable circumstances, restricted only by
the need to establish what constitutes a serious ecological threat. The absence of a
methodology for a risk-weighted proportionate response allows the response to be
discretionary, which may not address ecological and economic balance, risk-weightings,
or factor in science measures.
Arguably, any response should accord with Chief Justice Preston's view in Telstra
Corporation Ltd case who noted that the principle ‘permits the taking of preventative
measures without having to wait until the reality and seriousness of the threats become
fully known.’ 591 Existing regulation does not address this issue, thereby leaving far too
much to discretionary decision-making in the trigger for application and the extent and
nature of the precautionary response. The literature highlights an emphasis on risk-based
regulations when addressing sustainability in resource extraction and the use of criteria
and indicators as an aid to risk management (see Section 2.4). 592 The failure to use criteria
to address risk management places too much emphasis on discretionary responses to risk
and thus, increases the likelihood of not addressing risks adequately.
The foregoing highlights that the existing forestry regulation does not address identifying
serious ecological risk. The regulations do not specify which regulator (DELWP or
DEDA) or producing authority (VicForests) has primary responsibility for identifying
threats. VicForests determines the extent of harvesting based on allocated forests
described in allocation orders determined by DEDA. Thus, harvesting is conducted
without any express regulatory constraints regarding sustainable yields or the extent of
forest types available for sustainable production. Additionally, there are limited controls
for sustainability performance in the Management Standards and Procedures for
operational staff. While the Management Standards and Procedures are meant to be
followed, there is ambiguity about how they are monitored and assessed in the context of
sustainability objectives because of the failure to allocate responsibility for sustainability
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performance. 593 The failure to clarify who is responsible for recognising ecological risk
lessens incentives for regulators to be aware of the extent or existence of environmental
risks. Even where they are aware of environmental risks: they may have limited
incentives to assume responsibility for taking precautionary actions. Precautionary
responses become less likely given the ambiguity of determining what represents an
environmental threat, and who is responsible for recognising them, thus negating any
trigger for application of the precautionary response. A related issue is that VicForests
and the DELWP do not have protocols or defined procedures for interacting regarding
precautionary risk management. Responsibility is placed on VicForests to develop
initiatives and targets responding to the Sustainability Charter 594 and a reporting
obligation aligned with Criteria, 595 while DEDA and DELWP are not expressly
accountable in the regulations for sustainability performance of forest management. Thus,
the Sustainability Charter objectives have no express measurement criteria, so it is not
possible to determine failure to meet objectives or be held to account in this event.
Public forestry regulation does not identify where a breach in key regulatory instruments,
such as allocation orders or the Code, may occur or align such a breach with a specific
penalty. The Code contains minimum standards for best practice forestry, but it does not
specify how breaches may be identified or aligned with a penalty or a regulated procedure
for enforcement. While there are provisions in the SFA 2004 that empower authorised
officers to give directions regarding timber harvesting, they only refer to an authorised
officer’s powers, and again are not aligned with a specific breach or penalty. 596 For
example, the regulations specify that VicForests must conduct its functions in accordance
with an allocation order, but the relevant section specifies no penalty for failing to do
so. 597 This can be contrasted with a breach of directors’ duties under the Corporations Act
2001 (Cth), which has a designated penalty of $200,000 per civil category breach. 598 This
means that a company director faces a personal risk for a breach of duty, but VicForests
senior management and operational forestry staff, in terms of accountability, may escape
personal liability for failing to meet a statutory duty under an allocation order. The
Environment East Gippsland, Logging Inside Site of National Significance for Rainforest (4th March
2013) < https://eastgippsland.net.au/news/logging-inside-site-of-national-significance-forrainforest/>.
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position of senior officer accountability in VicForests, given its status as a state business
corporation incorporated under s14 of the State Owned Enterprises Act 1992, is
ambiguous and requires clarification either under that Act or under separate policy from
the Victorian government.
The foregoing regulatory failure, including the absence of meaningful penalty provisions,
means the inclusion of an obligation or even licence for discretionary decision-making is
practically meaningless from an enforcement point of view. For example, the application
of the ESD principles under the SFA 2004 is discretionary. 599 The extent of discretionary
decisions allowed under current regulation will affect the enforcement efficacy of other
sustainability provisions that are mandatory, such as the precautionary principle under the
Code. The level of discretion regarding sustainability-related objectives, division of
authority between regulators and ambiguity about who is responsible for enforcement
creates a risk of a regulatory failure over sustainability performance. The position may be
aggravated by the close relationship between the DELWP and VicForests, with the risk of
cooperative negotiation on enforcement and negotiated settlements weakening the
compliance and enforcement process. 600
7.2.4 Patterns in private forestry
The patterns identified in Chapter 6 on private forestry relate to weak compliance and
enforcement. The Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic) stipulates that councils are
responsible for administering planning schemes for land, including forestry, 601 with such
schemes defined as ‘a legal document prepared by the local council or the Minister for
Planning.’ 602 The legal effect of the planning schemes is problematic because it is
difficult to characterise them as giving rise to a legal obligation. The Planning and
Environment Act 1987 (Vic) states that the municipal council is the planning authority for
its municipal district, subject to potential intervention of the minister administering the
Act, who is also somewhat confusingly also specified as a ‘planning authority.’ 603 Thus,
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enforcing the Code is the primary responsibility of councils subject to possibility of
administrative intervention through the relevant minister. This means that while councils
are usually responsible for compliance and enforcement, including environmental
protection, the relevant minister may intervene, presumably where it is considered timely
or necessary in extreme situations. Governance efficacy requires clarity about the extent
and powers of compliance and enforcement and planning schemes do not do this.
The existing council governance model means there is a division of power between
councils and the relevant minister(s). There is also an increased risk of cross-boundary
inconsistencies in compliance and enforcement. 604 This may impact the quality of policy
developments and inconsistent compliance and enforcement action. The literature
highlights a risk in the inconsistent adoption of sustainability and conservation provisions
for land-use plans adopted by local governments (see Section 2.3). 605 The reasons for this
include the differing socio-economic composition of local communities, but no literature
has addressed this problem in a private forestry context.
Another pattern identified is limited sustainability-related content in regulation. Arguably,
governance depends, at least in part, on the quality of regulatory instruments and how
well they are implemented. Enforcing the Code is dependent on councils being aware of
the Code and its application to plantations. For example, the Code provides no control
over harvesting tied specifically to sustainability measures, such as sustainable yields or
rates of regeneration (except Part 3, which requires estimated volumes of timber planned
for harvest and relates to, but does not prescribe, a sustainability measure, 606 and limits
net harvesting levels to 40 hectares and aggregated coupes to 120 hectares within five
years). 607 This emphasises the overall coupe size in the harvest process but is silent on
productive capacities or sustainable yields. Part 4 (covering plantations) requires a PDN
or planning permit to be lodged with the local council; however, sustainability measures
are not stipulated. 608 The PDN must set out the total area and species to be planted but
contains no requirements regarding the type of trees aligned with the location to address
Interview with Warwick Williams, (HVP, November 2018). Cross-boundary inconsistencies of Code
requirements have been identified by HVP’s corporate counsel as an impediment to its business growth
model.
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silvicultural or productive capacities. Further, the THP requirements do not stipulate
productive capacities or sustainable yields in the harvest process. 609 The literature
highlights the importance of sustainable forest management that proceeds from the
bottom up as state-based regulations accounting for specific local conditions and the
broader national or international developments regarding sustainable forestry (see Section
2.4). 610 The literature also identifies a need to address monitoring the progress of
sustainable forest management practices and property and tenure rights. 611 This body of
work highlights the importance of control for monitoring and reporting, planning,
inventory, inspection and compliance of sustainable forest management. However, under
existing regulation, even basic sustainability indicators are not required to be included in
the application and planning approval process.
As in the case of public forestry, compliance with the Code is mandated, 612 but the Code
is silent on what constitutes a breach and, therefore, there is no aligned penalty. This lack
of connection affects the efficacy of Code compliance audits by local councils. For
example, a review questioned the ability of local councils to adequately test water and
soil qualities (see Section 2.5). 613 Therefore, there is a risk of under-resourced audits
limiting council governance capabilities in such areas as biodiversity protection. Further,
Council audits may occur annually or quarterly after completing the initial planning
permits for private native forests or plantations on selected coupes, respectively. Given
the low take-up of native forestry and lack of centralised data, it is not possible to identify
the trend data from these audits on measurement and monitoring. 614 This means there are
no independently verified measures for the effects of private forestry on biodiversity,
including ecosystems, species or genetic diversity, and no independent measures of the
areas of forest types by growth stages, except where private foresters have forest
certification. 615
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The Code has no application methodology for complex provisions that require
silvicultural or other science-based input. This makes compliance problematic when
identifying breaches and determining when enforcement is necessary. For example, the
Code requires silvicultural systems that suit the ecological requirements of forest types. 616
This is a sensible requirement from a silvicultural and policy perspective; however, it is
so generally expressed that applying and identifying a breach is potentially not auditable,
or, if breaches are identified in an audit, they may not be sufficiently clear in terms of
extent of breach to justify enforcing action. When the lack of any aligned penalty is also
considered, the effect of this type of inclusion is potentially meaningless or at best,
unenforceable.
More generally, whilst there is a general penalty provision for breaches in the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 (Vic), there is nothing specifically applicable to forestry. 617
Reliance on a general penalty provision rather than ones aligned with specific breaches of
the Code may be problematic for addressing complex matters. Such a pattern of
uncertainty in aligning breach with penalties is also present in the VPPs. 618 While they
are guidelines and not a regulation stipulating a penalty, the VPPs do stipulate sustainable
land-use, but do not define what this means. The VPPs have limited legal status until they
are under responsibility of local councils as the planning authority and, therefore, are not
prescriptive about how or when, for example, biodiversity should be monitored or
measured. However, VPPs incorporate the Code by reference, which is more prescriptive;
but it is not enough to address breaches or penalties relating to sustainability
performance. 619 For example, the mandatory provisions about forest health in the Code
contain no reference to the maintenance of productive capacity or to sustainable yields. 620
Thus, there are no regulatory obligations imposed on private plantation or native forest
owners to address sustainability-related performance.
Another pattern is the lenient enforcement protocols applied when breaches of the Code
are detected (see Chapter 6). The most common approach is the ‘show cause’
communication, which is intended to improve performance. While this may be
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appropriate for less serious breaches, it may not be suitable for serious matters such as
water quality and soil protection. A similar issue arises with the Guidelines, 621 which are
subject to audit by DELWP but have no guidance as to how a serious breach should be
handled. Chapter 6 documents some examples of allegations of environmental damage by
HVP operations that prompted limited enforcement by local councils. Arguably, the
overall efficacy of compliance under the existing regulation would improve with
increased levels of communication between local councils auditing Code compliance and
the DELWP auditing compliance with the Guidelines on vegetation removal. The lack of
centralised transparent data on enforcement prevents definitive conclusions being drawn
on compliance efficacy. An interview with the relevant officer at HVP described councils
as ‘not strong’ or ‘consistent’ in enforcing Code compliance. 622
The final pattern is a lack of sustainability measurement requirements applying to
regulators and forest owners (see Chapter 6). While the VPPs include requirements
protecting environmental values, 623 there are no requirements (and therefore, no
methodology) for measuring or monitoring the environmental impacts from private
forestry. Although measuring and monitoring is part of the audit process (by DELWP on
offset requirements, and councils for Code compliance), there are no provisions that
address how each body measures sustainability impacts. For example, these audits do not
account for biodiversity covered under the Criteria, although they are meant to account
for biodiversity measures under the Code. The difference is that the latter constitutes
general protection biodiversity measures without reference to a sustainability standard,
and the former enables greater specificity in sustainability measurements. However, the
absence of measuring and monitoring data used to determine sustainability indicators,
such as sustainable yields, reduces the capacity to assess progress towards ESFM
objectives.
7.2.5 Positive aspects of private forestry regulation
The existing regulatory model for private forestry in Victoria is based on a ‘hands-off’
approach. This means sustainability of the sector is not managed proactively. Councils do
Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation.
Interview with Warwick Williams, Skype interview (2 November 2018).
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not enforce sustainability standards or such key indicators as sustainable yields. While
this risks an overall sustainability objective being achieved, it does not prevent large-scale
operations (e.g., HVP) from determining their own sustainability standards. HVP has
established plantations across different council regions and has third party accreditation
under the FSC and Responsible Wood Standard accreditation schemes. These
accreditations are primarily driven by HVP’s policy that aligns sustainable forest
management with maximising economic performance. The existing regulations do not
impede HVP or other providers in realising sustainability accreditation as part of a
corporate social responsibility policy.624
A stringent sustainability standard is the ‘no net loss’ policy on native vegetation removal
and offset arrangements under the Guidelines. This establishes a benchmark standard for
developing land for plantations and private native forests. The VPPs require ESD
principles be reflected in planning decisions and for the mandatory application of the
Code. 625 Ironically, where local councils may be less diligent in monitoring and enforcing
Code compliance, large operators may be incentivised to achieve sustainability through
other means. For example, the third-party accreditation that HVP voluntarily obtained
arguably also helped it meet the biodiversity requirements of the Code.
Overall, the levels of production, choice of silvicultural method and choice of forest type
generally are not restricted by regulation and are driven, primarily, by internal factors.
However, while this ‘hands off’ approach has benefitted HVP, it presents a risk that less
motivated, smaller private forestry operators will not address best-practice sustainable
forest management. Despite this, the current model appears suited to large-scale industrial
plantations that are motivated to address third-party accreditation and sustainability.
7.2.6 Regulatory failures and gaps in private forestry
The existing regulatory instruments applicable to the private forestry sector in Victoria do
not address current or potential sustainable yields, the productive capacity of land or other
sustainability indicators. The VPPs do not provide for any as-of-right planting right for
private native forestry, which is potentially a barrier to entering the sector. The lack of
624
625
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any provisions addressing sustainability indicators, as-of-right planting rights (creating
greater equity between agriculture and forestry) and any centralised assessment of the
productive capacity of land zones represents a regulatory gap. There is also no regulatory
enabling or incentivising of multiple private forestry ecosystem services, except in the
case of private forests contributing to global carbon provided under the Climate Change
Act 2017 (Vic). This legislation creates both a carbon sequestration right and a forestry
right because the interests in land can be separated from the title, although the Act does
not enable secondary markets in carbon or any other forest products.
Private forestry regulation potentially imposes extra cost burdens on smaller landowners
regarding vegetation offsets under the ‘no net loss’ of native vegetation regulations. 626 A
failure to provide compliance exemptions for low-impact private forestry by the Code
increases compliance costs for smaller private forestry operations which acts as a barrier
to entry. 627
The lack of a centralised regulator for monitoring local council governance inhibits a
consistent policy direction for sustainable forest management. Further, the council
governance model is arguably an impediment to forming co-regulatory arrangements
involving industry, regulators, and third parties working together to expand the sector.
There is a risk of cross-boundary inconsistencies between core sustainability-related
standards in the balance between economic development and ecological protection,
governance, measurement and monitoring, and compliance and enforcement. This is most
evident in measurement and monitoring, where there is no centralised system for
evaluating sustainability performance among private forestry operators. The failure of the
existing regulatory model to promote a right to plant, harvest, and trade in plantation
products, or to provide for a protected investment process, arguably impedes growth. 628
The first research question requires consideration of whether the existing regulatory
model delivers ESFM. The answer in respect to private forestry is mixed due to factors
primarily associated with the current governance model. Whilst HVP demonstrated strong
motivation to address ESFM, this arose primarily from a desire to meet social
See discussion on Section 6.7 and 6.8.
This does not refer to exemption from biodiversity or sustainability-related requirements, but generally
to other Code requirements that create a regulatory cost, including road construction and maintenance.
628
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responsibility and advance the HVP brand. Even in this context, there was evidence to
suggest regulation itself does not drive this motivation. Indeed, the governance model
based on council control was seen as giving rise to inconsistent compliance and
enforcement of Code requirements and a lack of centralised data on sustainability
measures. This meant that overall, current regulation does not adequately address ESFM
objectives because there is no means to measure and enforce progress toward specific
ESFM objectives.
Matters arising from the foregoing issues are addressed in Section 7.3, which proposes
and justifies a reformed unified model for both sectors. A unified model is designed to
address the demand for wood and other forestry products (and services) holistically and
justifies the involvement of an independent regulator and centralised data collection for
calculating the key sustainability indicators relevant to assessing ESFM. A unified system
centralises governance and creates consistency in the measurement, monitoring, and
enforcement of sustainability standards.

7.3 A reformed, unified regulatory model
This section addresses the second research question on how the existing model can be
adapted to deliver ESFM. The discussion in Section 7.2 highlights significant regulatory
gaps and failures that have precluded the realisation of ESFM in the Victorian forestry
sector. In this context, it is important to note the following when addressing reform.
Recent (2019 to 2020) summer bushfires caused catastrophic forest and species loss. 629
This prompted some to speculate on the extent of the viable stands are still harvestable. 630
The point is that a ‘business as usual’ approach could not be justified in the
circumstances, particularly because post-fire logging (reprising pre-fire harvest limits)
was the most damaging as it removed hollows and other protections for surviving species.
Despite this, post-fire logging targets in Victoria were not adjusted for the altered
circumstances, with the consequent risk of serious non-compliance with precautionary
forest management. 631 This highlights a fundamental failure in adaptive management
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responses in regulation, or at least a failure of discretionary decision-making to respond to
serious alterations in the level of productive forest available post fires. Either way this
served to demonstrate a serious regulatory gap that this thesis seeks to identify and fill via
a reformed regulatory model.
The foregoing is compounded by serious failures in forest management by regulators that
were later identified via court processes. In May 2020, VicForests was found in breach of
its obligations under the Central Highlands’ Regional Forests Agreement and the Code in
66 coupes for destroying the habitat of Leadbeater’s Possum (Gymnobelideus
leadbeateri). 632 By breaching the Code, VicForests lost the harvesting exemptions
allowed under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(Cth) 633 and the Central Highlands’ Regional Forests Agreements. 634 The fact VicForests
could do this highlighted a failure of the Regional Forests Agreements to fulfil their
original sustainable forest management objectives, or at least placed doubt about their
efficacy as a regulatory and legal instrument capable of ensuring sustainable forest
management and delivery environmental protections and resource security. Conservation
protection was not enforced through the agreements but rather through Court action by an
NGO, Friends of Leadbeater’s Possum). It also highlighted a disconnect between timber
production policies, some of which address protections, and operational decision-making.
In response to such catastrophic changes and the apparent failure of the Regional Forests
Agreements at an ecological, administrative, and economical level, a governance
structure Victorian forestry must be capable of addressing EFSM. Such agreements are a
means to address a precautionary response at a regulatory and administrative level that
responds to changing circumstances and does not allow for a ‘business as usual’
approach, such as the one that VicForests chose to adopt post-fire. 635 These deficiencies
drive the need for a reformed model combining the strengths of the existing model and
new inclusions as identified in the extant literature.
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7.3.1 Positive aspects of the existing model?
Existing forestry regulation provides a structure for sustainable forest management and
sustainable timber harvesting for both sectors. In a limited way, the ESD principles and
sustainability criteria are applied as a framework for reporting and as a basis for a broad
sustainability related standards in the Sustainability Charter that VicForests is required to
comply with. 636 Thus the foundation for a stronger sustainable forest management
framework arguably exists in outline, one that (with modification and development) could
address measurement and monitoring, enforcement and compliance, balance and
governance prescriptively; thereby working as a system that recognises the importance of
causal links and associated change mechanisms that apply Criteria aligning with the key
objectives of ESFM.
In a unified regulatory model covering both sectors, the various units of DEWLP
currently charged with the administration of forest regulation would be replaced with one
timber regulation unit responsible for compliance and enforcement oversight and
prosecutions for serious breaches. The DELWP would continue to monitor VicForests
compliance and enforcement, annual forest audits, investigations and spot audits.
Similarly, VicForests would retain its role of managing sustainable harvesting, including
the regeneration and commercial sale of timber and other commercial uses of forest
ecosystem services. This accords with the idea of regulation with flexible coordination
across government agencies and NGOs. 637 The DELWP and VicForests should partner
with environmental NGOs to collect forest data relevant to ESFM.
Existing regulatory instruments, such as the Code, continue to apply but be amended to
clarify application methodologies and guidelines on identification and management of
breaches. The use of voluntary forest certification schemes would be encouraged, with
possible cooperative arrangements in monitoring standards by the audit functions of
regulators. The two FSC certification standards (FSC forest management certification and
FSC chain of custody certification) and Australian Forestry Standard would remain in
their current form as independent certifying bodies. The audit function undertaken for reaccreditation purposes of these standards could be used in conjunction with independent
regulator audits. Although the two remain as independent certifiers, they could enter into
636
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cooperative arrangements in respect to audit findings. The independent regulator would
be authorised to address compliance with Code standards in conjunction with the use of
third-party audits.
7.3.2 New forestry governance structures
This section examines the changes to governance structures designed to address natural
resource governance and ESFM. In this context, governance includes rules, enforcement
mechanisms, institutions and their interactive processes required to achieve ESFM. The
construction of rules and their function is an important aspect of governance that is
downplayed in the current model. Specifically, there is a paucity of sustainability-related
rules in the current forestry regulations and those that do exist do not align clearly with an
enforcement mechanism. Therefore, governance is weakened by the failure to recognise
the importance of rules and their construction in the function of governance.
7.3.2.1 Sustainability governance—Flexible, adaptive regulations

Sustainability governance in forest management requires purpose-built institutions and
regulatory mechanisms to mobilise diverse inputs from scientific, political, and economic
fields. 638 The current platform for forest governance in Victoria is an administrative
arrangement between three regulators (DELWP, DEDA and local councils) and
producing authorities (VicForests, HVP and small private harvesters) with poorly defined
lines of authority and no incentives. This platform does not identify as a stand-alone
sustainable forest management unit. This is a mistake because it loses synergy from a lack
of inputs into one regulatory unit with appropriate authority and risks the sustainability
objectives being dissipated because of its current obscure sustainability objectives.
Governance becomes a purely reactive, process-driven, and path-dependent series of
administrative actions. 639
An efficient and effective governance framework must reference the sustainable use of
the natural resource base using a practical definition of ESFM and operate as a separate
administrative network reinforcing ESFM objectives. This would contribute to the
creation of a dynamic relationship that aligns political processes, institutional structures
and policies to address sustainability decision-making regarding available forest
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resources. 640 Such a regime focuses on sustainable governance of forest resources
holistically (referring to multiple policy fields and temporal scales) and a process of
interaction between public and private entities, each contributing to the sustainability
objectives without discounting the possible use of incentives at appropriate times. An
independent regulator of sustainable forest management and sustainable forest harvesting
would provide a focal point for diverse inputs, including science-based inputs. 641 This
would avoid confusion during decision-making when there are multiple government
regulators and departments. 642 An independent regulator would recognise a thematic
interrelationship between sustainability and governance that is self-reinforcing. This is
observed as a two-way process where governance may be a way to achieve sustainability,
just as sustainability could be a way to achieve governance. 643 In this context, governance
and sustainability are interlinked in a dynamic relationship that, in addition to being selfreinforcing, becomes empowering for harnessing the diverse inputs for sustainable forest
management.
Sustainability governance is difficult to achieve without incentives because of its
aspirational nature for improving sustainability performance. 644 A reformed governance
function would contain incentives for sustainability performance in both forestry sectors
and identify relationships that could build or add to the incentives. The incentives would
be aligned with clearly defined sustainability objectives operating as guiding principles,
such as those in the Sustainability Charter, at an operational level. This recognises a
distinction between operational and organisational regulations and adjusts the incentives
to suite this difference. This distinction also recognises the importance of multiple, actual
and potential interactions between governments, NGOs and local communities in
advancing the ESFM objectives. Assuming public forestry is uneconomic (as indicated by
some reports), 645 governance actively addresses the profitability of resource use and
ruthlessly avoids the use of incentives for economically unsustainable resource extraction.
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Therefore, the governance function would use an adaptive, flexible approach to
incentives, which may change according to differing circumstances and between sectors.
A reformed structure would require an independent regulator with an adaptive
governance capability to collaborate with a diverse set of stakeholders operating at
different economic and societal levels across multi-level institutions. 646 The aim is to
prioritise ecosystem management as the dominant function capable of responding to the
unpredictability of such chaotic natural events as the 2020 bushfires. 647 This
acknowledges the inherent resource scarcity and regional, spatial and temporal
differences at an administrative and operational level for adaptive decision-making. An
independent regulator would interact with environmental NGOs, businesses, and
government stakeholders in decision-making. In this context, the idea of having one
public operator, such as VicForests, making decisions about harvesting public forests
without regard to cross-sector private interests, becomes outmoded.
An independent regulator should be empowered across public and private forests under
regulations to address multiple forest uses and engage with diverse business sectors,
NGOs and other government departments. This regulator needs to be transparent and
authorised to address sustainable yields and other sustainability thresholds using
regionally based criteria. Collaboration with NGOs and businesses would provide
information sources for these thresholds and enable entrepreneurial collaborations with
third parties to maximise the return from forest ecosystem values. This potentially
requires cross-departmental, cross sector and business sector information flows aligned
with tourism, water, carbon sequestration, control of erosion and biodiversity.
The foregoing requires an independent regulator with some similarities to the Victorian
Environment Protection Authority. 648 The regulator would be established in accordance
with an Act of the Victorian Parliament, which includes clear guidelines on independence
from government interference. The appointment of the board would reflect equitable
distribution of positions for industry, conservation and community members. Board
membership would be for a defined period. The power of the independent regulator is to
address ESFM objectives and undertake productivity assessment for multiple forest
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ecosystem services. In both of these areas, the independent regulator is authorised to
delegate authority to DELWP and DEDA, with guidelines on how and when it may
intervene when the ESFM objectives may not be met or where forest ecosystem
productivity assessments may be required or reviewed if not meeting established
guidelines.
Whilst the regulator is authorised to review and, if necessary, change decision-making
relating to the ESFM objectives, the intention is to largely leave the current oversight
capabilities of DELWP intact. An example where intervention by the regulator may be
required relates to application of the precautionary principle. If either VicForests or
DELWP fail to apply the precautionary principle, where it is deemed necessary by the
regulator to apply it, the regulator may intervene and enforce compliance. It may also
intervene if the application of the precautionary response is not deemed adequate or
proportionate to the level of environmental risk. Where disputes arise as to the exercise of
this form of intervention, there would be two main areas for dispute resolution. The first
is where the Chief Scientist, appointed to the regulator, may make a review and
assessment of the matter in dispute. The role of the Chief Scientist, not dissimilar to the
Chief Scientist with the Environment Protection Authority, is to advise the regulator’s
leadership team, the relevant Minister and other arms of government where it is deemed
necessary. Once the Chief Scientist conducts a review and a decision is made, the only
remaining avenue to appeal any decision of the Chief Scientist is through an appeal
process to a separate arm of the independent regulator. This is an independent tribunal
within the regulator to address disputes and contested decision-making between the
independent regulator, DELWP and VicForests. This tribunal, a type of forest
productivity commission, is tasked to review decisions such as when to apply the
principle based on scientific data, or other enforcement or dispute matter. Appointments
to the forest productivity commission would reflect understanding of silviculture,
multiple forest ecosystem values, and dispute resolution capability. A decision made by
the commission would be final and independent of any ministerial intervention. The risk
of regulatory capture is limited by the independence of the regulator and its internal
dispute resolution processes.
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The foregoing requires enhanced economic and ecological accountability and
transparency in the governance framework. 649 This would ensure that the business case to
undertake a harvest, as opposed to some other use of forest values, is justified. The focus
on data reflecting regional economic and ecological Criteria that are adapted for each
sector would be used to make decisions regarding contracts for resource extraction and
the allocation of revenue from extraction. This requires mandating contract disclosures
and revenue transparency to ensure that the value of extracting the wood-based resources
is justified compared to non-wood-based options. A review of contracts undertaken by the
independent regulator would be a precondition to a contract proceeding. This review
process applies ESD principles as part of the review criteria. For example, the approval of
contracts for harvesting would be reviewed against the ESD principles, including the
precautionary principle. A reformed regulatory model would ensure that these principles
are applied in conjunction with regionally based criteria as a means of evaluating impacts
on sustainability. Data collection processes would be incorporated into the overall
accountability and transparency framework. This transparency process would be
reinforced within the Sustainability Charter.
The independent regulator would have sufficient financial, technical, and political
autonomy to undertake investigations of government processes, including contract
reviews and approvals and be empowered to interact with state and non-state participants
to decide about the investigation process. Regulation should specify the sustainabilityrelated objectives for consideration in decision-making, the nature of the investigations
and review of data provided by state and non-state participants, and application of
regional-based Criteria. Therefore, regulation would have a heightened influence on the
governance process because they would specify access rules (regarding who takes part in
the governance arrangements and their interactions) and responsibility allocation
(covering the division of responsibility between the participants).
Departmental objectives should prioritise ecosystem management as a necessary corollary
to use of the forest resource. Application of regionally based Criteria and threshold
concepts of sustainable yields and related indices in regulation would enable an improved
response to catastrophic changes such as the 2019/20 fires. Regional Criteria would be
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used in conjunction with ESD principles, so the risk of logging in areas containing
endangered species would be substantially reduced. The access and responsibility
allocations in the regulations establish the independent regulator's role to review data
from bodies such as the Friends of Leadbeater’s Possum. 650 The rules would encourage
and empower stakeholders to provide input in decision-making about sustainable forest
management as part of the governance process for both sectors, thereby removing the
existing confrontational position between NGOs and government departments.
The foregoing reflects adjustments of the governance framework to encompass civil
society and market actors with incentives and information-based governance
arrangements. 651 This would introduce a market rationality into organisational processes,
which is of particular relevance to private forestry. Small-scale private forest owners
would be responsible for the economic and sustainability performance of their holdings
reporting to the independent regulator. The independent regulator would use local private
forest cooperatives, working as an administrative agent to liaise with growers and
focusing on economic outcomes. Individual growers would work with the independent
regulator, primarily on sustainability performance, in conjunction with these local
cooperatives. The success of such a structure would depend on adequate education and
training for improved sustainability outcomes from individual growers. Local councils
could still act as co-administrative agents for the independent regulator to process
education and training requirements as part of the licensing conditions.
7.3.2.2 Changes to existing structures for sustainability governance

This study has highlighted several governance issues including: (1) the absence of
adaptive decision-making when confronted with catastrophic changes; (2) soft
enforcement protocols for non-compliance with the Code; (3) a failure to apply the
precautionary principle or engage in precautionary behaviour generally when endangered
species are detected; (4) a lack of enforcement when obligations under Regional Forest
Agreements are breached; and (5) cross boundary inconsistency under the local council
governance model for private forests. A common theme is a lack of reflexive or adaptive
regulations addressing changes to sustainable yields and other sustainability thresholds,
and a lax enforcement and compliance rigor for sustainability-related objectives. An
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independent regulator should be empowered to respond to changes in sustainable yields
and circumstance and enforce compliance where the DELWP fails to do so, particularly
in cases of failure to take precautionary actions or meet such legal obligations as those
arising under the Regional Forest Agreements.
The DELWP would be responsible for sustainable forest management, with one
sustainable forest management unit, including compliance and enforcement of
investigations and prosecutions. Forest management units within the DELWP, comprising
the THCU, Forest Regulation Unit, Intelligence and Investigations Unit and Prosecutions
Unit, would be amalgamated to manage compliance and enforcement policies. Such
amalgamation would also remove the risk of miscommunication that results from the fact
each unit currently sits within a different division of DELWP. 652 The independent
regulator would oversee the DELWP’s sustainable forest management responsibilities,
including sustainable yield thresholds and enforcement activity. DELWP would operate
under prescriptive guidance for applying the precautionary principle and other ESD
principles. Responsible officers within the DELWP and VicForests staff would have
investigative powers to enforce forestry compliance. These powers extend to
precautionary management training for authorised officers exercising directions pursuant
to section 70 of the SFA 2004. 653 Authorised officers would have sufficient coercive
power to obtain documents and information to the extent required to make informed
decisions about whether to proceed with prosecutions. The ‘honest and reasonable
mistake’ defence used for purported breaches of sections 45 and 46 of SFA 2004 (dealing
with unauthorised harvesting and compliance with the Code) would be restricted by
making it more difficult to use this defence to avoid responsibility for prohibited and
illegal conduct in operational forestry. 654 In a revised change to sustainable governance
structures the defence would still exist, but with appropriate controls over its use
especially where conduct is both prohibited and/or has the potential to seriously impact
achieving ESFM objectives. The regulations would include prescriptive guidance about
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implementing proportionate responses to actions that present ecological risks, with
limitations on how the defence is used.
The literature emphasises the importance of independent monitoring and enforcement
procedures and transparency to aid compliance efficacy (see Section 2.4), which is why
the independent regulator should be able to intervene in enforcements where it considers
that an action should be taken in a particular matter. 655 Further, it would have the
authority to review sustainability and compliance performance and initiate prosecutions
or other enforcement actions if the proposed forest regulation unit within the DELWP
fails to take action. 656 While the Independent Review of Timber Harvesting Regulation
did not suggest an independent regulator (such as the one operating in Tasmania), this
was predicated on the need to regulate one entity—VicForests. 657 Given that the proposed
model addresses both public and private forestry, there would be multiple regulatees and
thus, there may be merit in further investigation of the FPA (Forest Practices Authority, is
the Tasmanian independent regulator) model. 658 In fact, the Independent Review
considered if there were multiple regulates in the system, then an independent regulator
may be appropriate.
Independent monitoring and enforcement would require significant amendments to the
SFA 2004 to define the independent regulator’s role and powers. The amendments would
include DELWP establishing a publicly available compliance and enforcement policy that
defines when enforcement and prosecutions should be instigated. This would establish an
enforcement pyramid with a base comprising educative and incentive compliance for less
serious breaches and appropriate triggers that escalate up the pyramid for repeat offending
and more serious breaches. The approach of any compliance and enforcement policy
should have prevention as a preferred option with enforcement only when necessary. For
example, preventative mechanisms should ensure that decisions about harvesting align
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with the sustainability criteria. Therefore, compliance would become more important
during the planning stages and not just at the post-harvest review stage.
The governance literature, particularly that studying new environmental governance,
emphasises public–private collaborations with agreed goals. 659 This is characterised as a
participatory collaboration with adaptive flexibility, with a governance model
determining the right mix of administrative, managerial, and mediating functions. Given
that the unified model is designed to address both public and private forestry sectors, it
would be important for the independent regulator to have authority regarding
sustainability goals for both sectors. Section 2.1 examined the literature regarding the
developments in using co-regulatory arrangements with private organisations, including
NGOs, external accreditation bodies and environmental organisations. 660 The
Independent Review of Timber Harvesting Regulation referenced the existing
oppositional impasse that prevents a meaningful exchange of information between
regulators and NGOs and recommended harnessing the combined capabilities in a
meaningful combination of ideas. 661 Accordingly, any regulatory arrangements to resolve
oppositional impasses would require amendments to the SFA 2004 that gives the
independent regulator power to include all stakeholders in decision-making when
deciding allocation orders, pre-harvest surveys and identifying and prioritising the use of
multiple forest ecosystem values.
The proposed unified model has a reformed functionality for VicForests to commercial
management over multiple forest ecosystem services. This accords with the literature on
market-based instruments and the new environmental governance partnerships with
private actors (see Section 2.1). Such a model requires amendments to the SFA 2004
establishing guidelines on application methodologies for VicForests management of
multiple forest ecosystem values. VicForests would be required to evaluate different
forest ecosystem services to ensure the most productive use is made. Such a process
reflects the application of a state-scale method for valuing forest ecosystem services.
These issues further justify a state-wide economic and environmental accounting system
that evaluates forest uses for tourism, water, carbon, agriculture, and wood.
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7.3.3 Specific needs of public forestry
This section examines how the regulations in a unified regulatory model could account
for public forestry needs to meet the ESFM objectives.
7.3.3.1 Measurement and monitoring

Section 2.4 highlighted the importance of science inputs for structuring the regulation of
measuring and monitoring forest sustainability. 662 The role of sustainability criteria is
deemed important for assessing the ecological impacts of logging practices. Section 2.3
revealed the distinction drawn in the literature between the use of sustainability indices
for reporting purposes and the application of measurement and monitoring methodologies
to operational harvesting activities. 663 While the literature does not specify a regulatory
form for monitoring and measurement methodologies, its relative importance of such
methodologies for inclusion in regulations is emphasised. However, even for the
reporting function, the literature offers no insights regarding how regulation should
address data collection, monitoring and measuring. Thus, it is not possible to draw any
definitive conclusions from the literature regarding the proposed regulatory form in this
context.
The literature discussed in Section 2.4 emphasises the importance of risk-based regulatory
frameworks for ESFM. 664 This requires information to identify the nature of the risks and
the trigger for an adaptive response. 665 The information includes data to identify tipping
points and ecological margins for calculating sustainable yields and related indices. 666
However, the literature does not clarify how this can be incorporated into regulation for
sustainable forest management.
Measurement and monitoring are required at the planning, harvesting and post-harvesting
stages to avoid the misuse and misallocation of common pool resources. 667 A key focus is
regulation covering the collection of data on the areas, volumes and biomass of available
Lindenmayer and Laurance, A History of Hubris – Cautionary lessons in ecologically sustainable forest
management.
663
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forests and based on this, the sustainable levels of production for determining allocation
orders and TRPs or different uses of forest ecosystem values. In the context of Victorian
forestry, these indices help determine where wood harvesting should be allowed and
assist in augmenting sustainable yield data in each harvest region and across all regions.
This means that base data must be collected at regular intervals to identify trends over
time in these indicators. Therefore, regulation should assign responsibility for the
collection of data over relevant time intervals, with a mandatory annual calculation of
sustainable yield. Identifying forest sustainability as a necessary precondition to
harvesting addresses a fundamental shortcoming in the current model.
A unified regulatory model would mandate an adaptive response at trigger points
activated in response to the collected data. 668 The main standard associated with trigger
points would pertain to sustainable yields, both regionally and globally across each sector.
A sustainable yield calculation determined by the independent regulator would assess the
degree of risk according to the availability of different tree species. The trigger should be
applied in two coloured ‘light’ scenarios: the first exemplified by Lindenmayer’s longterm ‘hidden collapse’ scenario. A ‘pre-crisis’ situation, for example, should prompt a
yellow light trigger, instigating a review and temporary cessation of activities. Such
cessation or pause should last for a period long enough to address whether a sustainable
yield threshold can be met. In extreme more immediate risk situations, the second
scenario of the red-light trigger would be activated, resulting in the full precautionary
cessation of harvesting. A failure to meet sustainable yields and key alerts (e.g.,
identifying endangered species in harvest areas) could result in either a yellow or redlight trigger depending on the degree of risk and the relative immediacy of requirements
for action to be taken.
The independent regulator determines when yellow or red-light triggers are activated and
when progression from the yellow to red light occurs. Regulation should identify a nonexhaustive list of triggering activities, but discretion should be exercised where events
outside the list may still pose a serious risk and requiring an adaptive response. Even
where harvesting can proceed initially based on positive indications from the data, the
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yellow light trigger might still arise where the areas and habitats available for forestdependent endangered species indicate changes over time.
7.3.3.2 Compliance and enforcement

Some literature on compliance and enforcement identifies reasons for compliance or noncompliance (see Section 2.4). 669 Motivation is multifaceted and affected by unique
complexities within the regulated sector. Arguably, these issues invite conjecture that
compliance motivations are also impacted by how compliance-based regulatory
requirements are constructed and the behavioural tendencies of regulatees. If this view is
correct, each sector’s unique characteristics are relevant to a compliance and enforcement
regime.
A reformed compliance framework would give ultimate authority for compliance and
enforcement to the independent regulator, an approach that accords with other states, such
as Tasmania, whose regulator model was discussed in Chapter 2. 670 The independent
regulator delegates this authority to DELWP, but it retains ultimate authority over
compliance and enforcement activities. The analogy of a compliance pyramid represents a
responsive regulation framework (see Figure 7.1).
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At higher levels, participants
either do not want or decide not
to comply, resulting in full
application of the law
At middle levels, participants try
to comply but do not always
succeed. The regulator helps with
compliance

At lower levels, participants
want to comply and the
regulator responds with
incentives and education

Figure 7.1. Compliance Pyramid 671
The base consists of enforcement measures for cooperation and persuasion, with
progressively tougher sanctions further up the compliance pyramid (see Figure 7.1). The
lower level consists of training, education, cooperation, and incentives, moving to
imposition of penalties or prosecutions as a last resort. Compliance monitoring would be
under the ultimate control of the independent regulator but is conducted at first instance
by DELWP. Triggers for progressing up the pyramid should be prescribed in regulation.
For trigger points to have practical application, officers must have sufficient powers to
enter land and obtain information relating to forest practices. These officers must have the
authority to issue notices to stop forest harvesting and prosecution notices, which activate
investigations that may lead to prosecutions should the evidence justify it. Finally,
officers would have responsibility to complete compliance reports within 30 days of the
completion of each discrete operational phase of harvesting.
DELWP would be charged with checking the veracity of the compliance reports in the
first instance, supplemented by formal annual monitoring and reporting audits by the
independent regulator. The independent regulator's audit process serves a dual purpose:
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(1) collecting data for the five-yearly SFRs; and (2) monitoring operational harvesting to
identify breaches that may not have been identified or acted upon by DELWP.
Enforcement actions by either DELWP or the independent regulator may arise at any
stage of harvesting. However, annual forest audits by the independent regulator would be
most likely to identify cause of actions. Parties served with breach notices would have a
right of appeal to an independent administrative tribunal, with specialised understanding
of forestry practice. Serious breaches, such as harvesting within an area containing
endangered species or rainforests, may trigger a temporary stop-work order, pending
further investigations. Notices could prescribe the penalties, major rehabilitation or offset
works to be carried out, including revegetation of cleared land or the creation of reserves
and buffers. The independent regulator would have the power to order fines and a range
of regenerative or rehabilitative actions. The matters to consider when assessing whether
a fine is merited include: (1) the extent of the environmental harm, repairs required and
public sensitivity; (2) the degree of intentional action; (3) the level of cooperation; (4)
whether corrective actions have been taken; and (5) the history of the offender. Further,
prosecutions may proceed where the defendant refuses to undertake other compliance
measures, including corrective actions or paying prescribed fines. The regulations should
distinguish between discretionary fines and circumstances where prosecutions must
proceed for extreme environmental damage or gross negligence.
A key to understanding the foregoing regime is that the collection of data by the regulator
is completely independent and based on sustainability Criteria. Regulation prescribing
this process should align the data collection process with specified criteria. For example,
Criterion 2 covers the maintenance of a forest ecosystem’s productive capacity, with
Indicator 2.1 covering the area and percentage of forests and net area of forests available
and suitable for timber production. 672 While silvicultural science is presumed to be used
for informing the assessment of areas suitable for timber production, the new framework
would prescribe a process rather than reliance on the exercise of discretion in when and
how such science is applied. This accords with the discussion in the literature that
recommends a continuous reference to indicators that assist the detection of risks in
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diverse forest environments and the need to account for landscape variation when
maintaining ecological integrity. 673
7.3.3.3 Balancing economic development and ecological protection

The literature stresses the medium- and long-term use of criteria as vital due to the
difficulty of identifying risks in the short-term. This can arguably be extended to
assessment of the economic and ecological balance (see Section 2.4), that is important
for addressing management decision-making, particularly around maintenance of
economic and ecological balance during operational harvesting. The literature provides
some guidance about how and where criteria are used in an ecological context generally,
but not specifically in regulation. 674
A reformed regulatory model specifies the ratios of forest types with sustainable yields
aligned with the triggers for precautionary actions when economic viability is a critical
issue. Such an approach requires great precision including the construction of the ratios
and the activations point of the triggers. It would be important for the independent
regulator to be given authority to ensure ecological and economic balance and to
determine what criteria are aligned with trigger point activation.
Three areas should therefore be addressed in the unified regulatory model: (1) guidelines
for the independent regulator when assessing balance in sustainable forest management;
(2) rules for the nature of public input on balance; and (3) balance-related criteria for the
independent regulator when finalising allocation orders or orders for other forest
ecosystem values.
The terms of the Code would need to be amended to incorporate methodologies
addressing ecological and economic balance, including factors relevant to the
conservation of biodiversity and economic performance associated with different
ecosystem values. This is particularly relevant to applying the precautionary principle and
other ESD principles in the SFA 2004. 675 A key change within the new regulatory model
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would be a requirement for the mandatory application of the ESD principles. 676 This
should be accompanied by an implementation methodology for each principle providing
guidance for applying the principles, monitoring their application, reporting against each
application. Such methodologies enable a risk-weighted proportionate response to
ecological threats based on the extent of the risk. Where an ESD principle is applied, the
party responsible for the application should report to the regulator regarding the
application process. The independent regulator would then review the application process
to assess whether further action was required.
7.3.3.4 Governance

Current government policies identify 2030 as the year the state should have transited from
public to private forestry. 677 Achievement of this target requires some adjustment to
public forestry governance arrangements in addition to those discussed in Section
7.3.2.1., as well as a transition pathway that addresses supply issues for selected
hardwoods and a suitable support package for workers exiting the sector. 678 Areas that are
gradually made exempt from logging need to be identified as reserves and made part of
the state system of such designated areas.
There is also a need to establish a specialised unit to address transition issues, including:
(1) assessing each product type transition timeframe; (2) new plantation management
regimes for longer rotation hardwood plantations; (3) ensuring commercial neutrality
between the cost of producing wood from state forests and wood from plantations; (4) a
jobs transition strategy from the public to private sectors; and (5) assessing the different
forest ecosystem values within the foregoing transition framework, especially carbon
capture and storage.
Further, some writers emphasise the importance of governance arrangements that address
local factors, which may result in economic, social, and ecological trade-offs. 679 This
means using regional Criteria in governance arrangements and independent certification
The Code provides for mandatory application of the precautionary principle, while the SFA 2004 (Vic)
only requires decision-makers to have ‘regard’ to it. This disparity is rectified by a mandatory
application of the principles in the Act.
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schemes in forest management subject to cooperative transparency. Such an approach
could be used in conjunction with an independent regulator managing the use of
certification schemes as part of the governance framework.
A reformed model mandates the collection of data on key Criteria with clear lines of
authority for using this data in operational decision-making, such as preparing allocation
orders and TRPs for each harvesting region. This means that the data addresses the key
regionally based sustainability criteria that are relevant to the sustainable yields and
productive capacities of each forest type. Certification schemes could be used in this
process to augment data collection or the validation of criteria aligning with the data as
part of the certification process.
The preparation of forest zoning, allocation orders, and TRPs would be under the
independent regulator's ultimate control. Regulation stipulates governance responsibility
by the independent regulator in managing the efficient use of multiple forest ecosystem
values. This requires a state-scale approach for quantifying the dollar-value of forestderived ecosystem services and would permit the independent regulator to conduct
productivity assessments of forest ecosystem services in similar ways to productivity
decisions by the Australian Government’s Productivity Commission. 680
The independent regulator is responsible for preparing a TRP after accounting for
sustainable yields and the availability of forest types against available productive forests.
The key distinction from past practices is that this process depends on whether it is
considered the most efficient use of the forest for that region. VicForests would retain
responsibility for conducting the gradual winding down of public forest harvesting to
meet the 2030 deadline and would retain a role on managing the commercial use of other
forest ecosystem values. The DELWP would remain responsible for reviewing VicForests
compliance with the Code via annual audits. This would be supplemented by authorised
officers reviewing harvesting and post-harvest operations in each region. The independent
regulator has the authority to review the annual audits conducted by DELWP to ensure
that appropriate standards are maintained and implement prosecutions if required. This
review process includes monitoring VicForests responses to recommendations made from
the annual audits. DELWP retains its authority to enforce compliance through educational
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programs and training, fines and prosecutions; however, it would be subject to
interventions by the independent regulator if the regulator believes DELWP has failed to
initiate a compliance measure correctly.
This structure could incorporate public–private collaborations (see Section 2.1), referred
to as the new environmental governance. Some of these collaborations would be
characterised as participatory collaborations with adaptive flexibility. While the literature
does not fully address how this adaptive model would be reflected in regulation, there are
some indications as to its form. The current failure of VicForests to enlist support from
environmental NGOs to help with pre-harvest surveys, could be rectified by regulatory
inclusions to allow public participation in giving evidence in respect to per-harvest
surveys. 681 A hybrid approach across government agencies and private stakeholders helps
avoid regulatory capture by one stakeholder.
A key focus of a reformed governance framework would be reporting on precautionary
risk management. The application of the precautionary principle should include reporting
when and how it is applied. DELWP’s audit function could extend to assessing the
application of the ESD principles, including the precautionary principle, with potential for
reviews by the independent regulator. DELWP could make decisions about penalties for
breaches of Code requirements, but inaction would result in interventions by the
independent regulator. Breaches of the Code would have designated penalties, including
prosecutions where serious issues arose, such as negligence and intentional breaches
resulting in serious environmental damage. 682 The independent regulator would have the
authority to initiate prosecutions in the event DELWP failed to do so where it was
appropriate such action be taken.
7.3.4 Regulation of private forestry to address ESFM
This section examines the regulation of the private forestry sector, comprising plantations
and private native forestry in a unified, reformed regulatory model. This comprises a
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similar focus on evaluative categories; measurement and monitoring, compliance and
enforcement, ecological and economic balance, and governance.
7.3.4.1 Measurement and monitoring

The VPPs stipulate the sustainable use of existing natural resources while recognising the
desirability of plantations on cleared land and sustainable timber production compliant
with the Code. 683 When determining an application for timber production, the relevant
council must consider the role of native forests and plantations in protecting water
quality, conserving flora and fauna and preventing the adverse effects of land
degradation. The VPPs are structured as a general guideline and do not expressly require
any measuring or monitoring, which allows councils considerable discretion in how and
what they may measure when auditing compliance to the Code. The Code covers
plantations and private native forestry and is more prescriptive but does not prescribe any
measuring or monitoring relevant to sustainable forest management. Thus, a system to
measure and monitor the objectives consistent with ESFM is missing from both these
instruments.
A centralised private forest management system with a central database is a key part of
the reformed unified regulatory model. Under existing regulation, private native forestry
requires a planning permit and a biodiversity offset where native vegetation is cleared. 684
There is provision for biodiversity reports and a management agreement regarding the
land between the landowner and the body corporate represented by DELWP. 685 Each of
these requirements presents an opportunity to address data collection for a centralised
database.
For plantations, selected coupes may be audited quarterly. The independent regulator
utilises a centralised database to measure and monitor a breakdown of species and genetic
diversity, forest types and tenures and areas of forest types by growth stages. This would
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enable comparative assessments of private forestry with agriculture, 686 and guide policy
developments regarding the location of plantations in regional economic hubs close to
processing infrastructure. 687 The data could also be used to justify plantation deforestation
where land might be converted for agriculture purposes 688 and the level of government
investment and support needed to expand the sector. 689
Centralised data would aid in a global assessment of the benefits provided by standing
trees, including carbon sequestration, water catchment protection, ecotourism, and
biodiversity protection. It also enables the development of generic Criteria of
sustainability for plantations and private native forestry to support decision-making for
sustainable forest management. 690 The development of these Criteria includes a
distinction between the sustainability criteria at a local level for small-scale private
forestry and plantations at the industrial scale. 691
The foregoing requires an amendment to the SFA 2004 mandating the collection of
centralised data for private forests covering both plantations and private native forests. 692
A reform of the Act should include express requirements for collecting data relevant to
sustainability criteria, and for measurement and monitoring to determine the progress
towards ESFM.
The development of sustainability criteria for private forestry would be the responsibility
of the independent regulator. Private landowners would be able to access incentives to

See, e.g., a study that found plantation forestry was competitive with dairying if economic and
environmental cost/benefits were considered: Juan Jose Monge, Warren Parker and Stefania
Pizzirani, ‘Identifying Complementarities for the Dairy and Forestry Industries in the Central
North Island’ (2017) 61(4) New Zealand Journal of Forestry 16.
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self-report on the sustainability criteria. The extent and range of self-reporting purposes
would vary between landowners, with each purpose requiring a specific set of selfreporting requirements. Self-reporting should be incentivised in two ways: (1) prompt and
complete data reporting would reduce future regulatory interventions and the risk of
adverse findings in a compliance audit; and (2) data confirming the soil and water
conservation benefits could trigger incentive payments. Adaptive change mechanisms in
the regulation would link the collected data to decision-making about forest values
relevant to forest productivity.
Administration of the provisions by the independent regulator would consider the effects
of regulation on small-scale operations. A reformed model would define small-scale farm
forestry operations as less than five hectares and exempt from some Code obligations,
provided sustainability performance is adequate.
7.3.4.2 Compliance and enforcement

Compliance and enforcement should be centralised with authority given to the
independent regulator to ensure consistency in accordance with a defined enforcement
and prosecution policy. Regulatory instruments that use generalised commands, such as
the Code, with no prescribed methods of application or associated penalty, currently risks
lower compliance efficacy due to the difficulty of detecting breaches and identifying the
correct penalty. Centralised authority also requires reflexive regulations to address
compliance based on the data collected by the VFMP.
Incentives have capacity to encourage compliance with sustainability requirements.
Incentives could be available for landowners as part of the compliance regime to assist
them with meeting ESFM objectives. Such incentives should align with educational
programs about sustainable forest management. The rationale is that a farmer would be
offered incentives to engage in small-scale agroforestry, with the immediate benefit of
increased biodiversity and improved soil quality. In return, the landholder must disclose
information regarding the key sustainability indices relevant to the forestry activity. The
information would be associated with the sustainability programs monitored by the
independent regulator, who would be authorised to grant further incentive payments for
ecological improvements. Landowners could voluntarily enter into agreements with the
regulator focusing on improved performance based on the sustainability indicators agreed
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with the landowner. 693 The focus at this point is predominantly self-regulatory, even
though the overall compliance scheme is one based on regulatory intervention, which
may be seen as incompatible with self-regulating actions. Here, the landowner agrees to
meet bespoke sustainability objectives relevant to agroforestry developments for their
requirements. While small-scale operations avoid some obligations under the Code not
relevant because of their size, they would be required to adhere to sustainability criteria as
a condition of exemption and based on the scale of their operation. A sustainability
agreement would impose two categories of compliance obligations: (1) aspirationalrelated objectives that are incentivised and subject to a strict self-reporting regime with no
punitive enforcement; and (2) mandatory environmental standards subject to enforcement
by the independent regulator in the case of serious breach. Where the Code applies,
compliance would be monitored through a combination of self-reporting and spot audits
by the independent regulator.
7.3.4.3 Balancing economic development and ecological protection

A reformed unified regulatory model would rely on feedback loops for an adaptive
management response during the key stages of the harvesting cycle. This is relevant to
addressing the balance between ecological protection and economic development in
private forestry. The balance between these elements is central to ESD, yet the current
regulatory requirements for forestry are largely silent on the issue. The VPPs should
recognise a ‘right to plant’ small-scale native forestry lots, subject to sustainability-related
criteria, provide legal protection to private forestry, and enhance its status for those
contemplating entry into the sector. The SFA 2004 would need amending to allow for the
ownership of trees and related forest ecosystem values separate from the land. A permit
approval process recognising the right to plant, harvest and trade plantations, along with
plantations being recognised as long-term rotational agricultural crops, would address
some equity concerns about agriculture gaining preferential regulatory treatment. These
proposed changes would enhance the economic viability of private forestry, grow the
sector and, at the same time, provide biodiversity benefits from increased forest cover, all
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of which would contribute to the overall balance between ecological protection and
economic development.
A reformed unified regulatory model allows the independent regulator to assess the
balance against the overall productive capacity by assessing how and when to increase the
private forest estate, assessing viable investment models to grow the sector when
necessary, valuing multiple ecosystem services of forests, facilitating contract
negotiations for the supply of wood and other forest products to consumers and making
decisions about ecological protection. The inclusion of such provisions in a new model
not only permits recognition of the current forest carbon rights, 694 but also other forest
values and adopts a state-scale method for valuing forest ecosystem services and credits.
These amendments would cover the right to plant, harvest and trade plantations and their
products.
Small-scale forestry operations, including agroforestry, requires a general exemption for
‘low-impact’ private native forestry. 695 Specific exclusions of the general exemption for
small-scale forestry would include roading, 696 and those based on the scale of timber
harvesting operational requirements, 697 forest regeneration and management. 698 These
operations would gain some relief from Code compliance, subject to meeting the
sustainability conditions of their permit.
A reformed Code would also include guidelines for sustainable plantation management
and application methodologies for key biodiversity requirements. Such methodologies
help to avoid cross-boundary inconsistencies in the application of Code requirements.
Further, there should be a distinction between native vegetation removal for land-use
changes and for sustainable timber harvesting. In a new proposed model, harvesting
would be defined as a low-impact activity on habitat conditions and long-term
biodiversity values, with a lower risk assessment pathway when determining vegetation

See generally; Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic) Part 7.
AFG recommends an exemption from Code compliance requirements when private forest represents
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offsets. 699 The cost of obtaining biodiversity vegetation offsets should be limited for
smallholdings, making sure to distinguish between a site maintained as a forest and one
for other uses.
Costs associated with compliance could be reduced to ensure that forestry is treated
equitably with agriculture. For example, a farmer or grazier expanding into private
forestry should face no substantial increase in compliance costs if they meet sustainability
requirements associated with their land. The landowner has the capacity to access
information about log requirements and prices by region, species and product, plus timber
processors’ requirements and prices. A reformed model incorporates guidelines enabling
grower cooperatives and regional plantation development committees (RPDCs) that
would be charged with supporting the development of plantations in designated hubs.
These proposed RPDCs would comprise representatives from each plantation, processor,
council, and the independent regulator working in conjunction with any local farm
forestry cooperatives, and could monitor the social, economic, and environmental impacts
arising from plantation developments. The RPDCs would also have responsibility for
connecting private forestry owners with private and government sources of technical
support.
Investments in private forestry would be subject to oversight by the Australian Securities
and Investments Commission, similar to that of managed investment schemes during the
1990s. Minimum financial information and a product disclosure statement must be
supplied to potential investors. Management skills should meet the prescribed levels of
competency approved by the independent regulator in conjunction with the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission. State subsidies would be made conditional upon
a registered professional forester assisting investors with checking the PDS and making
regular field assessments. 700
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7.3.4.4 Governance

The independent regulator would be responsible for determining the sustainability
performance within the private sector in the unified regulatory model. A centralised
governance structure would retain local councils as agents for the independent regulator.
The regulator would manage the current audit functions of the DELWP for vegetation
offsets and the local councils’ responsibility for Code compliance. This would allow
central control over planting targets and silvicultural standards and helps coordinate the
Victorian and Australian Government policies for private forestry development.
However, some authority should be delegated to RPDCs to monitor progress reports and
maintain records regarding regional plantation developments. For this purpose, the
RPDCs would liaise with the DELWP about ancillary services, including electricity
supply, fire prevention and control. The independent regulator would have the power to
issue permits for native forestry and monitor Code compliance and vegetation clearing
guidelines. It also has the overarching responsibility to ensure that harvesters meet their
sustainability objectives and conduct forest productivity assessments for multiple forest
ecosystem services under a state-scale valuation system. This assessment process follows
a similar review process as that of the existing Australian Government’s Productivity
Commission. Productivity assessments carried out by the regulator would address
different uses of forest ecosystem values at regional and industry levels. As agents, local
councils would use their existing resources to facilitate education and training
requirements established by the independent regulator. This training would cover
operational and allocative efficiency, the effect of competition in the sector and the
impact of government policies on the competition between (and the relative efficiency of)
public and private forestry. Landowners will now transition to higher productivity
activities based on a business case after disclosing their current forest’s size, type and
land configuration. The independent regulator would be authorised to initiate negotiations
with the landowner to enter agreements regarding land-use for higher productivity, and
initiate voluntary compliance and reporting arrangements associated with sustainability
criteria.
The foregoing requires a centralised system for measuring and monitoring sustainability
data. An appropriate means of achieving this would be to expand the scope of the VFMP
from public forestry to include private. The expanded scope for the VFMP would also
require increased focus on the criteria covering the productive capacity of forest regions,
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species and genetic diversity, forest types and tenures and area of forest types by growth
stages. The use of Criteria with data collected by the VFMP assists with policy
development for multiple forest ecosystem services and growth of the sector, and the
development of criteria distinguishing between private native forestry and plantations.
The application of Criteria in this way enables a consistent use of the data across
agencies, especially data relevant to sustainability criteria, enabling tracking of the
progress towards ESFM objectives, with an associated reporting obligation that is
currently only mandated for public forestry. 701
The independent regulator would be responsible for defining Criteria for both sectors,
thereby facilitating a global assessment of progress towards the ESFM objectives,
resulting in an expanded SFR covering each sector. This regulator would also be required
to collate the information addressed in regulation to assess triggers for an adaptive
management response. The regulator could assess the data on log requirements and prices
by region, species and product, provide information to growers about timber processor
requirements and prices, and help create and manage RPDCs.
As part of its regular productivity assessments, the independent regulator has authority to
develop different ownership models to attract private investment. This would include
determining the number of permits issued for native forestry, and monitoring and auditing
Code compliance and vegetation clearing guidelines for assessing the overall
sustainability performance and regulation of the secondary markets for multiple forest
ecosystem products. These governance powers would all be designed to further the
sustainability objectives of ESFM. The SFA 2004 would need amendment with separate
chapters for private and public forestry.
The development of causal links between the use of Criteria and decision-making is
paramount. The development of bespoke Criteria for each sector, data collection based on
criteria and its use in decision-making help establish a stronger causal link between
policies, practices, and the achievement of regionally based ESFM objectives. The
development of this causal linkage capacity is addressed in the next section.
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7.4 Examination of the causal links between regulation and
ESFM
Building upon the elements of the unified regulatory model discussed in the previous
section, it is possible to identify a key distinction between existing regulation and a
reformed model, based on the strength of the causal structures that translate the reforms
suggested in Section 7.3 into reality. By drawing on the findings in Chapters 5 and 6 and
using inductive reasoning, , we can examine causal links between regulation and the
ESFM objective. Developing these unified regulatory structures enables a cross-sector,
system-wide approach to ESFM, recognising sustainability combines economically and
ecologically sustainable outcomes. A conceptually strong model of causality for forestry
regulation allows for a general applicability to other natural resource sectors.
7.4.1 Public forestry causality and ecologically sustainable forest
management
Existing public forestry regulation has no express measuring and monitoring requirements
for Criteria that connect to an adaptive management response. There are no triggers
aligned with data thresholds triggering a response (where required) during all stages of
harvesting. This increases the likelihood that the criteria will be inadequately addressed
during harvesting decision-making process. This is of particular importance in relation to
Criteria 1.1 to 1.3 and 2.1 to 2.5 (addressing forest cover, species and genetic diversity
and the measurement of volumes harvested over time). 702 Where the data relevant to these
metrics is not identified in regulation this ignores key decision points relevant to
harvesting and creates an increased risk that the decision maker may ignore the criteria.
The causal links in the regulation align the criteria relevant to key regulatory instruments,
such as allocation orders and TRPs, with associated triggers for remedial decisionmaking.
Existing regulation does not specify who is responsible for enforcing sustainability
objectives or for applying any sustainability provisions. This regulatory gap appears to
assume that some level of discretionary decision-making will need to be exercised to
manage the sustainability objectives. Similarly, there is no clarity as to who is responsible
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for enforcement and whether a breach attracts a penalty, which means that a failure to
apply a sustainability measure, such as the precautionary principle, has no triggers for an
adaptive response, nor a prescribed penalty for non-application. Because responding to
ecological threats is an inherent part of the definition of the precautionary principle, the
absence of an application methodology is an example of a lack of causality in the current
regulatory model. This lack of causality is exacerbated by the lack of change mechanisms
regarding the nature of the precautionary response, thereby rendering the current
regulatory prescription of the precautionary principle effectively useless.
The sustainability criteria must causally connect to decision-making to achieve the ESFM
objectives, hence the need to mandate suitable data collection and monitoring programs
aligned with the sustainability criteria, particularly in relation to what amounts to serious
environmental risks. This aligns the data collection, review of that data based on the
identified parameters associated with criteria, a regulated trigger point and a procedure
for proportionate responses based on the extent of risk. This alignment using indicators,
such as sustainable yields and the types and rates of harvests, helps to ensure the stability
of the underlying ecosystem. The independent regulator would have responsibility for
data collection, reviewing the data against criteria, identifying when this data activates a
trigger and determining the proportionate response. This would be an independent process
and would not involve the DELWP unless it is acting under delegated authority from the
independent regulator.
Use of science is identified in the literature as an important part of regulatory models
suitable for forestry, with public–private collaborations enabling participatory
collaborations with adaptive flexibility. 703 This needs to be carried out in conjunction
with the use of regionally-based Criteria as reference points for data collected by the
independent regulator, providing independent certification of forest management, and
environmental NGOs who collectively could assist sustainability monitoring and
measurement. This governance structure increases the importance of the data collection
process, as well as expanding the role of those parties involved in such collection. Such
data would then be aligned with operational decision-making. These elements require
close attention regarding the causality in the regulation which is associated with a change
mechanism giving rise to improved sustainability performance for all stages of
703
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operational decision-making in the harvest cycle. Considering the themes in the literature,
it is necessary to examine how the causality is represented in a reformed unified
regulatory structure.
Causality requires something to connect regulation to a change process in harvesting.
Regionally based Criteria can provide that linkage provided it is properly informed by
science. This should reflect a degree of specificity that distinguishes between forest types
and changes in regional topographies. Regulation should refer to the use of such criteria
as benchmarks for collecting data and decision-making at key stages of the harvest cycle.
This would be assisted by regulation specifying the data collection process in greater
detail to specify what is collected and the source of the data. Further enabled through this
would be a more open forest management regime with a transparent data collection
process involving public–private collaborations.
The efficacy of causality in regulation is arguably improved by allocating overall
responsibility to regulators for data collection, including data obtained from public–
private collaborations and third parties. The regulator would have overall responsibility
for collecting data linked to criteria, whilst such regulation allows for discretion regarding
how the data is used. This includes details about data collection formats for private
participants and the submission process. The regulator now has responsibility for
collecting data from public–private collaborations and this includes responsibility for
collection of data based on specific sustainability criteria.
The degree of adaptive flexibility would be affected by the nature and level of agreement
about the sustainability goals between the independent regulator and private participants
illustrated using the sustainable yield indicator for a region proposed for harvesting.
Regulation specifies who is eligible to collect data based on the Criteria relevant to
determining sustainable yields. The independent regulator would have a role in analysing
all data submissions, which, in relation to sustainable yields, would primarily focus on
Criterion 2 and Indicators 2.1 (area and percentage of forest and net area of forest
available and suitable for timber production), 2.2 (volume of wood by forest type in state
forests that is available and suitable for timber production) and 2.3 (annual production of
wood products from state forests compared to sustainable harvest levels). 704
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The proposed regulatory regime provides for causal linkages aligning data collection, data
review and ecological footprint analyses by regions and tree types. This approach is
illustrated by reference to Indicator 2.2 (volume of wood by forest type available and
suitable for timber production). 705 The rationale for this indicator is that it works as a
sustainability measure enabling the comparison of volumes harvested each year and the
identification of trends over time. To work properly, this measure requires an agreement
between the stakeholders about forest classifications, the merchantability of wood and the
need for field validations of available stands. Currently, the data sources are cited only as
VicForests and the DELWP. 706 Commentary in the SFR 2018 reveals several anomalies
that are not clearly explained, including: (1) an accounting process used to monitor
harvesting compliance with the allocation orders changing from a net area tally, which
refers to the actual footprint of tree felling, to gross coupe area tally, which refers to the
area of state forests where timber resources are potentially available; (2) reference to
forests harvested as a percentage of the total allocation order area without explanation for
the sustainability indicators to determine how the suitability for harvesting was
determined; and (3) no reference to a field inventory for determining available forests.
The way that Indicator 2.2 is considered in the SFR 2018 demonstrates a lack of data and
explanation for the way that the forests suitable for timber production are determined. The
causal connections recommended herein reference sustainability criteria as the basis for
data collection, decision-making about harvesting and reporting, rather than just the latter
(which is currently applied).
A broader problem is that regulation currently does not refer to sustainability obligations
and standards. Collectively, public forestry regulation could reference obligations under
international agreements, the Sustainability Charter and the ESD principles to be applied
at different stages of operational decision-making. The development of improved
causality is illustrated by reference to allocation orders and how they are determined.
Currently, the orders are the responsibility of DEDA, operating at a discretionary level
without any regulatory requirements to use sustainability criteria, standards, or ratios.
Causality is arguably improved by including basic ratios such as the rate of harvesting to
the rate of successful regeneration, or ecological margins addressing the actual level of
resource use and the level that undermines ecosystem services or causes significant
705
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biodiversity loss. Thus, references to allocation orders require a more structured causal
representation in the regulations to address these issues. This required determining types
of data collection and boundaries for allocated areas, the use of associated sustainability
ratios (e.g., the rate of harvest and rate of regeneration undertaken in proposed regions for
harvesting), transparency of the forest classification process (including what is
merchantable) and the nature of field inventory techniques for determining available
stands. This causal linkage should include alignment to the sustainability thresholds with
appropriate triggers for application. For example, a successful regeneration rate that does
not meet the harvesting rate would act as a trigger (prescribed by regulation) to suspend
harvests in that region until regeneration was adjusted to reflect an equal take. Therefore,
causality would become a loop connecting data collection and decision-making about the
initial take with sustainability criteria and ratios, a trigger point for adaptive action and
corrective decision-making.
Improving the efficacy of causal connections requires allocating the responsibility for
sustainability measures to an independent regulator, ensuring transparent compliance and
enforcement procedures. The role of the regulator would include monitoring data
collection and storage, setting sustainability standards and relevant thresholds aligned
with harvesting calculations and overseeing a dedicated enforcement unit resourced and
trained to address the compliance pyramid (see Figure 7.1).
It is possible to identify ways to improve compliance by considering its constituent
elements, including the motivation of regulatees, organisational structure and perceived
legitimacy of the regulatory authority. Causality in a reformed compliance and
enforcement regime is demonstrated by the example of the allocation order. The
independent regulator now has primary authority for determining the allocation orders.
The key linkages arising in a compliance and enforcement context for allocation orders
are data collection linked with: (1) the relevant Criteria (in this case, Criterion 2) (2) the
determination of allocated areas as a transparent process involving all stakeholders and
considering the ESD principles; (3) directions for harvesting within the allocated regions;
and (4) auditing of the harvesting process and regeneration activity. Linkage of the
activity and criteria would form the basis for the compliance and enforcement regime at
each stage of the allocation orders and harvest processes.
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The independent regulator determines parameters based on Criteria, and the harvesting
process reflects the appropriate sustainability standards, such as ensuring the available
take is fully regenerated. The compliance process closely addresses failure to meet these
standards. For example, if the take does not reflect a sustainable yield, a compliance
measure is activated. In this way, the compliance process aligns with sustainability
measures for actual harvesting and regeneration and not left to an ambiguous compliance
regime that does not align any sustainability measures with obligations or associated
penalties.
Regulation now refers to Criteria and associated silvicultural information. An example is
the obligation to regenerate harvested regions, which, under existing regulations, involves
replacing like with like. Chapter 5 identifies instances where this did not occur and
highlighted the ‘one size fits all’ approach without any apparent distinction between
regions, spatial landscapes, or silvicultural methods. This does not imply that science
does not already inform departmental decision-making but suggests that the way it is used
lacks enough rigour to meet the 100 per cent regeneration obligation. Thus, Indicator 2.5
(the proportion of timber harvest areas successfully regenerated by forest type), 707 should
be referenced in regulation. Causality could be directly improved in the regulations by
recognising this indicator’s constituent elements, including stocking and regeneration
surveys, and reporting on what has been successfully regenerated pursuant to Code
requirements. 708 A key change from the existing position is the use of this indicator and
its constituent elements linked to a reporting function and adaptive response mechanism
to changes over time in recognition of the fact regeneration involves a significant timelag. This creates a causal loop containing an adaptive response mechanism in the
regulations for avoiding inconsistent and discretionary departmental decision-making.
A reformed regulatory model reflects the importance of causality to precautionary
decisions on environmental matters and make the precautionary principle key to
precautionary response management. The causal connections may depend on key
evidentiary thresholds that provide indicative guidance on ‘serious threats’ and
‘irreversible change’ as triggers for implementing the principle. The nature of the trigger
presents the most difficulty in the application, an example of this being the threat of
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hidden collapse predicted by Lindenmayer whose warning produced no precautionary
response by regulators. 709 The literature, particularly that of Lindenmayer and Sato,
highlights the importance of precautionary risk management and, therefore, the
importance of causal connections for triggering events, burden of proof to prove that an
activity will not cause environmental degradation and precautionary action in cases of
scientific uncertainty. 710 Non-application of the principle in the last of these situations
would constitute a breach under the reformed model. However, the problem for causality
here is to identify critical thresholds that triggers a precautionary response before a longterm ecological event occurs. The recognition of a serious threat will only arise if
regulation identify a trigger in advance of the threat arising. Failure to apply
precautionary responses to ecological threats comes from an inability to conceptualise the
threat to the degree that regulators will act proactively. This problem is characterised by a
lack of agreement about what represents a threat, and how scientific uncertainty is
managed to ensure it does not prevent a response. Therefore, regulation must be more
prescriptive on what represents a serious threat and how scientific uncertainty should not
prevent precautionary risk management.
The problem of recognising what amounts to a threat requires some conceptual changes
to accommodate a wider definition. A threat may be constituted by the more dire ‘hidden
collapse’ scenario, presented by Lindenmayer, 711 but it may also be constituted by what
Gregus has characterised as the total allowable cut and the risk of excess. 712 The former
does not constitute an immediate threat but rather a future threat with the risk of
transforming over time. The latter does represent an immediate threat and is capable of
being used as a direct trigger. Therefore, it is clear that allowable cut indicators are
important and could act as triggers for precautionary action. An unsustainable take should
be a legal breach, and precautionary risk management should recognise this in activating
the principle.
The use of Criteria as a constituent element of causal links in the precautionary risk
management process has potential to improve the monitoring of forest stands. This
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improved monitoring of stands would provide data relevant to Criterion 1 (conservation
of forest diversity), Criterion 2 (maintenance of the productive capacity of forest
ecosystems) and Criterion 3 (maintenance of ecosystem health and vitality). Use of these
Criteria help to determine data inputs to sustainability thresholds and identifying triggers
for applying the precautionary principle. This situation can be illustrated by reference to
Indicator 2.3, which covers the annual production of wood products from state forests
compared to sustainable harvest levels. Its rationale is that it measures the take of wood to
meet society’s demand compared to the sustainable level of production. A reference to
this indicator in the SFR 2018 reveals that take has reduced and further, that sustainable
harvest levels have more than halved over the past decade. 713 What is missing is an
explanation for how the sustainable levels are determined and a precise comparison
between these levels and the actual harvest levels per region and species.
The precautionary principle in a reformed model would address a connection between
data collected under this indicator, the determination of a sustainable harvest level and
when a precautionary trigger is activated. The principle must be activated where
sustainable take is exceeded, and, in accordance with the discussion in Section 7.2, a
proportionate response requires enough adaptive management intervention to adjust the
take. Regulation could address a threshold activation trigger where the burden of proof
falls on the harvester to provide evidence that they are operating within the sustainable
level. The response must be proportionate to the level of risk and sufficient to remove the
threat of, in this case, an unsustainable take. The threat is characterised by specific criteria
and sustainability thresholds, and causation could be improved by a regulatory inclusion
of a sustainability criterion addressing all stages, from data collection to regulatory
intervention, in the precautionary response.
7.4.2 Private forestry causality and ecologically sustainable forest
management
This section examines causality for aligning private sector regulations with the ESFM
objectives. Most of the issues regarding causality (see Section 7.4.1) apply to private
forestry; however, some key distinctions arise regarding the use of Criteria for adapting
to different conditions for plantations and small private forestry operations.
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A key characteristic of private forestry governance is the decentralised, council-based
compliance regime. A large plantation company (e.g., HVP) must deal with many
authorities, in the form of local councils. This form of governance lacks a central
authority that can monitor the consistency of compliance and make uniform decisions
about prosecutions. Several other characteristics of the current model are problematic,
including the fact that councils have different levels of resourcing and expertise to
address more complex Code compliance. Councils may also have different sets of
protocols for Code application and compliance audits.
Thus, inductively, a ‘dispersed’ governance model with variable resourcing and expertise
is likely to increase inconsistencies in the compliance and audit processes. Limited
references to sustainability in existing regulation and ambiguity as to responsibility for
determining sustainability objectives adds to this problem. Councils are responsible for
planning schemes, which provide broad statements on the sustainable use of land.
However, the Code has no methodology for applying biodiversity measures and does not
expressly align breaches with penalties. More generally, it is difficult to determine
breaches in the absence of application methodologies enabling prescriptive assessment.
This position is illustrated by the absence of requirements for calculating sustainable
yields or assessing productive capacities in THPs.
Therefore, it is possible to conclude that fragmented governance across different councils,
and lack of methodologies for Code application or in reaching sustainability objectives
make it more likely that landowners will be less motivated to address best-practice
sustainable forest management. This increases the need for improved causality and
associated change mechanisms in relevant regulation. 714
Causality should address the inconsistent cross-border outcomes and improve the
protection of large-scale ecological integrity (see Section 6.7). This requires recognising
the disproportionate effects of regulation as between plantation and small-scale private
forest owners and provision of targeted support for small-scale operations regarding the
application of sustainability strategies (see Section 7.3). The independent regulator should
oversee the development of separate bespoke Criteria for small-scale forestry operations
and plantations. The use of Criteria is essential to improving causal connections between
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the triggers for precautionary action (see Section 7.4.1). The adaptation of the criteria,
based on the type of private forestry operations, should address changes reflecting the
scale, spatial disparity in landscape and role of the independent regulator as the body
responsible for data collection and formulating sustainability standards.
Building consistent cross-border outcomes require state-wide application methodologies
for Code requirements which also account for regional differences. The existing Criteria
need substantial adjustments for the different sustainability priorities. For example,
Criterion 1 would still report the area of forest type by growth stage under Indicator
1.1(b). However, Indicator 1.2 (monitoring indicator species) must be adapted to address
the differences between habitats in regional and plantation forests, where the presence of
indicator species may be reduced by substantial changes in the environment. 715
Data collection should be based on specific Criteria and be assisted by a public–private
collaboration between individual forest owners given incentives to self-report against
criteria. There should also be broader data collection undertaken by the independent
regulator. The data should be recorded on a central database, which would determine the
extent and frequency of audits for Code compliance. A key distinction is how the
sustainable yield is calculated, which is different between plantations and small-scale
native forestry. Sustainable yield calculations for plantations must address the
complexities of temporal and spatial changes. This requires translating the data into
quantitative and qualitative auditable features that cover the indicators in Criterion 2
(productive capacity of forest ecosystems), 716 and reflect the practical realities of demand
and supply changes, landscape changes, technological changes, and risk management.
Causality in the regulations would apply a connecting adaptive loop to data collection
against Criterion 1 (conservation biological diversity), Criterion 2 (the productive
capacity of forest ecosystems), trigger points for regulatory intervention (based on
sustainability thresholds), calculations of sustainable yields (threshold trigger points) and
an adaptive management response where required by audit or sustainability thresholds.
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7.5 Summary
This chapter drew on the literature (as discussed in Chapter 2) and current position
(presented in Chapters 5 and 6) to justify a proposal for a reformed, unified regulatory
model for Victorian forestry, covering both public and private sectors, with the stated
purpose of achieving industry wide EFSM. The existing regulatory model is examined (in
section 7.2) to address the first research question on the existing Victorian forestry model
and its ability to achieve ESFM. The analysis focused on four evaluative categories,
measurement and monitoring, enforcement and compliance, balance between ecology and
economy, and governance. The analysis thus conducted identified positive aspects but
also flaws and gaps as patterns reflected in existing regulation, these differing somewhat
as between the public and private sectors.
In the case of public forestry (covered in sections 7.2.1. to 3.) such flaws and gaps include
lack of measurement and monitoring capabilities and triggers for an adaptive
management response. The absence of identified sustainability thresholds in particular
associated with such triggers is identified as a serious regulatory gap that has inhibited
substantive progress towards ESFM objectives. Another identified pattern was the
ambiguity regarding responsibility for enforcing sustainability measures. This is
associated with the difficulty of determining when a breach related to sustainability
occurs and a lack of penalties for not applying a sustainability measure. The lack of
penalties for the non-application of a key sustainability-related measure, such as the
precautionary principle, highlights a regulatory regime that has adopted sustainability as
an aspirational measure rather than a practical output that can be defined, measured,
monitored, and enforced.
The research highlighted that no single body is responsible for implementing
sustainability-related measures in public forestry. This is exacerbated by the convoluted
division of authority between, VicForests, DELWP and DEDA. While DELWP is in
practice responsible for auditing VicForests compliance with the Code, it is not mandated
anywhere. 717 The resulting enforcement regime is based on departmental discretion,
which risks a “soft” compliance environment given the cross departmental relationship
between regulators. These deficiencies were made apparent by the ambiguous way in
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which the precautionary principle is applied. Mandatory requirements in the Code that the
principle ‘must’ be applied is met by confusion regarding which regulator must apply it.
Further, a regulatory void exists when it is not applied because there are no penalties or
adaptive management actions for non-application. These problems extend to operational
decision-making about harvesting, with no alignment to sustainable forest management
guidelines and objectives in the regulations.
These problems highlight a general failure to address precautionary risk management in
public forestry adequately. This is characterised by a lack of appropriate sustainability
measurement and monitoring capabilities. The Criteria relevant to sustainability are not
applied proactively in all stages of forestry regulation. Therefore, there is no alignment of
data collection with sustainability thresholds and operational triggers for an adaptive
management response. There is nothing in the regulatory provisions to indicate what
constitutes a serious ecological risk or the triggers for identifying responsive actions
where a threat of serious ecological risk may arise. These deficiencies are compounded by
many administrative laxities, such as authorised officers with limited powers to address
breaches associated with sustainability measures.
The position for private forestry (sections 7.2.4-6) also has flaws and weaknesses,
including a weak compliance and enforcement regime. This is exacerbated by the council
governance model, which has produced inconsistent cross-boundary outcomes. 718 The
problem is compounded by limited sustainability-related provisions. For example, the
Code does not address sustainable yields or regeneration mandates. There is also
ambiguity about what constitutes a breach of the Code and, as a result, no alignment with
specific penalties. The absence of Code application methodologies under the council
governance model increases the risk of inconsistent monitoring and enforcement of Code
requirements.
Another is the absence of an as-of-right planting right for private landowners. This
deficiency is exacerbated by the lack of a centralised regulator for developing consistent
policies and directions for sustainable forest management, which in turn contributes to
the risk of cross-boundary inconsistencies in sustainability measures and limited measures
to grow the sector.
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The second research question (addressed in section 7.3) looks at adapting the existing
deficient model to deliver ESFM. In answer to this question, section 7.3 identified several
improvements to address the constituent elements of the ESFM definition more
proactively. Through these improvements, the existing regulators would work under
delegation from an independent regulator. This model incorporates a policy of public–
private collaborations for data collection and involvement in operational decision-making.
A reformed compliance unit (operating under delegated authority from the independent
regulator) would be governed by a compliance and enforcement policy with responsibility
allocated for instituting prosecutions and other enforcement measures. Authorised officers
would have extended powers to collect data relevant to compliance and enforcement
actions for sustainability-related measures.
Specific inclusions for public forestry in a reformed model would include the increased
use of science measures and criteria in all stages of operational forestry. This is essential
for identifying the ecological margins for calculating and using sustainable yields and
other sustainability-related indices. Data is critical to such use, with different categories
of data collected at regular intervals. Therefore, a regulatory model should allocate
responsibility for collection, time frames for collection and mandated use of data in
calculation of key sustainability indices and their use in operational decision-making.
Mandated triggers for an adaptive management response would be based on the collected
data and calculated sustainability indices. Associated with this would be the compliance
policy (based on the compliance pyramid) under the ultimate control of the independent
regulator.
A common thread throughout this regulatory regime is the use of criteria to underpin key
stages of sustainable forestry management, including data collection, preparing regulatory
instruments (such as allocation orders), triggers and adaptive management responses.
The development of a unified, reformed model also requires that the broad regulatory
framework enables identification of casual links and implementation of associated change
mechanisms (see Section 7.4). Thus, regulation should align all stages of forestry with
relevant regionally based sustainability Criteria. The Criteria address what data is
collected, how it is used for calculating sustainability indices, and install a trigger for a
proportionate response in accordance with the degree of risk. The Criteria would also
help with the inputs required from silvicultural science at key decision points in the
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harvest cycle. Use of the existing Criteria would become more prescriptive in a reformed
framework with relevant Criteria assigned to different stages of harvesting. Finally,
Indicator 2.2 (area of forests suitable for timber production) requires clear reference in the
allocation orders. Use of Criteria, their implementation and use in productivity reviews
would be the responsibility of the independent regulator, who would have ultimate
authority for ensuring compliance and enforcement of these causally related and
precautionary risk management procedures.
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8 Conclusion
8.1 Introduction
This final chapter concludes this thesis with an overall perspective of the study. Section
8.2 summarises the answers to the research questions. Section 8.3 considers the
limitations of the study and contextualises the aims of the research, and by implication,
what it has not achieved. Section 8.4 explains the significance of the research and its
contribution to the literature. Section 8.5 reviews the implications for future research into
sustainability regulation for natural resource management. This includes the implications
in different contexts, for example, adaptation for wider use of the sustainability criteria in
regulation, including international and inter-temporal comparisons and capacity for
quantitative analysis of the regulation using sustainability criteria. Section 8.6 considers
the implications of the research for the development of policies and practices. Section 8.7
discusses the implications of the research for practice, particularly operational
management decision-making. Finally, Section 8.8 provides a concluding note.

8.2 Summary of research findings
8.2.1 The first research question—Public forestry
The first research question focused on whether existing Victorian forestry regulation
achieves ESFM for forestry. Research into this question revealed that the existing
regulatory model is deficient in many respects. This amounts to a causative dysfunction in
precautionary risk management objective. This identified a number of deficiencies in
current regulation including ambiguity around risk identification and the degree of
precautionary response to identified risk. The absence of any requirement to measure
progress towards sustainability objectives has prevented the identification of
environmental risks and triggers for adaptive management responses. Additionally,
difficulties in identification of breaches and lack of alignment with penalties has
increased the risk of undetected, unpunished breaches and unrectified damage associated
with breaches. The problem is compounded because regulation does not specify who is
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responsible for threat identification, nor the type of response required. Therefore,
precautionary responses to serious environmental risks are not prescribed. 719
This study found a failure to allocate responsibility for implementing and enforcing
compliance on sustainability performance. This is exacerbated by the division of authority
between the DELWP, the DEDA and VicForests, who have no protocols for how they
interrelate and thus, no express arrangement for coordinating the management of
sustainability performance. 720 The absence of a defined enforcement regime with
allocated responsibility and penalties may lead to ‘inaction’ on sustainability measures,
clearly demonstrated in the Brown Mountain Case. 721 The ambiguity mentioned in the
previous paragraph extends to the enforcement regime over which regulator is responsible
for assessing the key sustainability-related provisions, notably, the precautionary
principle and an appropriate enforcement response in the event of non-application.
The position is not aided by the fact that the organisational units within the DELWP have
no express forestry enforcement and prosecutions policies. The DELWP’s relationship
with VicForests creates a regulator–regulatee relationship which risks a less rigorous
enforcement regime. The lack of policies that define when prosecutions are implemented
or when investigations are activated and by whom, may lead to fewer prosecutions. This
regulatory vacuum in enforcement results in excessive reliance on departmental
discretion, with consequent risk of inaction and, as a result, failure to advance EFSM.
Sustainable forest management requires ecological and economic balance; however, the
research identified no balance requirements in the existing regulations. Therefore, there is
no regulatory guidance on balance in applying the precautionary principle and in the
preparation of allocation orders and TRPs. The sustainability criteria comprise ecological
and economic factors that require management to address balance, yet the key regulatory
instruments (e.g., the Code) are silent on this issue. Consequently, there is potential
confusion regarding who responds, either DELWP or VicForests, when sustainable forest
management objectives conflict with economic imperatives. For example, VicForests
should adhere to the objectives of the Sustainability Charter; however, this appears

This is discussed further in Section 8.2.
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secondary to harvesting objectives under a TRP. 722 This highlights an inherent tension
between VicForests simultaneously meeting two obligations, managing commercial
harvesting and meeting Sustainability Charter objectives). Public forestry regulation in
Victoria requires considerable reforms to address the foregoing deficiencies.
8.2.2 The first research question—Private forestry
The first research question is concerned with the current regulatory model’s capacity to
address ESFM. In respect to private forestry the research identified causative deficiencies
in the regulation of private forestry and a weak governance structure. A division of
authority exists between the relevant minister and local councils for enforcing compliance
with the Code and other regulations. 723 The council governance model increases the risk
of cross-boundary inconsistencies in this context.
Enforcing sustainability performance is hampered by the absence of sustainability
objectives prescribed in regulation. For example, a THP lodged with a local council does
not need to specify the productive capacity or sustainable yield for harvesting. 724 It is
difficult to identify when a Code breach occurs, and there is no alignment of breach with
penalty. Similar to the case of public forestry, there is an absence of application
methodologies for the Code and VPPs. Additionally, the division of authority between a
council detecting Code breaches and the DELWP detecting breaches of vegetation offset
guidelines has at least two consequences: (1) a lack of centralised recording over
breaches; and (2) a possible decrease in compliance efficacy arising from insufficient
communication between the regulators regarding their respective audit results. 725
Regulation covering private forestry has no sustainability objectives and consequently no
measurement requirements. As a further consequence this means no bespoke
sustainability criteria for private forestry, either at plantation or private forestry levels and
no measurement methodologies. This has potential to disincentivise data collection,
exacerbated by the lack of any centralised system for collecting data relevant to the
ESFM objectives. It potentially hampers policy developments to grow the sector such as
an as-of-right status for private native forestry and manage the issues such as lack of any
Ibid.
See discussion at Section 6.7.2.
724
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regulatory treatment of sustainable yields and productive capacities as sustainability
indices. Finally, the fact that there is no provision for other forest ecosystem values apart
from forest carbon rights under the Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic), prevents a holistic
treatment of all forest ecosystem values and thus, limits the sustainability of the sector.
8.2.3 The second research question
Chapter 7 addressed the second research question of what form of regulatory model could
best achieve ESFM objectives. This chapter proposed and justified a reformed, unified
regulatory model to advance EFSM objectives. The main features of such a reformed
model include a risk-based regulatory model with a consistent compliance and
enforcement approach, particularly for high environmental risk investigations and
prosecutions. This includes methodologies for applying sustainability-related provisions,
including the precautionary principle comprising a proportionate response mechanism to
environmental risk.
The model aligns sustainability provisions with application methodologies and sanctions
for breach. DELWP has responsibility to initiate enforcement action including
prosecutions. The independent regulator has the authority to review sustainability and
compliance performance by DELWP and to initiate prosecutions in the event DELWP
does not do so. This regulator would also oversee the DELWP’s role in managing a
proposed compliance pyramid, whereby the seriousness of a breach serves as a trigger to
escalate enforcement up the pyramid. The proposed compliance and enforcement policy
of DELWP utilises a hybrid policy of education and incentives at the lower levels of the
pyramid, with options for sustainability agreements between the regulator and harvesters.
Agreements about sustainability performance Criteria would involve measurement
Criteria that individualise a grower’s sustainability expectations and requirements.
A unified regulatory model for public and private forestry would mandate data collection
about the area, volume and biomass of available forests, which would be used for
decisions about allocation orders, TRPs and alternative uses of forest ecosystem services.
The regulation should specify who collects these data, how often and how it is aligned
with the calculations of sustainable yields and available harvest regions. This process of
data collection and analysis would utilise a trigger for an adaptive management response.
A yellow light trigger would activate a review process, with temporary cessation of
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harvesting activity based on the sustainable yield calculations and other key indicators. A
red-light trigger would be activated for extreme risk scenarios, requiring full
precautionary cessation subject to a more stringent review process. A non-exhaustive list
of triggering events should be prescribed with some flexibility for discretion regarding
unlisted matters. The precautionary response uses bespoke criteria to identify how data
are collected and used to trigger the traffic light process. The criteria would help identify
triggers and construct an adaptive response for pre-harvest planning, operational
harvesting, and post-harvest reviews. The use of criteria is aligned with the application of
ESD principles and assessment of risks at key stages of the harvest process. The collected
data would be used for measuring and monitoring progress towards the ESFM objectives
while utilising the ESD principles.
Amendments to the SFA 2004 and the Code would align decision-making about forestry
with the data. For example, data about the productive capacity of privately-owned
plantation land would enable decision-making regarding sustainable yields. Other data
from both sectors - public and private- include the species and genetic diversity, forest
types and tenure and area of forest types by growth stages. This data from all local
councils and regions would be held in a centralised repository and controlled by the
independent regulator. The data bank would assist policy development for diverse areas,
including valuing multiple forest ecosystem services and developing secondary markets.
It would also enable the development and refinement of separate criteria for plantations
and private native forestry.
The independent regulator is responsible for decision-making regarding the key
sustainability objectives. The regulator would use a state-wide valuation system for forest
resources, enabling productivity assessments of alternative forest ecosystem services. The
regulator has power to delegate responsibility for preparing allocation orders, TRPs and
reviews to DELWP’s who is also responsible under delegation for compliance monitoring
of VicForests. As this is a delegated power, the independent regulator may intervene in
any of the foregoing if adherence to sustainability guidelines and objectives are not
properly observed.
The governance focus for the independent regulator should emphasise precautionary risk
management for decision-making. Breaches would be identified according to a
precautionary standard of preventative risk management and not just focus on the post221

breach penalties or corrective actions. For example, a failure to apply the precautionary
principle would represent a breach where previously, this evoked no enforcement
response. Governance compliance efficacy would be improved by more prescriptive
guidance for applying methodologies to meet Code requirements. For private forestry,
local councils would be retained as agents of the independent regulator for processing
permits and THPs. However, the independent regulator would have overarching
responsibilities to monitor and control sustainability objectives and Code compliance for
both sectors and conduct productivity assessments for multiple forest ecosystem values.
The methodology described and justified in Chapter 3 was used to identify causal links
between regulations and ESFM objectives. The methodology links the sustainability
measure, responsible party, triggering event, adaptive management response and penalty
in the event of an ineffective application. It would apply to pre-harvest planning,
harvesting and post-harvest, including any regeneration measures.
Breaches would be determined by the level of adherence or lack thereof to prescriptive
guidelines and methodologies of application. This process would align the data collection
with criteria relevant to each stage of decision-making. Therefore, regulation would
prescribe a specific sequence consisting of: (1) the identification of the responsible party
for applying or determining the sustainability outcome; (2) the level of responsibility for
data collection relating to an application or outcome; (3) the responsibility for reviewing
the data against relevant Criteria; (4) the responsibility for determining whether the status
of the data activates a trigger; and (5) the responsibility for a proportionate response to
the degree of risk. This five-stage sequence could apply to both the public and private
sectors, utilising bespoke Criteria for decision-making for each stage of the harvest cycle.
This sequence is discussed further in Section 8.2.4 in relation to the precautionary
principle.
8.2.4 The precautionary principle in a unified model
Currently, the precautionary principle is included in the SFA 2004 as an ESD principle
that decision-makers must have regard to, 726 whilst having mandatory application in the
Code. 727 However, the Brown Mountain Case dealt with an occasion where it was not
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applied to a clearly identified environmental risk. 728 The analysis of this case in Chapter 4
highlighted the need for data collection for criteria at each stage of the decision-making
process discussed above. In this instance, the responsible parties under stage 1 for
application are those doing actual harvesting and application of forestry regulation (i.e.,
VicForests, DELWP and DEDA). Data collection aligned with Criteria ties evidence with
responsibility for the application and therefore includes an adaptive precautionary
response. However, the data may come from diverse sources, including outside the
government, as recommended by the International Union for Conservation of Nature, to
ensure such data is provided through independent, transparent and unbiased processes. 729
Thus, the primary data gathering responsibility of an independent regulator should be
recognised in regulation but with delegated authority to DELWP, DEDA and VicForests
for data collection. Further, third parties, such as environmental NGOs, would be
encouraged to supply data to DELWP, DEDA and VicForests. Regulation would address
stage 2 in relation to the level of responsibility for data collection. For example,
operational activity undertaken by VicForests provides access to direct data in forest
coupes that may not be available to DELWP, or at least not as readily available unless
they have staff actually on site. This type of distinction needs to be recognised by
DELWP, DEDA, VicForests and the independent regulator, in respect to the level of
responsibility for data collection.
Responsibility for reviewing data pursuant to stage 3 applies to DELWP and VicForests,
who are also jointly responsible for stage 4 application. The independent regulator would
have the final authority regarding the application of the precautionary principle (and other
ESD principles) based on the supplied data. By implication the independent regulator
must account for the third stage of responsibility to review the data against relevant
Criteria. A positive obligation would be placed on all parties to share information in
making decisions on applying any of the ESD principle. Information available to
VicForests, DELWP and DEDA not shared with the independent regulator would be a
breach of the shared information responsibility and, if not acted upon where warranted, in
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breach for non-application of any ESD principle. Conversely, any regulator could act on
information of which they are aware that warrants activation of ESD principles.
All regulators should have responsibility for determining whether the data activates a
trigger. This allocation of responsibility presumes that the current division of authority
remains. The ultimate responsibility would rest with the independent regulator who could
override a decision by a regulator not to activate a trigger. The criteria aligned to a
triggering event would be determined by reference to a non-exhaustive list of factors,
attached to a broad-based provision covering any other situation that, in the independent
regulator's opinion, justifies applying the precautionary principle. A penalty would apply
for not applying the principle where the data evidenced a triggering event that posed a
serious threat to the environment. It may be impractical to include a definition of serious
threats in any relevant regulation, although it would be appropriate and possible to
include a list of factors to consider when deciding whether or not the precautionary
principle should be applied.
This raises the issue of breaches for non-application and how these should be determined.
The present author suggests that there should be a minimum threshold for application
based on key data for sustainable yields and ratios that, in turn, are based on productive
forests against the overall forest availabilities. This would likely account for the ‘hidden
collapse’ scenario identified by Lindenmayer and Sato with Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus
regnans). 730 The stage 5 responsibility for determining proportionate responses to the
degree of risk would be primarily that of the independent regulator who may delegate it to
other regulators.
Each of the foregoing stages (1 to 5) identify the responsible party for data collection
regarding the criteria and the aligned responsibility to act on that data. This five-stage
sequence could be applied to all key sustainability objectives and applications, including
the other ESD principles contained in the SFA 2004. This does require a more specific
study on setting up a model that addresses application methodology for the five stages
around each ESD principle.
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8.3 Research limitations
The findings from this research project are subject to the possible limitations of a
primarily qualitative study akin to a case study. The nature of the findings is heavily
influenced by the presence of risks in regulatory controls; but it is arguable that there are
always inherent risks arising from regulatory controls. The emphasis on risk and the
frequent criticisms regarding forestry practices in Victorian forestry sectors could alter or
affect the researcher’s mindset. Environmental risk is inherent in the growing (private)
and harvesting of forests. It is incumbent on the researcher to accept that a degree of
environmental damage will arise and cannot be eliminated entirely. It is not helpful to
presume it is possible to remove all risk and in turn regulation cannot become so
prescriptive as to cause excessive regulatory cost and even place unreasonable restraint on
economic viability of the industry. This leads to the practical recognition of regulation’s
inherent limitations over human action. However, despite these limitations, it is
reasonable to postulate that improvements in regulation are necessary to properly account
for the needs of ESFM. Such improvements as suggested by the research in this thesis
must account for some inherent limitations of regulation and this is recognised in the
following discussion.
There is a risk that breaches of Code requirements in forestry practices may still not be
properly accounted for in the overall assessment of compliance rates. Further, there is a
risk of not properly accounting for a level of discretionary decision-making in a reformed
regulatory model that could otherwise account for, or overcome, the deficits identified in
the current regulatory model. Another limitation is that the concept of sustainability is
difficult to regulate, and therefore, it may be naive to expect too much from a regulatory
framework; other elements may be required in conjunction with the regulations to address
the sustainability objectives. It is not possible to necessarily address what these ‘other’
elements are, but we can postulate some possible areas, which in the process
acknowledges some of the limitations which this section must identify. For example, for
substantive change to occur in thinking about sustainability, a clear alteration in the
worldview of people working in forestry regulation becomes necessary. Forgoing a higher
quality wood from public forests for lower quality plantation derived wood may not be a
discretionary choice but mandated by government. The research, does not, and it is
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arguable cannot, address necessary changes in demand that may be necessary in the future
to address sustainability in its broader form.
The primary focus of this research is to offer rationale, justification and proposals for a
regulatory model to deliver ESFM. Whilst the researcher has no background in
silviculture, there is understanding of regulatory structure and enough knowledge of
forestry practice to appreciate what is missing from regulation and to use the best
available evidence to make judgements. Despite this, there is a possible limitation on how
well the research can align silvicultural science within a regulatory model. This is
relevant in discussing the role of the regulators and how they must adopt silvicultural
imperatives in discretionary decision-making. The regulators and how they discharge
their responsibilities were evaluated in the context of the current regulatory framework.
The critical realist perspective emphasising causality resulted in a focus on past and
current events. A full normative perspective was introduced to address the ESFM
objectives and answer the second research question. Despite this, it may be impossible to
completely rule out possible limitations on the accuracy of interpreting the data by the
researcher.
Another possible limitation arises from a focus in the analysis on Code breaches rather
than on the overall pattern of compliance. Such a focus raises the possibility that the
breaches may be given too much weight when regulation, and particularly the Code
compliance, is reviewed. Non-compliance does not always imply an intentional breach,
and the nature of the regulated activities are complex and problematic when it results in
non-compliance. Non-compliance cannot always be ascribed to a regulatory failure, other
reasons may include human error, logistical imperatives, spatial issues, and other areas of
human failing. Frequently, social scientists are dealing not only with perfectly functional
systems, but some with many interacting structures and mechanisms, a situation that
poses a risk of attributing to one mechanism (and its structure) effects that are actually
due to another. 731
While this risk cannot be discounted, the main response that can be made is that causality
is the focus of this research and identifying a causal connection, or lack thereof, in
forestry best practice does not necessarily rely on a percentage frequency. For example,
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where there is a failure in forestry practice resulting in a Code breach, the fact that it may
arise from a regulatory failure justifies improvement to the regulatory model. At the same
time, the possibility that some other factor may also be present does not discount the
relevance of the primarily inductive conclusion about the shortcomings of existing
regulation and the need for change.
Another potential limitation arises from not fully accounting for any discretionary
decision-making that overcomes a regulatory gap or failure, or that addresses the inherent
difficulty of regulating sustainability. This has some resonance because it is not within the
scope of the research to speculate on the nature of the decision-making processes that
may or may not account for deficiencies in the regulatory framework. While poor
decision-making can be a corollary of regulatory gaps or failures, the opposite is also
possible. Good decision-making for sustainable outcomes may still occur despite
regulatory gaps or failures. According to the SFA 2004, decision-making should have
regard to the ESD principles. 732 There may be many occasions when this and other
sustainability-related parameters are observed in discretionary departmental decisionmaking. While appropriate for the purpose of argument and justification for regulatory
reform, forming judgments about these may fail to consider good decision-making that
accounts for sustainability objectives. However, it should be emphasised that although
this potential limitation is acknowledged, the focus is on causality that does support
effective sustainability-related decision-making.
While sustainability is an inherently difficult concept to regulate, it is arguably
inappropriate to suggest this difficulty restricts or limits the research objectives.
Sustainability represents a legitimate societal and research-based objective that justifies a
coordinated regulatory response. While regulation is only one of many factors influencing
human behaviour, it is clearly important and can function alongside other governance
systems, including those based on science, religion and polycentric systems (involving
NGOs, forest management certification systems and international forestry agreements).
This research seeks to extend the reach of the regulatory model to fully address
sustainability and to embrace its more open-ended objectives. Despite all of this, it is still
reasonable to posit that regulation can only go so far, but the inherent limitations
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regarding what can be regulated should not restrict the research extending regulatory
capability.
The limitations discussed above reflect those commonly found in qualitative case studies.
Yin acknowledges that case studies can be expanded and generalised to theoretical
propositions including analytic generalisations. 733 The foregoing commentary might
suggest that part of inherent limitation of case studies is the weight of the
generalisation. 734 The case study method however has been adapted in the two Victorian
studies which adopt some, but not all, of case study methodology and is used to
contextualise the interpretation and application of forestry regulation, and there is no
doubt that there are some limitations to this usage because it cannot offer definite
conclusions. Arguably, acknowledging some limitations of the method per se does not
prevent generalisations leading to theoretical propositions about the limits of the existing
regulation in delivering sustainability. The researcher should not be prevented from
making generalisations with the potential to lead to theoretical propositions.
However, the lack of definite conclusions should be recognised, but not prevent proposals
to expand the ambit of regulation to embrace all sustainability objectives for natural
resource management. It is not overstating to posit that it is now, more than ever, where
regulation must be given the opportunity to address the full sustainability paradigm. We
should try to resolutely grapple with the amorphous (or open-ended) nature of
sustainability in regulation to deliver a meaningful outcome. In saying this, and in
recognising the aspirational nature of sustainability as a limitation or challenge to
regulatory modelling, we do not lose sight of the aim in this thesis which makes clear the
need to improve regulatory modelling of forest management.

8.4 Significance and contribution of the research
This section links this research to the literature about forestry regulation and explains why
the contribution from this research is significant and adds to the literature. This research
is the first to critique the SFA 2004 in depth. Given the findings in this thesis, the
inclusion of sustainability objectives and ESD principles into Australian natural resource
management legislation in the early 1990s has not achieved its original purpose of
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sustainably managing natural resources. More specifically, despite the inclusion of the
ESD principles and the objective of sustainable public forest management in the SFA
2004, the research has identified examples of failure to observe precautionary risk
management. For example, some harvesting has occurred despite the presence of
endangered species which should have activated the precautionary principle. 735 The
research seeks to explain the reasons for failure of precautionary risk management. It
identifies multiple causes, including problems with causality in regulation, and a failure
of the governance model impacting measurement, monitoring, compliance and
enforcement.
The research highlights that the current regulatory framework for public forestry in
Victoria is linear and has little focus on adaptive regulation for precautionary risk
management. Developments during the 1980s included the use of the Criteria for forest
management, which were then adopted in Victoria as a set of sustainability-related
criteria in meeting the reporting obligation under the SFA 2004. 736 Chapters 5 and 7
highlighted that their use is limited to meeting this obligation and nothing more. This
leads to the anomalous position that the Criteria are used to assess sustainability
performance post the harvesting event, which is not itself regulated in respect to the same
Criteria. In this observation, it becomes apparent that current forestry regulation in
Victoria, something designed to be a platform for sustainable forest management, does
not actually require measurement of any of the key sustainability ratios and thresholds. It
follows that if it is not mandating these, it cannot measure progress toward any related
objective in ESFM. In identifying this deficiency, the research makes an original
contribution by addressing how to improve it.
Another original contribution is greater understanding of how self-regulation, despite its
limitations, and co-regulatory arrangements can be used in Victorian forestry
management. This includes the growing profile of cooperative arrangements that may
better suit sustainability objectives. 737 While literature on such mechanisms and
arrangements is not specific to forestry and is silent on how they could be incorporated
into regulation, it offers justification for a wider focus on different forms of regulation
and the possibility for private bodies such as forest certification and audit entities to be
Environment East Gippsland v VicForests [2010] VSC 416.
SFA 2004 (Vic) s 8.
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involved. The research revealed the lack of these arrangements in public and private
forestry in Victoria, and the potential benefit of having an independent regulator, as a
player in a tripartite governance system, to oversee forestry with involvement of NGOs,
including certification bodies, to augment audits of sustainability performance. 738
Identifying the lack of measuring and monitoring requirements in Victorian public and
private forestry regulation is an important original contribution of this research. There are
no express regulatory requirements to measure and monitor sustainability performance in
either sector. This prevents any meaningful assessment of how well regulation supports
progress on ESFM objectives. This research has highlighted the failure to provide an
actual assessment of progress towards ESFM through the reporting process and the fiveyearly SFRs. 739 There is a lack of data for some Criteria or broad generalisations for
others that provide little support for holistic assessments. This research is the first time
that such a review and finding has been made about Victorian forestry regulation and its
failure to measure progress towards EFSM. This has significance to the incorporation and
use of principles of ESD placed into natural resource and conservation regulation since
the early 1990s. The outcomes of this thesis have relevance across both the natural
resource and conservation sectors, particularly in relation to the precautionary nature of
the model and the adaptive management framework proposed. Sustainability is not a
static concept but rather a dynamic one that respond to constant change in the resource
base and the conservation status. This requires an adaptive regulatory model that allows
management to be responsive to change.
Another common theme in the literature is an analysis of compliance and enforcement
regimes, although it tends not to address this in the context of sustainability
performance. 740 The literature tends to focus on the importance of independent
monitoring and enforcement of forest management in combining process-based and
prescriptive performance-based policies. This focus highlights a compliance and
enforcement regime in the regulations which in this study is taken further by exploring
the need to adopt a series of measures ranging from the communication and education of
regulatees, to punitive sanctions, on a compliance pyramid, specific to this forestry sector,
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of escalating enforcement measures. This study arrives at such an exploratory position by
emphasising the mixed-model approach and use of an escalating enforcement scale for
Victorian forestry. Further, it contributes to the literature through the alignment of the
sustainability Criteria with an enforcement and compliance regime. Such an alliance
supports the view of Lindenmayer and Laurence, who argue for continuous references to
Criteria due to the difficulty of detecting risks in the short-term. 741 This study is
significant in calling for compliance and enforcement of sustainability performance by
regulators involved in natural resource management to promote industry wide
sustainability best practice, identifying and weighing risks and the use of Criteria for
assessing these factors and mapping progress towards ESFM.
The literature on ESD principles, including the precautionary principle, characterises their
legal status and interpretation in case law, but overwhelmingly failed to address their
potential regulatory form. 742 While the focus of some literature has been on existing
regulations and the use of these principles, there is no discussion on regulatory models
that could improve the application methodology. The research contribution from this
study is significant in this area because it discusses new forms of application
methodology and the use of science-based measures in a regulatory model, focusing on
the precautionary principle in particular. Such a methodology is designed to all stages of
harvesting from pre-planning to post operations, allocating responsibility for the
application, triggers for application, nature and proportion of the response and use of
adaptive mechanisms in the regulations to address actions that fall below a sustainability
threshold. The identification of these elements, underpinned by adaptive mechanisms to
respond to changing circumstances and account for social and environmental elements, is
an advance for the literature, which hitherto has not substantively addressed more
advanced application methodologies and science in the context of regulatory frameworks
and models for natural resource management.
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The literature, particularly the work of Lindenmayer, emphasises the importance of riskbased regulatory models and adaptive regulation that responds to risk. 743 This recognises
the use of trigger points that prompt a regulatory response. Although the literature is
scientific and highly relevant to this research, it does not provide specific guidance about
the regulatory frameworks. Despite this, recognising the use of adaptive risk-based
regulation is important because it identifies the potential regulatory inclusions and trigger
points, including sustainability thresholds such as sustainable yields and ecological
margins. This study recognises the importance of such adaptive risk-based regulation in
conjunction with use of Criteria, in the context of Victorian forest regulation. Such a
change would increase the relevance of the Criteria as a framework for addressing
sustainability ratios and thresholds. The contribution of this research links the use of these
ratios and thresholds with Criteria to address a risk management responsive regulatory
framework for forestry regulation and its suitability for adaptation to other natural
resource sectors.
This study is the first to address causality in Victorian forestry regulation and develop a
unified regulatory model for both forestry sectors in Victoria. The issue of causality is
addressed in the context of regulatory construction impacting the role of regulators, how
they are structured and their capacity to measure and enforce sustainability related
measures. This research considers the current forestry regulation and notes that the
cumbersome and labyrinthine structures substantially restrict the capacity of regulators to
respond. The study found that those causal connections that do currently exist have
limited change mechanisms, demonstrated by the absence of triggers or methodologies
for application.
In response to these deficiencies, the research highlights the importance of causality to
developing a precautionary risk-based regulatory framework with triggers. The trigger
activates the precautionary response which includes application methodologies that relate
to efficient application of ESD principles. This is underpinned by a greatly enhanced use
of sustainability Criteria for both sectors. The Criteria provide a focus for data collection
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and this in turn in critical in the compliance and enforcement function of the independent
regulator.
Finally, an important contribution to the literature is the alignment of data collection with
Criteria relevant to each stage of decision-making. This is identified as an essential aspect
of a regulatory model that incorporates a trigger and an adaptive feedback mechanism in a
dynamic framework characterised by a five-stage sequence of responsibilities (see
Section 8.2). The enhanced status of data collection and its reference in regulation
delineates its use in decisions at critical points of the harvest cycle. It recognises that use
of data in critical sustainability ratios and thresholds must be a major emphasis in
sustainability regulation of natural resources, and a basic recognition that some things
cannot be left to discretionary decision-making.

8.5 Implications for future research
Environmental destruction, including deforestation, and the pressure to deliver food
security, presents some of the greatest sustainability challenges. It follows that to address
such challenges, regulation should address natural resource management proactively. This
means greater focus on measurement and monitoring of sustainability performance.
Similarly, deforestation, food security and agriculture are all connected, especially in the
context of pressure to meet increasing food demands through land clearance. This
suggests the need for greater cross disciplinary research work facilitating scientific inputs
into regulatory monitoring and constructing efficient regulatory models for sustainability
performance.
Maintaining forest cover is essential for biodiversity conservation and ecological–
economic balance; but this is inhibited by the rate of deforestation which is unsustainable
in some countries. For sustainable forest management to be effective, it is necessary to
halt deforestation and plant trees, both native and exotic, to increase forest cover. 744 The
United Nations Strategic Plan for Forests, 2017–2030, aims to reduce deforestation. 745
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The plan highlights the need for collaborative action across member states to ensure this
is happening, and research would be required to identify potential action scenarios.
The key challenges involved in improving forest sustainability suggested in this thesis
include: (1) developing policies that integrate multiple forest ecosystem services with
environmental protection; (2) stringent government compliance and enforcement
measures; (3) developing secondary markets for multiple forest ecosystem values; (4) a
reliable valuation system for forest resources; (5) resourcing and building the capacity of
local community stakeholders; and (6) providing funding to implement sustainable forest
management practices. These challenges require research into innovative regulation that
responds to their intrinsic complexities. This presents the problem of finding some
commonalities in addressing each challenge. For example, a valuation system for forest
resources having secondary markets may rely on a consistent approach for managing and
interpreting data. This system could rely on the data aligned with ecological Criteria that
cover ecological, social and economic elements, providing a holistic basis for monitoring
forest resources. A holistic valuation system needs to be developed by researchers that
enables further refinement to develop the Criteria specific to different forestry conditions,
enabling the measurement of progress towards ESFM for each region, whilst enabling
greater consultations with local stakeholders. The aim is to develop a sustainability index
based on site-specific Criteria, allowing a comparison of trends over time within and
between regions. This includes the condition of forest resources; what stressors are
currently impacting the resources and how those stressors affect biodiversity and changes
to topography. The aim is to ensure that the criteria and indicators provide key
information about forest structures and the composition of ecological systems. The
research challenge includes methodologies relating to the use of criteria and indicators in
Victoria and at the national level. Criteria are currently not being used at an optimal level
in Victoria. It is, thus, necessary to assess how Criteria can be used more proactively in
decision-making about sustainable forest management.
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Criteria have been identified as appropriate tools for measuring, monitoring, assessing
and reporting sustainability goals. 746 It is necessary to consider what factors inhibit the
successful use of Criteria of sustainability and how their use can be enhanced to meet
future challenges for ESD. The answers can be found by reference to different programs
using Criteria and assessing what has and has not worked. Criteria can assess
sustainability in the context of the social, economic and ecological elements of a given
natural resource sector, while indicators within Criteria are parameters that apply to each
criterion as measurable variables of the attributes in a given system. 747 They have
multiple applications and therefore it is necessary to consider how they can be used over
and above the current reporting functions.
The thesis identified that Criteria for monitoring and reporting on sustainable forest
management in Victoria are underused. While the Victorian Government states that they
facilitate inter- and intra-agency communication and data exchange to improve the
efficacy of management systems, policies and procedures, 748 it is unclear when and how
this occurs. There is further research work to be done on Criteria in terms of how they are
drafted, structured and reported on, enabling cross sectoral communication in respect to
sustainability regulation. Further research is required on the allocation of quantitative and
qualitative indicators that reflect the unique characteristics of Victoria in this context. The
relative position of quantitative and qualitative factors should be reviewed when revising
Criteria for this multi- purpose use. Given that there has not been a revision of the
Victorian Criteria since inception in 2007, a revised list is overdue if the foregoing
matters are to be properly addressed. The findings reported in this thesis highlight that
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Criteria designed to assess the progress of sustainable forest management performance
are underdeveloped compared to European developments. 749
The benefits in adopting Criteria raised in this thesis should enable sustainability
performance in natural resource regulations to be communicated in a readily understood
language based on science and related measures. This necessitates an increased reliance
on research related to scientific and sustainability thresholds, improved data collection,
monitoring and reporting on sustainable natural resource management, use of Criteria to
inform and regulate operational activity in natural resource management more generally
and structured Criteria that are regionally based to track the progress of ESFM objectives
more effectively. These factors represent a communication challenge for compilers of
sustainability related reports using Criteria to communicate findings in an understandable
format.
Use of Criteria require flexible and adaptive mechanisms in regulation, 750 and this
requires research into national schemes that allow a consistent national approach on
sustainability. Such a process requires harmonising definitions and data management
processes for individual natural resource sectors to ensure a truly consistent national
approach on sustainability measures. This also requires a consistent alignment and
categorization of regional, national, and international Criteria under natural resource
conventions and agreements. All this research is required in ensure harmonising of a
national sustainability approach. The aim is to create an environment where use of
Criteria creates a readily observable and understandable ‘language’ of sustainability that
addresses key sustainability objectives effectively.

8.6 Policy implications
Understanding the policy implications of the proposed changes discussed in this thesis
may help guide broad-based systemic changes. From a policy perspective, Criteria may
be characterised as procedural policy tools relevant to governance. The policy
implications arise from determinations as to what adaptations to procedural and
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conceptual thinking can improve use of data on sustainability objectives. One example of
such a policy implication is the greater autonomous use of science to guide decisionmaking in forestry governance. The policy may include strategies and tactics to regulate
forestry governance and understand what boundaries apply for responding to shifting
circumstances.
It is necessary to consider what policy implications involving the use of Criteria arise
from moves to improve sustainability performance. While using Criteria can align with
quantified benchmarks, such as maximum sustainable yields, the challenge is to address
use of Criteria across a wider paradigm covering economic, social and environmental
benefits balanced against associated costs of environmental management. The issue is
whether the conceptual and symbolic use of Criteria can become as important as its
instrumental use. This view reflects a need for the greater acceptance of a wider
sustainability paradigm enabling use of Criteria in a transactional pragmatic sense, or at
least to use Criteria to enhance stakeholder inputs into forestry governance. Hence
Criteria use should be scientifically relevant and valid, easy to interpret, including trend
identification, sensitive to change in data and updateable. The aim is to assess a
meaningful standard for the sustainability of forest management, not just as inputs into a
report that rely on quantitative data without this probative context. The policies must
address the implementation problems because the general policy objective (the use of
Criteria for sustainability assessment) is not at issue.
The implementation challenge may relate to a lack of political motivation or resourcing;
however, these practical deficiencies may be alleviated by a more holistic acceptance of
use of Criteria. This requires a conceptual framework that addresses the economic, social
and environmental dimensions of using forest ecosystem services. In each category, the
overarching policy driver should be applying the capacity of Criteria to assess the
sustainability of forest management to contribute to a ‘mosaic’ that collectively allows for
the determination of a sustainability index. The factors that drive this assessment are: (1)
the ability to identify trends; (2) whether the emphasis is a basic quantitative measure not
relevant to sustainability assessments, such as the per capita wood consumption; (3)
capacity to assess the sustainability of supply; and (4) the capacity to accord to a
collective index of sustainability. The latter element (4) has the greatest policy
complexity because synthesising multiple indicator values to establish a combined
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sustainability index is hindered by its inherent ontological complexity and the reliability
of data from diverse indicators. Despite this, the policy challenge is to embrace the idea
of a sustainability index for natural resource sectors that allows holistic assessments.
Development of a sustainability index requires consistent use of scientific data gathered
and disseminated as an independent process for use with policymakers, and in the context
of Victorian forestry, possibly under the auspices of the proposed independent regulator.
The selection of science inputs must be in accordance with some coordinating process
that retains independence but represents all areas of silvicultural science. This could
include guidelines addressing the choice of silvicultural topic, accountability for inputs,
procedures for disputed science, how science is presented to policymakers, and weighting
the inputs or manner of sequentially ordering the Criteria. Improving scientific discourse
in this process requires overcoming the resistance to interdisciplinary design. This may in
part be engendered by concern in avoiding a tendency for science inputs to be aligned
with societal norms, rather than in a strict scientific capacity, or worse, the risk of
policymakers distorting scientific input where there are political protocols or agendas to
be maintained. Therefore, selecting indicators based on scientific input relies on an
independent process that supports scientific independence and incorporates it through
each stage of the indicator selection guidelines.
Arguably the key policy debate relates to the importance of sustainability Criteria as tools
for framing legislative structures, guidelines on operational forestry and conservation
measures. This means bridging the conceptual gaps between environmental groups and
foresters, who each may interpret Criteria using a different set of priorities, suggesting a
clear need to embrace a stronger policy position on sustainable forest management
through a revised Criteria. This moves away from using criteria to simply structure
reports and towards a more defined position to measure sustainability alongside the
development of a sustainability index.

8.7 Practice implications
Implications for practice refer to how the findings in this thesis impact people and
systems working in forest and plantation harvesting. The implications in this context
primarily relate to the use of silvicultural science and Criteria in forestry regulation. This
affects public forest harvesting, private native forestry and plantations, whose
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management is impacted in different ways according to scale of operation, and the type of
forest and landscape cover applicable. Increased reliance on silviculture and Criteria at an
operational level requires considerable adjustment to procedures, which would not come
without cost. However, improved sustainability performance in conjunction with the
improved productive capacity of forests from the optimum use of different forest
ecosystem services should counter those extra costs. This section examines these
implications for practice.
8.7.1 Public forestry management implications
The use of Criteria in public forestry harvesting practice requires a continuous training
program for management and operational staff on their content and application in line
with the policy implications from this study, as discussed in the previous section. This
training aligns Criteria with the application methodology in regulation, discussed in the
context of the precautionary principle, and operational activity. The training process
emphasises sustainability measures such as the area of forest available and suitability for
timber production, which is identified as Criterion 2, and sustainable yield. The
identification of the causal link and associated change mechanism is an essential part of
training for forestry staff. The emphasis on application methodologies reflects its
mandatory requirements in the reformed regulatory model proposed in Section 7.3. The
mandatory application of the precautionary principle in regulation, for example, has a
restricted application to stakeholders and regulators or producing authorities without
clarity on when and how it is applied. The application methodology training would
specifically address the ‘when’ and ‘how.’ This means management has a practical
obligation to understand the use of Criteria in conjunction with application
methodologies for key regulatory requirements, such as application of principles of ESD.
In this context, management needs to provide training programs for staff involved in
harvesting covering ecological risk, application methodologies for principles of ESD,
interpreting regulations and recognising key trigger points requiring an adaptive
management response.
The research in this study identified patterns in existing forestry regulation that have
implications for management. Current regulation does not use trigger points for an
adaptive management response. A reformed model identifies triggers points around
ecological risk, and failure to meet particular sustainability thresholds. This specifically
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requires expertise in measurement and monitoring, while able to align data with an
adaptive management response once a trigger has been activated. Training also addresses
specific lines of authority to demarcate the decision-making process dealing with triggers
in regulation associated with sustainability measures, application methodologies and the
causally related adaptive management response. This places emphasis on training for
compliance officers within DELWP and DEDA when enforcement action is necessary
where adaptive action is not taken or for regulatory breach generally. This means
understanding when a breach of regulation occurs and what penalty applies. Training is
relevant for general enforcement of sustainability compliance and, for more serious
breaches, when a prosecution is warranted. The distinction between serious and less
serious breach is an important part of the training process for compliance officers.
Management training also requires close attention to the balance between economic
development and ecological protection. Criteria relevant to balance should form another
component in a training program which includes understanding biodiversity and forest
ecology issues associated with criterion 1 and 2 of existing Criteria. This is particularly
relevant for application of key principles of ESD such as the precautionary principle
which requires understanding about what amounts to serious ecological risk and scientific
uncertainty surrounding that risk. Once activated the precautionary principle requires a
proportionate response in respect to the degree of risk even in the context of scientific
uncertainty. Implicit is the need for greater training in science related risk indicators to
address the proportionate response required in applying the precautionary principle. A
necessary corollary of this is training over who is responsible for reviewing application of
ESD principles in the decision-making process. This means training about staff
responsibility in adjusting key instruments such as TRPs as part of the proportionate
response when referring to the precautionary principle. The whole idea is that a forest
management system must address training for staff to understand the point where an
adaptive management response is required based on objective data. The Brown Mountain
Case highlights a complete absence of understanding of the intersection between the
presence of ecological risk (in that case endangered species in forest coupe sites) with an
adaptive management response. Confusion as to whether DELWP or VicForests was
responsible for applying the precautionary principle, not only highlights a profound lack
of training of when an adaptive measure is required, but also a serious confusion over
lines of authority, resulting in a paralysis in decision-making. Indeed, having a belief that
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once a TRP is activated, removed the necessity for any further adaptive decision-making
even in the presence of unforeseen events that require an adaptive response. This event
reveals a fundamental misunderstanding about current regulatory obligation. Training
therefore overcomes this deficit in failure to recognise a breach, when a trigger point is
activated, how to apply the application methodology; which, in the case of the
precautionary principle requires a proportionate response commensurate with the extent
of the risk.
Under the regime proposed above, senior management in both VicForests and DELWP
undertake training in identifying factors associated with serious ecological risk. Under the
current governance model DEDA prepares the allocation order defining the area of forest
available for harvest whilst VicForests identifies the precise level of harvesting in TRPs
within the allocation order region. Senior management responsible for forestry in both
entities must understand methodologies for application of ESD principles. A reformed
model interposes an independent regulator to address decisions made at a departmental
(DELWP) and operational (VicForests) levels. The latter requires training in
sustainability related objectives and how they are achieved within operational guidelines.
This means training in sustainability performance in applying Management Standards
and Procedures for operational staff. This includes measurement and monitoring training
for staff, and when measurement data activates a trigger point in regulation. Critical to
this, is training in respect to breach of the Code and SFA 2004 and responsibility for
initiating enforcement and compliance action.
The use of an independent regulator recognises the thematic relationship identified in
Chapter 7 between sustainability and governance. The reformed governance model
requires understanding of specific lines of authority and the responsibility this entails to
make decisions relevant to the ESFM objectives. The independent regulator has
overarching oversight over sustainable forest management, but DELWP retains core
management responsibility compliance and enforcement. Management of forests within
DELWP would be the responsibility of one unit responsible for compliance and
enforcement oversight. It is imperative that this unit and its enforcement processes be
subject to training in identifying breach and understanding when prosecution for serious
breach is undertaken. This level of training is heightened to address breaches in
addressing particular sustainability measures such as sustainable yield. Unless staff in this
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unit understands where a failure to meet a sustainability standard arises, and the precise
point in which sustainability enforcement measures are necessary, the framework
arguably cannot be said to adequately address precautionary risk management in the
ESFM framework. The level of training in this unit, includes understanding application
methodologies within the revised Code and when prosecution is warranted for serious
breach. This includes identifying where an application of Code requirements is deficient
including where the application methodology has not been properly applied.
An important aspect of the reformed model is the use of incentives to address
sustainability performance. An incentive can apply in two main contexts in a reformed
model, each recognises that aspirational objectives implicit within ESFM require a
‘carrot’ as well as a ‘stick.’ The first relates to direct economic benefits for meeting
sustainability objectives, and the second refers to increased self-regulation reflective of
improved sustainability performance. The latter being complementary to more
interventionist compliance measures further up the regulatory enforcement pyramid and is
not necessarily at odds with higher level of enforcement intervention. Stakeholders would
need to understand how each incentive applies in meeting ESFM objectives. This
includes NGOs and local communities understandings of incentives that apply to
sustainability performance. For example, economically unsustainable resource extraction,
such as that currently applying to regions of East Gippsland, would not receive incentives
because it is uneconomic to harvest in that region. Identifying this outcome by
stakeholders and then reporting this to the independent regulator becomes a necessary
part of information flows in the reformed model. This addresses the adaptive governance
capability, identified in Section 7.3, that collaborates with stakeholders at different
economic and societal levels. This means in practice that stakeholders are aware of their
right to identify and contribute information to regulators to inform sustainability related
decision-making. This process is backed by the existence of regionally based Criteria.
Underpinning this is training on the content and application of such Criteria to identify
when they are met or not. Another important training element is understanding a statescale method of valuation of forest eco-system values and its application to wood and
non-wood values.
Another practical requirement for management is in the data collection process. The
VFMP remains fully intact in the new model, however its data monitoring capability is
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enhanced to include guidelines on collection of data relevant to regionally based Criteria
which take account of ecological risk. This means training for VFMP staff in the data
collection process to address ecological risk and guidelines on how this data is
disseminated to relevant departments and other stakeholders. For example, data on area,
volume and biomass of available forest and sustainable levels of production require extra
training to address this at both data collection level and later in operational decisionmaking. The latter requires training in when an adaptive response is instituted at trigger
points identified in regulation by the collected data. This specifically requires training for
managers in identifying yellow and red-light trigger points as discussed in Section 7.3.
Staff in DELWP also require training in reading audits and acting to enforce breaches
more proactively rather than await a voluntary response from VicForests to audit
findings.
Training in respect to balance includes relevant staff within the independent regulator and
DELWP to understand and apply guidelines with respect to balance between economic
progress and ecological protection in sustainable forest management. They must
understand rules applying to obtaining public input in balance related information, input
of Criteria in finalising allocation orders, or orders relating to use of other forest
ecosystem values. It is also necessary to address educative and training requirements
addressing the transition away from public forestry to private forestry for the mooted
2030 deadline. A related training requirement is reporting on precautionary risk
management undertaken to address all of the foregoing aspects of the precautionary risk
management system of a reformed model. Underpinning all training for stakeholders is an
understanding of ESD principles within the reformed regulatory framework, their
associated application methodologies, and how their application serves to benefit both
economic development and ecological protection.
Whilst the foregoing emphasises a training element, there are wider practice implications
from this study. The unified regulatory model has a far greater focus on ecological
economics as part of the decision to harvest, where, and whether alternate use of forest
ecosystem services is preferable. Forest management becomes a focused productivity
assessment across a range of alternate forest ecosystem services. It is a failure of current
Victorian forestry regulation to address when, and on what basis, the decision to harvest
is made. Economists may explain that the decision to harvest a tree is based on marginal
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cost analysis. 751 If this is applied prescriptively then it forces an assessment of alternative
investment options. This decision-making process is better in a unified regulatory model
that takes account of both public and private parts of the forestry sector. This allows for
regulators making decisions on whether to harvest to consider the value of land and
associated forest ecosystem services, as the present value of future net benefits extracted
from the forest. From a practice perspective this is equivalent to a productivity assessment
to assess the standing value of the forest. The regulator responsible for harvesting
decision is required under regulation, to consider the alternate value of the standing
forest. This value includes erosion and flood control, sequestration of carbon, and benefits
associated with enjoying and enhancing the promotion of biodiversity. These
considerations require some form of regulation to ensure the regulator accounts for large
areas of forest covering both public and private sectors and their alternate standing value
during this preliminary ‘early’ period of forest assessment.
The foregoing productivity focus must include capability in assessing discounting factors
for the effects of climate change after taking account of carbon and growth modelling,
which includes the cost of decision support capability and associated training and related
costs. Whilst it is acknowledged that native forests are currently meant to be managed on
a sustained yield basis, this does not seem to be observed consistently in practice and
therefore this capability must be enhanced with improved technology and support.
Sustained yield assessment must account for multiple forest ecosystem services, and
therefore regulators responsible for forest management and required to consider a state
wide valuation system for multiple forest ecosystem services. This also requires greater
practical capability for public involvement in the planning process for this to be achieved.
This involves a considerable shift in how THP are prepared when taking account of
sustainable yield and made available for public access and comment. From a practice
perspective, this requires an initial cross sector (public and private) global assessment that
accounts for available supply against demand, prior to THPs prepared for public forests.
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Separate considerations are required for private forest owners in how they account for
sustainable yield and the relevant factors in construction of their timber harvesting plans.
8.7.2 Private forestry management implications
The governance changes applying under the proposed unified regulatory model has
similar training requirements for private forestry operators. However, the changes to
private forestry governance also reflects the limitations inherent in the local council
governance model which highlights inconsistencies in respect compliance and
enforcement across councils. Centralising the governance process over private forestry
requires, in similar vein to public forestry, training that addresses sustainability measures
relevant to private forestry harvest cycle. This includes understanding key measures
including sustainable yield and rates of regeneration for different forest types and Criteria
for different regions. Training is necessary for understanding sustainability data required
to input into key instruments associated with private forestry such as PDNs and THPs. In
a reformed model PDNs must set out total area and species planted, type of tree aligned
with particular landscapes and productive capacities of land type. Similarly, THPs would
be required to stipulate productive capacities or sustainable yields in the harvest process.
Another important training requirement is applying methodologies associated with Code
requirements. This includes training in identifying a breach and understanding what
penalty may apply to it. This extends to capacity to undertake a self-audit as part of an
overall measurement and monitoring obligation. This includes evaluation measures to
assess impacts of forestry on soil and water quality. A revised Code includes application
methodologies requiring silvicultural input. Therefore, the nature of training must address
both silvicultural aspects of the application methodology relevant to specific
sustainability objectives. For example, productive capacities of tree types suitable for
particular landscapes.
A reformed model uses the independent regulator to oversee collection of private forestry
data. The VFMP will provide guidance and training to private forestry owners in the data
collection process which they are responsible for. This involves some interaction with
private forest cooperatives, working with forest owners in a training role both in data
collection and to enhance productivity performance. Local councils could still operate as
co-administrative agents for the independent regulator to process grower licence
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applications and associated conditions associated with sustainability performance, which
includes emphasis on key sustainability indices in the timber harvesting plans.
Understanding the effect of failing to meet key indicators is essential, especially in
respect to sustainable yield. Staff within the independent regulator and private growers
require training in bespoke regional sector specific Criteria covering both plantations and
private native forestry operations. Training is also necessary for private growers to selfreport against relevant Criteria. Training will reflect differences between for small scale
operators from larger operations over five hectares in size. This includes training that
recognises exemption for small scale operations from some Code requirements, subject to
meeting sustainability standards as a trade-off for exemption. An overarching training
requirement for all private growers involves application methodologies for key
biodiversity requirements. This includes vegetation offset arrangements which, under a
reformed model, is classified as a low impact activity with appropriate adjustments to
offset requirements.
Part of the foregoing training responsibility for private growers and regulators is
understanding the causative links between Criteria and sustainability objectives and
associated application methodologies. The Code, now containing application
methodologies, requires training in how they apply to different landscapes and forest
types. As for public forestry, this requires understanding in what amounts to serious
environmental risk. This means understanding the use of regionally based Criteria, is an
essential guide for data collection to determine when a trigger point for precautionary risk
management is needed, and the level of proportionate response based on the extent of
risk.
At a wider level, the reformed regulatory model requires enhanced reporting and
communication capability between growers, RPDCs, local councils and growers. This
particularly places focus on the empowerment of RPDCs to address assisting growers in
silvicultural practice, processing of regulatory forms associated with licensing and
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preparation and processing of THPs, and meeting reporting obligations associated with
sustainability objectives.

8.8 Concluding note
This study involves a critical realist paradigm being used to gain a deeper understanding
of the causal mechanisms in regulation. The aim was a greater understanding of the
relationship between regulation and operational control over natural resources. Exploring
the nature of causal mechanisms in this way helps increase knowledge about how to meet
sustainability objectives.
Using Criteria that address the inherent elements of a natural resource’s productive and
ecological life cycle closes the loop in the context of decisions on how they should be
used. Hitherto, Criteria are used solely to complete the reporting functions of managing
public forestry in Victoria. As shown in this research, the same Criteria can be used at the
operational stages for managing the resource, and thereby addressing a regulatory gap.
Using the Criteria as guidance in this way to identify and further sustainability indicators
shapes a conceptual framework for forestry resource management that may also be
applied to a range of other natural resource sectors such as fisheries and aquatic
ecosystems. It also signals an important development in precautionary risk management
with triggers for an adaptive management response. This thesis concludes that there is a
need for broad application of Criteria at all stages of the natural resource life cycle and
for increased use of this guidance document in regulation at the operational stages of that
cycle. This offers significant opportunities for further research into sustainability and its
place in regulation.
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